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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate School of the

University of Florida in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements of the

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

BAY ISLANDS ENGLISH:

UNGUISTIC CONTACT AND CONVERGENCE IN THE WESTERN CARIBBEAN

By

Ross Graham

December 1997

Chairman: Dr. Allan Burns

Major Department: Linguistics

Bay Islands English (BIE) is the name given to the varieties of the

English language natively spoken on the islands of that name lying off

the north coast of Honduras.

The original data is derived from nine months of fieldwork

conducted on the three islands of Roatan, Utila and Guanaja, between

1991 and 1992. A word-list supplemented by fieldnotes supplied the

raw data for chapters on phonemics and other aspects of

pronunciation. Transcripts of 25 interviews and field observations

likewise formed the basis for accounts of the syntax of the Verb Phrase

and the morphosyntax of the Noun Phrase, in addition to detailed

quantitative studies of the copula and verbal -s marking.
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It is argued that BIE originates in the eighteenth century contact

between blacks and whites Uving on the Cayman Islands. Whites

spoke a koineized dialect with some Creole influence: this is referred

to as 'earlier Anglo-Caribbean'. Caymanians settled on the Bay Islands

in the mid-nineteenth century.

The abundance of Creole features in black BIE make it clear that

the speech of least a segment of the immigrant population was of the

type generally acepted as 'creole'. Today, black BIE is 'mesolectal'. The

much lower incidence of such features in white BIE indicates that

Anglo-Caribbean was never creolized. A number of non-standard

elements in white BIE can be traced to older British dialectal

influence; in this, Scottish dialects played an important role, as is

suggested by the existence of a strong Subject-type constraint with

plural 'is'.

Prolonged contact between the polar grammars has produced a

large area of convergence, in which forms and structures from the

non-standard superstrate are adapted to uses deriving from non-

standard Creole-influenced grammar, for example, in the use of past

markers such as had and been. It is argued that the preverbal

habitual marker doz was adapted from periphrastic do/does present

in the eighteenth century Caribbean koine. The adoption of non-

concord V-s as a habitual marker was an innovation within Anglo-

Caribbean, perhaps motivated by a desire to avoid the stigmatized

periphrastic habitual.
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CHAPTER 1

HISTORY AND CULTURE OF THE BAY ISLANDS ENGUSH PEOPLE

Introduction

The Bay Islands are a group of eight islcinds and over sixty small

cays lying 20-40 miles off the north coast of Honduras and around

120 miles east of Belize City. 'Islas de la Bahia' is the only offshore

Departamento of the Republic of Honduras, to which it has been

joined politically since 1861.

There are three main islands: Roatan, Guanaja, and Utila, of which

Roatan (12740 ha.) is by far the largest. Most of the small cays are

uninhabited, although some are privately owned by foreigners.

The Atlantic coast of Central America constitutes a cultural

frontier zone between Spanish and English-speaking cultures. In this

context, the Bay Islands can be viewed as an outpost of English-

speakers on the edge of a Spanish-speaking continent. Other

communities speaking English-lexicon Creole are to be found along the

coast, the main concentration being in Belize. Small communities are

found in Bluefields (Nicaragua), Puerto Limon (Costa Rica), the Bocas

del Toro province of Panama, and the islands of San Andres and

Providencia, which belong to Colombia. The location of the Bay

Islands in relation to all of these is shown in Fig. 1.

1
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Fig 1-1: The Western Caribbean and Central America
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It is the purpose of this introductory chapter to chart the

evolution of the Bay Islanders' sense of self-identity. In large part, this

is the story of attachment to a cultural identity with the English

language as its cornerstone. Principally because of the language factor,

but also because of cultural attitudes which differ from those of the

mainland, the islanders have always tended to orient themselves

toward the great land mass to the north rather than than towards

Central America. There is little understanding of the islanders in

Spanish-speaking mestizo culture and a general feeling in Honduras

that the English-speakers are an anomaly, that they do not 'belong'.

As a result of these attitudes, and the unwillingness of central

government to help the islands, the Bay Islands English justifiably feel

marginalized within the country to which they nominally owe

allegiance.

In a vague sense, many people still feel that their real allegiance

lies with the remote colonial power which for a decade in the mid-

nineteenth century had incorporated the islands as an outpost of

empire. In 1852, the British Government made the Bay Islands a de

facto colony by granting the islands local self-governing status under

the Superintendent of Belize. The western Caribbean territories came

under the Governorship of Jamaica. But only nine years later, Britain

was to formally hand over control of the islands to Honduras, despite

numerous petitions from the islanders. A petition sent to Queen

Victoria in November 1861 spoke of 'breach of faith'. This it

undoubtedly was. But the islanders for long continued to consider

themselves British despite the reversal that they had suffered.
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People are fond of comparing the state of the Bay Islands under

Honduran rule to what might have happened had they remained

under Britain. The Cayman Islands, from which the majorit>' of Bay

Islanders migrated, remained British and has prospered. In the

nineteenth century, Caymans was a poor, forgotten place, now it is a

tourist haven and banking center with one of the highest standards of

living in the Caribbean.

An important element in the islanders' identity has always been a

negative attitude towards the people of the mainland. The

inhabitants of 'the coast' are generally looked down on, generally

distrusted and often feared. A great deal of negative stereotyping

attaches to the 'Spaniards'.

Ethnic labels reflect the historic linguistic-cultural divide. Some

labels are expressive of prejudices which set one group against

another. The mainlanders refer to the white islanders as 'caracoles'

and the black or colored population as 'negritos'. Islanders in turn

refer to mainlanders as 'the natives', 'indios', or 'payulos' (ignorant

peasants) . Critical examination by the islanders of their own identity

has only recently begun, but it begins from the fundamental

English/Spanish dichotomy.

A second element needs to be added if a full appreciation of the

islsnders' self-identity is to be gained. Although less fundamental

than the Spanish-English divide, it has nevertheless contributed in no

small way to the lack of a coherent response to the challenges of the

present. This is the factor of black-white ethnic differences. As in a few

other places in the Caribbean where whites comprised a significant

minority, such as in the Bahamas, a rigid segregation applied. Whites
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and blacks in effect lived in separate communities, often

geographically separated, and a strict prohibition on inter-ethnic

marriages was observed. A rigid division of this kind no longer

applies, but patterns of thinking have not fundamentally changed.

A new social pattern - mixing with people of Spanish descent -

might eventually eliminate the ethnic factor on the islands. But if

this pattern of 'mestizaje' eventually comes to replace old patterns of

ethnic identification, then one of the essential ingredients of Bay

Island English identity will, for better or worse, have been lost.

Phases in the Islanders' Cultural Identitv

In this chapter, I examine shifts in patterns of behavior and

cultural attitudes over time. It is argued that this can be understood

in terms of four historical phases, each of which has left its mark in

the island psyche. I have given these phases the names provocation,

insouciance, acquiescence and malaise. The first phase refers to

rivalry between English and Spaniards in the area during the colonial

period and to the period forming the background to English

settlement in the 1830s and 1840s. The term 'insouciance' describes

the attitude of islanders to the mainland for perhaps the first

hundred years after settlement. Gradually, however, the mainland

has extended its control over all aspects of life in the islands. Until

recently, the islanders have passively, if grudgingly, accepted these

changes. This attitude can be characterized as 'acquiescence'.

Although the terms as used here can each be associated with a

particular period in the relations between islands and mainland, it is



perhaps more helpful to regard each as a cultural leitmotif forming a

layer within the consciousness of English-speaking islanders, the

balance of each varying with the passage of time.

The term 'malaise' refers to a present-day cultural reality, the

sense of insecurity which pervades people's lives as the result of

drastic changes which have taken place in the islands during the

1990s.

First Phase: The English Presence as a Provocation

'Provocation' encapsulates the dominant image which is projected

by the hostilities between the English and the Spanish in the area of

the Gulf of Honduras between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries.

The image of confrontation between two powerful cultural groups has

remained a potent one even in the present day.

For more than a hundred years, English privateers and buccaneers

pillaged Spanish ships operating on the route between the isthmus

and Havana which constituted one stage in the triangular voyage

linking Spain with its colonies. Two ports in the Bay of Honduras,

Trujillo and Puerto de Caballos (modern Puerto Cortes) were

important in Spanish trade with the Indies. Trujillo was sacked three

times between 1560 and 1576 and Puerto de Caballos five times

between 1589 and 1603 (Floyd 1967: 12-14).

Between 1625 and the outbreak of the English Civil War in 1642,

the first permanent English settlements in the Caribbean were

established. During these years, there were three attempts to establish
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Puritan settlements in the western Caribbean, but two were short-

lived.

The first was on the island of Providencia, an island lying about

150 miles off the Atlantic coast of Nicaragua (and now part of

Colombia). This collapsed in 1641 after only ten years, when the

Spanish drove the settlers and their slaves off the island. It appears

that some of the refugees, under the leadership of one Captain Axe,

came to Roatan (Winzerling, 1946: 63). These refugees raided the local

Paya Indians for produce and participated in the comprehensive

sacking of Trujillo in 1642 which was undertaken as an act of revenge

for the destruction of the Providence Island settlement.

A second group of Puritan settlers from Maryland and Virginia had

established a small agricultural colony on Roatan a couple of years

earlier, between 1638 and 1639. This group, under the leadership of

William Claiborne, had renamed the island 'Rich Island', after Lord

Henry Rich, Earl of Holland (Newton, 1914: 276). After they were

forced to leave in 1642, some buccaneers seem to have remained on

the islands for a few years, but by 1650, both the English and the few

remaining Paya Indians had been removed by force (Fuentes y

Guzman, 1933: 332-9). It is possible that, had it not been for the

English Civil War, this first English settlement in the Bay of Honduras

would have survived, and the present-day English of the Bay Islands

might then provide unique insight into the English spoken in the

Caribbean in the period which Grenfell Price (1939: 21) refers to as the

'Great Emigration'.

The third settlement was apparently near the mouth of the Belize

River. According to Caiger (1951: 31), this was established 'within the
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scope of the Providence Island charter' by a Scotsman named Wallace

(possibly the origin of the name 'Belize'). Although the details of

Caiger's account can be questioned, it would appear that some of the

Providence Island settlers made their way to Belize. During the period

of Cromwell's rule, a time when the English government renewed its

aggressive stance toward the Spanish in the Caribbean, the Belize

settlement was 'a place of refuge and concealment' for the English of

the coast. The phrase comes from The Honduras Almanack (1826)

which further records that the English

. . . driven to this spot by the savage ferocity of their enemys (sic)

the Spaniards, occasionally carried on the avocation of logwood
cutting, and not infrequently sallied forth to seek revenge by
committing depredations in the neighbouring areas. (1826, 1)

Clearly, the entire Bay of Honduras was a theatre in which the

animosities between English and Spaniards were acted out with

considerable intensity.

In the later 17th century and throughout the 18th century,

'provocation' for the Spanish took the form of attacks on Spanish

ships by buccaneers and later by pirates. After 1685, the buccaneers

dedicated themselves in the main to cutting logwood. These logwood

camps along the Bay of Honduras formed the original economic base

of the English settlements in Belize and the Black River.

Between 1742 and 1786, the Bay Islands actually formed part of

the Black River Protectorate administered from Jamaica. The Baymen,

as they were called, made their living in part from selling dyewood

and mahogany to Jamaica. But they also traded in goods seized from

the Spanish inland setdements and from the Indians by their allies



the Sambo-Miskitos. The Sambo-Miskitos were fierce fighters who did

not hesitate to attack Spanish vessels. It is little wonder then that the

Spanish regarded the English as 'pirates', a name that still comes to

mainlanders' lips when they think of the Bay Islanders. The Spanish

did not recognize English rights of settlement in the area and saw any

such settlements not only as a challenge to the Spanish trading

monopoly, but as a threat to their own political hegemony.

As Belize grew to be economically powerful in the first part of the

19th century, the wealthy Belize merchants made repeated calls for

re-settlement of the Bay Islands, which had lain abandoned after the

English were forced to evacuate Roatan and Black River by the terms

of the Convention of London (1786). The aim was to establish control

over exports from the Atlantic coast of Honduras and further afield,

and to avoid this trade falling into the hands of commercial rivals. In

1830, a Major Anderson from Belize removed a few French settlers

from Roatan. The Belizean merchants were anxious that the Bay

Islands be setded by English-speakers so that the area could remain

within their effective control.

Beginning in 1831, and continuing for a good part of the

nineteenth century, the islands were settled by English speakers who

included Caymanians, Jamaicans, some people from the Miskito

Coast and Belize, and some Europeans, principally English and Scots.

Caymanians and their families formed by far the largest group.

According to census figures in Davidson (1974: 81), out of a total

population in 1858 of 1548, there were 650 Caymanian-born people

in the Bay Islands and 572 people who had been born in the Bay

Islands. Most of the latter group would have been the children of
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Caymanian immigrants. The next largest group, comprising 144 in all,

consisted of people born on the Miskito Coast, Overall, 'coloreds'

outnumbered whites almost four to one (1229 to 319).

It is important to understand that the settlement of the Bay

Islands from the 1830s onward was not planned as an act of

provocation, but was a natural response to a change in the material

conditions of life in the English Caribbean following emancipation in

1833. The white Caymanian farmers, who had mainly small

plantations, were concerned about their economic and political

future, and the decision to emigrate to the Bay Islands was

undertaken out of a desire to build a new life. They were already

familiar with the coast of Honduras and Nicaragua, having for many

years visited the area to catch turtles. In the early nineteenth

century, around 30 vessels a year from Caymans visited the Miskito

Coast turtling grounds (Naylor 1988: 150). The Bay Islands were

uninhabited and possessed a richer soil than the Cayman Islands;

therefore, it was an attractive place in which to resetde.

When slavery ended in the Cayman Islands in 1834, many whites

were concerned about their future. Altogether, about twenty-four

families came to settle on the Bay Islands between 1834 and 1843.

They were followed by ex-slaves and a number of colored people who

had themselves owned slaves in the Cayman Islands. Some would

have been familiar with the Central American coast, since it is

recorded that many Caymanian laborers worked there in plantations

for several months in the year (Hirst 1967 [1910]: 316).
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Phase 2: Autonomy and Insouciance

The Bay Islands were declared a British colony in March 1852.

Governance was by a local General Assembly of twelve members under

a locally-appointed presiding magistrate. The colony came under the

jurisdiction of a Lieutenant-Governor in British Honduras, himself

responsible to the Governor of Jamaica. It is important to stress that

colonization of the Bay Islands did not form part of the imperial

design of Britain in the mid- 19th. century. The action in 1852 of the

then Secretary for the Colonies, Lord Grey, was a response to requests

from the settlers for British protection rather than part of a British

plan to gain control of a 'key' to the Bay of Honduras.

Certainly, the islands could have been viewed as strategic, given

the growing interest in constructing an interoceanic canal, but they

do not seem to have formed an element in any concerted strategy of

the British government in the region. The British did not seek

confrontation with the United States. The US was, of course, strongly

opposed to European intervention anywhere in the Americas and was

especially concerned to prevent this from happening in a region in

which there was talk of building a canal.

Both the British and American governments were able to agree in

principle that neither power should extend its dominion over any

part of Central America. This indeed was precisely the position

reached as a result of the signing of the Clayton-Bulwer treaty in

1850. Following the declaration of the Bay Islands Colony (which

apparently did not receive the authorization either of the Foreign
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Office or of the Prime Minister) the British government came under

strong pressure from the US, which accused Britain of contravening

the 1850 treaty. After some attempts by London to safeguard the

islanders' rights as a 'free territory' under the jurisdiction of

Honduras, the British gave way to American pressure. The entire short

and ill-thought out colonial episode was concluded with the signing

of the Wyke-Cruz treaty in 1859, by which Britain handed the Bay

Islands over to Honduras, the treaty becoming effective two years

later.

What kind of people were the nineteenth century Bay Islands

settlers? Clearly, they regarded themselves as British and looked to the

British for protection of their rights. Commander Mitchell, a retired

British naval commander who visited the islands in mid-century,

wrote:

all their recollections and associations, their liberty and freedom,
the knowledge they have attained, the independence they have
gained, the wealth they possess, and their language and habits, are
ail English. (1850: 545)

In his report, Mitchell refers to three classes of people. One group

consisted of people who had formerly owned slaves in the Cayman

Islands, both whites and some free colored people. A second small

group consisted of Europeans:

men who have tried various pursuits and professions of life, which
they have given up for various reasons; have taken to others, and
have become familiar with the hard usages of adversity . . . this
class, though small in number, exercise a great influence over the
minds of the community. (543)
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By far the largest group was comprised of liberated slaves from

Grand Cayman. Mitchell praises the demeanor of these people:

the sound common sense and good information of the people

particularly struck me, they speak the English langage remarkably
well, beyond that of any of their race that I have ever met, and
quite free from the accent and dialect of the African. (543)

The observation concerning language is of considerable relevance

to the present linguistic study. It may be concluded that the English

spoken by the Caymanian emigrants and their families was not a

Creole, although it probably contained many creole-like features.

Most of the early settlers who had come to the Bay Islands between

1830 and 1850 were Caymanian by birth. This is significant because

the Cayman Islands differed from other British colonies in the

Caribbean in having a relatively high percentage of whites.

Undoubtedly, this would have affected the degree to which

Caymanian English was creolized.

The Caymanians who came between 1830 and 1850 brought with

them a culture based on a simple and self-sufficient lifestyle, one

based on turtling and small-scale agriculture. The people had

remained largely untouched by developments in the world outside

and were notably free-spirited. A Jamaican observer of around 1800

described the Caymanians as having 'rather a turbulent disposition',

while a Spanish captain described them around the same time as 'a

handful of lawless men who bear the name and accidentally carry on

the trade of fisher-folk, but who in reality are nothing more than sea-

robbers' (Williams, 1970: 29-30). This may well have been true, but it

should also be remembered that this was a period in which life and
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property in the Cayman Islands were periodically threatened by

Spanish raids.

The disposition which the early Bay Islanders inherited from their

Caymanian forebears included, then, a marked spirit of

independence, from which audacity and a strong anti-Spanish

sentiment were not absent. This combination of historic animosity

towards the Spanish and indifference to the outside world and its

ways is best conveyed, I think, by the term 'insouciance'. The attitude

of the Bay islanders vis a vis the mainland was a kind of nonchalant

indifference mingled with opportunism. The Bay Islands lived by a

code of insouciance during the century between 1840 and 1940, and

its effects are still evident today in a number of ways.

In the main, the nineteenth century Bay Islanders cannot be

considered deliberate provocateurs, although they could be provoked.

After it became apparent that the British were intent on handing the

islands over, some islanders sought the help of the filibuster William

Walker. Walker was actually on his way to Roatan in 1860 when he

was arrested in Trujillo by the British and handed over to the

Honduran military, who prompdy executed him. This was an isolated

incident, of a type not to be repeated. There was occasional unrest

during the later nineteenth century, but nothing that came close to

an uprising against the Honduran authorities.

For the most part, islanders went about their business quietly. The

principal occupations were fishing, turtling, the cultivation of

coconut gardens and small plantations of plantain, banana, yam and

pineapple. Trade in agricultural products developed first with Belize,

then with the US. Records in the British Public Record Office show that
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even in the 1850s, large quantities of fruit were being exported from

the Bay Islands to New Orleans (Davidson: 85). Utila in particular,

was a major exporter of plantains, bananas and coconuts in the later

nineteenth century. At this time, island schooners carried mahogany

to New Orleans, returning with dry goods.

Bay Islanders took little interest in the conflicts and commercial

rivalries in the region apart from the potential they offered for

contraband trade. Smuggling was an inseparable part of trading

activity. This included gun-running to the Central American states,

Haiti and Cuba, and to the Confederates during the American Civil

War. The latter activity resulted in the appearance of USS 'General

Sherman' off Utila in 1873.

From a Honduran point of view, such activities were not just

illegal, they were the provocative acts of traitors. However, Bay

Islanders did not feel themselves to be Hondurans. They felt no

allegiance to any state, although they preserved an emotional

identification with Britain, the country to which people still felt

allegiance despite official British indifference to their situation.

In cultural terms, the way of life of the islands in the period 1850

up until around 1940 was focused inward, despite some American

influence which came in with the fruit companies. The needs of Bay

Islanders were still largely supplied by resources available locally or

within the Bay of Honduras. Most of the goods not produced locally

in the islands came through Belize, and ships made regular triangular

runs between the islands, Puerto Cortes and Belize. Many people had

relatives in the neighboring British colony, and some Bay Island

children went to high school in St. Michael's College or the Wesleyan
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College. Islanders traditionally went to Belize to be married in St.

John's church, although many could not afford the marriage fee.

'Insouciance' was grounded in self-sufficiency. The islands

remained remarkably self-sufficient in material terms. Lumber from

the coast was used to build the typical island homes on piles, which

people built with the help of family and neighbors. Many homes were

built over the sea. Most basic foodstuffs and household necessities

were made locally. Besides coconut oil, molasses and 'rapadora' (sugar

heads) were produced. Soap was made from coconut oil, beef fat and

lye. Starch was made from the boiled cassava root. The island diet

was simple and healthy. A flour called koncontee was made from sun-

dried and ground 'charters' (a type of plantain) and used to make

porridge or dumplings. Another kind of porridge containing corn, rice

and coconut milk was called 'corn rice' or 'corn hammond' (because

nutmeg or almond was added as a flavoring). 'Bawmie' was made

from grated and squeezed cassava, about an inch thick, heated on a

griddle. This was often eaten with conch soup or with fish. Meat and

fish were sun-dried and salted. Lobsters were plentiful around the

reefs, and the diet was supplemented by wild meat. There was iguana

and wild rabbit, supplemented by turtlemeat and even wild hog,

until the hogs were hunted to extinction around 1935.

One important concession granted by the Wyke-Cruz Treaty of

1859 was freedom of worship. The late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries saw the growth of churches, notably Methodist in the early

period, later Baptist, and Adventist from the 1880s onward. The

Church of God, now the largest denomination (although split into

Pentecostal and non-pentecostal sects) arrived in 1905. The history of
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churches on the islands remains to be written, but it is known that

there was a Methodist missionary on Utila as esirly as 1852. An

Adventist mission in the 1880s appears to have resulted in the

conversion of many Methodists and Baptists to Sabbatarianism.

Today, the Seventh Day Adventist Church is strong in Guanaja and is

well-represented in Roatan and Utila. When church schools were

closed by order of the government, children could still attend Sunday

(or Sabbath) school. This had the effect that for a long period, the

Bible and hymns were the only window on English literacy for many

people.

Apart from the churches, the only instruction in reading and

writing for most of this century was offered by 'home schools'. These

schools were run by individuals in their own homes. Students would

attend these schools between 12 and 2 pm, in the break between

Spanish school in the morning and the return to Spanish school

between 2 and 4 pm.

In the 'home school', the teacher would generally give a class in a

room converted into a simple classroom. In the early days, the

students wrote on slates. The books most often used were the Nelson

'Royal Reader series', published in the early 1900s. This series could be

obtained from Belize until very recently. The content of Book 3, which

is as high as most people reached, consists of tales with a moral,

stories about animals and about foreign places, poems and anecdotes.

Pieces include 'Stories of the 'Tiger', 'Brave Bobby', and 'The Busy Little

Lapp'. The poems include 'The Spider and the Fly' and 'Lucy Gray'.

These were the staple fare of an earlier age in British education. Some
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older Bay Islanders can still recite poems like 'The Wreck of the

Hesperus'.

This overlay of influence from an earlier period of British culture

combined with the influence of churches with strongly British

connections, such as the Methodist church, to preserve a distinctive

British flavor, which was still a potent factor in the Bay Islands up

until the 1970s.

Most aspects of traditional Bay Islands culture also remained

intact until this period, most vigorously so in Roatan among the

relatively unmixed negro population. Agricultural activities such as

planting were regulated by the moon. Attention to the moon's phases

was also advisable when cutting stilts for houses or 'altering' hogs. An

important part of the calendar was the month of May, when Maypole

games were played. There were many rhymed games such as 'Thread

the Needle', 'Down on the Carpet', 'July Moon', 'Lucy Anna', and

'Mother Chester'. I observed a number of these games in 1990 in the

small island of Helene, and there are probably many more. However,

in most parts of the Bay Islands, children no longer know the 'ring-

play' games.

The tradition of 'plait-pole' was also kept alive. In this, the dancers

pass in and out around a pole, creating a pattern of interwoven

colored strings, trying to avoid becoming entangled. Local musicians

would provide the music, playing guitars, banjos, drums and

maracas. In recent years, the plait pole has been recreated for

tourists.

Anancy stories were also widely told. This is a Caribbean tradition

which is now only vestigially alive on Roatan and has vanished
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altogether from the other islands. The same is true of the telling of

riddles. Ther was a vigorous tradition of 'duppy stories'. These ghosts

were associated with specific localities, and many had names. In West

End, Roatan, there was one called 'Father Redcap'. Up until the 1970s,

there was also a strong tradition of telling 'tall tales', such as the ones

that Charlie Munoz used to regale his audience with at 'the park' in

East Harbour, Utila, or which Charlie Powell of Savannah Bight would

tell. Alas, the tellers of these tales full of imaginative hyperbole have

passed away.

Copies of 'McDonald's Almanac' are still bought each year, though

the demand is much less than before, now that farming has become a

marginal activity. On the other hand, bush medicine was, and indeed

still is, widely practiced. There is an extensive range of plant remedies

to deal with complaints such as kidney problems, fever, 'pressure',

'bad belly', 'nerves', 'sugar', and impotence. Obeah was once widely

practiced, and is still feared. The Caribs (Garifuna) on the coast are

regarded as being adept in such matters.

In certain respects, therefore, cultural affinities with the English-

speaking Caribbean have remained, although these are much

diminished in importance. Even in the 1980s, people tuned in to the

news on Radio Belize. Reggae was popular. But North American

influence was now even stronger. The US had become the model in

most matters of lifestyle, and material lifestyle was coming to be seen

as yet another way in which islanders could show their superiority to

mainlanders. In musical terms, the impact of North America was

mainly evident in the wide popularity of country music. Local bands

performed in this style at functions known as 'band-dances'. Even
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today, people of all ages love to 'dance country' when they can, and

the straightforward, rather melancholy, lyrics strike a strong

emotional chord with many islanders.

One earlier cultural effect of American presence in Honduras, in

particular, the American banana companies, was the introduction of

baseball. This enjoyed its heyday in the 1920s, but was still popular

in western Roatan and Utila in the 1980s. There are still a few teams

in the west of Roatan, but soccer has now everywhere taken over as

the major sport, as in the rest of Honduras.

Third Phase: The Culture of Acquiescence

From the beginning of the twentieth century onward, insouciance

gradually became tempered by a gradual awakening to hard realities.

Prior to 1940, the Bay Islands economy was based on banana and

coconuts. Although fruit production on the islands remained

important up until the 1920s, the islands never again experienced a

boom like that of the 1870s. Prices dropped after 1920, and in the late

1920s production was badly affected by the Panama fungus, or

'sigatoka'. With the Depression of 1929 came a collapse in the market.

Workers were laid off, and alternative sources of income were not easy

to find. The years 1929-39 saw a temporary return to coconut

production on the islands, with a concentration on the sale of copra

and palm oil from cohune nuts. The smuggUng of liquor to the States

also provided income for some during the 1930s. However, these were

lean years, during which many islanders left for the States, never to

come back. A large population of Bay Islands origin became
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established in New Orleans, principally in the Slydell district, and

many black Bay Islanders also settled in Brooklyn, New York. The

movement to the US has continued up to the present day.

Island life was sustained by the injection of cash from remittances,
,|

giving rise to what Lord (1975) termed the 'money-order economy'.

The decline in the banana industry meant the virtual end of

commercial production of bananas and coconuts on the islands by

the 1940's, although a temporary boost was given by the Second

World War. A more profound effect was produced by the utilization

during wartime of vessels belonging to United and Standard Fruit as

US Navy supply ships. Many local men served on these ships, and

after the war, their services were in demand by US merchant shipping

lines. This source of employment grew in importance in the 1960s, . 1

when Bay Islanders also served on Scandinavian lines.

One effect of maritime employment was to give a boost to the local

fishing industry. Some people were able to put their money to use to

build their own fishing vessels, and as a result, the local fishing

industry expanded from the 1950s on. From this time, it can be said

that most island men made their living directly or indirectly from

the sea. Locally, diving for lobster and inshore fishing provided a

modest income. Shrimp boats made large profits for the owners,

mainly a few local white families. An ice-plant to preserve fish prior

to exportation opened in Bonacca (Guanaja) in 1959, followed by one

in Oakridge. During the 1970s, plants for processing shrimp and

lobster for export opened in French Harbour and Oakridge.

Lord refers to an 'image of limited good'. People were, on the whole,

fairly satisfied with the changes which gradually came to the islands

i
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in the 1960sand 1970s. Such changes as the gradual extension of air

services to the mainland and the introduction of electricity and

piped water in several parts of the islands, brought modern amenities

or the first time. But although things hae changed for the better,

islanders today still have fairly modest expectations.

It is worth recalling that until the mid-sixties, the islands were still

relatively isolated, and communication was almost entirely by water.

People requiring operations had to travel to the mainland by sea.

From 1963, islanders who needed to go to La Ceiba (the nearest city

on the coast) for hospital treatment or to visit relatives, could fly

there by a LANSA plane which operated a limited service from an

airstrip in Coxen Hole. Although flying became more popular after

1970, many people still preferred to travel to La Ceiba by boat for

reasons of cost. The construction of a small hospital facility on

Roatan in the mid-1980s eased the situation somewhat, although the

treatment of serious conditions still requires travel to the coast.

Travel between the islands in the 1950s and 1960s was mainly by

means of cargo vessels which carried some passengers. Along the

thirty-mile coast of Roatan, travel was by private motor dories or by a

mail-passenger boat, the 'Norma Don'. Another mailboat, the 'Edith

Mac', ran from Roatan to La Ceiba twice weekly. Before the

construction of an unpaved road from Coxen Hole to Oakridge was

completed around 1970, Roatan had only ti-acks for horses and

mules. On Guanaja, there is still no road.

Starting around 1970, a small-scale tourist industry began to

develop. It grew only very gradually during tiie 1970s and continued

a slow expansion during the 1980s. Anthony's Cay Resort, now the
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largest resort on the islands, opened in 1969 as a dive resort. By the

end of the 70s, there were in all five or six dive resorts offering a

package to tourists, mainly American. Although managed by resident

foreigners, the resorts employed a few islanders. Tourism had no

dramatic impact on employment at this time, although some

islanders opened small restaurants and others helped conduct

tourists to the reefs.

Overall, it is true that maritime activities and remittances together

ensured a modest degree of prosperity in relation to the poverty in

which most islanders had lived previously. But dependence on

outside sources of income, and the absence of men from the islands

for long periods, had an ultimately deleterious effect on the islands'

social fabric. The effect was a cultural shift, in which the islands came

to be regarded, at least by the menfolk, as a place of 'rest and

recreation' rather than the source of one's livelihood. There was no

development of institutions which could have safeguarded the

islands' interests, at a time when central government was tightening

its grip in such vital areas as education and policing. At any given

time, a large proportion of the money-earners were outside the

islands, and this meant that there was little effective opposition to

decisions made by central government. Little by little, central

government was able to tighten its grip, in the absence of any

organized resistance to the weakening of island autonomy which was

taking place. Economic dependence on the outside thus went hand in

hand with acquiescence in political developments and social changes

which ultimately weakened the islands' autonomy.
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As time wore on, the old insouciance, a source of cultural vitality

in earlier times, became attenuated. During this period, two of the

forces which most weakened the autonomy of the islands were the

complete Castilianization of education and the relinquishing of all

control over law and order to the Honduran military. Earlier in the

century, there had been moves to make Spanish the only official

language of public education and in all legal matters. These were

embodied in changes to the Codigo de Instruccion Publica and the

Codigo Civil in 1906, but the changes only became enforced on the

islands under Governor Barcihona (1917-1919) and his immediate

successors. At least ten English schools in Roatan had been closed by

the end of the 1920s.

Students were punished for speaking English in school during and

after the dictatorship of Carias (1932-48). Under Carias, the islands

were placed under the control of 'comandantes de armas'. The

brutality of the Carias period resulted in a hardening of attitudes

among most islanders. The attitude of Carias towards any opposition

is succinctly expressed: 'encierro, destierro, y entierro'. Many Bay

Islanders who supported the Red Party (Liberals) were murdered on

the orders of the 'comandantes de armas'.

Castilianization of the education system became complete from

the mid-1950s. The new Constitution of the Republic in 1957

included an article declaring for the first time that 'el idioma oficial

de la republica es el espanol.' After this time, private schools offering

instruction in English were closed by order of the Government. But

despite the obstacles, islanders continued to demand education in

their mother-tongue, and a few teachers met the challenge. In 1962,
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Utila Private School opened, with Phyla Bodden as Principal, and

remained open under her charge through most of the difficult years

of military rule, which lasted until 1980. It is still functioning today,

although Miss Phyla, a doughty defender of traditional Bay Islands

values, is now semi-retired.

Monolingual schooling had the effect that by 1980, most public

school 6th grade graduates could speak both English and Spanish.

More significantly, younger islanders who had been through Spanish

school felt little or no discomfort in using Spanish with the increasing

number of mainlanders who were coming to live on the islands.

Another legacy of the Carias era was the establishment of a

permanent military presence on each of the islands. From the 1950s,

policing came to be in the hands of a branch of the armed forces - the

Public Security Force (FUSEP). The FUSEP also controlled the ill-famed

National Investigations Division (DNI, always referred to by islanders

as 'the DIN'). The brutal methods and arbitrary arrests used were

deeply resented by islanders. But despite widespread dislike of the

military, no one openly challenged the right of the military to

administer law and order through the FUSEP.

One factor which weakened the ability of the community to

withstand the imposition of unwelcome controls was a general

cultural climate of individualism and noncooperation. In contrast to

the mainland. Bay Islanders have always displayed an unwillingness

to co-operate with each other on local projects. Lord, writing about

Utila in 1975, observes:
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from its foundation, the economic heart of Utila was its

independent farming operations that seldom in 140 years allowed

co-operation in economic or any other venture. (1975: 100)

The same observation about lack of community cooperation could

be applied equally to the other islands, and to fishing and other

economic operations as well as to farming.

In Lord's view, the harsh conditions of the 'coconut oil years' of the

1930s did much to solidify divisions within the community. When

conditions improved in the fifties and sixties, bolstered by what he

terms the 'remittance economy' a climate of consumerism began

which has continued until this day. This too has increased social

polarization within the islands.

To a considerable degree, as Lord also observed, social position was

'caste'-based. In the case of the Bay Islands, caste was equivalent to

ethnic-grouping. The concern for racial purity of the white islanders

had been remarked upon by Keenagh (1937):

there is a tremendous colour-feeUng, and practically no iner-
marriage between whites and blacks takes place . . . almost any of
the white island folk could pass unnoticed in Portsmouth or
Southampton, but I think it is in Cornwall that they would find
themselves most at home, for they are strikingly like Cornish
fishermen. A certain amount of new blood has been brought in by
the women, but many of them come from Belize in Honduras and
are themselves British in origin. (1937: 55, 71)

The absence of intermarriage between blacks and whites was

confirmed by Lord in a study of marriage records in Utila

municipality (Lord, 1985). It was found that intermarriage, when it

occurred, was between whites or blacks and people of Spanish
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Honduran origin. To a very large extent, these interethnic marriages

did not disturb the caste system, because whites tended to marry

educated or propertied Hispanics, while blacks married mainly

Hispanics of a lower social order. As Hispanics of both types married

Utilians, they became members of either the 'white' or 'colored' ethnic

caste grouping. It should be noted here that in the islands, the term

'colored' is preferred to 'black', but I shall nevertheless continue to use

the latter term, while accepting a) that ascribed ethnicity is only in

part based on skin-color and visible physical features, and b) that

most 'black' Bay Islanders are in fact lighter in color than is the norm

in most of the Anglophone Caribbean.

The ethnic divide in Utila was reflected by the existence of separate

dances for blacks and whites, on Fridays and Saturdays, respectively.

There were also bars frequented by only one ethnic group. On Utila

Cays, the prohibition on interethnic mixing was especially strict. One

of my interviewees in his seventies told me how as a young man he

went down to the cays with his mother and three or four colored men

'to sleep there that night and leave the next mornin to go to the

north side to cocal [a coconut grove] pickin up coconuts. So we hada

smuggle one of the the black fellas into my aunt house. Hada smuggle

im . . . you couldn let im go on the streets, those people would kill

im. They didn want no black people on the Cays' (Uf2).

A strict ethnic division was also observed in French Harbour in

Roatan, where whites lived on 'the point' and blacks on 'the hill'. In

his study of French Harbour in the early 1960s, Evans (1966)

commented on the tendency for whites to expect deference from

blacks and to avoid social closeness, since there was a feeling that
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blacks would take advantage of friendships. Certain sharing

arrangements within what was a largely non-cash economy until the

1950s helped to create interethnic links, but these were carefully

circumscribed. A relatively common practice was 'child-lending'; this

could take the form of a black child being raised by a white family.

Evans observed that this group of blacks often identified more with

whites, tending to look down on other blacks.

The general picture which emerges from this brief discussion of

interethnic relations is that ethnic stereotyping was a potent factor in

the Bay Islands until fairly recently. Indeed, it is not dead by any

means. In the early nineties, the derisory ethnic labels 'niggers' and

'wuggies' (term used by blacks to denote whites) could still be heard.

The relevance of the ethnic division of society for this linguistic study

cannot be over-estimated. Conditions were such as to favor the

retention of whatever ethnic speech differences existed, even, one

would say, to encourage the development of ethnic speech markers.

At the same time, the social contact inevitable in any small

community would have promoted widespread awareness of the 'other'

varieties in use. Aspirations for upward mobility would have resulted

in a strong tendency for the incorporation of the norms of white

speech by certain blacks, while others would probably have resisted

speech accommodation. Varieties with more Creole features would

have survived in areas of concentrated black settlement, such as in

western Roatan or in Helene. Traditional white BIE would have been

spoken in physically segregated white communities - Mangrove Bight

in Guanaja, the Utila Cays, and French Cay in Roatan (this was
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accessible from nearby French Harbour mainly by boat when Ryan

(1973) made his linguistic study.

Acquiescence, the passive acceptance of change, was accompanied

by modest material progress during the period 1945-1985. At the

same time, despite the inroads of mainland institutions, islanders

remained sure of their separate identity and preserved many habits

and customs which gave embodiment to their sense of Bay Islands

culture and values.

Deep-rooted changes, however, began to appear from the beginning

of the 1980s, changes which since 1990 seem to have spun out of

control. The current phase of the islands' development can be

described as 'malaise', because of its severe effects on traditional

island ways of life and on the islanders' own self-concept.

Fourth Phase: A Sense of Malaise in the 1990s

A report on the Bay Islands in 'Americas' (Sletto, 1993) described

the changes which had taken place in the previous ten years as 'a

veritable revolution'. These major changes have come about as the

result of two factors: mass immigration from the mainland and rapid

expansion in tourism and the sale of real estate. While opinions are

mixed concerning the rapid expansion in tourism and the associated

property development by foreigners, islanders are in no doubt

concerning the ill effects of the demographic explosion.

A recent governor of the islands, Dr. Glen Solomon, in an interview

conducted in January 1997, told me: 'We've practically lost our

identity as an English-speaking community'. This has come about as
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the result of powerful outside forces, for which the islanders were ill-

prepared. The traditional attitudes of insouciance or acquiescence are

inadequate responses to pressures of such magnitude, and the result

is a deep-seated feeling of malaise.

Population figures tell a dramatic story. In 1982, the government-

sponsored Halcrow Report estimated the total population of Roatan

to be 12,000. This figure was an extrapolation based on a census of

the school population. Based on a growth rate of 2.52% per annum,

the report predicted that in 1995, the population would reach

around 16,600.

Unfortunately, there are no reliable up-to-date population figures.

A 1992 government population estimate gave the population of

Roatan alone as 16,000. This is not far off the projections of Halcrow

et al. for 1995. The population of Guanaja and Utila was estimated

as 6,000 and 2,000, respectively, giving a total of 24,000. But there is

reason to believe that these figures seriously underestimated the real

population. The locally produced Bay Islands Tourist Guide 1995-6

(ed. Rosales Bodden and Doyle) gives the population at around

31,000. The most recent estimates I have (from the current governor,

Stavely Elwin: personal communication, Jan. 1997) suggest an

alarming rate of population increase in all three islands. Current

estimates are of a total population of around 44,000: Roatan 27,000,

Guanaja 10-12,000 and Utila 6,000. •fr.

Even if these latest figures may overstate the base population,

there can be no doubt that the islands' English-speaking culture is

now seriously at risk. To put the matter in perspective, it is worth

recalling that between 1910 and 1968, the island population rose by
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only 1647, to 8,961. The percentage of ladinos was no more than 2-3%

at this time (Davidson, 1969).

It is now estimated that substantially less than 40% of the

population of the Bay Islands consists of people of island descent.

Perhaps 3-4% are resident foreigners, and around 60% are recent

arrivals from the mainland (Stavely Elwin, pers. comm. Jan 97). Most

of the mainlanders are monolingual and make no attempt to speak

English. This fact alone would create the conditions for a crisis in Bay

Islands culture. But in order to understand more precisely the feeling

of malaise, it is necessary to look more closely at certain concrete

effects of the Hispanic influx.

The most obvious effect has been on employment. Mainlanders are

better adapted to wage labor, and work in a wide range of

occupations. They are preferentially employed because they are

accustomed to the discipline of work and are prepared to work for

low wages. Major employers such as the fish processing plants, the

electricity company, and hotels and resorts, all tend to hire

mainlanders in preference to islanders. The mainlanders have also

shown a capacity to create their own employment by opening small

stores and repair workshops. Concrete building construction is

monopolized by mainlanders, and it is difficult to find an English-

speaking driver of a minibus or taxi in Roatan. Those islanders who

do not own a business (the great majority) have been sidelined by the

growth in job opportunities in recent years. Fishing, traditionally the

major source of income, is declining, as commercial overfishing has

led to declining stocks. A sizeable number, perhaps 20%, of the men
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work on merchant ships, continuing the tradition of working 'off.

However, a majority of the youth is unemployed.

A major complaint of the islanders is that mainlanders depress the

wage level through their willingness to accept low rates of pay for

basic types of work. A laborer who earns a daily wage of 80-90

lempiras (6 or 7 US dollars) on the islands is better off in money

terms than on the mainland, even though prices on the islands are

about 50% higher. Taxi drivers earn considerably more than this.

Most mainlanders expect to work hard for a modest living. They

are accustomed to subsisting on little more than a basic diet of

tortillas, red beans and rice. This is in marked contrast to the

traditional island preference for a varied diet of meat, fish and

ground provisions, all of which have now become expensive. Whereas

previously, families grew their own food or exchanged with

neighbours, almost all food is now imported from the mainland.

Some elements of the island diet, like conchs, have become scarce.

The dependence of the islands on buying food from outside, and the

absence of a wage-earner in many households, are factors predisposing

the youth to engage in crime.

Factors related to a high rate of population increase are

dramatically altering both the physical and human landscape of the

islands. Many mainlanders live with their partners, their children

and relatives in overcrowded conditions, and dispose of their garbage

and human waste in the street or in waterways. This is responsible for

a sharp increase in cases of malaria and dengue fever, and there have

even been isolated cases of cholera, which was previously unknown.

Mainlanders are principally to blame for the heavy pollution of
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seawater adjacent to settled areas. In some places, latrines are sited

directly over the sea, in direct contravention of building laws.

Mainlanders are also held responsible for the increase in theft and

violent crime. The lack of controls on population movement means

that anyone can come to the islands. Since 1995, a daily passenger

ferry linking Roatan, La Ceiba, and Utila has made access to the

islands easy and affordable. Clearly, if people are coming to the

islands with no means of subsistence on arrival, they are more likely

to engage in petty crime. However, most of the mainlanders who

come to the islands have relatives who are already working there and

can help them to obtain employment through the now extensive

networks which exist. As pointed out earlier, the mainlanders have

shown considerable enterprise in creating work for themselves.

Arguably, it is the unemployed island youth who are more prone

to engage in criminal activities. A good number of young island men

are serving prison sentences in La Ceiba for drug trafficking.

Consignments of drugs (cocaine, mostly) are dropped in the sea, and

are picked up in boats. Most of the drugs are destined for the US.

The lack of effective law enforcement is related to the low wages

paid to members of the security forces. In 1994, before conscription

was abolished, conscripts in the army received $6 a month

(Caribbean and Central America Report: 19-5-94). Although pay has

now improved somewhat, funding for all aspects of internal security

remains a problem, in view of drastic cuts in military expenditure

since 1994. One result is that perpetrators of crimes who can afford to

grease palms are not pursued. As far as the everyday citizen is

concerned, the system by which a lawyer must be paid for the issue of
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an arrest warrant prevents many people from even attempting to get

the police to instigate an arrest. There is also a feeling that there is

discrimination against islanders: if an islander reports a crime, no

action will be taken. Allegations that this is happening are contained

in a recent report submitted to the 'fiscalia de las etnias' in

Tegucigalpa. (Flores and Griffin, 1997). Although the replacement of

the DNI by a 'Direccion de Investigacion Criminal' under the Fiscalia

General was a positive development, and the planned civilianization

of the police force should have a major effect when it finally comes

into operation, there remains a great deal to be done before these

changes can be seen to lead to an improvement in law enforcement.

The Flores and Griffin report also contains reference to the

exploitation of the islands by property developers. Under the previous

Administration of Pres. Callejas (1989-93), the strict laws controlling

land purchase by foreigners were relaxed. This has led to conversion

of land into an investment commodity and to a very rapid escalation

in land prices. Tempted by previously unimaginable windfalls, many

island smallholders have been selling their land, and many have lost

out substantially through deals which turn out to be fraudulent.

Unaccustomed to paper deals and legalistic talk, many islanders are

gulled by word-of-mouth promises which afterwards do not

correspond to statements in the documents of sale. Two real estate

agencies owned by Americans are responsible for most of the improper

deals. The owner of one agency, 'Southwinds', is wanted in the United

States to answer several charges of grand fraud, but it is unlikely that

he will ever stand trial, since he has taken out Honduran citizenship,
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and no extradition treaty in any case exists between the US and

Honduras.

Disputes over land deals are almost inevitable, given the absence

of a proper cadastral survey of the islands. Often, people simply do

not know how much land they own, or where their property begins

and ends. An island-wide land survey and a register of all the land-

holdings on the islands are urgent necessities. This was in fact referred

to as a part of an IDB funded environmental development plan

approved in 1993, but nothing has been done.

Effective environmental control is conspicuously lacking, despite

the fact that tourist development depends on maintaining the

islands' most precious resource, the coral reefs. The sheer number of

tourists visiting the islands is creating problems which did not exist

before. The number of tourists now visiting the islands is now

estimated at around 60,000 annually (Stavely Elwin), compared to

8,000 in 1988 and 17,000 in 1992 (Vega et al., 1992). There are

problems of garbage disposal and damage to reefs caused by wear and

tear. More serious are the irresponsible actions of certain foreign and

Honduran developers. Some reefs have been plundered for landfill

and building material, mangroves have been chopped down and

wetlands filled in. Mangroves are nurseries for conch, shrimp, lobster

and fish, including valuable species such as bone fish and snappers.

They stabilize the shoreline and protect it from storm damage. They

also help to limit the deposit of silt from run-off after rains. The

destruction of mangroves thus may result in the eutrophication and

death of the reefs. The potential financial losses for both tourism and

fishing are incalculable.
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Measures to protect the environment exist on paper, but

enforcement is minimal. For example, in 1978, around 2,000 acres

around Port Royal in the east of Roatan were designated by the

Municipality as an area to be protected in perpetuity. Yet developers

were somehow able to move in during the 90s, and land in this area is

now being sold at a high price to private individuals. Foreigners who

build homes usually sink deep wells, and this has the effect of

lowering the water table. It is surely no accident that groundwater is

now scarce in areas such as Diamond Rock served by the Port Royal

watershed. Ultimately, well-drilling may result in salination of the

islands' water supply.

Municipalities have the direct responsibility for enforcing

regulations such as those set out in 'Acuerdo Dos' (1992), but the

resources for ensuring effective policing and collection of fines are

lacking. Implementation, not lack of ideas, is the problem. A wide-

ranging 'Plan del Ordenamiento Ambiental de las Islas de la Bahia'

was presented to the IDB in 1993, and as a direct result, a $19.08m

loan was received for realizing the plan over five years. The plan

covers coastal and marine resource management, improvement of

sanitation and water systems, land surveying and registration and

watershed protection. Implementation was placed in the hands of the

organization 'Commission Pro Tourism Development of the Bay

Islands' under the Ministry of the Environment (SEDA). The

'Commission', as it is called, is composed largely of business people,

with the Municipalities in a parasitic role. Arguably, mainland-style

political corruption finally arrived in the Bay Islands as an indirect

result of the IDB loan. Certainly, the Commission, working with the
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Municipalities, has proved singularly ineffectual in administering the

development funds, and in directing them to appropriate uses. This

is hardly surprising, since the Commission is dominated by

individuals more interested in profit than in protection of the

environment.

A couple of local NGO's have had some limited success in dealing

with the issues of garbage disposal and provision of latrines, also

(notably in Utila and Guanaja) in protecting reefs from damage, but

there is a need for a wider organization to represent the interests of

all disempowered Bay Islanders. The organization NABIPLA (Native Bay

Islanders Professional and Labourer Association), founded in 1992, has

the aim of direcdy representing the interests of ordinary Bay Islanders

on a wide range of issues. It is concerned with raising people's level of

awareness, so that they understand better what has been happening

and so that people can begin to react in a positive way instead of

merely acquiescing in changes brought from outside. The group is

composed of young men in their twenties and thirties, many of whom

are part-time pastors. One of them, Dorn Ebanks, who also runs a

local TV station, preaches a message of a 'God of opportunity'. He

points out that islanders have traditionally viewed Christianity as

conveying a message of 'humility', and that the passive ways of

thinking that this has fostered is now working against advancement

of islanders, whose interests have been swept aside in the recent

development surge.

NABIPLA, although not yet an organization with 'personerla

jurfdica', participates in tiie group PRONEEAH, which is a federation of

indigenous ethnic groups with a common interest in minority rights
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issues in education. The central demand of PRONEEAH has been for

bilingual or culturally-sensitive public school education for the ethnic

minorities in Honduras: the Miskito, the Garifuna, the Pech, the

Tawahka, and the Lenca. This was made feasible by a constitutional

change in 1992 which redefined 'national language' to include 'all

languages that are natively spoken in Honduras'. By the Acuerdo

Presidencial No 0719-EP of August 1994, the present Reina

Administration took a giant step forward, by recognizing for the first

time 'el caracter pluricultural y plurilinguistico de la sociedad' and

expressing active support for 'un bilingiiismo de mantenimiento para

rescatar, conservar y desarrollar las lenguas vernaculas.' In a recent

book by a prominent Honduran academic, this is described as a 'giro

copernicano' in official policy (Herranz, 1996: 251).

As a direct outcome of these changes, the Ministry of Education

eventually agreed on a programme of 'Educacion Bilingiie y

Intercultural'. This project would seem to hold out the possibility

that at last Bay Islanders will receive early education in pubUc

schools in English. At the time of writing, projects are under way for

the training of bilingual teachers for the Miskito and Garifuna. Yet

there is still no plan as such for training Bay Islanders as teachers in

bilingual schools. Whatever funding the Bay Islands seems destined to

receive will probably provide a measure of instruction in English as a

Foreign Language, which will principally benefit Spanish-speaking

children.

It is possible that there is a perception that islanders' needs for

bilingual education are already being met by a number of private

schools. The first bilingual private school offering English-medium
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education in addition to the standard Spanish curriculum opened in

Coxen Hole in 1985. There are now a total of 11 schools in the islands

offering a partially bilingual curriculum to around 900 students. This

compares to around 4500 pupils in government public elementary

schools (figures provided by local offices of the Secretaria de

Educacion).

Another factor in the Ministry's apparent reluctance to implement

bilingual schooling on the islands may be its recognition that the

success of such a project would involve the cooperation of around 150

teachers in the public elementary schools on the islands, few of whom

have even basic fluency in English (the majority of newly-trained

teachers come for two years and then return to the mainland). All of

these teachers would need to be given intensive language training and

exposed to actual teaching through English in order to prepare them

to function in a bilingual classroom. There is no facility at present

equipped to do this.

A third factor may be a perception that the majority of children in

schools are bilingual in any case. If true, this would be a serious

argument. However, a survey conducted of 15 public schools and 8

private schools conducted in April 1996 by the Departmental

Supervisor of Education, Dr. Fausto Miguel, showed that only 14% of

children in the public schools identified themselves as bilingual, while

35% identified themselves as EngUsh-speaking and 38% as Spanish-

speaking (the remainder are accounted for by Garifuna speakers). In

the private schools, 59% of children identified themselves as

bilingual.
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A major problem is the large number of children who are

monolingual Spanish speakers. In the past, it could be assumed that

children from Spanish-speaking homes would learn English from their

island peers, but this is no longer the case. Spanish-speakers are now

in the majority in many of the schools, and the English-speaking

children communicate with them in Spanish.

A matter of the first importance which needs to be addressed with

urgency is the development of a differentiated English-medium

curriculum that is culturally responsive to the needs of the Bay

Islands, not only for English-speakers, but for those with Spanish as

their first language. The 'intercultural' dimension is important, but is

fraught with thorny issues, as it requires an examination of the values

of English culture and also ladino culture. It is to be hoped that an

improved understanding between islanders and ladinos can be

fostered by means of a sensitively designed curriculum.

Above all, the English component is vital if the English language is

to regain some of the ground lost to Spanish over the last twenty

years. The potential for language loss is signalled by the fate of

English on the mainland, where the children of English-speakers prefer

to use Spanish. Once the youth use Spanish for in-group

communication, the language is doomed. Coxen Hole, the main town

on Roatan, has a majority Spanish-speaking population. In January,

1997, I witnessed rapid code-switching between English and Spanish in

bantering conversation among a group of young Bay Island men.

Code-switching in this informal social context may be symptomatic of

the early stages of language death. Certainly,if these young people

take Spanish-speaking partners, as is routine, and do not take care to
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pass on English to their children, the language could die out on the

islands within a generation or two.

It is true that prognoses of the imminent extinction of the English-

speaking community on the Bay Islands have been made in the past,

and have proved misjudged. Two American investigators surveyed the

English-speaking communities of Central America in 1971, and noted

a decline in the white population of Roatan, as people emigrated to

the US. Of the whites, they concluded 'it is safe to postulate the

eventual disappearance of this group within one or two generations.'

(Jones and Glean, 1971). Yet the whites who have not left the islands

have survived, and some white families have in fact amassed

considerable wealth. This is not the place to address the complex

question of inter-ethnic relations, but it is worth noting that the

lifestyle of the well-off white families still reflects the pattern of ethnic

segregation noted in the 1960's by Evans (1966), with the difference

that the wealthy whites now live in mansions in French Cay rather

than in the proletarianized French Harbour, which is filled with poor

mainland immigrants.

Chcdlenges for the Future

The principal task which faces Bay Islanders is to find the common

ground which unites them, and to work together instead of against

each other. Local community organizations such as the 'patronatos'

which exist on the coast are badly needed, so that communities can

speak to the Municipalities with a united voice, and make known

their demands for water, their feelings concerning misappropriation
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of lands, and other concerns. Beyond this, an island-wide

organization to express the aspirations of Bay Islanders for greater

autonomy is surely essential if the present malaise is to be healed.

The media could play a role in cultural revival. Radio HRGS

outside Coxen Hole offers programming in English and Spanish

consisting of religious broadcasts, death notices and public

announcements. This is not enough. A radio station, or better, a TV

station broadcasting in English and Spanish with news from across the

islands could be an important means of creating an island identity in

place of the present fragmented local allegiences. A newspaper for the

Bay Islands is also desirable.

Top priority should be given to education. The need for training in

technical fields must somehow be met if islanders are to acquire the

skills and the attitudes toward work which enable them to compete

with mainlanders. Doing this requires a radical reorientation, not

least in the sense of considering the future to lie in regular work and

in saving rather than getting money from 'off and spending it

immediately. Recently, an American charitable organization calling

itself 'Hope' has announced plans to begin constructing a technical

college which would offer instruction in technical skills combined

with Christian moral education. This proposal has been widely

welcomed by the alcalde in Coxen Hole and by Protestant religious

leaders, who are also finally taking steps to heal the divisions between

the various churches which acted as an obstacle to concerted action

in the past.

Another proposal is for a Center for Bilingual Education on the

islands, which would prepare 9th-grade graduates for a career as
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bilingual teachers. Besides its role as a college for training bilingual

teachers, such a centre could also organize classes in adult literacy

and English as a Foreign Language and act as a cultural center. A

center of this kind could play a major role in reviving the sense of

island identity.

In the last few years, the pace of change in the Bay Islands has

accelerated to a point where many of the old certainties no longer

apply. Moral values and personal identity are coming adrift from

their once solid anchors in church and the English language. There is

also a widening gulf between the disaffected young, influenced by

American values and unsure of their identity as either Bay Islanders

or Hondurans, and the middle-aged and 'older heads' who grew to

maturity at a time in the relatively recent past when the Bay Islands

was still an undisturbed haven, some would say 'heaven'.

Fortunately, there exist a number of islanders who combine a

concern for the islands' identity with progressivism and social

consciousness. Active collaboration between individuals of like mind

is essential if the ingrained thought patterns of aquiescence and

insouciance may be replaced by a hopeful vision and a constructive

approach. To achieve change, it is also vital not to reignite old

antagonisms, but instead to evoke a positive response from the

mainland for island initiatives. If and when this happens, the history

of the Bay Islands of Honduras will have begun to enter a more

healthy phase.



CHAPTER 2

BAY ISLANDS ENGUSH IN THE CARIBBEAN CONTEXT

Introduction

The primary aim of this dissertation is to describe more fully a

variety of English for which up until now only two brief sketches have

been available. Neither of the previous accounts - Ryan (1973) and

Warantz (1983) - offers a characterization of Bay Islands English in

terms of its relationship to other varieties of English. Ryan's

description is entirely decontextualized. Warantz' account is

contained within a volume dealing with 'Central American English',

but it does not specify the points of similarity and difference which

exist between BIE and these regional varieties, much less make an

attempt to place Bay Islands English within a wider context.

In this chapter, I attempt to place the speech of the islands within

a broad framework which is of explanatory value in relation to its

origin and historical development. This will be done largely in terms

of a general account of the influence of sociohistorical factors on the

emergence of BIE, factors which in their conjunction could be expected

to give rise to sub-varieties which differ widely in terms of their

linguistic similarity to the 'superstrate'.

The major debates in Creole studies have concerned the nature of

the factors determining the genesis of Creoles. Linguists are divided in

44
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their evaluation of the contribution of 'substrates' versus universals,

and they divide into two broad camps on the wider issue of

monogenesis vesus polygenesis. The first section summarizes these

debates, which are relevant in a rather general way to the origins of

black BIE.

A good deal of terminological confusion also exists in relation to

the naming and classifying of varieties of English. The next section

contains some relevant background discussion of this question. BIE is

not properly conceived as a single variety, but as a range of speech

varieties which owe their existence to two basic elements present in

the eighteenth century in the Cayman Islands: white 'Anglo

Caribbean' and a restructured Creole. It is argued that the description

'semi-creole' can be applied to black BIE, since historically it is the

product of restructuring of the superstrate under the influence of

Creole grammar. The term 'semi-creole' is less appropriate to white

BIE, even though this shows creole-influence through contact with

black BIE. White BIE, the direct descendent of Anglo-Caribbean, is best

seen as a creole-influenced extraterritorial variety of English (ETE).

Next, consideration is given to the role of sociohistorical factors in

understanding linguistic change in language contact situations.

Demography, the organization of the economy and cultural attitudes

are seen as important factors in the formation of BIE and its

Caymanian antecedents.

This is followed by an account based on a dynamic 'componential'

model of the origin and development of BIE. In this section, an

account is offered of how grammatical differences between these two

language varieties can be traced both to differing linguistic sources
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and to the relative contributions of input from these sources over

time. With the help of census data, it is shown how the demographic

mix present at first settlement and the economy based on

smallholdings were important both to the formation of white 'Anglo-

Caribbean' and to the emergence of a partially creolized variety for

communication between masters and slaves. It is probable that slaves

utilized a more fully creolized variety among themselves.

The subsequent development of BIE can be viewed in terms of a

gradualist model based in large part on the tension between the

maintenance of co-existing polar varieties and natural processes

leading to convergence due to prolonged contact.

The Origins of Caribbean Creoles

Perhaps the most heated debate in Creole linguistics is that

between proponents of substrate and universalist positions on Creole

origins.

AUeyne (1980) argues that the characteristic syntactic structures of

basilectal Caribbean English Creoles (CECs) are derived from a Kwa

substrate, either directly or via processes of simplification which took

place when speakers of different African languages were forced to

communicate using lexical material from the English superstrate. In a

similar vein, Lefebvre (1986) presents evidence that the lexical

categories and many of the structures of Haitian Creole derive directly

from one West African source, the Kwa language Fon(gbe), The

incorporation of substrate grammar in a new language with lexis
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derived from the superstrate has been elaborated into what has

become known as the 'relexification' hypothesis.

Recently, Mc. Whorter (1997) has proposed a specific place and

time of origin for the Caribbean English-lexicon Creoles: it is claimed

that all can ultimately be traced to Coromantyn on the Gold Coast in

the 1640's, and that the substrate influence of Igbo was decisive.

Adherents of some version of the substratist hypothesis consider

that such an account represents a plausible account of language

creation which is entirely consistent with historical data. It is

important to show that speakers of one African language or closely-

related language group would have exerted a preponderant influence

in the crucial early stages of the creation of the creole. The case for

direct substrate influence is strongest in the case of Haitian Creole.

The opposing universalist position, that Creoles embody the

realization of prototypical structural forms representing linguistic

universals, has been most forcibly put by Bickerton (1981, 1984). The

appearance of universally unmarked forms is attributed to the

manner in which Creoles are created by the first generation of

children based on fragmentary input supplied by their elders, who

speak at best a rudimentary pidgin. In Bickerton's view, the resulting

Creole grammar is the embodiment of 'natural semantax', which in

turn can be seen as part of the human genetic endowment as encoded

in the language 'bioprogram'.

There is room for both substrate influence and cognitive universals

in approaches to creole development founded on second language

acquisition theory. It is plausible that Creoles display the features

that they do because they are formed in circumstances in which the
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restricted access to linguistic input from the lexifier language and in

which the primary need is to forge a shared language for

communication between themselves as well as for communication

with speakers of the superstrate. In such circumstances, the creators

of the Creole will capitalize on whatever shared understanding exists,

including shared features of the various languages spoken in the

community, and will exploit to the full the possibilities of

communication with minimal formal marking of functional

contrasts. The result is a grammar with minimal redundancy which

rests to a considerable degree on pragmatic inferencing by the hearer.

A necessary pre-condition for the formation of a Creole is the co-

presence in the community of speakers of more than two languages

besides the superstrate. The major difference between this process of

language creation and any 'normal' process of second language

acquisition is that the Creole in the process of formation is also the

first language of its creators. The paramount factor is the need to

forge a language for inter- and intra-communal communication in

the absence of any normative authority.

A recent introductory text (Sebba, 1997) considers pidgins and

Creoles as 'contact languages'. Although the point is not explicitly

made, such a view places pidgins and Creoles alongside cases of

'language mixing' and processes such as code-switching, which may in

some cases lead to the development of new codes. It is possible that

this is taking place, for instance, among young Hispanics in the

barrios of Los Angeles and in other parts of the United States. It is

unclear at the present time to what extent such cases of language
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mixing are comparable to the creation of Creoles. What is clear is that

complex sociolinguistic processes are involved in the selective

maintenance of some features of a language even while language shift

away from that language is talking place, whether or not the shift is

rapid or gradual.

No doubt in part because of the centrality of syntax in linguistic

description, there has been a tendency to underplay the role of the

superstrate in Creole genesis. Yet the European superstrate accounts

for practically the entire lexis of the English and French Creoles found

in the Caribbean. Word order is another area in which English and

French-lexicon Creoles diverge in ways which are predictable from the

respective superstrates. In the area of phonology, parallels have also

been drawn between earlier British and French regional dialects and

the realization of specific phonemes. Cassidy and Le Page (1980) give

an account of the earlier English origins of several aspects of the JC

sound-system, and a similar account for the French Creoles can be

found in Hull (1979).

A second long-running debate in Creole studies, and one which is

related to the debate between substratists and universalists, is that

which divides adherents of the 'monogenetic' and 'polygenetic'

theories of Creole origins. Both theories in their original form are now

widely seen as flawed, but it is worthwhile to briefly review their

claims as further background to the eclectic 'componential' approach

which is adopted in a later section for the description of BIE.

In its traditional form, the basic claim of monogenesis is that

'European-based pidgins and Creoles are relexified versions of a

fifteenth-century Portuguese pidgin first used along the African coast
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and later carried to India and the Far East' (Romaine, 1988: 86).

While this claim is now rejected by all creolists, some still maintain

that individual Caribbean Creoles of a single European lexical base can

all be traced back to a common non-European origin.

In the case of the Caribbean French lexicon Creoles, Goodman

(1964) pointed to a 'West African jargon or pidgin' used for

communication between French slave traders and slaves as the base;

this subsequently developed independently into the French Creoles

spoken in various overseas territories.

In a similar vein, Hancock (1986) proposes that both the

Caribbean English Creoles and the Creoles of Surinam owe their syntax

to an early seventeenth century 'proto-creole' spoken on the Upper

Guinea coast (centered on the river estuaries of the Gambia and

Sierra Leone).

The thesis that the slaves arrived in the Caribbean speaking an

English lexicon contact language has been vigorously opposed by

Baker (1996), who makes the claim that the lineaments of CEC's were

first established, not in Africa, but in the earliest English settlements

in the Caribbean, namely, St. Kitts and Barbados, and that subsequent

diffusion of linguistic features through peopling from these early

centers is responsible for the sharing of features present to varying

degrees in the Creoles spoken in other parts of the English Caribbean.

Baker refers to this as the 'duogenesis' hypothesis.

A single origin for those Creoles sharing a common lexifier is

explicitly denied by the notion of 'polygenesis'. Hall (1966) placed

emphasis on the independent parallel development of Creoles in each

territory, and explained their extensive similarities by reference to
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commonalities in their linguistic origin (Indo-European languages and

'a common West African substatum' - 1966: 77), and to the similar

physical and social milieux in which they took shape. Both

superstrate and substrate influences are thus recognized. But the

genetic model of language-relatedness on which Hall bases his theory

is unsuited to Creoles.

Polygenesis is consistent with theories which emphasize processes

of second language acquisition in Creole development, and the idea of

the 'bioprogram' can strengthen the case for polygenesis by offering a

coherent explanation for common features in geographically isolated

Creoles. A weakness of the polygenetic approach is that it denies any

significant role for linguistic diffusion.

A monogenetic (or 'duogenetic') account of origins is more flexible

in the sense that it does not discount the influence of developments

which may lead to the later differentiation of varieties. The great

similarities between English Creoles across the Caribbean is more than

can be accounted for by purely independent development in each

territory. It is important to bear in mind the constant movements of

population within the Caribbean region, which inevitably must have

resulted in linguistic diffusion. The relative effects of isolation and

diffusion of innovations via contact would of course vary from one

territory to another.

Both monogenetic and polygenetic approaches have merit, but

neither framework is satisfactory by itself. Monogeneticists have

tended to lay too much stress on substrate influences and on a single

mechanism, relexification. The validity of a polygenetic account rests

too heavily on the shaky foundation of a reliance on a) universals of
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language acquisition and b) isolated development. Monogenetic

accounts typically overstress origins and underplay the role of specific

sociohistorical factors in the later evolution of Creoles. Similarly,

polygenesis is deficient as an explanation in so far as it ignores details

of the dynamic of the changing social contexts in which individual

Creoles take shape over time.

Neither polygenesis nor monogenesis make any necessary

predictions about the role of the superstrate, although individual

linguists from both camps have held views on the question. The

polygeneticist Hall viewed the Caribbean Creoles as dialects of their

European lexifiers. The French linguist Chaudenson is a well-known

proponent of a single (monogenetic) origin for the Indian Ocean

French Creoles, favoring 'Bourbonnais' (i.e. the semi-creolized French

spoken in Reunion prior to 1715) as the progenitor of the French

Creoles spoken in Mauritius, Rodrigues and the Seychelles.

The problem with arguments favoring superstrate influence as

predominant is that they seem to deny Creoles an independent

status. Chaudenson's position was vigorously opposed by Baker and

Corne (1982) and his superstrate-based account of the origins of

Indian Ocean French Creoles has recently been attacked again in Baker

(1996a).

Baker argues, convincingly to my mind, that the Creoles of

Mauritius, Rodrigues and the Seychelles do not derive from the same

early contact variety as Reunionnais. On the other hand, the

importance of the superstrate is not in doubt as regards Reunion

speech in the early period, concerning which Corne (1982: 107) points

out: 'Reunion Creole had emerged in a situation of linguistic diversity
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wherein French, in various guises, was the dominant factor'. In Corne's

view, early RC is best described as a 'semi-creole'. In the present day,

varieties of this semi-creole co-exist with an acrolect which is 'a

variety of French' (ibid., 127).

Similar observations could be made concerning the situation

which led to the formation of Caymanian English, which in turn gave

rise to Bay Islands English. As in Reunion, contact between speakers of

non-standard dialects of the superstrate and non-native speakers led

to a degree of creolization. Contact between settlers and slaves gave

rise to a semi-creolized variety used for intercommunal

communication.

At the present time, it is not accurate to refer to Bay Islands

English as a Caribbean English Creole, although there are very many

indications of prior creolization in black BIE. A wide spectrum of

varieties exist within present-day BIE, with significant differences

between polar varieties. Linguistic differences between these polar

varieties are, I will argue, to a large degree traceable to historical

ethnic factors, as is also the case in Reunion.

A blanket classification of BIE as a 'semi-creole' (Holm, 1988) is

unsatisfactory in that it ignores the substantial internal variation

which exists. It may be better to take a wider view and to consider BIE

in relation to varieties of English world-wide. In this way, it is possible

to recognize the distinct nature of the two main strands which have

given rise to contemporary BIE. At the same time, the relation of BIE

to other Englishes and English Creoles in the region needs to be

considered.
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Varieties of English: Terminology and Basic Issues

The term 'extraterritorial EngUshes' has been used by Lass (1990) to

denote all those varieties of English which have arisen outside the

British Isles and are used as a means of everyday communication by

a considerable section of the population for which English is a native

language, in some cases one among several. 'Extraterritorial English'

therefore covers the Englishes spoken in territories where English was

the language of the British colonial power and has in addition been

the major (or only) language of government since the inception of the

state. In such countries as the US, Canada, Australia and New

Zealand, English has also been the first language of the great majority

of citizens since early colonial times (clearly, French Canadians and

Spanish speakers in the US are exceptions to this generalization). The

English of the British Isles was replanted in overseas soil during the

colonial era and the end result was the development of national

varieties, each of which developed its own distinctive lexis and

phonology. Differences of syntax and morphology are minimal and

mainly confined to divergent sub-varieties, such as certain types of

working-class inner city speech, such as that found in inner-city

Sydney (Eiskovits, 1991), or isolated rural varieties like Appalachian

English (Wolfram and Christian, 1975).

A second context in which extraterritorial English is found is in

countries which have a large number of other languages in daily use,

and in which English has only comparatively recently come to be

used outside an official capacity. In countries such as India,
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Singapore, South Africa and Nigeria, English is the most widely used

language of inter-ethnic communication between speakers of

languages which may or may not be mutually intelligible, and a local

standard variety of English is spoken natively (though not, in the

main, as LI) by the majority of educated people. The English used for

everyday communication between less-educated users is a variety

which displays features resulting from the elaboration of a lingua

franca with the absence of many norms of usage of the local

standard. The local standard or the international standard is used in

formal domains. Popular 'street' English in reality consists of a range

of heterogeneous varieties which show some regional and class

variation in the same way as dialects in any of the core territories

where English is spoken.

The term 'world Englishes', originated by Kachru, is generally

applied to all nativized or semi-nativized varieties of English which

are in everyday use in territories in which English was not the

language of the nation-founders, but rather emerged subsequently as

a result of political choices and the need for a vehicle for inter-ethnic

communication. There is consequently a great deal of variation

among 'world Englishes', or 'new Englishes', as they are sometimes

referred to. Some show features which are most plausibly explained as

the result of second language acquisition, and certain universals of

language simplification would seem to be common to 'street' varieties,

but substrate influence invariably plays a role as well, and it is

difficult to make coherent generalizations about the new Englishes

which apply to all of them. Lass (1990) subsumes all the New

Englishes under ETE's, but distinguishes them from the mother-tongue
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Englishes because of the influence of other languages which are the

first languages of the New English speakers.

The case of pidgins and Creoles is similar in some ways to that of

the New Englishes. They were formed out of language contact in a

situation of reduced access to English. Consequently, substrate factors

and universals of language acquisition probably each played an

important part in their development. This much would probably be

accepted by the majority of creolists, even though no consensus exists

concerning the criteria for classification of a language as a Creole.

To the extent that many aspects of the grammar of black BIE are

clearly 'creole-derived', black BIE falls into Lass's category of a

'Contact' ETE. White BIE has assimilated some of these features

through contact with black varieties. However, since the polar white

variety of BIE shows only a limited influence of Creole on a structural

level, it seems appropriate to classify it with Lass's 'Mother-Tongue'

ETEs. This manner of designation thus accounts for the polar varieties

of BIE, while leaving open the status of the intermediate varieties, all

of which reflect to various degrees contact and convergence between

the typologically distinct polar varieties. The term 'Creole-influenced

Contact ETE may be applied to all varieties of BIE with this

understanding.

A further point which is true in general of BIE is that it is, like all

Englishes spoken in the Caribbean, the first language of its speakers. In

functional terms, it does not therefore qualify for membership of the

'world Englishes', at least as the term has been used above. BIE does

not have the purely instrumental role of medium of interethnic

communication within the territory where it is spoken. It cannot be
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said to have arisen as the result of a political need for a 'neutral'

means of communication which favored no particular group of

speakers over others (the case in India), or as a language of

administration. Neither is it in any sense the product of a secondary

need for a means of communication with the wider world.

In one special case, BIE can be regarded as a means of

communication between English and non-English speakers on the

islands themselves. This concerns the community of Garifuna

speakers in the setdement of Punta Gorda. Historically, this

community has remained apart from the communities of white and

black BIE speakers, and has retained its own language. In recent times,

however, intermarriage has become more frequent, and the Garifuna

language is in decline. Members of the Punta Gorda community use

Spanish and English in addition to Garifuna, and younger speakers

are no longer fluent in the ancestral language. The English spoken in

Punta Gorda appears to differ litde from other varieties of BIE. The

main difference lies in the preference of the Garifuna for Spanish.

The English language in the Bay Islands can be seen as an accident

of Caribbean history, a result of British ambitions in the region. BIE

needs therefore to be considered in relation to the many other

varieties of Caribbean English, ail of which show the influence of prior

creolization. In this dissertation, I shall follow the practice of Winford

(1993a) in referring to the basilects of the Caribbean basin as

Caribbean English Creoles (CECs).

In at least one respect, the sociolinguistic situation of BIE differs

greatly from that of most other CECs. Spanish, not English, is the

language of the state of Honduras. Most current speakers of BIE
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possess at least a partial competence in the dominant language of the

country. The situation in the Bay Islands is one of bilingualism, in

which English is the preferred language of people of Caribbean or

British descent. However, there is no similarity to the bilingualism

which exists in islands such as St. Lucia and Dominica. There, English

is a later addition, which is only now tending to displace the earlier

French-lexicon Creole. Bay Islanders - with the exception of the Black

Caribs and a few resident Miskito - have always had English as their

mother tongue.

Or such at least was the case until recently. English has itself been

experiencing fierce competition from Spanish on the Bay Islands, due

to the very large influx of monolingual Spanish speakers from the

mainland of Honduras. This has resulted in such a dramatic

demographic shift that English is now the first language of less than

half the islands' population, perhaps only about 40%. It is no longer

accurate to decribe the islands as English-speaking, as most people

under fifty are bilingual, and the youngest generation attend schools

in which a large proportion of their fellow students (a clear majority

in the urban areas) are Spanish speakers. It remains to be seen to

what extent the younger Spanish-speaking population will adopt

English as a second language. Much may depend on the success of

efforts to introduce English as a medium of instruction (as distinct

from Enghsh as a second language) in the islands' public schools,

which have up till now been entirely Spanish-medium.

There are some parallels between the situation in the Bay Islands

and that which exists in the small enclaves of English Creole speakers

found along the Caribbean coast of Central America, in Nicaragua,
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Costa Rica, and Panama, and in two insular possessions of Colombia,

the small islands of San Andres and Providencia. In all these

territories, English is in retreat, and its survival in the long term

appears very uncertain (the English-speaking communities in Panama

have been assimilated to the point where English Creole survives only

in patches, mainly in the outlying province of Bocas del Toro).

Spanish-English bilingualism is also found in Belize, where the English

Creole is experiencing increasing pressure from Spanish, despite the

official status of English.

A key question is the extent to which BIE shares the features of the

English Creoles found elsewhere in Central America, the insular

Caribbean and Guyana. This is a matter which will be investigated in

the chapters which follow, particularly those dealing with syntax. To

the extent that Creole universals or substrate features similar to those

found elsewhere can be identified, this will provide evidence for a

Creole element in BIE genesis.

The Development of BIE: A Preliminary Orientation

In this section, I offer a preliminary overview of the factors shaping

the development of BIE. Detailed evidence in support of the argument

is presented in the remainder of the dissertation, including some in

the final sections of this chapter.

My fundamental contention is that BIE needs to be viewed as

deriving primarily from two sources which were co-present in the

Cayman Islands in the eighteenth century. One strand of present-day

BIE derives directly from the speech of eighteenth century whites in
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the Cayman Islands: this I will refer to, following Williams (1987), as

'earlier Anglo-Caribbean' or 'Anglo-Caribbean' for short. Anglo-

Caribbean owed a great deal to the contributions of British dialects,

and hence to the superstrate, and was also shaped by contact with

Creole. The other strand in BIE derives from the contact of the slave

population with eighteenth century Anglo-Caribbean. The

subordinate position of blacks in this period and consciousness of

ethnicity in the slave society are sociolinguistic factors which would

have functioned to keep white and black speech distinct from each

other. It is likely that the language used by blacks for in-group

communication would have exhibited many of the Creole patterns

found in Jamaica at the same period. Both restricted access to Anglo-

Caribbean and the awareness of color as a differentiating social factor

can be expected to have played a role in maintaining black-white

speech differences.

Against these forces promoting a clear 'focusing' of two language

types, there are two factors which must early have led to mixing of

language systems. Concubinage would have been a fact of life in a

society with small numbers of white females, and the brown-skinned

offspring would have spoken both the white and black varieties. A

decreolized variety would been a natural product of the mixing of

systems in the speech of this group. A more or less distinct mesolectal

variety could have rapidly arisen, with the result that basilectal

Creole features would have become stigmatized. The speech of the

brown-skinned group would have exerted a pull away from Creole in

the community. Also, in a small community where co-existence rather

than conflict was mutually advantageous to all groups, mesolectal
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varieties would have been functional in the sense of serving the needs

of inter-ethnic communication. The result of such pressures would

have been to remove some of the markedly 'Creole' features from

Caymanian speech

Its Caymanian origins, so clear today even in terms of accent, can

leave no doubt that the roots of BIE lie in circumstances which

allowed for continuous close contact over a long period between

people of African origin and whites who were born in the Caribbean.

Caribbean-born whites accounted for a large percentage of the earliest

nineteenth century Bay Island settlers, most of whom came from the

Cayman Islands, where their ancestors had settled in the eighteenth

century. In addition, a minority of white settlers on the Bay islands in

the nineteenth century had emigrated from Britain, and a few came

from elsewhere, particularly from the United States after the Civil

War. However, the speech of the whites from outside the Caribbean

would have accommodated to the Anglo-Caribbean speech of the

majority of whites of Caymanian origin.

Anglo-Caribbean speech can be expected to have persisted well into

the twentieth century. This is because of the strict pattern of ethnic

segregation on the Bay Islands, which was remarked upon by writers

such as Keenagh (1937). Whites lived in their own communities. On

the smallest island, Utila, they continued to constitute an absolute

majority for most of the twentieth century.

It is likely that Anglo-Caribbean was a koineized form of English,

representing contributions from diverse British regional dialects of the

eighteenth century, combined with some influence of the creolized

speech of slaves. A similar koine, which Williams (1987) characterizes
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as 'Anglo-Caribbean', would have been spoken in each of the

Caribbean communities in which whites formed a sizeable sector of

the population: in parts of Barbados, in Saba in the Netherlands

Antillles, and in small enclaves in Grenada and Bequia.

One value of a study of BIE may therefore lie in the clues which it

affords concerning the nature of Anglo-Caribbean. The isolation in

which Caymanians lived prior to this century, and the continuing

isolation until very recently of the Bay Islanders, combined with the

ethnic segregation which long persisted, suggests the intriguing

prospect that BIE, especially as spoken by older speakers, may provide

clues as to the form of earlier Anglo-Caribbean and even to the British

dialectal mix which contributed to its formation. The mix may have

differed somewhat from that of the other territories in which white

settlers made up a sizeable element of the population.

Most of the non-white population (which I will henceforth refer to

simply as 'black', although skin hue varies a great deal), also came

from the Cayman Islands following emancipation, with an

appreciable number also originating in Jamaica or Belize. The

language which the blacks brought with them would have been

heavily influenced by the earlier white English of the Cayman Islands,

and classifiable as 'mesolectal' in comparison with, say, Jamaican or

Belizean Creole. However, the variety of Caymanian English spoken by

blacks would also have contained elements of the original Creole. This

Creole element would have been reinforced by the immigration to the

Bay Islands of a substantial number of creole-speaking blacks from

Jamaica and Belize .
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Unfortunately, nothing directly is known about the English which

was spoken in Honduras in the area of the Rio Negro in Mosquitia

during the years of the Black River settlement (1740-1786). The

speech of the blacks and the Miskito Indians who lived there would

have been a Creole, but the English of the poor whites who lived there

(and who intermixed with the Miskitos) would also surely have

undergone creolization.i

After the evacuation of Black River, most of the settler and slave

population (numbering between 2000 and 3000) went to Belize, where

the new influx comprised as many as five-sixths of the population

(Floyd, 1967: 166). Some of the same people and their children would

have come back to cut mahogany on the north coast of Honduras in

the early part of the nineteenth century, when this trade again

became possible, and indeed highly profitable (see Naylor, 1988).

Many escaped slaves from Belize came to the north coast at this time

(Griffin, undated MS.), and it is likely that a certain number would

have eventually ended up in the Bay Islands. Against the background

of these population movements, it is perhaps no exaggeration to say

that the immediate origins of Belize Creole lie in Honduras, and Bay

Islands English in turn owes something at least to Belize. But in spite

of the close historical links, the fact remains that BIE does not present

some of the salient Creole features of Belize Creole, such as the

preverbal past marker mi or sequences of this and other preverbal

markers.

1 It is recorded that William Pitt of Black River employed mainly poor
white and Indian labor during the 1740's (Floyd, 1968: 58).
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The precise degree of influence on BIE exercised by nineteenth

century immigration to the Bay Islands from Jamaica is also unclear.

This influence is detectable in a few areas, such as Flowers Bay in

Roatan, where substantial numbers of Jamaicans are known to have

settled. Some typically Creole features which are uncommon in the

rest of the islands, such as the use of the se complementizer and him

as subject/possessive pronoun, have been noted as occurring there.

This argues for some Jamaican Creole input to BIE. But on the

evidence of pronunciation, the influence of Caymanian speech has

been much stronger overall. This brings us to consideration of

whether the term 'semi-creole', which has been applied to Cayman

Islands English by Holm (1988), also applies to BIE.

Schneider (1991), basing his characterization mainly on Warantz

(1983), describes BIE as being marginal to the category of semi-creole.

The substance of this claim is evaluated in the concluding chapter of

this thesis, taking into account the full range of data. For the present,

it is relevant to point out certain limitations of the use of the term

with reference to BIE.

'Semi-creole' has never been satisfactorily defined, but in general is

intended to cover varieties which contain both Creole and non-creole

features. Holm includes varieties which result from decreolization of a

Creole basilect under the influence of a co-existing acrolectal variety,

resulting in the removal of some 'creole' features which were originally

present.

In the case of possible 'decreolization', one problem is that we lack

diachronic evidence. It is not known whether the antecedent of black

BIE, namely black Caymanian English, was ever properly 'basilectal'.
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As we shall see, there are strong indications of Creole influence in

current black BIE, but this does not itself necesarily imply that

anything resembling a consistent basilectal Creole was spoken by any

group in the Cayman Islands. It is more likely that certain sectors of

the population used basilectal forms together with the more general

mesolectal Creole influenced by white Anglo-Caribbean. It could well

be that speakers from Jamaica and Belize, rather than the Cayman

Islands, are the source of many of the Creole features in black BIE. But

since such speakers never constituted a majority of the black

population of the Bay Islands, the basilect they would have brought

would have tended to merge with that of the surrounding Bay Islands

black speech within a generation.

Holm (1991) refers to two processes which, unlike decreolization,

can be considered as defining characteristics of 'semi-creoles'. These

are 'partial restructuring' and what is rather loosely termed 'creole

influence'. Such descriptions apply to the distinct manner of

formation of each of the two main strands composing BIE.

'Partial restructuring' produces 'varieties which were never fully

pidginized (sic) and which preserve a substantial part of their

superstrate's structure (e.g. some inflections) while also showing a

noticeable degree of restructuring'. This description is, I believe, likely

to be applicable to earlier black Caymanian speech, in the light of

what is known about the ratio of white to black inhabitants during

the eighteenth century (see data below). It seems probable that the

direct antecedent of black BIE was a partially-restructured creole. To

this, a later overlay of creole characteristics from Jamaica and Belize

was added (possibly arriving via the Honduran mainland, since in
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many cases the Jamaicans and Belizeans had first migrated there).

However, the 'semi-creole' nature of black BIE was not fundamentally

changed by these additions.

'Creole influence' refers to 'varieties which were originally non-

creoles but which through contact with Creoles have taken on a

significant number of Creole lexical items and structural features'.

This description fits the sketchy image which we can form of older

Anglo-Caribbean, deduced mainly from occasional contemporary

observations such as the observations of the language used by

Jamaican-born whites made by the eighteenth century diarist. Lady

Nugent. As far as present-day white BIE is concerned, the term 'semi-

creole' is best confined to speech varieties which are genuinely

intermediate in nature. What I call the white polar variety is not a

semi-creole.

Detailed descriptions of the present-day speech of whites in long-

established white enclaves in the West Indies could shed light on

earlier Anglo-Caribbean, but there would seem to be differences in the

degree of Creole influence in each place. Shilling (1980) portrays white

Bahamian as generally lacking the most characteristic syntactic

features of creolized black Bahamian speech, and refers to a 'non-

continuum'. Williams (1987) contains some summary observations

concerning white speech in Saba, Barbados, Bequia, and Caymans,

focusing on the expression of tense and aspect. The general picture

which emerges is of contact leading to partial confluence with Creole.

For instance, structures such as the habitual do construction in each

of the white varieties probably reflect the confluence of SW English
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and Southern Hiberno-English with Creole grammar. A detailed

discussion of this structure is given in Chapter 14.

In most of the Caribbean territories in which whites settled, their

speech patterns over time came to closely resemble the ambient

Creole. Only in a few places were the whites numerous enough for a

long enough period to permit the preservation of their own distinct

speech patterns, which in all such cases also influenced the speech of

blacks.

In the case of Barbados, contact with speakers of Creole, or at least

with the highly-creolized forms of speech spoken by some blacks at an

earlier period, seems to have resulted over time in the virtual

disappearance of any distinct white Barbadian speech variety (some

present-day data presented by Blake (1997) suggests that this is

probably the case, although her sample consists of only a few

speakers). It is likely too (although this awaits detailed investigation)

that ethnic speech differences have now also largely disappeared in

the Cayman Islands through extensive inter-ethnic mixing. This does

not mean that a distinct white variety of Caymanian English was not

retained into the nineteenth century. The evidence to be presented

on present-day white BIE suggests that a distinct form of white Anglo-

Caribbean was indeed retained in the Cayman Islands at least up

until the mid-nineteenth century.

Referring to the anglophone West Indies in general. Holm (1994:

334) - following Le Page and De Camp (1960) - suggests that 'the

language of most local whites was probably increasingly influenced by

Creole by the end of the seventeenth century, with only a tiny

minority of upper class whites speaking anything approaching
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standard English'. While this statement may be true in general, it

ignores the contemporary pockets of white settler speech which could

be found at the time, and are still found, in scattered settlements in

places like certain islands of the Bahamas and Saba. These have

retained in large part the character of dialects of English rather than

undergoing heavy restructuring as the result of Creole influence.

With reference to BIE as a whole, 1 propose a convergence model

similar to that outlined by Gilbert (1993). It is probable that some

basilectal features of Creoles found elsewhere in the English-speaking

Caribbean were never fully a part of the speech of the black

Caymanian community, and that the use of other basilectal Creole

features became attenuated over time. The white variety, for its part,

received an admixture of creole-derived features. It is predicted that

the two strands will come together to various degrees depending on

the specific linguistic feature being examined, the effect being to

create a middle area with mixed characteristics, without the same

degree of orderly heterogeneity identified in the classic studies of the

'post-creole continuum' by writers such as Bickerton and De Camp.

Convergence with limited overlapping is most likely to be found in

the area of morphosyntax. Certain phonological characteristics may

also be associated with black or white speech, but here it is difficult to

separate the factor of island differences in accent from ethnic

differences. -

The notion of gradual convergence from opposite poles is a very

general one. The extent of spread of individual grammatical features,

is a matter for empirical investigation. It is possible that for certain

linguistic features, the two strands do not cross, while for other
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variables the extent of overlap in grammars will be reflected in

frequency levels, rather than categorical use or non-use. The latter

type lends itself to quantitative analysis, such as the analysis of the

presence or absence of copula (Chapter 12).

At the community level, there is bound to be a substantial area of

overlap between the two strands, although certain speakers will tend

to occupy the 'poles'. Different speakers will show differing degrees of

accommodation in their speech, so that a kind of continuum will be

evident, based on the extent of incorporation of features from creole-

influenced black speech on the one hand, and patterns deriving from

white Anglo-Caribbean on the other. My prediction, nevertheless, is

that despite numerous commonalities, white and black speech will

have preserved certain differences which point to their separate

origins. These will serve as ethnic speech markers.

A point which needs re-emphasizing is that although black BIE

may display many Creole features, and although BIE as a whole may

display considerable internal variation on account of contact between

the two varieties, we should not expect the range of intermediate

varieties to display the features of the classic 'post-creole continuum'.

The reason for this has to do with the special nature of the contact

situation which gave rise to BIE. The concept of the 'post-creole

continuum' suggests a seamless chain of varieties between the basilect

and the acrolect. The proposed development of BIE suggests instead

that there were two originally differing varieties which have converged

in many areas, but which have retained areas of distinctness. We

would therefore expect there to be areas of discontinuity, even 'gaps'.
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The concept of decreolization has itself also come under attack in

recent years from many creolists who argue that the path of change

within creole-speaking communities is always bidirectional rather

than unidirectional in the direction of the standard. Linguists are

also divided as to whether the Creole speech community is best

characterized in terms of distinct co-existing systems or in terms of a

continuum representing a range of intermediate varieties.

The first of these objections seems to me to be entirely valid, and

applicable in the case of BIE. The second is problematic for cases in

which there are 'polar varieties' with different historical origins. 1

have already pointed out there are likely to be certain discontinuities

between black and white speech in the Bay Islands case.

This is sufficient reason for avoiding the issue of decreolization as

postulated change in a certain direction. Other reasons are the

difficulties in adequate data collection. The convergence hypothesis

faces similar data problems, but is at least theoretically sound. In

principle, convergence could occur over time with certain variables

but not in others, and this is amenable to empirical investigation.

Such studies could conceivably identify areas of divergence within a

general convergence movement.

No study of the present scale could realistically set out to test

claims about decreolization, which would require a much larger

sample of speakers; in addition, such a study would need to observe

each speaker in a range of speech situations, making use of

ethnographic observation as well as quantitative tools of

measurement. Even if all this were possible, a case-study of BIE would
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of course be inappropriate for the purpose of shedding Ught on wider

claims about decreolization, given the special nature of BIE itself.

The Potential of Sociolinguistic Studies

1 have stressed the importance of ethnic language varieties in the

historical development of BIE. White English and Creole mutually

influenced each other, leading to intermediate varieties. A question

for investigation is the extent to which the polar varieties retain a

discrete identity. Maintenance of a 'focused' ethnic variety and

differentiation of this variety from the other main ethnic variety will

be a function of the sense of separateness of the two groups. The

expression of ethnic identity through language is a factor constantly

to be borne in mind in the Bay Islands context. The historical

background to inter-ethnic relations sketched in Chapter 1 places this

in perspective, and consideration of ethnicity in relation to language

variation is central to the present study.

In any language contact situation, there are a number of related

social factors which will affect the extent of mutual accommodation

which takes place between speakers of divergent codes, and which will

therefore have an impact on the intermediate varieties which take

shape. The impact of each of these varies over time. Some of the most

crucial are: the relative proportions of speakers of each language

within the community; the relative status associated with each of the

languages in both the local community and in a wider cultural

context; and the impact of economic and social changes.
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The relative proportions of speakers of each language or language

variety is a ver>' powerful explanatory factor. In the absence of other

factors, the language or the language variety which is spoken by most

people will be dominant; the dominant variety will tend to influence

other varieties to a greater extent than it is itself influenced by those

varieties. However, there is a need to pay attention to the impact of

dynamic population factors in language change. The types of

linguistic change which can be effected by the immigration into a

community of large numbers of speakers of other languages or

dialects remain poorly understood; in general, all that can be said is

that phonology is more susceptible to change than syntax. Where

speakers with diverse accents come together in a 'new town', as in

Milton Keynes in SE England, widespread levelling can be observed at

the level of reaUzation of phonemes (Kerswill and Williams, 1992). In

the case of long-established communities, the attitude of residents

toward incomers may be reflected in the selection of phonetic

variants, as Labov's pathbreaking study of Martha's Vineyard showed

(Labov, 1963).

The relative status of Anglo-Caribbean and the creolized speech of

blacks may seem in little doubt. Yet in the absence of formal

education and institutions, such differences of ascribed status were

probably minimal. Much more relevant would have been the

solidarity value of the possession of a code in common with those of

one's one ethnic group. The wider cultural context, in which standard

English enjoyed prestige, had little impact in remote places such as

the Cayman Islands and the Bay Islands.
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Economic organization has not been the focus of detailed

socioUnguistic enquiry, perhaps because of the difficulty of

conducting controlled comparative studies. However, creolists have

constantly stressed the key role played by large plantations in

maintaining a linguistic gap between master and slaves, by creating a

situation in which second language acquisition had restricted input

from the superstrate. Societies in which speakers of the superstrate

worked alongside the slaves were more conducive to the formation of

intermediate varieties. The linguistic effects of integration at work

with speakers of other groups and its converse, ghettoization, can be

explained in terms of social network theory (see e.g. Milroy and

Milroy, 1978).

Other social variables have received more attention from

sociolinguists. Social class stratification, at least in the urban US and

in other socially stratified western countries, can be shown to have

certain predictable effects on the realization of certain linguistic

variables. Studies of this type fail, however, to take explicit account of

the dynamics of social mobility; generally, too, the bases on which

class is defined lack an adequate theoretical foundation in social

processes. In the context of small islands in the Caribbean, there is

reason to question the historical relevance of 'class' as an explanatory

factor in linguistic convergence or divergence.

Other sources of polarization, such as gender differences, have also

received attention from sociolinguists, but the explanatory power of

such analyses is limited by the absence of an elaborated theory of

social relations. Once again, the generalizations which are made in

relation to male and female speech in the metropolitan countries are
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unlikely to hold in rural settings in the Caribbean, especially given

the lesser mobility of women in such environments.

Sociolinguistic analyses based on 'social networks' attempt to

explain the internal linguistic differentiation apparent in any

community without appealing to 'given' factors such as gender or

ethnicity, but such studies make use of a crude behavioral theory of

social relations, one which fails to take account of attitudinal factors.

Studies which integrate network analysis with social attitudes may be

complex and difficult to carry out, but do nevertheless hold promise

for revealing more about the complex sociolinguistics of Caribbean

societies in particular.

In general, it may be said that sociolinguistic studies of

communities in the English-speaking Caribbean have the potential to

explain patterns of use of the polar varieties - acrolect and basilect -

as well as the mixing of systems which is so evident. There is a need

to describe accurately the types of intermediate variety which are

used in each community, the functions fulfilled by their use, and the

factors conditioning speaker shifts in the direction of the acrolect or

the basilect. Microlinguistic studies based on an ethnographic

approach, combined with variationist methods, appear best suited to

such research. Micro-analysis of language use is equally as important

as study of the grammatical systems of Creole languages.

All the above has relevance as general background to a study such

as the present one, which tries to take speaker characteristics into

account in assembling the data base. There is no substitute for

detailed sociolinguistic study in order to uncover the mechanisms of

social differentiation through language. The purpose of the present
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study is not to achieve explanatory adequacy on this level, but to

delineate the ways in which two differing groups have contributed to

the formation of a variety of English with hybrid characteristics.

Nevertheless, in areas where ethnic speech differences exist, it may be

useful to look for sociolinguistic explanations. A case in point is the

speculative account of the development of verbal -s in all persons as

a habitual marker. It is suggested that this served the function of

differentiating white speech from black in an earlier period of the

development of BIE from Anglo-Caribbean. More generally, the

maintenance of separate ethnic speech varieties in such a small

community is impossible to explain without taking account of

sociohistorical factors. For present purposes, these broad factors are :

more relevant than the detailed social conditioning of language

choices.

To explain the development of BIE and its internal differentiation

over time requires a model which not only contains the principal

influences as ingredients, but also seeks in some way to express the

changing dynamics of these influences over time. No single model can

do so, but demographic factors and changes in the status of groups

over time can, I think, be accommodated within the general

framework of the componential model of Creole origins and

development originally proposed by Hancock (1986, 1987). The

advantage of such a framework is that it offers a basis for

comparisons between contact situations. In the next section, 1 make

comparisons between the Cayman Islands and Barbados and offer

preliminary remarks on the effects of sociohistorical factors in
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maintaining speech differences between groups within very small

Caribbean islands.

Componentialitv and the Formation of BIE

The componential approach advocated by Hancock (1986, 1987,

1994) is a response to the need to discover an adequate explanatory

framework which deals with the question of how Creoles of the same

lexical base are related to each other. It does this by identifying the

mix of input elements which were present in each case at the time of

formation of each individual Creole.

Hancock's view is that 'most of the principal characteristics that

each Creole is now associated with were established during the first

twenty-five years or so of settlement of the region in which it came to

be spoken' (1987: 265). Hancock qualifies this by adding that 'later

external influences', 'self-generated rules' and 'metropolitanization'

should also be taken into account, but assigns to these a relatively

minor role, stating that 'creole language maintenance has surely been

much more vigorous than is usually acknowledged' (ibid: 265). 1

believe that Hancock is right to pay attention to the early contact

period, although he pays too little attention to historical and

sociocultural factors which evolve over time. A 'gradualist' model is

particularly appropriate in the case of BIE, in which convergence has

been one of the two processes in tension, the other being pressures

toward maintenance of distinct codes. In the case of BIE, the residue

of history is a range of varieties: a 'basilectal' variety which displays a

significant range of creole-like features, traditional white BIE, and a
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wide range of intermediate varieties showing the effect of mixing of

the two polar varieties.

In a 1994 paper, Hancock applies his componentiality framework

to the case of Gullah. I will discuss the components in terms not

specific to Gullah. In this paper, Hancock recognizes three external

influences, which are referred to as 'the 'African component', 'the

Creole component', and 'the English component'.

The 'African' component assumes importance in proportion to the

number of 'saltwater' negroes (i.e. those born in Africa) relative to the

number of 'Creoles' (i.e. negroes born in the Americas). In a few places

such as Surinam and Haiti, the number of African-born slaves greatly

exceeded the number of locally-born slaves at the time that the new

contact-language was being formed. In other places, a large influx of

African-born slaves came after the contact variety had already been

formed. This could have resulted in a degree of creolization taking

place later, rather than emerging fully formed in a single generation,

as Bickerton's hypothesis assumes. Recent research summarized in

Baker (1996b) reveals that the earliest Caribbean attestations of the

postposed pluralizer -dem date only from 1840 , and there are no pre

twentieth century attestations of either the habitual marker doz or

the completive marker done (apart from Gullah, which has an

attestation of done in 1835).

Such evidence lends some weight to the 'gradualist' model of

creolization proposed by Arends (1993). According to this view,

creolization is a gradual process in which change takes place over

generations. In Sranan, the gradual emergence of new Creole features

over the one hundred year period 1750-1850 is a function of transfer
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from African languages by successive generations of African-born

adults acquiring English as a second language. That this Creole

language was unstable and gradually changed in important areas of

its grammar was the result of continued importation of African slaves

and also the high-mortality rate of slaves in Surinam. In contrast, in

places where the importation of African-born slaves was relatively

minor, new Creole innovations would not have had a chance to

develop. This would have applied to the Cayman Islands during most

of the eighteenth century (although see below).

The 'Creole' component refers to the Caribbean Creole which many

creolists think evolved from a single source. In Hancock's view, this

was Guinea Coast Creole English. In the view of Baker, the source was

the early contact language used between slaves in St. Kitts or in

Barbados. On the other hand, some linguists favor separate though

parallel development. In view of the remoteness of the Cayman

Islands from the rest of the English Caribbean, this last explanation

has some force, though the influence of Jamaica, where many slaves

were bought, would point to the need to include a Jamaican

component in any componential model for Caymanian English.

The English component refers to the English dialects spoken by the

earliest white settlers in the Caribbean. The size of the white

population in relation to the number of slaves in the early period was

an important factor in determining access to a model of English, and

hence in determining whether a Creole would be formed. Also

relevant, as noted above, is the rate of arrival of new African-born

slaves who came after the contact language had taken shape.
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The ratio of blacks to whites in the earliest period of contact of

white and black speech varieties is usually held to be a significant

factor in the emergence of a 'Creole', as distinct from a variety with

some Creole characteristics. Bickerton (1984) proposed that a crucial

factor for the emergence of a Creole was the length of time between

first settlement by speakers of the dominant superstrate language and

the time at which slave and master populations reached numerical

parity ('Event 1'). A Creole will not emerge in this first phase if it takes

longer than twenty years for the slave population to reach parity with

the white population. Subsequent development will be largely

constrained by the language variety which emerges in the first phase,

which is the language in which subsequent generations of Creoles

communicate with the African-born slaves who acquire the Creole as a

second language. The rate at which the slave population grows

relative to the white population is important because a slow rate of

growth over a relatively long period implies that a large proportion of

the slave population would have been locally-born during the early

period, whereas with a rapid rate of growth, there would be no

opportunity for the formation of a generation of speakers whose

speech had been formed by close contact with the superstrate before

the next wave of immigrants arrived.

The example of the Indian Ocean islands of Reunion and Mauritius

is instructive. As explained by Philip Baker, the relative predominance

of native French speakers in a lengthy initial phase of settlement is

what accounts for the only partial creolization of Reunionnais: 'free

citizens in Reunion accounted for more than 50 per cent of the total

population throughout the first half-century of settlement' (Baker in
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Baker and Corne, 1982: 251). In Mauritius, in contrast, 'slaves

outnumbered the free population before the end of the first decade of

settlement' (ibid., 251), and a full French lexicon Creole crystallized in

Mauritius relatively soon thereafter.

A second factor considered by Bickerton (1984) is the rate of

expansion of the slave population in the years following 'Event 1', The

greater the rate of expansion, the poorer are the opportunities for the

incoming slaves to acquire a modified version of the superstrate, if

indeed such a variety had stabilized in phase one, and the greater the

chances of a Creole being formed.

I will now apply similar arguments to the case of Barbados and the

Cayman Islands, two territories at opposite ends of the Caribbean

which have one demographic element in common: a high proportion

of whites during the first century of English colonization.

The greatest numerical concentration of white settlers in the entire

Caribbean was in Barbados, where many were employed as indentured

laborers during the first century after the colony was founded in

1627. These indentured workers were employed in the fields

alongside negro labor, so that non-standard white speech must have

been the main source of superstrate influence at this period. Most

unusually for the Caribbean, the ratio of blacks to whites during the

period 1630-1750 never exceeded 3:1, although it increased gradually

over this period. To place this in perspective, it should be recalled

that in Jamaica, only twenty years after the first white settlers

arrived, whites were already outnumbered by their slaves (7700 whites

versus 9500 slaves in 1675) and that by 1734, slaves accounted for

92% of the population (Holm, 1988: 470, citing Reinecke 1937: 288).
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Niles (1980) presents a strong case for a significant SW English

input in Barbadian speech, based partly on seventeenth century

historical setdement records and pardy on coincidences between

modern or older forms of Barbadian and SW dialect forms. Besides

aspectual do, these include past marker did (from past habitual

marker did in SW dialects), and the third person object pronoun um,

undifferentiated for number and gender. The close contact with

English-speakers resulted in significant linguistic acculturation of the

black population, who may well have communicated with whites in

something approaching the whites' own speech-variety, while perhaps

continuing to communicate among themselves in Creole. Newly-

arrived Africans in the later seventeenth century would have

encountered strong pressure to acculturate to the speech of native-

born black Barbadians, who by then comprised the majority of slaves.

The scenario painted by Niles is highly relevant to the case of

language contact in the Cayman Islands and other small territories

such as Saba and Bequia where the white proportion of the

population remained relatively high over a long period. Typically,

these small communities combined small-scale farming with fishing,

with no large plantations as in territories such as Jamaica and St.

Kitts. The physical proximity afforded by small islands, together with

the absence of large plantations, must certainly have induced a

significant degree of linguistic acculturation to white speech patterns

among blacks, while white speech must at the same time have

undergone changes due to contact with Creole.

In an earlier section (The Development of BIE: A Preliminary

Orientation'), I sketched a scenario for the development of
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Caymanian English. This will now be further refined with reference to

demographic data. I have stated that the sociocultural circumstances

in which Caymanian English was formed were such as to permit in

the existence of two partially overlapping codes during the eighteenth

century. At least two of the components identified by Hancock were

present during this period: a partially creolized black variety and a

white mixed variety with many British dialectal features. The African

component probably also was important toward the end of the

eighteenth century in bringing about a certain extension of the Creole.

It would appear that an African slave ship bound for Jamaica, the

Nelly, went aground on the reef in 1781, and 'a great many were sold

in Grand Cayman to raise money for salvage and other expenses'

(Williams, 1970: 21). These new arrivals would have accounted for a

sizeable part of the then small black population, so it is quite likely

that a degree of creoiization took place at this time and affected the

language that was transmitted to future generations, i

In the concrete case of Caymans, the African influence would have

been less significant in linguistic than in cultural terms. Indirect

evidence for this is that African cultural influence is detectable even

today in the Bay Islands in certain aspects such as religion, the telling

of Anancy stories, a belief in spirits and obeah. These would have

been more pronounced cultural features in eighteenth century

Caymans.

1 It is also of interest that some "Sambos' from the Mosquito Shore came as
slaves in the latter part of the eighteenth century (Williams, 1970: 25).
These people would have spoken basilectal Creole, and their speech may
well have influenced the Africans.
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The language spoken by blacks in the Cayman Islands at this

period was, I believe, similar in many respects to Jamaican Creole,

although slaves would have been accustomed to use a restructured

Creole in interaction with whites. This restructured variety gradually

became the dominant variety spoken by the slave population in the

Cayman Islands, though many traces of the original Creole remain.

White Caymanians spoke a dialect of English in which regional British

influences had been leveled and in which the influence of Creole

would have been evident in certain aspects of syntax, such as a

variable tendency to unmarking in verbal and nominal morphology.

Support for this scenario comes from demographic evidence of the

relative proportions of whites and blacks.

The roots of Caymanian English go back to its earliest settlers, most

of whom may have been deserters from Cromwell's army in Jamaica

(Hirst, 1967 [1910]: 17). What little is known of the inhabitants

during the period 1660-1730 suggests that they were pirates and

turtle fishermen; some had come as fugitives from justice, others had

been shipwrecked (see Williams, 1970: 8-16). It is likely that small

numbers of slaves were kept at this time, however records are lacking.

After 1734, the Crown granted patents to a number of white families

in order to settle on the Cayman Islands. These white settler families

brought with them a number of white servants, many of whom

remained after their employers left or died, and also a substantial

number of slaves.

Because the few plantations were small, and in most cases were

just small farms, the number of slaves was not overwhelmingly greater

than the number of whites of both the landowning and servant class.
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The historian Long (1774) records the presence at that date of 160

white men, women and children, many of who had come from

Jamaica and brought their slaves. Notes made by the Royal Navy

hydrographer George Gauld to accompany a map made in 1773

record 'in all 39 families, consisting of at least 200 white people, and

above same number of Negroes and Mulattoes' (for this information, 1

am indebted to Dr. Philip Pedley, the Cayman Islands Government

Archivist). A report on the islands made by Edward Corbet in 1802

listed a total population of 933, or which 309 were whites, 545 were

slaves, 73 were 'free people of color' and 6 were free negroes. In 1826, a

census report listed a population of 1578, of which 689 were 'free' and

889 were 'slaves' (document C01371/179, f. 347, in the Public Record

Office, London), ^

From these figures, it is apparent that the white population

accounted for between a half and a third of the population for the

last quarter of the eighteenth century. Before 1770, whites were

probably in an overall majority. This is parallel to the case of

Barbados. It was only following the expansion of the sugar industry

there in the 1650s that Africans gradually came to outnumber whites.

By 1680, blacks outnumbered whites in Barbados almost two to one,

and by 1700 the ratio was around 5:2.

Statistics show that while the Cayman Islands and Barbados are

roughly comparable in terms of the time elapsed between formal

colonization and the date at which numerical parity was reached -

25-35 years in both cases - the rate of expansion of the slave

population was subsequently much greater in the case of Barbados.

After sugar plantations began around 1650, the rate of importation of
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slaves was rapid. No such rapid expansion took place on Caymans. A

true Creole therefore is more likely to have developed on Barbados

than in the Cayman Islands. This becomes still more likely bearing in

mind that Barbados was a major point for the transhipment of slaves

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Another factor was the

nature of the economy. Barbados was a major centre of sugar

production with many large plantations, while the only plantations

in Grcind Cayman devoted to production for export were of cotton,

the largest of which had only 56 slaves in 1802. The conditions for

the development of a Creole were therefore altogether more favorable

in Barbados than in the Cayman Islands.

A recent study of Bajan texts from the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries (Rickford and Handler, 1994) has confirmed the

presence of Creole features, while not resolving definitively the issue of

whether Bajan at this time possessed a coherent Creole basilect. This

question is probably unanswerable. As far as the Cayman Islands are

concerned, it is certainly quite impossible now to establish anything

more than some of the broad characteristics of the English which was

spoken in Grand Cayman in the late eighteenth century. For this

purpose, an important clue is afforded by what is known of society at

the time.

A factor to be borne in mind is the relatively mild form which

slavery took in the Cayman Islands. A slaveowner who knew the

conditions in the southern states of the USA, Nathaniel Glover,

reported in 1846: 'slavery only existed here in name ... the owners

generally were over indulgent and the children of slaves were usually

brought up in the houses of their masters and were often playmates
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to their children' (cited in Williams, 1970: 43). This is quite a

revealing statement, which suggests that the most likely language

used between the children was a mesolectal Creole, a form of speech

that was partially creolized.

Another factor is the substantial number of free people of color,

which grew rapidly after 1800. Many of these also owned slaves. It can

be assumed that in their linguistic behavior, this group tended

towards the adoption of white speech patterns. It may be supposed

that the speech of this group would have been a version of Anglo-

Caribbean with rather extensive influence of Creole.

The Cayman Islands speech community at the time of

emancipation and immediately after was, then, far from

homogeneous. Blacks and whites would have maintained speech

patterns that differed widely in syntactic terms, noticeable for

instance in the extent to which morphology was used to mark

distinctions of plurality, verbal tense, and pronominal case. Pressures

to maintain a sense of ethnic identity would have been instrumental

in maintaining the distinctness of the two codes, which we may

classify as the 'polar varieties'. At the same time, a degree of

convergence would have occurred as a result of continuous inter-

ethnic contact over the 100 years prior to resettlement in the Bay

Islands.

The speech of whites would have been similar in many respects to

the early white speech of Barbados, though Irish influence may have

been largely absent. Also, as I will attempt later to show by analysis of

linguistic data, the dialect mixture in the Cayman Islands probably

owed as much to midland and northern English and Scots, as to
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southern or sout±iwestern dialects. Considerable dialect leveling would

have resulted from the mixing of speakers from different parts of

Britain, but this does not exclude the possibility of the retention of

some regional patterns and lexical items. In the second and third

generation, white speech would have begun to incorporate features of

the Creole speech of blacks; based on what is known of dialect contact

between black and white speech in the US, this would have been

manifested mainly in phonetics and phonology and to a degree also

in the occurrence of certain morphosyntactic features, particularly in

reduced incidence of certain types of morphological marking or in

variable copula absence.

In turn, the speech of blacks in the Cayman Islands would have

reflected the 'dual adaptation' noted by Niles (1980: 83): a creolized

variety spoken at home, and an approximation to white speech used

for speaking with the masters. It is likely that within the black

community, the degree of cultural identification of individuals with

whites differed, and likewise, the degree to which speakers adapted

their speech to the pattern of whites.

These then were the speech varieties which were carried by their

respective groups to the Bay Islands in the 1830s and 1840s (the

whites preceding the blacks by a few years). The subsequent

maintenance of these varieties was a function of the voluntary

segregation between blacks and whites in their new home. In the last

chapter, I have presented some information on the importance of

ethnic self-identification, and the tendency for blacks and whites to

gravitate to separate areas in the Bay Islands. The selection of offshore

cays by whites would have created enclaves in which 'focusing' of the
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white variety could have occurred. Likewise, the concentration of

blacks to the west of Roatan and in Helene would have led to some

re-emphasis of the Creole elements in speech, and this would have

been reinforced by the immigration of blacks of Jamaican and

Belizean origin.

There is unfortunately a lack of documentary evidence of Bay

Islands speech of the nineteenth and earlier twentieth century which

could lend concrete support to the claim that black-white speech

differences actually became greater following to the move to the Bay

Islands. But some indication of the greater segregation of blacks and

whites in the Bay Islands than in Caymans can be gathered from

remarks such as the following made by a white Bay Islander with

reference to Caymanians: 'Caymanian people are ugly, there's no real

white people in Caymans, they're all mixed up'. It is reasonable to

suppose that in the Cayman Islands, leveling of speech differences has

accompanied inter-ethnic mixing.

Are there parallels elsewhere to the maintenance of separate

speech varieties of blacks and whites within a small geographical

area? Williams' (1987) research suggests that Saba in the Netherlands

Antilles is one such case. Holm (1988: 453) summarizes the linguistic

sitution on Saba as follows: 'the English of blacks is generally Creole,

while that of whites is non-creole ... its basic structure remains that

of uncreoiized regional English'. He adds that there is little inter-

ethnic mixing, although the rise of blacks to higher administrative

posts has diminished the distinctiveness of accents that were 'the

social badge' of each group.
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Another interesting case is that of the island of St. Barthelemy,

where there are two demographically similar communities, both of

predominantly white descent, one of which speaks a French Creole,

comparable in most respects to Guadeloupean Creole, while the other

speaks a French dialect (Maher, 1997), Differences in economic and

social organization are felt to have been decisive in this instance in

maintaining two differing codes, the former community having been

based on sugar production on plantations and the latter on a

homesteading model - small farming and fishing - in which the need

for interaction with blacks would have been much less.

In summary, a 'creole' component, itself partially restructured,

and the Anglo-Caribbean superstrate are the two main components of

the dynamic matrix in which BIE in its various varieties has taken

shape. The description of the contributions of each component and

the interaction between them is the main theme of the body of the

present study. But before proceeding to the main theme, it is

appropriate to say something concerning two relatively new external

influences on island English, namely North American English and

Spanish. These constitute 'dynamic' factors which are affecting the

course of development of BIE at the present time.

Current External Influences on BIE

Familiarity with American English via the media has increased

greatly in the last few years. Direct and indirect contacts with English-

speaking foreigners have also increased with the rapid expansion of

the tourist industry. The influence of tourism and foreign media
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constitutes a factor which can be expected to lead island speech

gradually away from the traditional poles on which it has been been

based. Indeed, this factor may well constitute a third pole of

influence for younger people. Until quite recently, the only English

language broadcasts accessible to most pople were those emanating

from Belize. The older generation tuned in daily to listen to news

broadcasts from this source. Nowadays, locally operated cable

television networks serve all three islands, and an increasing number

of people have instant access to American movies and popular

culture. It is difficult to assess the impact which this is having on

everyday language. Certainly, many young people slip effortlessly into

an American accent, though 'talking American' is a special speech

genre in itself rather than a normal mode of communication.

On my last visit, in January 1997, I was surprised to encounter a

young woman whose speech sounded quite American, but who had

apparently acquired her accent just by working in one of the real

estate agencies set up by Americans in the last few years. It is quite

possible that the increased numbers of Americans now living on the

islands will lead to a greater Americanization of everyday speech, but

only, I would suggest, if the Americans are directly involved in

employing local labor and in working alongside local people.

Otherwise, it is just as likely that there will be a reaction against

foreign intrusion, including conscious rejection of American ways of

speech.

Contacts with Americans through work on ships and work or travel

in the US are other means by which Bay Islanders have gained

exposure to non-creolized English. For some islanders who have spent
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several years in the US, this has been an important factor in

extending their linguistic range. This is probably the case with one of

the speakers in my sample, Uml. Periodic visits to relatives in the US

is unlikely to have had much effect. A majority of the adult male

population has worked on cargo ships or cruise ships, but this is also

unlikely to have had much effect. In many cases, the main contact

will have been with crew-members from the English-speaking

Caribbean.

Overshadowing all discussions of cultural identity is the very real

threat to 'English' cultural identity posed by the Hispanization of the

islands described in Chapter 1 under the heading of 'malaise'. At the

present time, it does not appear likely that English-speakers wil ever

again constitute a majority of the population on the islands as a

whole, although some smaller communities will remain English-

speaking. Mainlanders who settle on the islands generally acquire

only a rudimentary knowledge of English. In large part, this is because

islanders address Spanish-speakers in Spanish. With the majority of

native Bay Islanders now bilingual in English and Spanish, there is

no reason to expect this to change. A bilingual public school system

could do much to change this situation, but there is little likelihood

of English achieving full parity with Spanish, given the current ethnic

composition of the school population.

The effects of bilingualism on the English language itself is an

interesting question. In 1997, the youth in urban areas switch freely

between English and Spanish in a way which was not usual even five

years ago. It would be interesting to observe whether this extends to

intra-sentential code switching. My impression is that at the present
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time it does not. Once this occurs, it will constitute a clear sign that

English is irreversibly disappearing. For the moment, what can be

said with some confidence is that Spanish does not affect the

morphology and syntax of BIE, although a large number of Spanish

words are used in everyday English conversation, and appear to

function as fully integrated lexical items. Spanish can be considered

in this sense an 'adstrate' language (Holm 1988: 11): one which is

reponsible for borrowings, but which is neither a substrate or a

superstrate of BIE.

In some cases, the Spanish word is given English inflections. This

happens particularly with common verbs which receive the [en]

English progressive ending. Some examples are: pasearin (wandering

around), vagarin (loafing), cobrarin (receiving money for services).

Certain Spanish verbs are extremely common, such as aprovechar and

aguantar, probably because English has no single word equivalents.

These verbs can be introduced by the particle 'to'. The Spanish verb

multar has been adapted in BIE as 'to multa'; 'multa' is also a noun.

'Multa' and 'falta' have become fully nativized in BIE, as these

examples show:

they multas you ifyou don't have an ID card

I falta my pencil

In certain fields of discourse, Spanish terms predominate. One of

these is terms relating to schooling. The words pizarra (blackboard),

bo/rar (erase), recreo (break-time), and merito ( a class-award) are

examples. Another area of Hispanic influence is football, where arbitro

(referee), portero (goalkeeper), delantero (forward), and defensa

(defense) are normal usage. Spanish words are used also in the realm
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of transportation: jaldn (lift/ride), pasaje (fare), and carretera (road);

also gato (a driver's helper, extended to mean a work assistant).

Other words in common use include goma (hangover), ti'a (aunt) and

mandado (errand). Certain everyday items are identified by the

Spanish brand-names, never by their English equivalents: margarine is

Blanquita, and Andrew's Liver Salts are known as [salandru].

The brief survey in this section has focused on factors which affect

the external shape of BIE in certain of its aspects. However, as

emphasized before, the central core of BIE is a product of historical

language contact and convergence between just two varieties, Anglo-

Caribbean and the creolized speech of blacks. It is this which has

determined the 'degree of creoleness' of BIE.



CHAPTERS
AIMS OF THE PRESENT STUDY

Introduction

The first two chapters have provided a general background to Bay

Islands history and culture, and to general issues concerned with Bay

Islands English, its origins and typology and the influences which

have shaped it. The present chapter is primarily methodological in

intent.

The first section sets out the aims of the present study, making

reference to some of the general issues treated in the opening

chapters. This section also describes the methods of data collection

which were used.

A second section provides some discussion of the kinds of

sociolinguistic variable which were initially considered for

investigation, with consideration of what previous studies of

Caribbean Creole communities have revealed concerning the

operation of these variables. In each case, I offer some thoughts in

relation to the Bay Islands context. The way in which possible sources

of sociolinguistic variation were allowed for in choosing the speaker

sample from among a wide selection of taped interviews is explained.

94
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Personal Contacts

My interest in the topic of Bay Islands English was first sparked by

a Honduran student learning English at the University of Florida. This

young man was a pilot with Islena Airlines who flew frequently to the

islands from La Ceiba. He told me that the islands were inhabited by

English-speakers, many of them whites. 1 was subsequently able to

verify this by consulting the volume 'Central American English', which

contained a short chapter on Bay Islands English (Warantz, 1983).

John Holm's two-volume survey 'Pidgins and Creoles' referred to

'Creole-influenced English'. I was also intrigued by Holm's reference to

'the homogenizing effect of shared geographical (if not social) space of

white and black speech varieties' (1988: 53). The varieties found in

Barbados, the Bay Islands and the southern United States were

grouped together as illustrating this convergence. In view of the very

hmited information available on BIE, I decided that it would be

worthwhile to examine the validity of Holm's description. Such a

study promised to shed light on the ways in which Creole and non-

creole features interact.

I first arrived in the Bay Islands in early May of 1990, and

remained there until the end of June, visiting Roatan and Utila. A

contrast in the speech of the two islands was immediately evident.

Whereas I had experienced difficulty in understanding the fast speech

of some people in Roatan, most Utilians talked more slowly and

clearly. The percentage of white people is much higher on Utila - in

1990, before the massive influx of mainlanders, they still comprised
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close to half the population. I was immediately struck by this, and by

the fact that most of the expressions in my fieldnotes which had clear

parallels in Caribbean English Creoles were from Roatan. I began to

wonder whether such expressions were used exclusively by blacks.

Only about ten days were spent in Utila on this initial visit, and my

hypothesis remained a hypothesis, although by the time 1 left Utila, I

had formed the impression that at least some blacks there spoke in a

way which was different from whites, although less 'Creole' than black

speech in Roatan.

In retrospect, 1 was coming to question an observation made by

Holm with reference to the speech of Bay Islanders: 'there seems to be

no correlation between race and speech variety (1988: 480). Over the

next few months, as 1 transcribed some of the early tapes, I formed the

view that black and white speech were certainly alike in many ways,

but also significantly different. More than that, they bore the marks

of separate development.

A more comprehensive and balanced set of data could begin to

provide an understanding of this relationship. I reaUzed that the best

strategy would be to collect detailed data from within a single

community on the islands in which both whites and blacks were

represented. By spending a period of a few months in such a

community 1 could begin to understand at first hand the nature of

ethnic speech differences.

An opportunity to stay in a small community near the eastern

end of Roatan arose by chance when I made a return visit to the

islands in May 1991. In Coxen Hole, I was informed that a group of
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parents in Diamond Rock were asking for an English teacher. ^ I went

to Diamond Rock, found the lady who had been instrumental in

making the request in her small shop, and on making myself known,

was immediately hailed as a saviour of the community. 1 taught a

few English classes in this community of a few hundred people,

walked around the community and became well-known. When I

returned to Diamond Rock in October 1991, I had many more

students. Two classes of children came in the afternoon to the local

public school, where 1 tried, with mixed success, to teach basic

literacy.

Although the community wanted me to remain, 1 explained that

my main purpose of gathering information about the islands could

only be served by my traveling to the other two islands as well.

Accordingly, I spent most of January 1992 in Guanaja, where I was

able to stay at the home of a resident of Mangrove Bight. This was

followed by two months in Utila, where 1 also did some teaching, this

time of teenagers attending the Utila English School who had already

achieved a good level in reading and writing (1 was more successful

with this group, some of whom contributed short pieces they had

written for me to the English language weekly, 'Honduras This Week',

published in Tegucigalpa).

1 Young volunteers from the English organization 'Project Trust'. Most
spent a year teaching English and then went on to university. By
January 1996, when 1 returned on a brief visit. Diamond Rock had
two Project Trust teachers living in the community. I was told that
some pupils were so successful that when they read their books aloud,
they sounded like their teachers from England!
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Preliminary Orientation to Fieldwork

Given that my primary aim was to present a general description

of BIE, it follows that the primary database used to extract linguistic

data had to be representative of the full stlistic range found in speech

found on the islands. 1 freely confess that this aspect from the

beginning gave me much cause for concern, because my main source

of data was what I managed to collect myself in face to face

interviews.

A second criterion was that the selection of speakers should be

done in a way which permits some light to be shed on inter-island

differences, since casual observation suggested that this is indeed a

significant factor. A third consideration was to achieve a reasonable

balance between males and females and a reasonable spread of ages

for both sexes. This would enable some insight to be gained into the

likely effect, if any, of gender differences. A wide age spread was

considered necessary in order to achieve a measure of

representativeness of the community as a whole.

These, in brief summary, were the main criteria which guided my

approaches to particular speakers to do interviews.

I also wanted to examine the sound system of BIE, and to this end

a word-list was prepared. The list was not based on a priori categories,

but rather on my own observations of certain words which were

pronounced in a distinctive way. However, 1 was also aware of the

need for a broad vowel coverage, and this guided the selection of
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words. A full discussion of the principles underlying my analysis of

the word-list data collected is given in Chapter 5.

An important adjunct source of data was supplied by fieldnotes.

These were useful in the beginning for noting pronunciations, and

also allowed a great many examples of syntactic constructions to be

collected, some of which 1 have used in the descriptive chapters. My

fieldnotes also contain a collection of words, including the names of

trees, birds, and fruit ( 1 collected the names of 24 varieties of

mango!). Lexis is not discussed here, although it is hoped to compile a

dictionary at some future time.

Details of Data Collection in the Field

In all three islands, 1 usually walked with a cassette recorder, either

a Sony Professional recorder with an external microphone, or a small

Panasonic with a built-in mike. I would arrive at someone's house,

usually unannounced, and explain that I was collecting information

for a book on the islands. It was explained that I was trying to

construct an account of the islands past and present by recording the

experiences and views of local people. No reference was made to

language, since to do so would have put people on guard and would

have diminished the naturalness of the speech elicited. The

interviews for the most part were unstructured, although 1 attempted

to gain information concerning the use of Spanish and attitudes to

Spanish in a number of cases.

Some people declined to be interviewed, but most people whom I

approached were very co-operative. This is a sign of the very open
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nature of the Bay Islanders. I was impressed by the wiUingness of

people to offer me their candid opinions and in some cases to let me

into their confidence. In part, my presence in the community as a

teacher helped to establish a basis of trust. As a foreigner, I was not

made to feel unwelcome, rather the opposite. I had no personal ties

within the community and this placed me on an equal footing with

everyone in it.

Most of the tapes which were used in the analysis reported on here

were recorded on my third trip to the islands. By this time, I had a

good idea of what to expect, and could assess the speech of

individuals in relation to a notional continuum. Intuitively, it was

easiest to do this for each island separately. Guanaja is under-

represented in my study because I found it difficult to obtain much

useable data during my short stay there. In all three islands, copious

notes were taken; these consist of a combination of factual and ,

.

historical data and observations of the pronunciations of words,

syntactic usages, and lexis.

A more systematic approach to gathering data on pronunciation

was adopted. The method was to get people to respond to items on a

word-list. This involved saying the name of an item in response to a

cue. For example, I would say: "what word goes with 'sister': we have

mother and father, sister and " Sometimes, with a person who I

knew to be fully bilingual, I would give the Spanish word and ask for

the English word. No-one read the words on the list. To have allowed

this would have altered the nature of the task and would also have

introduced confusing spelling pronunciations in many cases. In any

case, many people were unable to read English.
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The style of speech used by interviewees was in general, readily

comprehensible - fortunately so, as the maintenance of flow depended

in many cases on my contributions. 1 was aware of some discomfort

in conducting interviews with a few speakers whose English lay toward

the 'basilectal' end of the spectrum, and indeed I occasionally failed

to understand what was being said. Some interviews did not 'flow':

the speaker may have felt a pressure to accommodate linguistically to

me as an ousider and doubted his/her ability to achieve this by

employing what outsiders would consider acceptable English. Any

interviews which lacked naturalness were automatically excluded

from the final list of twenty-five selected for detailed analysis.

Even though I managed to obtain what I now regard as fairly

authentic speech from a few basilectal speakers, 1 was continuously

aware that the everyday casual speech of such speakers was much

more difficult to understand than the speech they produced in the

interview situation. This presented itself as a real problem, one that

threatened the validity of my study as a description of BIE.

If only I could gain access to the basilectal level, it would be

possible, 1 felt, to really begin to appreciate the full range of speech

varieties found in the community. But without samples of informal

interaction between Bay Islanders, my study would probably present

an image of semi-standard speech rather similar to the accounts

given by Ryan and Warantz.

The elusiveness of such speech led me to attempt surrepticious

recording, by placing my recorder in a bag while 1 stood in the street

or sat in a bar. The resulting recordings were of very poor quality,

with speech that was often quite indecipherable. On one occasion.
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when I was trying to tape a conversation in a house between a group

of neighbors discussing a ship disaster that had recently occurred - an

ideal situation for eliciting the vernacular - I was caught in the act

and had to abandon the attempt.

The help of a local person with data collection would certainly

have facilitated access to informal speech registers. Other

investigators of Central American Creole Englishes, such as Escure in

Belize and Holm in Nicaragua, had made use of insiders in the

community both to make contact with informants and also to take

part in recorded sessions in which the basilect was used. I did not

find a suitable person to do this, and time was also short because of

lack of outside funding, so I made do with my own resources, taking

control of all aspects of data collection.

The data which was collected - around forty interviews, varying in

length between 15 minutes and one and a half hours - could be said

to be 'representative' in two different senses of that word. First,

interviews were obtained from a diverse cross-section of people. My

selection of 25 interviews out of the set of forty for transcription and

detailed analysis was guided as far as possible by the principle of

obtaining a balanced representation of people of various types. The

composition of the sample can be said to be fairly representative of

the adult population as a whole.

Second, the speech recorded in the interviews was obtained in each

case in the same way, by visiting speakers in their own home and

talking to them there. Usually, at least one other family member was

present. This means that the speech obtained was consistently of a

certain type: that which each speaker felt to be natural in interacting
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with an English-speaking stranger. What was captured was a level of

speech which in each case lay towards the 'upper' end of each

speaker's range. Undoubtedly, this means that style shifting from a

person's unmonitored casual style was qualitatively greater in the

case of speakers who customarily use a basilectal form of BIE than in

the case of people who normally speak fairly standard English. But at

least the speech situation in which the data was elicited was kept the

same, and this fact allows some meaningful comparisons between

speakers to be made. The relative position of speakers on a scale of

non-standardness could be assessed by examining their performance

in an interview setting, even if the data gathering method was not

conducive to collecting the most basilectal forms of speech.

Defining the Scope of the Studv

My original intention, stated in general terms, was to conduct a

sociolinguistically-informed study of BIE. However, in the course of

collecting data, it became apparent that the amount of data which

would be needed for a sociolinguistic investigation of more than one

or two social variables would be prohibitive, given the time

constraints and other constraints on data collection. This feeling grew

in strength as I came to be aware of the considerable variation which

exists between the three islands, as well as between individuals.

Eventually, it was decided to aim at a general description of BIE,

paying particular attention to differences between the English of

blacks and whites. This was chosen because of its interest as a

phenomenon with clear historical roots, and for the light it might
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shed on the contact between black and white speech in the

Caribbean.

Following the decision not to attempt to cover sociolinguistic

variation exhaustively, another decision had to be made. Was the

study to confine itself to a general description of BIE or would it also

aim at the quantitative description of certain areas of morphosyntax?

A general description was felt to be needed, since only sketches

were available. A good description could help to clear up uncertainty

as to the status of BIE as a dialect of English or a semi-creole, or both.

The nature of the non-standard features in BIE would do much to

resolve this issue, always bearing in mind the underlying assumption

that BIE is in some ways an unusual case of language contact. I

therefore decided to attempt to describe the non-standard features of

BIE grammar in a qualitative fashion, as well as to offer a quantitative

analysis of certain features. A description of BIE phonemes would

form a necessary part of the grammatical description.

Although a description could made without quantification, certain

types of phenomena, both phonetic and morphosyntactic, would

benefit from detailed quantitative study. Consequently, it was

decided to investigate certain features which seemed to lend

themselves readily to detailed quantitative study, The final choice fell

on the copula, verbal -s, and realizations of the /ai/ diphthong. The

first two of these are of value in defining the nature of variational

space - an even continuum or one with discontinuities - and all three

variables are of relevance to a hypothesis I developed concerning the

Scottish influence in BIE.
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My original interest in the sociolinguistic correlates of variation

was present as a constant background throughout my conduct of the

study. Thus, while aware that it would not be possble to

systematically study each possible variable, 1 wanted to take account

of the likely sources of variation in an informed way. To do this

involved thinking about sociolinguistic variation in the Caribbean

context. The following section represents an attempt to come to terms

with the complexity of grounding my study in sociolinguistic reality

while recognizing the impossibility of actually describing the many

parameters of variation.
. *f

--'"'*

«''

Sociolinguistic Variation in BIE

The aim of this section is to attend to a number of the social or

geographical correlates of linguistic variation in the islands, and to

make some observations on each. As explained above, a detailed

sociolinguistic investigation of BIE was ruled out as being too

ambitious. An attempt was nevertheless made to include

sociolinguistic considerations in the selection of a 25-speaker

interview sample. How this was done is detailed below. An estimate is

also made of the likely importance of different sociolinguistic factors,

based not only on observation of BIE, but also on some studies

conducted elsewhere in the Caribbean.

Differences between Creole speakers from different geographical

locations are always bound up with personal variables such as degree

of education and age, therefore purely geographical differences within

a single territory have not been the focus of much attention in Creole
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studies. The studies by Winford (1972) and Edwards (1975) compared

rural and urban speech in Trinidad and Guyana respectively; not

surprisingly, both studies found that the most conservative Creole

features were more common in the rural communities. The Bay

Islands are small, but the range of inter-island variation is quite

noticeable, even to an outsider. However, the urban/rural division has

little meaning in the Bay Islands, where communities are so small.

Inter-island differences in accent in the Bay Islands will be

examined more closely in Chapters 4-8. Creole morphosyntax is most

in evidence on Roatan, and least in Utila. It is probable that formerly,

white speech on Utila and in isolated communities such as French

Cay had some morphosyntactic peculiarities which have now largely

been lost. Such locations would have retained older white Caymanian

patterns longer than areas in which more mixing of varieties

occurred.

The difficulties involved in descriptions at a high level of

phonetic detail have deterred most linguists from attempting

detailed descriptions of accent differences betweeen varieties spoken

in individual Caribbean territories. This may indeed be of limited

linguistic interest. Yet there is a need for detailed comparative studies

of language varieties which exist in close geographical proximity in

the Caribbean, An interesting case to examine would be that of the

three islands in the Netherlands Antilles - St. Maarten, St. Eustatius

and Saba. It is even possible that a useful study could be made of the

varieties of English spoken on the Dutch and the French side of the

border which bisects St. Maarten.
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V

The only study which I know of that seeks to make a direct

linguistic comparison between the speech of two adjacent islands is

that comparing the speech of St. Thomas-St. John and St. Croix by

Sprauve (1977), which is an article based in part on his doctoral

dissertation. The brief article contains a direct comparison of the

vowel systems in these two dialects of 'Virgin Islands English Creole'.

There are also some more sketchy observations concerning

morphosyntax. Sprauve's finding that the speech of St. Croix is closer

to the West Indian English Creole norm is ascribed to the substantial

immigration of plantation workers from English creole-speaking

islands in the latter half of the eighteenth century, while on St.

Thomas, Dutch Creole survived for longer and influenced the

phonology. Studies of this kind are interesting and valuable in

seeking to establish links between external factors and the

comparative development of closely related dialects.

In the case of the Bay Islands, the population distribution of blacks

and whites during the first two decades of settlement already offers a

key to understanding the extent to which Creole features are found

today in the speech of each island. Population figures from British

Colonial Office records cited in Davidson (1979: 81) give the following

distribution of 'coloreds' and 'whites' in each of the three main

islands. These figures, shown in Table 3-1, reveal a heavy

concentration of population in the island of Roatan. Contemporary

records show that the population was concentrated towards the

western end of the island, in the area around Coxen Hole, although

population movements 'up-island' were already beginning. Whites
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had already settled on the Utila Cays and on two small cays in

Bonacca (Guanaja).

TABLE 3-1: POPULATION OF ROATAN, UTILA AND GUANAJA IN 1858 BY
ETHNIC AFFILIATION.

Roatan Utila

Coloreds

Whites

Guanaja

1189 11 3

190 90 34

[Source: PRO, CO 34/7-3; data collated from Davidson 1979: Table 4,

page 81]

A century later, the 1954 Honduran census reveals a pattern in

which Roatan and Guanaja reveal a substantial majority of 'negroes'

in both Roatan and Guanaja, while whites are still narrowly in the

majority in Utila. The percentages in Table 3-2 are taken from

Davidson 1979: 130, who takes these data from a study by Adams

(1957).2

Richard N. Adams: Cultural Surveys of Panama-Nicaragua-Guatemala-El
Salvador-Honduras. Pan American Sanitary bureau, ScienUfic Publication
no. 33. Washmgton, DC: Organization of American States. The figures cited
for Roatan in Table 3-2 exclude 'Black Caribs', who are given in the survey
as comprising 7 percent of the population.
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TABLE 3-2: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF ROATAN, UTILA AND
GUANAJA IN 1954

Roatan Utila Guanaja

Negroes 64 47 65

Whites 29 53 35

What had happened in the intervening century was a dispersal of

population from Roatan to the other two islands. Both Guanaja and

Utila were originally predominantly white, but the immigration of

blacks had resulted in a decisive shift in the case of the former island.

To a great extent, whites and blacks still lived in segregated

communities, although this pattern had broken down on the Bonacca

Cays. Demographic distribution goes a long way to explain the greater

presence of Creole features in black Roatan speech, and the substantial

erosion of such features in Utila. The pattern for Guanaja would be

expected to lie somewhere in the middle, which conforms to my

observations.

The phonetic sketch of two Bay Islanders presented in Chapter 4 is

a first approximation to die kind of inter-island variadon which

exists, but it is necessary to consider the differences also in relation to

ethnic identity and die origins of BIE. It is suggested that tiie

differences between the two elderly speakers, one white and one black,

offer clues to the phonology of the antecedent varieties of the two

so-ands of Bay Islands English. One of the outcomes of the survey of
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consonants and vowels in Chapters 6 to 8 is a more detailed

description of these differences.

The recordings on which these descriptions are based come mainly

from either Roatan, the largest island (15 interviews) or from Utila (6

interviews); only four out of twenty-five interviews come from

Guanaja. Speakers from the eastern and western parts of Roatan are

represented. The greater representation of Roatan is justified by the

size and diversity of the island. The under-representation of Guanaja

is due simply to the circumstance that only a few weeks were spent

there and few recordings could be made in that time. The differing

ethnic composition of Roatan and Utila is broadly reflected in the

numbers of black and white speakers from each island, the white total

of 9 being made up by two speakers from Guanaja:

Roatan: 11 black (5m, 6f); 3 white (2m, If); 1 'mixed Spanish-

English'

Utila: 2 black (Im, If); 4 white (2m, 2f)

Guanaja: Iblack (m); 2 white (2m, If); 1 'mixed Spanish-EngUsh'

The main purpose of the present study is to provide a synchronic

description, albeit one which may shed light on the past evolution of

BIE. However, my attempts to reconstruct the historical evolution of

BIE are not based primarily on a systematic quantitative analysis of

changes in apparent time using the interview sample. In this, I follow

the reluctance of otiier researchers to apply quantitative techniques

to die study of diachronic change in Caribbean English. In Labovian

sociolinguistics, 'the use of the present to explain the past' is, of
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course, almost a defining feature of the approach, as exempUfied in

numerous studies of sound change in progress in New York and in

Philadelphia (e.g those described in Labov 1994, Ch. 3). However, only

a few studies based on Caribbean speech varieties examine change in

apparent time by studying age differences linked to linguistic

variation, whether in phonological variables or morphosyntactic

variables. An example of such an approach is an unpublished study

by Escure (1984), which examines the age distribution of basilectal

copular and past marking in Belize Creole.

In terms of the speaker sample, the factor of age was taken into

account in arriving at what was considered to be a reasonably

balanced sample. The age distribution of the 25-member interview

sample was:

young (20-35): 8 speakers (4m, 4f)

middle-aged (35-60): 7 speakers (3m, 4f)

elderly: (60-80): 10 speakers (7m, 3f)

Studies of the effects of social class in a Caribbean context are

almost exclusively due to Donald Winford's studies of Trinidad

Creole.3 Winford's studies take explicit account of four social classes in

TC, and also of stylistic differences between interviews and informal

group sessions. The BIE studies reported here do not attempt a

^ In the present study, I have drawn extensively from Winford's work
on the copula in TC and AAVE and also to an extent from his work on
past marking and the perfect in TC, but Winford's class variable is
mainly useful in demarcating areas of the continuum for comparison
with BIE.
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grouping according to social class, because its relevance is doubtful in

the case of a small island society which lacks an elaborated social

structure such as is found in Trinidad.

The number of degrees of formal schooling would be a more

promising indicator. However, information on years of education was

not systematically collected for each interviewee, so this factor cannot

be examined as an independent social variable. This may indeed be a

weakness of the present study, since at least some of the variation

attributed to ethnicity may be due to different degrees of schooling

among whites and blacks. 1 am reasonably confident, nevertheless,

that the effects of schooling are relatively minor, since none of the

interviewees had what could be called a full schooling in English, the

majority having had a year or two of 'English school', usually outside

the formal system.

Winford makes reference in his 1991 survey of sociohnguistic

studies of Caribbean Creole communities of a dearth of work on sex

differentiation in language. An exception is a study of Belize Creole by

Escure (1991), which revisits the data treated in her unpublished 1984

article referred to above, combining information on sex and age

grouping. No consistent difference between men's and women's speech

patterns was found. My impression is that in die Bay Islands as well,

women do not in general speak a variety closer to the standard.

Women have in most cases traveled less than men, and therefore have

had less direct contact with speakers of North American English of

varying degrees of non-standardness. It is true that there is some

evidence in my data of a tendency among certain black women to

produce intermediate varieties in which certain standard forms are
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assigned non-standard functions, but it would be improper to base

any gender-based generalization on such a small sample of males and

females.

In my selection of 25 interviewees, an attempt was made to

achieve a reasonable balance of male and female speakers, while also

including speakers from a wide spread of age-groups. The final

interview sample of 25 speakers included 14 males and 11 females.

The Problem of Incompleteness

The methods used in the data-gathering phase of the study -

interviews, word-lists, and fieldnotes - represent an attempt to obtain

a record of BIE speech which may serve as a source of information for

researchers and as a point of departure for future studies. Because of

difficulties in obtaining recordings of informal interactions, the data

undoubtedly reflects a certain bias toward a more formal style,

although the interview tapes which were selected for detailed analysis

all display considerable naturalness. The very fact that so many non-

standard features could be extracted from the interview sample alone

(see Chapters 9 and 11) is evidence of this.

The intended scope of the study had to be narrowed, with the

exclusion of certain detailed investigations, for example of modality.

A projected detailed study of phonological processes was also, in the

end, judged to be over-ambitious.

A description of BIE phonology was in fact begun, but never

completed. It was finally felt that a proper treatment of processes of

consonant cluster simplification or lenition phenomena would
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require much reworking of the existing data. In part, this is because

broad phonetic transcriptions were done for only a few of the

interviews. In most cases, the transcriptions were made in a standard

orthography for ease of consultation, and only scattered words and

phrases were transcribed phonetically. More detailed transcriptions

would have been needed in order to properly analyze certain

phonological processes, such as the incidence of devoicing on final

stops and on final /z/.

An area which remains unexamined is that of prosody, in

particular, intonation. In part, this is because of my own feeling of

inadequacy in analysing such a complex phenomenon. Another

reason for eschewing the description of such an important aspect of

phonology was my feeling that a satisfactory account would have had

to take explicit account not only of inter-island differences, but in

addition would have required attention to various styles of discourse.

It was felt that generalizations made on the basis of a small number

of speakers from each island, each performing in a single style, would

not provide the kind of insights that are required.

My initial plan to investigate quantitative variation with reference

to a number of linguistic variables, and to correlate variation with

such factors as age and sex, was also abandoned as over-ambitous. It

was felt that for such factors, the sample was too small to yield results

on which confident statements could be made in relation to the

population as a whole. Factors of age-distribution and sex-disti-ibution

were, however, taken into account in deciding the make-up of the

interview sample.
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In line with the major hypothesis of ethnicity combined with

inter-ethnic contact as the principal determinant of speech variation,

the sample was chosen in such a way as to include blacks and whites

from all three islands. The composition of the sample also allows

tentative observations to be made concerning age and sex.

Organization of Chanters

A need was felt for a general descriptive sketch of BIE

pronunciation, giving examples of at least two contrasting varieties.

The description in Chapter 4, which is based on short transcribed

extracts from two speakers, is my attempt to meet this need.
'

The main technique for describing phonemics was that of

determining word-classes, following the model of Wells (1982). This is

described in Chapter 5.
*

The next two chapters use the word-list technique to make

detailed observations concerning the realization of phonemes. The

aim of my description is to take some account of variation without

going to the extent of carrying out very detailed quantitative studies.

The solution adopted was to investigate in detail the pronunciation

of key words on the word list, supplementing this with observations

culled from interview transcripts and from fieldnotes. ^ .

The selective study of a few salient consonantal phenomena

(Chapter 6) and a more comprehensive account of BIE vowel

phonemes and vowel processes (Chapters 7 and 8) represent an

attempt to locate BIE pronunciation in relation to English Creoles

spoken in the Caribbean area, as well in relation to British dialects.
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Careful studies of this type may even be able to shed light on the

early language contact situation in the Cayman Islands, and to reveal

something about the British dialectal mix which contributed to Anglo-

Caribbean.

Chapter 9 is a fairly lengthy, though still summary, account of the

syntax and morphosyntax of the BIE Noun Phrase. This chapter

provides a sense of the extent of Creole input to BIE, and also gives

some details of non-standard features which do not derive from

Creole. Since interest centers on non-standard grammar, there is a bias

here toward the description of 'basilectal' BIE.

Chapter 10, dealing with the continuum, is a bridge between the

qualitative and quantitative parts of the study. It is placed before the

account of the BIE Verb Phrase, even though the latter is a qualitative

chapter, because the description of the Verb Phrase makes liberal use

of the terms 'basilecf, 'mesolect', and 'acrolect', and it was thought

advisable to offer a general perspective on this crucial question before

launching into detailed discussion of VP features. In broad terms,

then, Chapter 10 aims to explain and justify the manner in which the

concept of continuum is applied in the subsequent chapters.

Chapter 1 1 is a fairly comprehensive account of the Verb Phrase in

BIE, The main omission is modality, on which a separate chapter was

prepared, but finally omitted because of length. Mention is made in

the chapter of the past marker had: this also was investigated at

length by means of a quantitative study, but only the main results

are briefly presented here.

Chapters 12 to 14 deal with certain syntactic phenomena which

show a high degree of quantitative grading. The studies of copula
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and verbal -s in these chapters illustrate in some depth the concept of

BIE as a bipolar contact variety.

In Chapter 12, the pattern of copula absence is found to obey a

Creole set of constraints, while the preference for plural is with NP

Subjects is revealing of a north British, probably Scots influence. .

Chapter 13 is concerned with the morphosyntactic patterning of

what is termed 'non-concord V-s' (i.e. -s in other than third person

singular). It is found that the patterning is indicative of the mixing of

a number of British dialects in earlier Anglo-Caribbean.

In Chapter 14, the semantics of non-concord V-s is examined: it is

found that NC V-s is in variation with preverbal doz in the marking of

habitual aspect. The social distribution of NC V-s and doz is examined

against the background of the theory of linguistic acts of identity.

Attention is also paid to habitual do be and be/bees constructions

and their probable origins. The final section offers an overview of the

contributions of earlier British dialects to BIE.



CHAPTER 4
A BRIEF SKETCH OF THE PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY OF BIE

Introduction

Inter-island variation is one dimension of the complex pattern of

internal differentiation of BIE. As explained in Chapters 2 and 3,

differences of this kind are superimposed on differences due to the

historically separate roots of black and white BIE. The data examined

in this chapter will present some of the key phonetic and

phonological features of BIE by comparing short segments of the

speech of two elderly individuals, one from Utila, the other a native

of Roatan. A comparison of this type is of value in illustrating some of

the differences between the speech of two islands, as well as the

similarities. The analysis may also provide pointers to the

characteristics of the antecedents of white and black BIE, respectively.

The description is based on transcribed segments, therefore the

question of what level of phonetic detail to include is pertinent. The

guiding principle followed is that the written transcription should be

sufficiently detailed to capture the phonetic features most

characteristic of BIE as a whole, in addition to salient differences

between the two speakers considered. The study is of a preliminary

nature, illustrative in nature rather than exhaustive. A broad

transcription is sufficient for the level of detail that is aimed at.

118
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Another factor which predisposes toward a broad description is the

intention to make the decription accessible to non-speciaUsts who

may wish to have an overview. To facilitate access, the broad

phonetic transcription is followed by a rendering of each line of the

text in conventional orthography.

A more detailed account of BIE phonemes, focusing on the

realization of individual words, can be found in Chapters 6 to 8.

Two Speakers

The two speakers who furnish the speech samples in this chapter

were chosen with an eye to identifying models of 'traditional' BIE

speech, and for this purpose it was decided to take as models two

elderly speakers, both of whom had spent their entire lives on the

islands. The interviews with NJ and MW, both now deceased, were

recorded in 1990 and 1991, respectively. At the time of the interviews,

NJ was 80 and MW was in his late seventies.

NJ had lived her entire life on the Utila Cays, which until recently

were populated solely by whites. The cays are reached by a boat trip

of around 30 minutes from East Harbour in Utila. The settlement of

the cays antedates that of Utila itself. People migrated to the island

when the cays began to become overcrowded in the later nineteenth

century, but even then the 'cay-uns' tended to settle in a particular

area of East Harbour, known as 'the Point'.

Since about 1985, mainlanders, mostly Garifuna, have built

makeshift dwellings between the two main cays, which are joined by a

wooden bridge. The English-speaking cays inhabitants, numbering
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perhaps 300, are known locally in Utila as the 'cay-uns', and retain

the sense of a distinct identity. The men traditionally have made

their living from fishing; nowadays, a few also accompany parties of

tourists to the smaller cays. Religious observance is very high in the

cays community, the majority being adherents of the Adventist faith.

Until recently, liquor was not sold.

In view of the isolation of the Utila Cays community, it would

seem likely that the speech of its older residents will reveal clues to

the patterns of white speech in the form in which it arrived with the

earliest Bay Island settlers in the nineteenth century.

The area of Sandy Bay, where MW lived, lies in the west of Roatan.

Of the three islands, Roatan has the highest proportion of colored

people. Population is densest in the west of the island,. It is felt

locally that the people in places like Flowers Bay speak an English

which is somewhat more non-standard than elsewhere on the island.

A considerable difference would therefore be expected between the

speech of MW and that of NJ.

At the time of the interview, MW worked as a night-watchman in

the Antony's Cay resort, which was established around 1970. In his

earlier life, he had cultivated the land and fished. There is no reason

to think that MW is in any way untypical of speakers of his

generation and social background. Despite this, the interview

material, which was recorded by a white American female new to the

islands at the time, does not display an especially marked presence of

Creole features in its morphosyntax. The delivery is also relatively

slow. Unlike the interviews which 1 myself conducted, the MW
recording consists of a largely unbroken sequence of stories. The long
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speaker turns allow observation of a relaxed storytelling style which

appears entirely natural, without a trace of affectation. The clarity of

MW's speech and the absence of any appearance of accommodation

in terms of accent commend it for detailed study and comparison.

The Sandy Bay/ West End area, to an even greater degree than

Utila, has undergone dramatic changes in the 1990's, in part due to

the rapid expansion of tourism, and more fundamentally because of a

massive influx of mainlanders. In the Sandy Bay area, as in the main

settlement of Coxen Hole, mainlanders now form an overwhelming

majority of the population.

The social and linguistic effects of such changes are far-ranging

and lie outside the scope of the present study. Attention is focused

here on the character of Bay Islands speech as it survived among

people born and raised on the islands before the massive changes of

the nineteen eighties and nineties. The two speakers selected here

(not included in the main sample of 25 speakers utilized elsewhere in

the study), are, it is felt, representative of traditional Bay Islands

English speech. At several points, generalizations are made concerning

the identification of the noted features with island differences and/or

with ethnic identity. It must be stressed, however, that the analysis

presented here is of a provisional nature. No mention is made of

Guanaja; it is my impression, however, that Guanaja speech differs

less from that of Roatan than does that of Utila.

What follows is presented as a preliminary report based on a small

sample of data consisting of four short segments, and serves as

background to the rather fuller treatment in the two chapters which

follow. References in parentheses are to line numbers. Except where
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otherwise indicated, reference is to the segment preceding the

commentary. The segments are referred to as SI, S2, S3, and S4.

Speech of the Utila Cavs

The first short extract comes from a segment in which NJ is talking

about people who have gone to the United States to live. ,

.

Segment 1: 'Coming Back'

RG: so she'll be coming back?

1 NJ: 0 je sil bi kAmin ba:i k aftu a fju moj jii^jz ja no

[oh she'll be comin back after a few more years you know]

RG: mhm, and the lady that's in the house I'm stayin in she'll be

comin back too?

2 NJ: sil be kAmin baik tu: hAJ hAzbAn doiid dIa hAJ cilrsn iz m
steits Dl A Ssm

[she'll be comin back too, her husband died all of her children

is in the States, all of them]

RG: do you think she'd stay here after havin all her children there?

3 NJ: vel a donio if si wud ste: hiu hAj leiftAim ju no bAt SAmtaim si

sed si fil Isik wen si go ta ritAiAj mhm bet ai don no sis etefaii^

[well 1 don't know if she would stay here her lifetime you know,

but sometime she said she feel like when she go to retire mhm,

but I don't know, she's eighty-five]
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RG: an this lady here is she comin back? she must be if she's gettin

her house fixed up or she gotta

4 NJ: 0 si had Sat fiks leik 6at bifoj si lef jas si fikstit si lef tu go tA

5e stets tA liw jss saj an si sez hAj hAzbAn se hi:z kAiran baik tA

li^w he not wen hi ge ritAiAJd

[oh she had that fix like before she left just she fixed it she left

to go to the States to live yes sir and she says her husband say

he's comin back to live here, not when he get retired]

Observations

A. One of the most noticeable features of Utila speech, which can also

be observed in the speech of some white speakers in Roatan, is the

diphthongization of the vowel in words like 'back' (lines 1, 2 and 4).

It is unclear whether this should be considered as a particular

manifestation of a more general tendency to vowel lengthening and

breaking in certain phonological contexts or as a specific

phenomenon restricted to the low unrounded vowel in the

environment of a following velar consonant. Lalla (1986: 126), in her

survey of early Jamaican Creole phonology, notes the pronunciation

of 'hag' as Ihaigl, sometimes representented orthographically as huvg :

this is referred to as 'an EModE variant, probably dialectal'. Words

such as 'bag', 'ti-ack', and 'sack' are all frequently pronounced with a

diphthong in BIE, although the width of the diphthong varies.
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B. Lengthening and breaking is illustrated by the case of [jii^Jz] (1). A

following /r/ in the consonant coda is the environment which most

strongly conditions lengthening of a front close or mid-close vowel,

together with the formation of an offglide, which varies in quality

between [i] and centralized [d]. Words which characteristically exhibit

this pattern include 'here' and 'share', although in the case of 'here',

there are r-ful and r-Iess variants: compare [hiu] (3) and [he] (4). The

lengthened vowel in the r-ful pronunciation of such words varies in

quality between [i] and [e], suggesting that a following /r/ tends to

obscure the distinction between these two vowel phonemes.

C. The resistance of /r/ to deletion is a feature by which BIE in general

contrasts with Creole Englishes, including all the Central American

varieties which have been described. The retention of /r/ in word-final

position is illustrated here by the cases of 'after' (1), 'her' and retire'

(3) and 'before* (4); Cf. deletion of /r/ in 'here' (4).

R-retention in a complex syllable coda has already been noted in the

case of 'years' (1). The tendency to retain /r/ in all positions is

generally strong in white BIE, which could indicate that Anglo-

Caribbean was fully rhotic in nature.

D. The quality of the /ai/ vowel is notably variable. On occasion, the

first element is backed and may be rounded as in [dDiidJ.'died' (2).

Often, there is centralization without noticeable rounding, as in

[retAiAj] 'retire', and [retAiAJd] (3, 4). But these variants with a

raised and relatively backed vowel alternate with variants with a low-

front vowel, as in [sAmtaim] (3) and [etefaii^j (3). a closer fronted
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quality is illustrated in [leik] 'like'. Two differing vowel qualities can

be observed in [IsiftAim] 'lifetime'. These few examples suggest a

pattern of lexical conditioning with possible regular phonological

conditioning as well, simultaneously backed and raised variants

tending to occur in a following voiced environment.

E. The transcription of the final consonant in 'eighty-five' (3) and

'live' (4) as /w/ rather than /v/ reflects the loss of the v/w distinction

word-finally, while the distinction is to some degree retained word-

initially. The quality of word-final /w/ appears to be somewhat

sensitive to the preceding vowel, although this is difficult to judge.

The position of maximal constriction is usually forward of the velar

region, and there is little lip-rounding. What clearly distinguises all

such articulations from SE labiodental [v], which is rare in BIE, is the

absence of any lip contact with the upper front teeth. The vowel in

'live' may contain a centralized offglide, as indicated by the second

occurrence of the word in line 4.

Segment 2: 'Mango Dies'

1 bt bDiJi Saet nem sdwm hi tol mi WAn de hi se a mama mai bAjedeiz

kBmin Bp.

[the boy that name edwin he told me one day say ah mama my

birthday's comin up]

2 hi bt>jn 6a SAJtine a me an a did bDjn 5a fojtiine. hi Dlmos born on

mai bAjede.
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[he born the thirteenth of May and I did born the fourteenth. He

almost born on my birthday]

3 hi se ju no wot kAmdA prezAnts ai waint. ai WDnt ju tu mek mi SAm

maer)go pDiez

[he say you know what kind of presents I want. I want you to

make me some mango pies]

4 ai s£d gud edwm if 5e maeggoz aj m ai wil mek btm for ju. an br>i a

wDJijm owA 3at ju no a waz gstn ar)SAs

[I said good Edwin, if the mangos are in I will make them for you.

And boy 1 worryin over that you know 1 was gettin anxious]

5 a se a wende ef 5s &e fit BHAf nau tA stju: so ai aks mA grandsAn

OWA hiiAJ

[I say I wonder if the they fit enough now to stew so I ask my

grandson over here]

6 a se keilaen lAk at ma^rjgo tji si if wa ju eir)k a 8em if 9e gud eriAf

tA stju

[I say Kayline look at the mango tree see if what you think of them

if they good enough to stew]

7 hi w+ent an i bJDit fju owaj an hi se jes gjame ju km stju Sem na::u

[he went and he brought few over and he say yes granny you could

stew them now]

Observations

A. The diphthongization noted in words such as 'back' is echoed by

die stressed vowel in 'mango' (3, 4, 6), which is lengthened and moves

from fully open to the position of [e] or [e] as a natural reflex of the
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tongue moving towards the position for the following velar closure.

The process of diphthongization before velar stops can thus be seen as

a natural consequence of lengthening, and does not necessarily point

to an antecedent dialectal pronunciation, as proposed in lA above.

B. There are further examples of lengthening and breaking in this

extract. In line 1, the vowel in 'boy' is lengthened so much that the

word is divided into two syllables. The same occurs in 'here' (line 5).

C. The generally rhotic character of BIE, particularly that of whites, is

illustrated by presonsonantal /r/ in [bDjn] 'born' (2) and [fojtiine]'

fourteenth' (2). On the other hand, 2/3 instances of 'over' lack final

/r/, and final /r/ is also absent in 'wonder' (5). It would appear from

this that /r/ is most resistant to deletion in pre-consonantal position.

D. The variable quality of the /ai/ diphthong is illustrated again by

[kAmdA] 'kind of (3) and [pxez] 'pies' (3), the latter with a notably

lengthened diphthong.

E. The neutralization of /v,w/ is shown again by [owa] 'over' (4, 5).

In initial position, the sound may appear closer to [v] than to [w].

There is slight lip rounding, but no contact between the lower lip and

the upper teeth. In [vent] 'went', the quality is similar to a loosely

articulated [v]. This is clearly conditioned in articulatory terms by

the comparatively open vowel which follows.
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F. There is no mid vowel comparable to RP /s:/ in 'thirteenth', its

place being taken by /Ar/. The same broad vowel quality is found in

'birthday' (2). Although many speakers appear to eschew this broad

vowel, and some produce a clearly front vowel with a quality close to

/i/ in such words, the 'broad' pronunciation is characteristic of many

older Utilian speakers.

G. The /a/ vowel, sometimes with a more open quality

approximating [e], tends to occur in words which in RP are usually

pronounced with a short unstressed schwa; examples are the second

vowel in [prszAnts] 'presents' (3) and the initial vowel in [lenAf]

'enough' (5). Note also [a] 'of (2, 6), [kAmdA] 'kind of (3), and [Sa]

'the' (2). /a/ can be regarded as the all-purpose unstressed vowel.

H. The quality of the /au/ diphthong in 'now' (7) is remarkable not

only for its length, indicated by a double length mark, but also for its

width. This diphthong is typically much narrower in CEC's; Cassidy

and Le Page denote it by the symbol /ou/, but phonetically it is close

to [eo]i in Jamaica, and may be almost monophthongal. A wide /au/

diphthong is characteristic of Utilian speech, particularly of some

whites.

I. There is a tendency to lowering of the /u/ and /e/ vowels. This is

illustrated by [getn] 'getting' (4), [jcs] 'yes' (7) and [lA^k] 'look' (6).

1 The symbol [e] represents a vowel of the same height as [o], but more
fronted. It should be carefuUy distinguished from [9], which represents the
voiceless interdental fricative.
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J . The high incidence of interdental fricatives in relation to the

Caribbean English norm of dental stops is striking. Both voiced and

voiceless interdentals are the norm in NJ's speech, the former

illustrated by [Saet]/[Sat] 'that' (1, 3) and [&em] 'them' (6), the latter

by [eirjk] 'think' (6) and [fojtime] 'fourteenth' (2).

K. Also unusual in a Caribbean context is the retention of final

consonant clusters in words like [waint] 'want' (3) and [pjezAnts]

'presents' (3). The realization of 'want' with a final alveolar stop is

variable, however the nasal consonant does not disappear. In 'went'

(7), both the nasal consonant and the final alveolar stop are present

before a following vowel. In all these examples, the nasal and the stop

differ in voicing. On the other hand, when both are voiced, reduction

of the consonant cluster is likely to occur, as illustrated by [hAZbAn]

'husband' in Segment 1 (line 2).

L. The nasalization of the vowel in 'want' in one of its occurrences in

line 3 is of note because nasality of vowels conditioned by a following

nasal consonant is characteristic of CECs. In NJ's speech, this is

observed only in the case of the low back vowel.

M. A minor feature of some interest is the palatalization of the

alveolar stop before a following high back vowel in [stju:] 'stew' (5, 6).

BIE contrasts in this respect with North American pronunciation.

N. Metathesis in 'ask' (5) is usual in CECs and also in AAVE. This was

common also in older British dialects.
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Roatan Speech

In the first segment, MW is giving some background to a story

about seeing spirits. To set the tone, he describes the behavior of some

frogs.

Segment 3: 'Deer Hunting'

1 Men a wa stem au v>n neks sasd av e aelien bae gjaw^lz be:

2 a lede bae &e nemA mis anjiilA mi neibA^ kem an tel me se

3 mt>ijgAn ju se u wana sut de:ij se se m mae gjaispis

4 s© se mac graispis iz bAnAet '
"

5 an a no: 6at ef ju go $ej ju WAd get Se^j .i

6 bikDzn a qen de tAde an d1 ju ku si 3e de:j fi:tn bAet de

7 in de pies so ef ju go 3ej a no &9t ju WAd bi ebl tA get a de:j

8 tAnai:t bi su: an go

9 wel a went fjom kaina AJlin de an sAwe: Se ple:s

10 tA si /ac6a It WA rele tju MDt de lede wd se:in d not

11 so a SD Sa It WA rele tJu WDt SI WD se:^n

12 bet a wen ba:k hom an ste:d me:bi bAet an Aewe^ v> tu til i waz
T

13 Auw^z fA mi tA go a nAWA li^w te go dej til jen bet foj tute

14 an a got lep in a litl tJi jas ebet ...

15 de tJi w?zn no heiA an jas ebAGt twelfi:t hae

16 an It WA bjait monleit Se nA:it a had a flaslcit

17 bet a nAWA had no nid tA jo:z Sat wen neit set in

18 an a ste Se til neit
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19 an seim anjiilA had a MAit hDi^js

20 Sat WD bilr>r) tA hAJ ded hAzbAn

Segment 3: Standard Orthography Version

1 when I was stayin out on the next side of the island by Gravels

Bay

2 a lady by the name of Miss Angela my neighbor came and tell

me say

3 Morgan you say you wanna shoot deer she say in my

grasspiece

4 she say my grasspiece is burnout

5 and I know that if you go there you would get there

6 becausen I went there today and all you could see the deer

feedin about there

7 in the place so if you go there 1 know that you would be able

to get a deer

8 tonight be sure and go

9 well I went from kind of early in the day and survey the

place

10 to see whether it was really true what the lady was sayin or

not

11 so I saw that it was really true what she was sayin

12 but I went back home and stayed maybe about an hour or

two till it was

13 hours for me to go I never leave to go till round about four

thirty
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14 and I got up in a little tree just about

15 ... the tree wasn't no higher than just about twelve feet high

16 and it was bright moonlight the night I had a flashlight

17 but 1 never had no need to use that when night set in

18 and 1 stay there till night

19 and the same Angela had a white horse

20 that was belong to her dead husband . . .

Segment 4: Frogs

1 wel oke war iwnin a wen tAu

2 an a ste ti jeun obet nasn Dklok nAit

3 A WA de kipn kAmpne wit rtiA neib^

4 an wen a wa jede tA go baik a da ta^m et waz ju:in de jenc 5

sizn &aet de fjogz v[i haw a lotA frogz he on 8e aelcn

6 bi:z m 3c gAle an de meks a iDtA neii wita wita wita wita wita

7 m 6e stet de du de sem tirj tu ?

8 an de waz mekn a liDtD n^ii wita wita wita leik da

9 an WAHA doz fJDg da wa mekn nciiz

10 wen a wa goin bak had a difjen seu DtAgedA

11 fJDm de jes a fjogz

12 so It gin me it med mi stan Ap an lisAn

Segment 4: Standard Orthography Version

1 well okay one evenin I went out

2 and I stay till round about nine o'clock the night
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3 I was there keepin company with my neighbor

4 and when I was ready to go back at that time it was during

the rainy

5 season that the frogs we have a lot of frogs here on the island

6 bees in the gully and they makes a lot of noise 'witta, witta, witta,

witta, witta'

7 in the State they do the same thing too?

8 and they was makin a lot of noise 'witta, witta, witta' like that

9 and one of those frog that was makin

10 noise when I was goin back had a different sound altogether

1 1 from the rest of frogs

12 so it givin me it made me stand up and listen

Observations

The speech of MW in segments 3 and 4 displays most of the same

features as observed above for NJ. The close similarities will be

commented on first, followed by certain differences based on

frequency of variant pronunciations. The same headings A-N as those

listed for NJ are used. Those features which constitute qualitative

differences between NJ and MW are dealt with last. Unless otherwise

specified, all references in this section are to Segment 3.

D: Variation in quality of /ai/ vowel. Essentially the same range of

variation is present, including a back slightly raised variant [a(:)i] in

[nA(i)it] 'night' (16, 18); a fronted raised variant [si] in 'flashUght'

(16); a shallow low diphthong [ae] in [sasd] 'side' (1); and an
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intermediate veiriant [ai] in [kaina] 'kind of (9). The distribution also

appears to be similar, with the more fronted raised variants tending

to occur in the environment of a following voiceless consonant.

E: Neutralization of the /v, w/ distinction. Word-finally, /v,w/ is

realized by a labio-palatal or labio-velar approximant, with little lip-

rounding, as in [liAw] 'leave' (13). Initially, the quaUty of the

consonant is that of a palato-alveolar approximant, though this

differs from French [it] by the absence of significant lip-rounding. In

the same context, that of a following [e] type vowel, NJ produced a

sound closer to /v/, but without lip-teeth contact. This suggests that

white BIE may have preserved to a degree the /v,w/ distinction, while

this has been entirely lost in black BIE. In this connection, it is worth

noting that 'the English labial sounds /b/, /v/ and /w/ hve tended to

merge in the Creoles' (Holm 1994: 370).

F: Mid-vowel before /r/ is typically [a]. Thus we have [sAwe:] 'survey'

(9), [hAj] 'her' (20) and [AJlm] 'early in' (9).

G: Tendency for the unstressed vowel to be realized as [a]. In the case

of MW, this is only a tendency. The quality of this vowel is frequently

difficult to determine. Difficulties of transcription aside, there is

evidence that common monosyllables such as 'to', 'of and 'for' are

often rendered with a [a] vowel (exs. in 1, 10 and 13). The past tense

of 'be' is rendered by a neutral sounding [wa] and 'never' by [hawa] .

On the other hand, there are examples of an unstressed vowel with a

[9] quality: [aow^I] 'hour' (12) and [ebAet] 'about' (12). There are
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also cases of unstressed [£] type vowels where standard pronunciation

would favor a more raised vowel, as shown by [gMc] 'gully' (4:6) and

[renc] 'rainy' (4:4). This word-final merger of / e/and /e/ appears in

bisyllabic words with a CVCV structure.

1: Variable /u/ and /e/ lowering. There is no evidence of /£/ lowering

in the MW transcript, but [joiz] 'use' (17) shows a lowered realization

of /u/. Also noteworthy are the lowered or centered realizations of /i/

in [ef] 'if (7) and [til] 'till' (12). Such pronunciations are general in

BIE.

J : Variable interdental fricatives. There are four instances of stops in

the words 'there' and 'the' in line 4 of Segment 3. Also, in Segment 4,

MW uses the stopped variant in 'they' [de] (6, 8) and 'that' [da] (9).

In contrast, NJ rather consistently uses non-stopped variants of the

voiced interdental phoneme. That NfW should show a greater

tendency then NJ to use [d] is as expected if indeed the antecedent of

black BIE was a Creole.

K: Reduction of final consonant clusters. The examples of final cluster

reduction both involve the apocope of final alveolar stops: /n/+/d/ is

reduced by assimilation to /n/ in words such as [aclen] 'island' (1)

and [hAzbAn] 'husband' (20), and 'next' is rendered as [neks] (1).

Reduction of [r)z] does not occur, thus we have [bilogz], and the final

/t/ in 'went' is deleted when followed by /b/ in 'back' (12), but is

retained when followed by /f/ in 'went from' (9). Such retention is
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unusual in the Caribbean context, and testifies to the influence which

a semi-standard variety of English has exercised.

C: Rhotacism. NfW's speech shows a lesser degree of rhotacism than

NJ's. fx/ is strongly present in 'deer' in all three instances (3, 6, 7),

and in 'four-thirty' (both word-final and pre-consonantal), but is

weakly or variably present in 'there' (5, 6, 7 ,18) and in 'hour' (12,

13). Preconsonantal /r/ is absent in 'burnout' (4) and syllable-final /r/

is absent in 'survey' (9). These results strongly suggest that r-dropping

may be associated more with black BIE. White BIE shows a fairly strong

degree of rhotacism.

B: Variable lengthening and/or breaking with a following /r/: [deu]

(7) and [de:u] (3) 'deer'; [Se^j] 'there' (4); also [ho^js] 'horse' (19).

A: Diphthongization before a velar consonant. The undiphthongized

pronunciation of [baik] 'back' (12) is more characteristic of black BIE.

It is general in black speech in Roatan and Guanaja. If the analysis

suggested in discussion of NJ is correct, this feature is Unked in some

way to the more general phenomenon of vowel lengthening. Vowel

lengthening is more marked in Utila (the Utilian drawl is a

stereotypical feature identified by people from the other islands).

This lengthening of vowels is consonant with the high incidence of

diphthongized pronunciation in words like 'back' which is

characteristic of Utila.
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L: Nasalization of vowels conditioned by a following nasal consonant,

together with elision of the conditioning nasal consonant, is

exemplified by [seu] 'sound' (4: 10). Nasalization was noted above for

the word 'want' in NJ's speech, but with retention of the nasal

consonant. More advanced nasal assimilation, with elision of the

following nasal consonant, is normal in CEC's, and its presence in

black BIE is another indication of the Creole origin of the latter.

H: The wide diphthong /au/, which was noted above for Utila, is

substituted by a closer diphthong, approximated by [a©]. This is

illustrated by [bAnAet] 'burn(ed)out' (4) and [a©w^] 'hour' (12).

Another variant is a fully monophthongal [©], as in [jen bet] 'round

about' (13); the pronunciation in 'about' varies between a diphthong

(6, 12) and a monophthong (13). The latter pronunciation is

common in the Caribbean generally.

Other Accent Features of Black BIE

Besides nasalization with eUsion of the nasal consonant and a

close rounded /au/ diphthong (features L and H), another feature

which is much more marked in black BIE is syllable-final stop

devoicing. This can be seen in the pronunciation of 'feeding' as [fi:tn]

(3: 6). This is not normally a salient feature except as here when there

is homonymy, but nevertheless it is very prevalent.

The main phonological feature which differentiates speakers of BIE

is the degree of consonant reduction. In general, black BIE speech

shows a greater tendency to consonant reduction, although
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individuals differ considerably in the degree of simplification which

occurs. Some examples can be observed in MW's speech - see also the

note on consonant clusters (point K above).

The weak consonants /r/ and /I/ are prone to disappear, as in

Qunn] 'during' (4: 4), [ti] 'till' (4: 2), and [otAgedA] 'altogether' (4:

10). Note also the common reduction of [al] 'I'll' to [a], resulting in

possible homonymy between '1 go' and 'I'll go'. Word-finally, other

consonants not part of a final cluster may also be subject to elision,

as [men] 'noise' (4: 6,8)

Simplification of vowel sequences in connected speech produces

examples such [AJlm] 'early in' (3: 9);another example, from a

segment not repreoduced here, is [g9ut] 'go out'.

A full treatment of processes of consonant cluster simplification

lies well beyond the scope of this work. It is apparent, however, that

this process contributes very largely to the difficulties in

comprehension which an outsider may experience with Bay Islands

speech. To a lesser extent, this is also true of vowel sequence

simplification. Rate of speech varies greatly, but in general,

adolescents and young adults, particularly males, tend to speak fast.

It is my impression that the white speech of Guanaja shows a greater

tendency to simplification of both consonant and vowel sequences

than white speech in the other two islands.

A lenition process which is common in BIE is the intervocalic

flapping or voicing of /t/, where the preceding vowel is more heavily

stressed. This is shown, for example, in [lota] 'lot of (4: 5). Some

speakers make much use of flapping/voicing, others preserve [t] in

most intervocalic contexts. Note for instance the [t] in NJ's
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pronunciation of 'eighty-five' (1: 3). The result of flapping is not an

alveolar tap as in many parts of the US, but is a weakly articulated

dental stop with some degree of voicing.

Four characteristics of traditional BIE which can be traced to

British dialects can be mentioned finally. All are widely found, and

do not serve as markers which differentiate white and black speech.

The first is the realization of the /oi/ diphthong as [ai] or [lei] in

some words. This is exemplified in [muz] 'noise' (4: 9). It is also

common in words such as 'boil' and 'oil'. Casssidy and Le Page point

out that such a pronunciation of these words would have been

common in 18th. century metropolitan English, but that it gradually

fell out of favor, and was obsolete in polite English speech by the

19th. century. It is used by less educated BIE speakers, although in

variation with [oi].

A second feature is the palatalization of velars before /a/, as in

words like 'cat' or 'garden'. This is not exemplified in the extracts. The

feature is very widespread in the English-speaking Caribbean; it is

described by Cassidy and Le Page (1980) as having its origin in the

widespread palatalization of /k/ and /g/ before front vowels in British

dialects of the 17th. century. Palatalization of velars in the same

lexical items as in Caribbean English is found in Ireland, where it is

similarly a survival of an earlier British dialectal form.

A variable feature in BIE, one which was formerly much more

common in British dialects and in North America than it now is, is

the aspirated pronunciation of /w/, represented as [m] in the

transcripts, equivalent to [hw]. This is illustrated by [Men] 'when' (3:

1), [msSa] 'whether' (3: 10) and [MAit] 'white' (3: 19). This feature
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would seem to indicate a north British influence, if one considers the

present day distribution of [hw], but it was undoubtedly widely

present in southern British dialects as well during the 17th. century.

From a Caribbean point of view, the difference between these three

features is that the [ai] realization of the 'oil' diphthong and

palatalization of velar stops are normal in CEC basilects, while the

[hw] realization of /w/ is unusual. It is likely that all three features

were present in the Anglo-Caribbean input to CEC's, but the survival

of [hw] in BIE is exceptional in the present-day Caribbean.

Finally, it is worth referring to a general tendency to pronounce

the first person pronoun as [a]. This is almost categorical for some

speakers (e.g. MW) and varies with [ai] for others (e.g. NJ). The

vernacular [a] pronunciation is quite possibly a relic of north British

influence in BIE, as is the occurrence of [hw] already noted.

Summary of Similarities and Differences

This chapter has presented in compact form a number of the main

phonetic and phonological features of BIE through an examination of

a small speech sample from just two speakers of the older generation

on two islands, Utila and Roatan. A number of characteristics which

were observed as common to both speakers are proposed as core

features of BIE.

• /v,w/ neutralization, with phonetic realization of the merged

phoneme varying according to the phonological environment
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• the vowel /a/ used before /r/ and also in many cases as the most

general unstressed vowel

• a tendency to merger of /i/ and /e/ before /r/, as in deer, often

pronounced as [deu]

• a generally lowered and/or centralized realization of /u/; the

former being characteristic of Roatan and the latter of Utila

• /i/ lowering in certain words such as 'if and 'till', i.e lexically

conditioned variation

• variable quality of the /ai/ diphthong, with the possibility that

this may be in part conditioned by presence or absence of voicing

of the following consonant

In addition to these features which may be shared by all or most

Bay Islands English speakers, there are other features which appear to

be more characteristic of white Utilian than of black Roatanian

speech, although these should be regarded as relative tendencies

rather than as categorical differences:

• lengthening and breaking of front close and front-mid vowels, also

/d/, in certain contexts; detailed constraints remain to be studied

• a very open quality to the /au/ diphthong, contrasting with the

narrow back rounded quality of the diphthong in black Roatan

speech

• a propensity to pronunciation of /r/ in all positions

• [ai] diphthong in words like 'bag' and 'back'
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Black Roatan speech shows greater consonant cluster

simplification, more extensive consonant elisions, and reduced

rhotacism as compared to traditional white BIE. Also characteristic of

black BIE are nasal pronunciations of /au/ in words like 'sound', when

there is an underlying following nasal consonant, together with loss of

the conditioning nasal consonant. Stop pronunciations of the

interdental phonemes 76/ and /&/ are more common than in white

BIE, but are never categorical as in most CEC's.

Finally, a few features which ultimately derive from earlier British

dialectal influence in the formation of Anglo-Caribbean were referred

to. These features, such as palatalized velars, [ai] realizations of the

/di/ diphthong, and aspirated [hw], are all likely candidates for

gradual disappearance over time, but only a detailed longitudinal

study could reveal whether this is the case.

Implications for Orthogranhv

One of the considerations in carrying out a comparison of this

nature is to establish whether it is feasible or useful to devise a form

of orthography for BIE. The differences which are illustrated by the

analysis of two speakers could be extended much further if a wider

sample of speakers of BIE were to be considered, but even this small

sample makes clear that a 'standardized' orthographic system would

create an illusory impression of uniformity in pronunciation.

The model 'phonemic' orthography for Caribbean English Creoles is

the system used in the Dictionary of Jamaican English (Cassidy and

Le Page, 1980). This system has subsequently proved useful in
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providing a form of transcription applicable to many varieties of

Caribbean English Creoles. An advantage of the system is that it

permits consideration of basilectal CEC's as a more or less unified

linguistic entity, and allows the grammatical structure of individual

varieties to be discussed without the distraction of differing phonemic

transcriptions. Phonemic differences between basilectal varieties are

slight, and the gain in terms of a unified manner of transcription is

considerable, whether the focus of analysis is on shared syntactic

constructions or on the limited intra-regional differences which exist.

The Cassidy and Le Page system was adopted by Winford (1993) in

his wide-ranging analysis of the structures of CEC's. The bulk of the

examples cited therein come from Guyanese Creole (GC) and

Jamaican Creole (JC), with a much smaller number from Belize Creole

(BC) and Providence Island Creole (PIC).

It has been argued that the contact situation in which BIE was

formed was not such as to allow a full range of basilectal Creole

features to remain. White Anglo-Caribbean was influenced by Creole,

but nevertheless could best be characterized as a variety of

extraterritorial English which developed in circumstances in which

the normative influence of the standard was largely absent. The

speech of slaves in the Cayman Islands emerged through close contact

with whites, and as a result largely assimilated the phonemic

structure of the white dialect, although showing certain tendencies to

merger which are paralleled in CEC's.

The phonemic inventory of black BIE does not differ from that of

white BIE, and it is therefore unsurprising that the Cassidy and Le

Page orthography, which is based on the phonemic inventory of
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basilectal Jamaican Creole, is unsuitable. Certain typical features of

Creole phonology, found in JC and in most of the Caribbean, such as

the merger of the English vowels /d:/ and /d/ in a single phoneme /a/,

are not characteristic of BIE. The symbol a or its long variant aa , if

used to transcribe BIE speech, would fail to capture the very clear

qualitative distinction between the sounds which represent the

phonemes /a/ and /d/. There is no symbol to represent a low back

rounded vowel in the Cassidy and Le Page system, because such a

phoneme is absent in JC, but any specific orthography for BIE would

certainly need to include this.

Even a cursory study of the sound system of BIE suggests that it has

conserved more or less intact the phonemic distinctions which were

derived from the original British dialectal mix, while being to varying

degrees susceptible to proceses of merger of the same types which

characterize CEC's such as Belize Creole and Jamaican Creole. Certain

contrasts, such as those between /a/ and /d/, have remained strong,

while in some other cases, tendencies to merger have been dominant.

It is important to distinguish those mergers which probably were

already a feature of the Anglo-Caribbean koine, such as the merger of

tense and lax /u/, from others which are characteristic of Creole, such

as merger of the vowels /a, a /and /a, d/. Mergers of the former type

are found in BIE as a whole. Some mergers of the latter type are also

general - the /e, a /distinction is not consistently applied even by

acrolectal speakers - while other contrasts such as the /a, d/

distinction are partially maintained.

The high degree of internal variation within BIE, and the mixing of

systems which has produced this variation, is clearly exemplified at
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the phonetic level. In my view, it would be counter-productive to seek

to devise a specific orthography for BIE. A single orthography would

be misleading in suggesting a greater degree of uniformity than

actually exists.

The obvious solution, at least for the purpose of syntactic

description and for general descriptive purposes, is to use standard

orthography. Some of the flavor of colloquial speech can be conveyed

by giving markedly non-standard pronunciations in a broad IPA

transcription: in the chapters dealing with syntax, a broad phonetic

transcription will be used in cases where an orthographic

transcription would not do justice to an utterance in which there is

fairly radical divergence from standard pronunciation. IPA will also

be used on the rare occasions when a word could not be identified.

Certain features of phonetic simplification which are universal in

BIE, such as the pronouncing 'of as [a] and -ing as [m], or reduction

of the final consonant cluster [nd] to [n], will be reflected in

orthographic transcription without the use of square brackets. The

variable pronunciation of '1' as [ai] or [a] will also be indicated, as it

is possible that certain stylistic nuances are conveyed by the selection

of one variant or the other.



CHAPTERS
DESCRIBING THE PHONEMES OF BIE: METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The description of BIE phonemics which is offered in Chapters 6

and 7 is founded on the principle that the patterning of significant

sound contrasts in a dialect can be discovered by examination of the

pronunciation of a wide range of words both in isolation and in their

naturally-occurring discourse context. It is taken as axiomatic that

generalizations should only be arrived at after considering carefully

the sometimes wide internal variation which exists.

An account of any dialect in which extensive internal variation

exists will need perforce to consider both strong regularities (perhaps

'quasi-categorical' in nature) and non-categorical tendencies.

'Categorical' differences between groups of speakers belonging to the

same small island group will be the exception, and the aim is

therefore to identify 'tendencies', giving some indication of the

strength of these tendencies.

Describing such variation in quantitative terms would require a

number of time-consuming quantitative studies. It was felt that such

an aim should be set aside for a later time, in view of the prior need

to describe the general patterns to be found in a dialect as littie-

studied as BIE. With respect to inter-speaker variation, tiie aim was to
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arrive at generalizations wliich are valid in terms of the data

examined, and which could be the subject of future more detailed

studies.

The method adopted was the quantitative analysis of a word-list,

supported by unquantified observational data from a wide corpus of

interviews and also field observations. The account thus aims to

describe general patterns within the sound system, including some

details of variation at the level of realization of phonemes. An

attempt is also made to indicate what appear to be the significant

parameters of inter-speaker variation.

Generalizations on a phonemic level are arrived at inductively

through an examination of the behavior of specific groups of words -

'standard lexical sets' - with phonetic characteristics in common.

Sometimes, there is identity of a lexical set in the dialect with the

'standard lexical set', which is based, as the name implies, on the

characteristics of a 'standard' accent of English. At other times, a

degree of divergence may exist for a subset of the speaker sample, and

in certain cases, clear phonemic splits and mergers occur. More detail

on 'standard lexical sets' is given in the next section.

Basis of the Descriptive Annroarh

At the most basic level, comparison of the consonant and vowel

systems of different dialects involves examining the abstract system

of phonemic contrasts. Dialects of the same language may differ in

the number of phonemes in the system, and therefore the number of

contrasts within the system. Variation within the major dialects of
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English is principally a matter of the vowel system. Dialects differ, for

instance, in the number of vowel phonemes they possess. A well-

known example is the case of 'cot' versus 'caught': some American

dialects distinguish the vowels of these as IM and lOl respectively, while

many dialects of the northern states have a merger of the two

phonemes. Again, some accents, such as RP, possess a set of

contrasting centering diphthongs (/ie, oe, ee/), while many others do

not.

Despite differences such as these, different dialects tend to possess

a basic system of contrasts which maps on to that of other dialects in

a fairly regular fashion, so that for instance, those dialects without

centering diphthongs usually have corresponding sequences such as

/ir, ©r, er/. Similarly, in some dialects, vowel length is distinctive,

while in other dialects, the same contrasts are maintained using

vowels which differ in quality rather than length.

There are, of course, considerable difficulties in determining the

external boundaries of dialects in the traditional geographical sense.

In an age of mass communication, traditional dialect boundaries

have become increasingly obscured; added to this is the fact of dialect

mixing which takes place within all large urban communities, and as

the result of widespread population mobility in general. It is not

surprising that detailed sociolinguistic investigation of individual

communities places its focus on a few selected variables in the effort

to make sense of a small area within the totality of variation.

While studies with a micro-focus can be extremely valuable, and

are the means by which data-based study of variation achieves an

ever greater level of insight, few linguists would deny the value of
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examining dialects of a language in relation to each other. This is

especially important in the case of widely-dispersed languages such as

English or Spanish. Each of the widely-separated dialects which

compose the language has symbolic importance in terms of 'local'

identity, but the language variety or varieties spoken in one country

may at the same time be viewed in relation to other varieties within a

regional framework (e.g. Trinidadian English Creole and Tobagonian

Creole within Caribbean English Creoles) or in relation to varieties

spoken in other countries (such as the above-named varieties in

relation to standard British English or General American). Given then

that the exercise of developing 'top-down' descriptions of dialect

differentiation within a language has value, the question remains of

how best to approach such a task.

The Comparison of English Accents

The most comprehensive framework for comparing English accents

is the approach followed by Wells (1982). Wells offers a framework for

comparing accents based on the idea of correspondences between

phonemes used in certain clearly defined sets of words. Words are

divided into 'standard lexical sets' which display in systematic

fashion the phonemic contrasts within and between the major

accents of English worldwide. The method is first applied to derive a

comparison of the sound systems of RP and General American. Thus,

for example, the 'cot/caughf distinction is captured by means of the

vowel distinction in the lexical sets LOT and THOUGHT, which is

reahzed in RP as /d/ versus h'J and in Gen. Am. as /a/ versus /V.
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The standard lexical sets are used by Wells to compare the sound

systems of a wide range of English accents, including the English

Creoles of Jamaica, Trinidad, and some other Caribbean countries.

This framework of analysis will be applied here to Bay Islands English,

enabling some general comparisons with other Caribbean accents to

be made. The basic account of vowel phonemics in BIE given here is

based on the application of the Wellsian approach.

The standard lexical sets used by Wells are designed in such a way

as to display the full range of stressed vowel phonemic contrasts used

by the speaker of RP, General American, and other major varieties. In

RP, there are a total of 19 stress-bearing vowels, including diphthongs,

and in General American, there are 15. In the accounts given of other

Englishes, the number of distinct vowels varies somewhat according to

types of speaker. Scottish Englishes have a minimum of 1 1 and a

maximum of 17. Jamaican English varies between 12 and 16,

Barbadian English between 14 and 16. In contrast, the idealized

nature of the reference accents is reflected in their having a

determinate set of phonemes which do not vary in number, and

which correspond precisely to the words composing the lexical sets.

One advantage of using RP as a reference accent is that the number

of vowel contrasts it contains is large, and comparisons are

accordingly made using a large number of distinct lexical sets. A

strong argument supporting the use of this particular collection of

lexical sets is the fact that between the two major reference accents, RP

and Gen. American, there is a high degree of isomorphism (one-to-one

matching of phonemes across different lexical sets), even though the

quahty of the sounds which are used in individual lexical sets differs
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in a number of cases. It is important to realize, however, that a

scheme which is optimal for the comparison of relatively standard

varieties of English may function much less well where there are large

numbers of speakers of highly divergent sub-varieties, including a

number for whome the label 'semi-speaker' may be appropriate. This

is apparently recognized by Wells, as revealed by the caveat added to

the lexical incidence table for Indian English (p.626):

'divergences/errors in lexical incidence are rather frequent,

particularly in the speech of those whose command of EngUsh is

relatively weak.'

In a similar way, there are some problems with applying the

scheme to English Creoles. Creole basilects exhibit contrasts of types

not included in Wells' scheme based on the 'standard lexical sets'.

One example is the possbility of minimal pairs like 'down' (/d6n/)

and 'don' (/don/), which suggests the need for a set of phonemic

nasal and non-nasal vowels. Perhaps of greater significance is the fact

that consonantal contrasts of various kinds play a significant role in

differentiating basilectal from mesolectal and acrolectal varieties in

Creole speech communities. At the phonemic level, a salient example

is the presence or absence of the dental fricatives 79/ and

Another problem with basing a description too heavily on a system

developed primarily for describing the phonemics of a standard

accent is that it pays almost exclusive attention to contrasts at a

segmental level, giving much less attention to dynamic phonological

aspects which may actually be more significant in characterizing the

nature of non-standard dialects and accents. For example, such

accents may vary in terms of the number of types of consonant
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cluster reduction and other t> pes of 'radical simplification' which can

occur. Within an English Creole speaking community, these aspects

are arguably of greater social significance than the vowel distinctions

which are usually the focus of comparison among mainstream English

accents.

If Bay Islands English were an English Creole in the sense of

comprising a set of closely aligned grammars with links to a

recognizable basilect (as in Belize and Guyana), then any temptation

to analyse the data even partially in terms of a model based on

metropolitan varieties that differ chiefly in terms of vowels would

have been easier to resist. However, a justification for the use of Wells'

system here comes from the peculiar nature of BIE as a 'convergence'

variety, one in which one strand retained assimilated influences from

British Englishes transmitted through earlier Anglo-Caribbean and

another strand developed out of a creole base. The phonetics and

phonology of the two strands are distinct, although the differences are

generally ones of degree rather than of categorical differences, as the

last chapter demonstrated. Using the Wellsian comparative method

with the standard lexical sets offers a possibility of illuminating the

nature of the British dialectal mix which formed the input to Anglo-

Caribbean. This is legitimate practice so long as the distinctions

existing between the present-day varieties of BIE are also recognized,

and relevant comparisons are made with other Caribbean English

Creoles.

Certain aspects of the realization of consonants are considered in

Chapter 6, and vowel phonemes are treated in Chapter 7. Information
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is derived from three independent sources: a word-list, the recorded

interviews, and fieldnotes.

A number of accent features are difficult to describe systematically,

but because of their distinctiveness need to be included in any

comprehensive description. Because the primary focus of the present

study is variation in syntax, these aspects have regrettably had to be

omitted. Besides phonological processes such as lenition and

assimilatory phenomena of various kinds, a full description should

include an account of stress and intonation. To do all of this would

amount to the writing of a second dissertation.

There are also some idiosyncratic aspects of Bay Islands speech

which deserve detailed study. One of these is variation in vowel

length, which was mentioned in the last chapter as a particular

characteristic of white BIE. Utilian speech is characterized by other

islanders as having the quality of a drawl. More technically, vowels

are lengthened and in certain phonological environments - most

notably a following liquid or nasal - diphthongization or breaking can

occur. The subject is given a preliminary examination in Chapter 8.

Any description of an accent which is limited to describing the

principal phonemic contrasts and the most common phonetic

realizations of each phoneme is far too idealized to be adequate for

anything otiier than broad interdialectal comparisons. Some account

needs to be given of variation with geographical and/or social

correlates. The best way to accomplish this is undoubtedly via a

quantitative study, but this was considered too ambitious for the

present dissertation, the main aim of which is to give a detailed

account of BIE syntax and morphosyntax.
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In later chapters, rigorous quantitative methods will be applied to

the examination of certain morphosyntactic variables. Ideally, a

similar methodology should be applied to the study of phonetics and

phonology. Comparison of the realization of segments in differing

environments by a large number of speakers is desirable. Within the

constraints of time of the present study, an approach which provides

a high degree of accountability to the data was followed. A general

account of the sound patterns of BIE, which provides some idea of the

parameters of variation, is the result. Further details of the method

used are given in the next section.

The BIE Word List

The lexical distribution of phonemes is, in principle, a separate

issue from the identification of the set of phonemes which serves as

the phonemic 'resource-bank' in any given dialect. Yet implicit in

Wells' comparative approach is the assumption that for any dialect of

English, all the vowel phonemes corresponding to vowels in stressed

position can be identified by reference to the lists of standard lexical

sets. It is surely not inconceivable that there are some dialects in

which a vowel phoneme or phonemes exist which are associated with

a lexical set distinct from any of those which Wells provides. When

investigating dialects which are previously unstudied, this possibility

can only be discounted after making detailed observations in the field

over a considerable period. In the case of Bay Islands English, however,

observations made over the course of nine months did not suggest the

,
existence of any vowel phonemes (or, for that matter, consonants)
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other than those identified in varieties of EngUsh which have been

described elsewhere.

The point about field observation is important, because this was in

fact my only method of deriving hypotheses while actually engaged

on field work. Preliminary analysis of a few recordings made during

my first trip to the islands in May-June 1990 enabled a firming up of

a number of such hypotheses, and suggested areas in which elicitation

of data might provide useful insights. Certain features of

pronunciation that had been noted as exhibiting variation or as being

characteristic of 'broad vernacular' speakers were selected as the basis

for a forty-item word list, prepared immediately prior to my final trip

(October 1991-March 1992). This list was subsequently amended

during my time on the islands, and went through approximately five

versions. The final list consisted of 66 items.

At a later stage, the items in the word-list were categorized

according to their membership in the 'standard lexical sets' and the

incidence of particular phonetic realizations was then studied with

reference to word-list items belonging to each lexical-distributional

class. In this way, it became possible to determine areas of phonetic

overlap, which in turn suggested in some cases the existence of

possible vowel mergers or partial mergers.

Since all the individuals to whom the word-lists were administered

also provided taped interview material, it was possible to gain some

insight into differences in pronunciation between two of the 'styles'

analysed by Labov (1966) as differing in level of formality: the formal

'word-list' style and the 'careful speech' style of interviews. The

interviews were transcribed using normal orthography for the most
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part, with certain words being rendered in a broad phonetic

transcription. This treatment was given to items which were

pronounced in a manner that was in some way striking. Although not

done in a systematic way, in many cases this method allowed

comparisons to be made subsequently with Wells' standard lexical

sets. The combined data from word-lists and interviews was thus used

as the basis for establishing the phonemic inventory and the lexical

distribution of each phoneme.

The final BIE word-list is presented in Fig. 5-1. The arrangement in

columns has no special significance. In practice, each item was

elicited either by describing the word sought or by providing the

Spanish word to which the informant gave the English equivalent.

1. mother 12. tide 23. year

2. brother 13. high 24. find

3. man 14. ice 25. pine

4. girl 15. eyes 26. ripe

5. cousin 16. mouth 27. night

6. bird 17. hair 28. rain

7. fly 18. where 29. down

8. plane 19. here 30. dry

9. house 20. there 31. hard

10. outside 21. school 32. three

11. time 22. learn 33. second

34. third 45. city 56. calf

35. back 46. lungs 57. poor

36. bag 47. butter 58. spoon

37. pencil 48. ballfield 59. room

38. book 49. right hand 60. car

39. point 50. wood 61. bicycle

40. bottle 51. burn 62. cat

41. water 52. fire 63. big

42. soap 53. red 64. small

43. well 54. green 65. voice

44. valve 55. cough 66. love

Fig. 5-1: Bay Islands word list (final version)
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Since the composition of the word-list was derived from field

observation and intuitive hypotheses, rather than from a

preconceived theoretical framework of dialect description

(I encountered Wells' work in 1992 only after returning from the

islands), a brief account of the rationale for the choice of words is in

order.

A general design principle was to place in close proximity words

whose vowel sounds are being compared (hence, for example, the

sequences 11 to 15 and 17 to 20). Another principle was to attempt to

achieve a smooth progression by grouping words according to

semantic associations (for example, the sequences 1-5 and 6-8). Both

principles are more in evidence in the first part of the list (1-44),

reflecting the fact that this part was the 'original' list, and the

remainder represents the fruit of periodic additions.

The majority of items on the list owe their inclusion to an interest

in vowels, given that differences in the vowel system are the main

means of classifying accents of English.

(1) the NURSE vowel, which in RP is /s:/, and in Gen. Am. /sr/ or an

r-colored /s/: numbers 4, 6, 22, 34, 51. - •

(2) a tendency to merger of front mid and close vowels in the

environment of a following /r/: 17-20 and 23.

(3) raising and lowering of front vowels in other environments : 37,

43, 53, 63.

(4) tendency to merger of [s] and [a]: 2 and 33.
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(5) the area of vowel space indicated by /a/, /o/, /d/ and /a/: 40-41,

46-48, 55-56 and 64.

(6) possible merger between /u/, /©/ and /o/; 21, 38, 42, 50, 57, 58.

(7) variation in the /ao/ diphthong: 9, 10, 16, 29.

(8 ) possible merger of the /oi/ diphthong with the /ai/ diphthong:

39, 65.

(9) the /ai/ diphthong : numbers 11-15 inclusive, 24-27, 7, 30, 49,

and 61, together with number 52, 'fire'. In Scotland and Canada,

the /ai/ diphthong shows phonologically-conditioned variation

between [ae] and a raised [ei] type vowel. The discovery that

something of this nature also appeared to operate in BIE

prompted the inclusion of a large number of items of this class.

(10) v/w realizations: 43, 44, 65, 66.

(11) Alveolar fricative /8/ versus stop /t/: 34, 16.

Features 1-8 and 10-11 will be discussed with reference to the word-

list and examples taken from the interviews. The consonantal features

10 and 11 are discussed in Chapter 6, where rhoticity, the aspiration

of /w/, and the palatalization of velar stops are also discussed. The

vowel features 1-9 are dealt with in Chapter 7, where they are

analyzed with reference to the 'standard word lists' of Wells (1982).

Each of the 32 speakers for whom word-lists are available will be

identified by means of two letters, indicating the island and the sex of

the individual, plus a number. For example, Um3 refers to a Utila

male speaker, identified with the number 3. The letter R stands for

Roatan, and G for Guanaja. Where it is thought to be relevant, coding

also includes specification of ethnicity: W(hite) or B(lack). Only word-
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list material is available for two of the Utila and Roatan speakers, Uf 4

and Rf 10. For all other speakers, both word-list and transcribed

interview material are available.

Because of the paucity data for Guanaja, the description below

refers for the most part to Roatan and Utila. The sample has been

selected to reflect ethnicities in a representative way, and also to

include a wide age-range. The Utila sample is composed of 6 white

and 4 black/colored; the Roatan sample of 3 white, 1 5 black or

colored and 2 white/Hispanic; the Guanaja speakers are two white

males aged 77 and 32. Where it is thought to be relevant, reference to

ethnicity in the analyses which follow is made by means of the labels

W, B or M (='mixed') after the normal speaker code. Ages range from

20 (Uf 3) to 79 (Rm 1).

One limitation of the database used for the phonemic analysis

should be mentioned here. Vowels are identified by the corresponding

name in Wells' 'standard lexical sets', which were developed on the

basis of contrasts in and between RP and Gen. American. In RP vowel

length is contrastive, while in Gen. American it is not. There is

considerable variability of vowel length in the BIE data, particularly if

interview material is included, and it is difficult to identify a regular

pattern. The transcriptions in interviews did not consistently attend

to details of vowel length, which in any case is difficult to judge

reliably.

Stress and intonation patterns are undoubtedly an important

factor in determining vowel length. However, the use of word-lists

rules out consideration of the effects of intonation and sentence-

stress. My phonetically transcribed interviews do not for the most
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part include indications of stress and intonation, and only indicate

the length of vowels when this appears to be a very salient feature.

Consequently, a treatment of the role of vowel length in relation to

the phoneme inventory is not possible here.



CHAPTER 6

CONSONANTS IN BIE

Introduction

A full description of BIE consonants, including all the phonological

processes affecting consonants, would be a large-scale undertaking. To

give a full treatment of consonant cluster reduction alone could

occupy several chapters. In this chapter, major attention is focused

on just four aspects of the realization of individual phonemes. For

reasons of space, phonological processes, which include lenition,

cluster reduction and other processes of assimilation, reduction and

substitution, are not treated here.

The consonant inventory of BIE is basically identical to that of

other accents of English, with the exception that for most speakers,

/v/ and /w/ are merged (feature 1). There is inter-speaker variability

(and no doubt, inter-style variability within the same speaker) with

respect to features 2 and 3 - realization of stopped variants of the

interdental fricatives and degree of rhoticity. Feature 4, the

realization of an aspirated variant of /w/ in words with orthographic

'wh', is noted for some speakers. Feature 5, the palatalization of velars

in the environment of a following /a/ in words derived from earlier

Anglo-Caribbean, is shared by all BIE speakers.

161
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The /v : w/ Merger

Wells (1982: 568) reports on two mergers which are found in West

Indian English. One is a v/w merger, the other a three-way b/v/w

merger. A probable contributing factor is the absence of /v/ in Twi

and a number of other West African languages (Cassidy and Le Page,

Ivii). Substrate influence would then naturally lead to substitution of

[w] or [b] for English /v/. But a second influence may also have been

at work, namely the substitution of [w] for [v] (and vice versa) which

is noted as a feature of 17th. century sailors' English by Matthews

(1935). Matthews gives examples of both types of substitution from

ships' logs of the period: werylor 'very', wearing for 'veering', vayed

for 'weighed', avay for 'away', etc.

The feature was still common in 18th. and early 19th. century

Cockney speech, and was immortalized in Dickens' novel 'Pickwick

Papers' in the speech of the character Sam Weller. Matthews (1938)

considers v/w substitution to have been a feature of earlier London

speech, citing sixteenth and seventeenth century examples (see also

Wyld, 1936: 143). The EDG also records initial and medial 'v' realized

as [w] in south-eastern counties [examples include witlz ('victuals')

and konwe ('convey'). However, the feature was probably once more

widespread, as there are indications that substitution of [w] for [v]

was also found in some older Scots dialects. Grant and Dixon (1921:

32) give the examples wirtuous, wanish, and weggybun ('vagabond').

They comment: 'if v was at one time bi-labial, the confusion between

it and w in middle Scots texts may be easily understood'.
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The two previous accounts of BIE, by Ryan (1971) and Warantz

(1983), both refer to [w] and [^] variants. In both accounts, [w] and

\p] are implicitly described as variants of a single phoneme; Warantz

makes the additional claim that [w] occurs categorically before [a, a,

e] and variably with [p] in all other environments. Alternation

between [w] and [v] has been reported for the Bahamas, Bermuda,

Montserrat and St. Vincent (Wells, 1983: 568). ShiUing (1980) reports

that [p] alternates with [w] and [v] among Bahamian white speakers,

but Wells favors an account of Bahamian in terms of allophonically

conditioned [w]/[v] variation. His general comment that 'the facts in

all these territories await proper investigation' appears apposite.

In BIE, as a general rule, the w/v phonemic contrast is neutralized

in all environments; but there is substantial variation in the forms

used for w/v. The principal variants are the labiovelar approximant

[w], a more fronted variant best described as a labiopalatal/velar

approximant, a labiopalatal appoximant [^], a bilabial approximant

[15] and a labiodental approximant [v]. Other variants found are the

bilabial voiced stop [b], the labiodental voiced fricative [v], and a

vowel similar in quality to [©]. The picture is thus more complex

than that described in previous accounts of BIE and other Caribbean

dialects.

There are considerable difficulties in reliably distinguishing the

phonetic variants listed. A tiiorough investigation of tiie phenomenon

would involve making visual recordings of moutii movements in

addition to high-quality sound recordings. The brief account given

here should therefore be regarded as an approximation rather than a

definitive description. Different speakers utilize the options in slightly
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different ways. There is no attempt at quantification because of the

transcriptional difficulties.

The commonest variant is a labiopalatal/velar approximant,

which has no IPA symbol, but which will be represented here by [w].

This variant is the usual realization of 'v' post-vocalically, in words

like 'have', 'live', and 'love' (see below). Word-finally, the vowel in

these words is often raised through the influence of the following

element, which may be realized as [w] or as a vowel with a [o]

quahty. The result is sequences such as [ew], [ew] and [ew]. [w] is

the usual realization of 'w/v' intervocalically, and in these cases, [w]

forms a perceptually salient onset to the second syllable, [w] may

also occur prevocalically, and in this case is permitted to occur before

any vowel.

The variant [w] may occur before both front and non-front vowels,

including [a], and is only unlikely to occur before [i
,
e], which are the

most 'fronted' of the vowels, [q], in contrast, occurs only before the

front close vowels [i] and [1]. [g] and [v] occur before [I] [e] and [s],

and [v] also occurs intervocalically and postvocalicaily, always

representing orthographic 'v'. The variant [v] also occurs where SE

has [v], but never where SE has [w]. In words where 'v' occurs

intervocalically or as the first element of a cluster, the consonant may

be dropped altogether, e.g. [nt>:r] 'never' Rmll, [hAn] 'having' Rf8,

[pe:d] 'paved' Rf8. The bilabial stop [b] is found sporadically among

speakers whose speech is strongly creole-influenced. These patterns

are exemplified below.
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[w]: [hAw] 'how' Rm7; [haw] 'have' Ufl; [hawn] 'having' Ufl; [liwin]

'living' Rm7; [le^w] 'live' Rml; [Iawz] 'laws' Rf8; [diwors] 'divorce'

Uf2; [wer^l'very' Ufl; [wanijt] 'vanished' Gfl; [weks] 'vexed' Gm2;

[wArd3An] 'virgin' Rml2; [pa<^WA] 'power' Rfll; [a?^we] 'hour' Um3;

[owe] 'over' Rm7; [twelWAklDk]'12 o'clock' Rm7

[w]: [winUr] 'winter' Gfl; [wAk] 'work' Rm7; [wDl] 'wall' Rm7

[q]: [qili] 'Willy' Rml 1; M'we' Rf3; [qil]'well' Rm7

[b]: [bo sto]'wood stoves' Ufl; [debcl] 'devil' Rm7; [bck] 'vexed' Rm7

[J3]: [legn] 'eleven' Rm7

[v]: [vent] 'went' Uf2; [vlljam] 'William' Uf2; [hav] 'have' Uf2; [sev]

•save' RmlO; [liv] 'leave' Rm7; [neva] Rf3; [fiva] 'fever' Rf3

[v]: [ivnm] 'evening' Rf3; [viktAr] 'Victor' Rm7

Although this is only a short list, it demonstrates the range of

variation and gives some idea of the distribution. In particular, it is

worth stressing three points:

(i) a single speaker, such as Rm7 above, may well apply all the

variants, although it is unclear whether for any given speaker, the

choice of variants is fully phonologically conditioned (see (4) below).

(ii) the status of postvocalic [w] is interesting, in that it is often

simultaneously part of the coda of one syllable (including being the

endpoint of a diphthong) and the onset of the next, and it would

appear that its appearance in this position may be due to a
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requirement that the following syllable in fact possesses an onset, in

conformity with the norm of a CV syllable-shape.

(iii) The merger of /w/ and /v/ in a single phoneme has the effect of

producing certain homonyms, such as 'how' and 'have'. The semi-

vocalic nature of [w] has an effect on preceding vowels, so that words

such as 'left' and 'live', and even 'love' and 'law' can become virtual

homonyms.

(iv) It is clear that no simple relationship exists between phonological

environment and choice of variant, although certain clear tendencies

can be identified. The variant [j3 ] is the least frequent, and may not

exist as a 'target' for any speaker, having the status of a free variant.

The variant [b] exists, though is infrequent and probably stigmatized.

The 'standard' variant [w] is relatively common, and [v] is not as rare

as other accounts would lead one to believe.

The ubiquity of the [w] variant is impressive, and its place of

articulation is such that it is easy to see how it acquired the status of

representing a neutral variant between SE /w/ and /v/, and was

therefore an appropriate means of realizing the neutralization of this

phonemic contrast. The various phonetic variants of the merged

phoneme are similarly 'natural' in an articulatory sense, once a

generally more open articulatory setting has been adopted. Tongue

position for the following vowel is relevant to the choice of [ii] versus

[w]/[w], but [w] and [v] overlap substantially in their distribution,

and it may be that the choice of one or the other is predominantly a
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matter of inter-speaker variation, with [v] the preferred choice of

older speakers. Given a wider database, it may be possible to show

that [v] is the old 'Anglo-Caribbean' variant, commoner among older

whites, but much work remains to be done in order to determine

these relationships with any certainty.

The symbol /W/ will be adopted here for this phoneme.

Alveolar Stops/Dental Fricatives

Neutralization of the oppositions 79/ versus /t/ and /%/ versus /d/

is, as Wells points out, 'one of the most striking phonetic

characteristics of West Indian speech' (1982: 565). Absence of such

distinctions is also popularly regarded as a feature of Southern Irish

speech, but neutralization is only really widespread before /r/ (ibid,

428). Speakers of African American Vernacular English commonly

merge initial /5, d/ in /d/, but preserve the /e/ versus /t/ distinction

word-initially. In non-initial position, neutralization of both sets of

pairs in favor of the stops does variably occur in AAVE; alternatively,

/8, 5/ may be realized as [f, v], respectively (ibid, 558).

In BIB, substitution of /G, 8/ by [f, v] is only occasionally found.

There is one example in the data: [fri] 'three' Rm7. However, /t/ for

/e/ and /d/ for 75/ are both fairly common. The word mouth appears

in the Utila version of the word-list, and is pronounced with word-

final [9] by 3/10 speakers and with final [t] by 2/10 speakers. The

only two Roatan speakers to record the word also pronounce it with

final [t]. Rather surprisingly, the word is pronounced with final [5] by

4/10 Utila speakers. One speaker produces [k] in place of [t]; this
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substitution of final [t] by [k] is a quite common feature of less

educated speech (see further below).

The substantial variation in word-list style on this single item is

open to differing interpretations. On the one hand, it is possible that

some of the variants carry social significance, although unlikely that

all of them do. On the other hand, the fact that four variants of a

single phoneme are found in ten realizations of a word-list item may

indicate confusion or the presence of hypercorrection. It is also

possible that there is free variation, with none of the variants having

any sociolinguistic significance.
; , .

As words with final /8/ are relatively uncommon in the language,

and words with final /%/ are rarer still (the only commonly occurring

words being 'bathe' and 'breathe'), it is not possible to determine from

the interview data which interpretation is most accurate in this case.

My intuitive reading of the matter is that since [k] for /t/ is definitely

stigmatized, one should assume that [k] for word-final /8/ is also

stigmatized. The [5] variants of mouth are the result of uncertainty,

as well as a possible hypercorrective factor, which would naturally

lead speakers to substitute a voiced for an unvoiced form, in line with

the general tendency to word-final devoicing which is noted with

reference to stops. In Roatan, the production of [t] for word-final [9]

is common in words like 'month' and 'mouth', but this is unlikely to

carry much stigma, certainly less so than initial [t] for initial [8] .

One speaker, Rf7, produces the forms [mAnt] and [mAnGs], without

signalling a preference for either one.

The reason for the assertion that initial [t] for 76/ is stigmatized is

that it is relatively uncommon in the interview data. There seems,
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however, to be a greater tendency for [t] to appear before [r]. The

data includes the 'tr' examples [trst] 'threat' Um3, [tri] 'three' Gml,

Uml, Rml; [tro] 'throw' Gml, [tru] 'through' Uml, Gm2, Gm3.

It appears that word-initially, [t] before [r] may be the norm for

many speakers. The [r] tends to retract the point of articulation of

the [t], and this can sometimes lead to production of a weakened

form [hr] in pronunciations such as [hru] 'through' Gm2, also in

[hru] 'true' Gm2. Alternatively, it is possible to find assibilation, as

in the pronunciation [tsri] 'three' Rf9.

Aside from [tr] combinations, examples of stopped realizations of

/e/ come from two Roatan speakers and one Utilian: [tankful]

'thankful', [tDt] 'thought', [tirjk] 'think' Rf2, [tig] 'think' Rm9; [tatj]

'thatch' Um2. Rf2 also produces examples of syllable-initial [t] for /e/:

[enetir)] 'anything', [stil] 'Ethel', [mstodis] 'Methodist'.

Much more common than stop realizations of /8/ is the

production of a [d] allophone of initial A number of speakers

produce 'stopped' pronunciations such as [de] 'they' and [diz] 'these',

but for all these speakers, the production of initial [d] in place of [S]

is variable, and is not predominant. It is true to say that initial 'TH

stopping' is found among Roatan and Utila speakers, both black and

white. But often, initial /&/ is absent altogether. Apheresis of 79/ in

the words 'than', 'that', 'they' and 'these' is especially common.

Intervocalically, there is a greater tendency towards TH stopping.

9/20 Roatan speakers produce [d] in mother and 9/20 also produce

[d] in brother, and 6/20 have [d] in both word-list items. But none of

the Utila speakers have [d] in either word.
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Overall, the incidence of alveolar fricatives is much higher than

one would expect in Caribbean speech, and is yet another indication

that BIE is the result of early mixing of British dialects with creole

English. As far as the British element in Anglo-Caribbean is concerned,

the evidence points to dialects in which t/e and d/& distinctions were

clearly preserved. This argues rather strongly against an important

Southern Irish element in Anglo-Caribbean.

/r/ Dropping and Weakening

An important division in English dialect types is between 'rhotic'

and 'non-rhotic' dialects. The former type generally preserves /r/ in

all positions. In non-rhotic dialects, on the other hand, /r/ is only

pronounced word-initially and before a vowel. In the British Isles, the

present-day speech of most of England and Wales is non-rhotic (S.W

England and parts of Lancashire and the northwest Midlands being

the exceptions), while Irish and Scottish accents are rhotic. In this

respect, Scottish and Irish accents preserve an older pronunciation, in

which [r] was not restricted to initial and pre-vocalic positions. In

Middle English, /r/ was probably pronounced as an alveolar trill or

tap, but the consonant was subject to a process of weakening, so that

by the 17 th. century, the most common allophone used word-finally

and before consonants was probably the alveolar approximant [j]. By

the end of the 18th. century, this postvocalic [j] had disappeared in

the educated speech of southeast England, but [j] was still used

word-initially and prevocalically, which is the situation in present-

day RP (Gimson, 1989: 210).
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In the Caribbean, rhoticity is generally variable in individual

dialects, although the Trinidad accent is described by Wells as non-

rhotic, and that of Barbados as fully rhotic. In basilectal JC, /r/ is

absent in a final unstressed syllable in words like LETTER and

preconsonantally in words like NURSE, START or NORTH, /r/ is

phonetically realized word-finally in words of the NEAR, SQUARE and

CURE classes. The tendency to pronounce /r/ is greater in mesolectal

and acrolectal speech. Wells (76) refers to Jamaican speech in general

as 'semi-rhotic', since /r/ is retained word finally (except in unstressed

syllables), but is lost before a consonant.

If Wells' characterization of Barbadian speech as 'fully rhotic' is

correct, then BIE could be described as somewhere between semi-rhotic

and fully-rhotic. Speakers whose speech shows only slight Creole

influence in morphosyntax (low indices of zero verb marking in past

contexts, zero plurals, etc.) tend to pronounce /r/ in all contexts. The

accent of these speakers, mainly white, can be described as fully

rhotic. On the other hand, in speech which is more strongly creole-

influenced, /r/ is not pronounced in unstressed syllables in words of

the LETTER class and is variably present in preconsonantal contexts.

As in Jamaican, historical /r/ is generally retained in words of the

NEAR, SQUARE and CURE classes, although apocope is common in

frequently used words such as 'here' and 'there'.

The above is a summary based on impressions and observation

based on interviews and fieldnotes. There are in fact many more

instances of the absence of [r] in the interviews than one would

anticipate on the basis of the word-list data, analyzed below. Words

which are realized with phonetic [r] in the word-list may be realized
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without [r] in the less monitored style of the interview. Thus, for 'girl'

and 'poor', speaker Rf8 has [gjAr] and [po:r] in the word-list, but [gel]

and [po:] in the interview. Examples like this could be multiplied.

Nevertheless, the fact that the word-list represents a highly monitored

style enables us to answer the question of whether /r/ is present

underlyingly for all speakers, even if it is often not realized in more

casual styles.

The three crucial /r/ environments which the word-lists allow us to

examine are:

(1) word-fmal (equivalent to a following pause, and an indicator

of the likely patterning before a word beginning with a

consonant)

(2) preceding a word-final consonant

(3) word-final in an unstressed syllable

As far as the first two environments are concerned, a statement

that /r/ is present underlyingly for both Utila and Roatan speakers

seems incontrovertible. From the word-list items girl, bird, hair, where

(Utila only), here , there , year, air (Roatan only) car, poor , there are

only a few instances of r-less pronunciations. These occur in the cases

of where (Ufl), poor (Ufl), also here (Um2) and fire (Uml, Um2). The

last occurred in the context of a response ([neit which had the

effect of removing stress from here , /r/ is invariably pronounced in

the words of the second class: hard, learn , burn. Roatan speakers have

categorical /r/ realization in environments 1 and 2 without

exception. --K, ^
.
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Considering Utila, in environment 3 - the words mother, brother.

water , and butter - final [r] is present on the surface for 31/40 total

realizations, assuming that an [r]-tinged vowel indicates underlying

/r/ in this environment. The cases of [r] absence are acounted for by

speakers Uml-B (3) and Ufl-B (2), Uf2-W (3), and Uf5-B (1).

For Roatan, final [r] is present for 41/60 total realizations in

environment 3. The cases of [r] absence are accounted for by 9/20

speakers, all black, of whom 3 have categorical [r] absence in the

words mother, brother and water: Rm3-B, Rm9-B, Rf4-B.

Clearly, the only environment in which underlying /r/ is

questionable for certain speakers is word final in an unstressed

syllable. In this respect, the word fire patterns with the other words

with an unstressed final syllable; 2/10 Utila speakers and 5/17 Roatan

speakers account for the cases of [r] absence and these are the same

speakers (with one exception) who do not pronounce [r] in

environment 3. .

The patterns for Utila and Roatan are remarkably similar. The

speakers for whom [r] dropping has been observed in the word-lists in

environment 3 or (minimally) in environment 1 are all speakers with

a significant presence of creole-derived grammatical features in their

speech. It is tempting to suggest that individuals whose speech

contains little Creole influence do not drop [r], but this is not strictly

accurate, as the interview transcripts reveal that they may do so, but

only in environment 3. Thus, for example, Rfll-W produces [kajpnta]

'carpenter' and [fajma] 'farmer'.

A high rate of [r] retention is, however, characteristic of white

speech in general. If there is a linear connection between present day
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(white) BIE and Anglo-Caribbean, a high rate of [r] retention would,

indeed, be expected. The Anglo-Caribbean koine took shape in the

Cayman Islands in the first 40-50 years of settlement, between 1740

and 1790; at that time, non-rhotacism had not yet become the norm

in the southern counties of England, and non-cultured speech was

therefore rhotic in all parts of the British Isles. Creole speakers in

Caymans would have acquired a rhotic accent from the British dialect

speakers, but a greater tendency to weaken final consonants and

simplify clusters meant that black speakers' speech remained semi-

rhotic in nature, although more strongly rhotic than that of their

counterparts in Jamaica who had less contact with whites.

It is possible to go slightly further than this, and suggest not only

that 18th. century English dialects were still mainly rhotic, but also

that the quality of the /r/ may in many cases have been the retroflex

alveolar approximant [jj. In the present century, retroflex r is

associated with southwest England, but it is likely to have once been

more extensive. The popular stereotype of pirates' speech rests on this

very feature. Perhaps /r/ retroflexion was one of the salient features of

early Anglo-Caribbean. If this was so, are there any traces in BIE?

My interview transcripts do not contain much information at this

level of phonetic detail, the main distinction registered being that of

/r/ realization versus non-realization, but some instances of [jj. are

recorded. These are clear cases in which a more perceptually salient

/r/ realization has been achieved by a slight retroflexion of the

tongue-tip, in the process of which the preceding vowel is lengthened

and given a distinctive coloration. All recorded instances occur in
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environments 1 and 2. There is a tendency for U] to occur utterance-

finally, but it may be used whenever a degree of emphasis is desired.

1 . he did it for seven or eight years [jilv^S ] (Uml)

2. you'd never see them again till you go to some store [stOIAv^J (Uml)

3. Sure [Joi^ ] (Uml)

4. people here [hlllw^ ] used to live hundred and seven hundred and six hundred

and five hundred and three years (Uml)

5. [ju got aW nAf hai^s tA fol Sat big women] = 'you got have

enough nerves to full that big woman' (Rm7)

6. [a na loit 3s no^z a dis a dis i wah bad p^^eiz] = 'I not got the

nerves a this a this is one bad place.' (Rm7)

The last example is interesting in that it illustrates r/1 substitution,

and also provides an example of [j^ occurring in an initial

consonant cluster.

To end this section, some observations will be made on 'epenthetic

r'. A salient feature of BIE which has already been discussed is

diphthongization and breaking of the vowel before /r/. As explained,

this process is a natural extension of vowel lengthening, and the pre-

/r/ environment is highly favorable to vowel lengthening in English

generally. This association between the presence of realized [r] and a

preceding long vowel may help to explain the common BIE

pronunciation of 'coast' as [kous], where the /r/ is an 'intrusive r'.
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It is worth noting that in ships' logs of the 17th. century, spellings

like 'carseir and 'Marster' are found (Matthews, 1935: 237). Wakelin

(1986) observes that in SW English dialects, /r/ is lost by assimilation

before /s(t)/ and /z/ in words such as curse, furze, and horse. The

spellings cited by Matthews can thus be seen as hypercorrections. In

Creole, a similar process of /r/ assimilation leads to the pronunciation

of 'first' as [fAs]. The insertion of [r] in 'coast' is a example of

hypercorrection, probably motivated by the desire to avoid the

basilectal pronunciation [kos].

Cases of 'r insertion' generally have a natural phonetic

explanation, although lexical conditioning may also play a role. Two

white speakers appear to have a productive process of /r/ insertion

which operates intervocalically. Speaker RmlO converts [t>v] 'of to

[dj], and Uf2 converts [bikD(z)] 'because' to [bikDj] .

7. you more experienced than me [blkoj] a doctor or a [stjen] (='trained')

nurse knows more than a someone that jus picked that up (Uf2)

8. yeh the majority [dj] em round here raise hog (RmlO)

Such examples seem quite normal in the context of non-rhotic

English dialects generally. Wells ( 227) in fact lists [ej] as a prevocalic

alternant of the word 'of which is found in a number of areas of

England. What is actually happening there and in the BIE examples is

the insertion of [r] to avoid hiatus, given that 'because' routinely loses

its final [s] and that 'of is normally reduced to [a]. The 'r insertion'

in these cases can be referred to as 'sandhi r'.
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Aspirate Realization of /w/ as Thwl

Some dialects of Modern English preserve a reflex of the OE

distinction between a voiced and a voiceless labial-velar fricative. In

these dialects, the words 'witch' and 'which' (OE 'wicca' and 'hwilc')

contrast in their initial consonants, with voiceless /m/ being used in

words spelled with 'wh-' (coresponding to OE 'hw-') and /w/ otherwise.

/m/ is commonly realized as [hw], since the voiceless sound is

normally accompanied by aspiration. The contrast between /w/ and

/hw/ (=/m/) was lost in educated southern English speech in the late

18th. century (Gimson, 1989: 217); this change is referred to by Wells

(1982) as 'glide cluster reduction'.

Although some careful RP speakers still produce [hw] in a stressed

wh- word and [w] in words without stress, it is only in Scotland and

Ireland and the extreme north-east of England that the aspirate

pronunciation is consistently retained in stressed wh- words by most

speakers (although Thomas 1984: 187 states that it is also found in

Wales, as a result of Welsh language influence). The aspirated vs.

unaspirated distinction is still made by many speakers in New

Zealand (Wells: 610), the US (ibid: 230) and Canada (ibid: 495),

although it appears to be receding, and is only fully stable in

Scotland (Lass, 1987: 93). The retention of the feature in New Zealand

and certain parts of North America would appear to be linked to a

large Scottish element in the population.

In the West Indies, glide cluster reduction is 'usual' (Wells: 570).

This would seem to imply that [hw] does occur among a few West
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Indian speakers, although it is unclear who such speakers are and

whether it is any more than sporadic.

It would be incorrect to claim that [hw] is the usual pronunciation

of initial /w/ in BIE, but sufficient instances occur in the data to

suggest that its appearance is not due to chance, and that in this

respect, as in a number of others, BIE stands apart from most other

Caribbean English dialects.

[hwat] Uml, [hwat] Rm7, [hwa] Rf3, Rm8 (x2), [hWA] Rmll 'what'

[hwen] Uml, Rf3, Rf4 'when'

[hweij] Uf2, [hwe] Gml 'where'

[hwai] Rf3, [hWBi] Rm8 'why'

Of these words, where appears as a separate item in the Utila

version of the word-list. Of the eleven speakers (ten from Utila and

one from Roatan) who record the word, only one pronounces the

initial sound as [hw]. A possible explanation may be that 9/11 have

[e] as the following vowel, the relatively close vowel having an

inhibiting effect on production of an aspirate. But it is clear that in

any case, [hw] is comparatively rare. On the other hand, the fact

that all the instances of [hw] cited above are in function words,

which are normally unstressed, may suggest that there is a greater

likelihood that in normally stressed words, wh- will be pronounced

[hw]. This inference is based on a remark in Wells (1982: 229), made

with reference to standard accents: 'Words such as which, when, why

are often unstressed, and then pronounced with plain /w/ by those

who would use /hw/ for the same word in stressed position.'
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Unfortunately, there is a lack of data to test whether this also applies

in BIE. The few instances of non-function words with initial wh- do

not, however, include any cases of [hw]:

[neil] 'whale' Um2

[©pin kDif ] 'whooping cough' Rf1

1

[wilk] 'whelk' Rfll

These few examples illustrate that the realization or non-

realization of initial /w/, and the shape it takes, are subject to a

number of factors. Allophonic conditioning accounts for the initial

[H] in 'whale'. In the case of 'whooping cough', initial /w/ may not

have been present in the input varieties to BIE, and the pronunciation

may thus represent a case of /h/ dropping with respect to an original

[hopln koif]. The case of 'whelk' is interesting, since the Scots form is

[welk] (Jones, 1956: 380). The BIE pronunciation of this word is

therefore consistent with a Scottish source for [hw] in the words in

which it occurs.

In view of the fact that [hw] and [w] exist as variants for a

number of speakers, the safest conclusion is that [hw] represents the

survival of an older pronunciation, which was once current

throughout the British Isles. On the assumption that this

pronunciation disappeared first in the south-east of England, the

survival of piw] in BIE is probably due to a predominant influence of

other regional dialects, particularly northern and Scottish dialects, in

the Anglo-Caribbean koine.
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Velar Palatalization

A characteristic feature of most Caribbean Englishes, as well as

rural Hiberno-English and 'tidewater speech' in Virginia and the

Carolinas (Kurath and Mc. David, 1961: 175) is the palatalization of

velar stops in words like 'cap' or 'garden', which results in the

realizations [kjap] and [gjaidn], respectively. Palatalization occurs

mainly in two types of context: ( 1 ) when the velar is followed by [a]

in words where [a] is the reflex of present-day RP [ae], and (b) when

the velar is followed by [a:] in words where [a:] is the reflex of RP [a:].

The palatalization of a velar stop followed by [a(i)] is a feature of

BIE which is shared by all speakers. A few examples taken at random

will illustrate its lexical distribution.

[kjapten] 'captain' Rfll, Gm2

[kjabcn] 'cabin' Um3

[kjainse] 'cancer' Uf2,

[kjainsilm] 'cancelling' Uf2

[kjaibec^] 'cabbage' Uf7

[gjailik] 'garlic' Rfl2

[gjArl] 'girl' Rm7

The example of [gjArl] is a typical one, although it may be that

palatalization in this word is restricted to Roatan speakers. In the

word-list, 13/18 Roatan speakers have an initial palatalized stop in

sill, while none of the Utilians do. Vowel quality in 'girl' varies

between [i], [s], [s] and [a], indicating the absence of neutralization
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of front and back distinctions before /r/, and perhaps uncertainty

concerning vowel quality. But it seems likely that for speakers who

have velar palatalization in the context of a low central vowel, the

underlying representation is /gArl/. There are examples in EDGI of

palatal glides before central vowels.

The /ae, a:/ phonemic split in RP dates from the end of the end of

the 17th. century, and was the result of what Wells terms 'Pre-

Fricative Lengthening' (1982: 203-206). During the 17th. century, a

word like calf came to be pronounced with long [a:], which later

developed into the /a:/ phoneme. West Indian Englishes participated

in the vowel lengthening, but not in the qualitative vowel change

which affected RP.

The paradigm case for BIE is illustrated by calf and cough . In calf.

all 29 BIE word-list tokens have a palatalized velar and a long vowel

(generally a centralized [a]). In 3/29 cases, the vowel quality

approaches RP [a:], but as in the case of 'girl' discussed above, velar

palatalization in these cases can be assumed to be based on an

underlying non-back vowel. In contrast, there is no velar

palatalization in cough , although again, the vowel is consistently

back and long. The fact that the long vowel is [di] in 26/28 cases

illustrates the extension of Pre-Fricative Lengthening to this vowel,

which in RP is short in all environments. It would be interesting to

examine in more detail the conditioning of length by a following

fricative in a range of BIE vowels.

In contrast to these predictable cases, there are certain words in

which the velar stop is not palatalized where this might be expected

to happen:
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[kereb] 'Carib' Uf2

[kairdi:] 'Cardy' - a proper name. Uf2

The most conspicuous exceptional case is that of car. Not once in

the word-list is the velar palatalized in 'car', in contrast to cat, which

has palatahzed [kj] in 27/28 cases. The explanation for this may

possibly lie in the very late introduction of cars to the islands (still

unknown in Guanaja in 1992), and the association of the word with

an American English pronunciation. Spanish 'carro' may also have

been influential.

An interesting case is that of 'can' and 'can't'. The latter is usually

pronounced [kjain] or [kjai], whereas 'can', when it is used at all,

tends to appear as [kan]. This is a reversal of the usual pattern in

which the unpalatalized form corresponds to the RP back vowel

variant in minimal pairs. In this case, of course, the back vowel is RP

/a:/ rather than /x>/ or /d:/, and the origins of the palatalized variant

are different than in the cases described above. Since there is no

phonemic distinction between front /a/ and back /a/ in BIE, the

palatalization of the velar consonant, together with vowel length,

serves to distinguish the members of this particular pair. This is a

Caribbean English innovation, since in Hiberno-English and other

accents where the vowels in TRAP and PALM are the same, the only

feature distinguishing 'can' and 'can't' is the often indistinct final

consonant /t/ in the latter.

An explanation for velar palatalization in JC is offered by Cassidy

and Le Page (1981). In some seventeenth century metropolitan
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dialects, ME short o ( EME [o], later evolving to [d]) had partially

merged with ME a ([a]), so that 'God' sometimes rhymed with 'bad'.

At around the same time, long /a:/, as in 'card', contrasted with /o:/,

as in 'cord'. In early Jamaican Creole, the similarity between these

sounds resulted in full merger between the members of the respective

pairs of long and short vowels, giving rise to the phonemes /a/ and

/a:/. This merger gave rise to problems in differentiating the members

of pairs such as 'cot' and 'cat' and 'cord' and 'card'.

Palatalization arose as a means of avoiding homonymy between

such pairs of words. A palatal glide was inserted after the velar stop

in those words which in the metropolitan contact varieties had the

more fronted [a] or [a:] vowels, but was omitted in words with

original back vowels. Hence, in the present-day JC basilect, [kja:d]

'card' contrasts minimally with [ka:d] 'cord' and [kat] 'cot' with

[kjat] 'cat'. Patrick (1992) has verified that the incidence of

palatalized velars in present-day Jamaican mesolectal speech closely

adheres to the distribution predicted on the basis of differing vowel

sources, precisely as described by Cassidy and Le Page.

Palatalization of initial velar stops existed already in English

dialects at the time of first British settlement in the Caribbean. In

1653, the orthoeptist Wallis cited the forms cyan, gyet, and begyin

(Strang, 1970: 118), noting that this was a typical Midlands feature.

Jamaican English thus took over what was still a living distinction

marking a difference between words in which a velar stop was

followed by a front or a back vowel. Indeed, palatalized velars before

front vowels 'became the accepted polite usage in the eighteenth

century, and survived in old-fashioned speech until the beginning of
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the prsent century' (Cassidy and Le Page, Iviii). In Jamaican Creole,

this allophonic distinction based on velar palatalization retained its

usefulness due to the existence of vowel mergers, while in most post-

eighteenth century metropolitan dialects, the relevant back and front

vowels were already clearly distinct, and velar palatalization

gradually disappeared in consequence.

An exception was southern Ireland, where the opposition between

unrounded /a, a:/ and rounded /d, d:/, corresponding respectively to

non-back and back vowels, was only weakly established, due to a

tendency to unrounding of the latter. In Hiberno-English, velar

palatalization would therefore have carried a higher functional load

than in other dialects, and in this respect offers a close parallel with

emerging JC. In both, velar palatalization follows a very similar

pattern, and for identical motivations. In view of the known presence

of significant numbers of Irish in Jamaica as early as 1670, an influx

which resulted in a high degree of racial mixing [see 'Williams (1932):

'Whence the Black Irish of Jamaica?'], i it is tempting to ascribe velar

palatalization in JC to the direct influence of Hiberno-Enghsh. This is

the suggestion made in Bailey (1982). A problem with this is that it

does not readily explain why the phenomenon is also found in

Caribbean Englishes which received little or no direct input from Irish

English.

1 Williams (1932, 55) examines the names of the 717 property-owners listed
in a 1670 report made by Jamaica Governor Sir Thomas Modyford to Lord
Arlington, and finds that well over 10% had Irish names. On the assumption
that most Irish at this period would have been servants, this percentage
would considerably underestimate the actual proportion of Irish in the
Jamaica population of the time.
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Against the hypothesis of a Hiberno-English origin for the feature,

some creoUsts posit a substrate source, given that palataUzation of

/k, g/ before front vowels occurs in Akan languages (AUeyne, 1980).

Substrate influence of this kind is most plausible in the case of the

'radical' Creoles of Surinam. A substrate hypothesis cannot, however,

explain the lexical distribution of the feature, since as pointed out

above, velar palatalization in JC applies to words with ME short /a/,

such as 'cat', but not to words with ME /o/ or /au/, such as 'cot' or

'caught'. On the other hand, superstrate influence from 17th. century

dialects with velar palatalization before front vowels could explain

the facts, providing it can be shown that in these dialects, velar

palatalization was motivated by the need to distinguish words with

back and non-back vowels at a time when the vowel system was itself

in flux. As a solution to the problem, palatalization of velars before

the front vowels /i , i , e , e / would have been extended to cases of

both short and long /a/, which may or may not have been notably

fronted or raised, but was at least non-back in quality. A

phonological rule for word-initial velar palatalization was applied,

with variation in frequency across dialects:

+obs

-cont +syll

-cor +cor / # -back

-ant

This rule served the purposes of lexical disambiguation and

preservation of the historical lexical sets with contrasting front and
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back vowels by speakers of metropolitan Englishes at the time when

vowel mergers were creating the possibility of lexical ambiguities

arising. Later generations of speakers would simply have acquired the

words with velar palatalization before /a/ as given lexical forms.

It is clear, then, that 17th.- 18th. century British and Irish speech

could have provided fairly consistent models for the spread of velar

palatalization before /a/. The 17th. century Anglo-Caribbean koine

would have generally retained the phonemic distinctions between

back /d/ and non-back /a/, but would nevertheless have kept initial

velar palatalization in words belonging to a particular lexical subset.

Early JC speakers in turn inherited the lexical subset defined by velar

palatalization from the Anglo-Caribbean superstrate, but without

adopting the vowel distinction marking off members of this lexical set

(i.e. having a low non-back vowel as distinct from a low back vowel

with rounding). The motivation behind the phonological rule which

had given rise to velar palatalization in metropolitan Englishes (and

which we can assume was also operative to some extent in 17th- 18th.

century Anglo-Caribbean) was lost in JC and other Caribbean Creoles,

but the forms to which the rule applied conformed to the local

superstrate pattern of the time.

Assuming the validity of the above theoretical account of the

origins of velar palatalization in early Anglo-Caribbean, it is

unsurprising to find that in general, it affects the same subset of

words in BIE as in JC or in Hiberno-English.
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Conclusion

The phenomena examined in the present chapter offer preliminary

evidence for the presence of two contrasting elements in BIE. The

influence of Creole on black BIE is evidenced by variable processes of r-

reduction and stopped realizations of the interdental fricatives. Such

processes are less in evidence in white speech. It is likely that older

Anglo-Caribbean was a fully rhotic dialect. Likewise, there is evidence

from white BIE that in Anglo-Caribbean, interdental fricatives were

clearly kept distinct from apico-alveolar fricatives. The distinction is

consistently retained by the majority of white speakers, and to a

considerable extent also by speakers of black BIE, demonstrating the

effect of convergence with white speech.

Older British pronunciations are also in evidence. One feature is

the pronunciation of /w/ with aspiration: [hw]. This was formerly

common throughout the British Isles, but is now restricted in the

main to Scotland. Its partial retention in BIE is an indication of the

wider distribution of the feature in the British Isles in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, and is also possibly an indication of a

significant Scottish, or at least north British, influence, since the

aspirated form has been most resistant there. The palatalization of

velars is an archaic British dialectal feature which is found

throughout the Caribbean. Its retention is symptomatic of the

absence of the normalizing influence which caused loss of velar

palatalization in southern Britain and in the US during the

nineteenth century.



CHAPTER 7

BIE VOWELS

Introduction

Accents of English are principally distinguished by diferences in

the vowel inventory and differences in the realization and

distribution of phonemes. The word-list approach to the description

of accents by Wells (1982) is specifically designed to classify accents

on this basis. The substance of the present chapter is an analysis of

BIE within this framework, taking due account of interspeaker

variability.

Most of the items included in the word-list given in Chapter 5 were

chosen on the grounds that they enabled systematic comparison of

vowel realizations in various phonological contexts. The features

examined in the present chapter are now listed.

( 1) the NURSE vowel, which in RP is /3:/, and in Gen. Am. /sr/ or an

r-colored /3/: numbers 4, 6, 22, 34, 51.

(2) a tendency to merger of front mid and close vowels in the

environment of a following /r/: 17-20 and 23.

(3) raising and lowering of front vowels in other environments : 37,

43, 53, 63.

(4) tendency to merger of [e] and [a].

188
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(5) the area of vowel space indicated by /a/, /d/, /d/ and /a/ : 40-

41, 46-48, 55-56 and 64.

(6) possible merger between /u/, /o/ and /o/: 21, 38, 42, 50, 57, 58.

(7) variation in the /ao/ diphthong: 9, 10, 16, 29.

(8 ) possible merger of the /di/ diphthong with the /ai/ diphthong:

39, 65.

(9) the /ai/ diphthong: numbers 11-15 inclusive, 24-27, 7, 30, 49, and

61, together with number 52, 'fire'.

In cases 1-8, data from the word-lists was supplemented by

transcribed data from interviews where available, and also from

fieldnotes. In the case of feature 9, the /ai/ diphthong, there was a

sufficient number of examples in the word-lists to enable analysis on

this basis alone.

Variable Vowels in the Environment of a Following -r

(NURSE words: 4, 6, 22, 34, 51)

In general, BIE can be classified as 'rhotic', meaning that /r/ is

pronounced before a following consonant and word-finally followed

by a pause, in contrast to 'non-rhotic' accents in which the /r/ is

absent in these environments. Although all speakers have /r/ in all

NURSE words in the word-list, preconsonantal [j] is occasionally

absent for a few speakers in the interview. This is particularly marked

in the case of Rf8, Rm7 and Rm9 (all bBIE). Among these speakers,

•work' appears in the r-less forms [wAk] [wBik], [wa:k] and [wDikn].
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Rf8 also has [wdiI] = world, and [f is] = first. As the examples show,

vowel length varies even where 'r' is not realized.

The NURSE vowel is very varied in quality. A mid-open central

vowel with a quality similar to [3] is, however, rare. In third, the

vowels [1] or [i] predominate, although some Roatan speakers have

[a]. In girl and bird . Roatan speakers are about evenly divided

between [a] and [i]. Utilians are also divided between [a] and [i],

with the balance in favor of [i]; it is possible that this is gender-

linked, with 3/4 men having [a] in .girl and 2/4 in bird, and only 2/6

women having [a] in both words. A more likely hypothesis is that it is

age-linked, since the three oldest Utilians in the sample (aged between

69 and 86) all have [a] in both words, and between the other seven

Utilian speakers there are only 3/14 incidences of vowels similar in

quality to [a]. There is no suggestion that the incidence of [a] is age-

linked in Roatan. From the available evidence, it seems likely that [a]

is the older form, with shift towards a fronter vowel diffusing through

lexemes at different rates for different speakers.

Data on burn is scant for Roatan, but [a] again predominates. This

is also the case for 3/4 Utila men, but 5/6 women have [e] or [i]

(3 of the 6 have the [e] vowel in burn and learn and [i] in third , girl

and bird). My Utila field-notes also contain [bDjn] for 'burn' as well

as [d] in 'furniture', 'murder', and 'curve'. A rounded pronunciation

appears to be more widespread on Utila in words spelled with 'ur'

than in other NURSE words. [tDJtil] for 'turtle' is recorded for Roatan.

Learn elicits the most varied vowels, the main distinctions lying

between a low back vowel [d(:)] or [a(:)], a low-mid unrounded

vowel in the area of [a(i)], and vowels with a relatively fronted
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quality: [e(:)], or One Utilian speaker produced a

'standard' [3:]. 12/18 Roatan speakers produce a low back vowel, but

only two of the Utilians do so, both men who are the most consistent

[a] users in other words in the set. 5/6 Utilian women have the

'fronted' vowels [e] or[i], but only 3/18 Roatanians have [s] and none

have [i]. The remaining balance of 5 incidences of [a] are divided

between the two islands. It seems realistic to view this pronunciation,

intermediate in nature, as a compromise between the two main types.

The hypothesis that the usual older form for the NURSE vowel is

[a], with [D/a] as a common variant in the case of learn and some

other words, can be examined by looking at the interview material.

The oldest Roatan speaker interviewed - a white woman aged 79 in

1990 - has the [a] vowel in 'thirteen', 'girlfriend', 'first', 'heard', and

'personally' (pronounced [pAJSAn^le]), besides the very usual [hAj].

The oldest Roatan male (Rml-W), 79 in 1991, has [kcnwA^ld] for

'converted' and [aniwArsje] for 'anniversary'. The oldest Guanaja

speaker (Gml-W), aged 77, has [djh] for 'earn', [iDjnd] for 'learned',

[wDk] for 'work' and [a] in 'heard' and 'first'. The oldest Utila

speaker, a 86 year old white woman who participated in the interview

with her daughter, also produced [a] in the word-lists for ^1, bird

and (exceptionally for Utila) third . Unfortunately, there was too little

interview material to derive further examples from this speaker, who

was described to me as someone who spoke 'like the old Caymanians'.

Material from the interview with Ufl included contributions by her

mother, a colored woman aged 78: of note here is [hDJt] for 'hurt', a

pronunciation which is 'marked' in the context of Utila.
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Examination of other interviews reveals variation between 'front'

fe] /[i] and 'back' [a], [d], or [t>] variants, the same word sometimes

appearing with both types of pronunciation from the same speaker.

This occurs with 'heard' (Rf9), 'third/thirty' (Rm7), and 'girl' (Rf2,

Rm7). Rm7 has a minimal pair contrast between 'nurse' [nijs] and

'nerves' [hdjs]. The word 'work' receives the most varied treatment;

thus, Rf3 and Rm7 have [le] as well as other front and back variants,

but not [a], presumably so as to avoid clash with 'walk'. A [r>] vowel

in NURSE words is characteristic of some colored speakers on Roatan,

but appears to be lexically restricted. It is found in 'learn' (Rf3),

'heard' (Rm9), 'hurt' (Rm7), and 'nerves' (Rm7). The r-less forms

[wDikn] for 'working' (Rm7) and [wt>:l] for 'world' (Rf8) are also

found.

The high incidence of [i] on Utila, extending for many speakers

even to burn and learn, and common 'hyper-pronunciations' such as

[cue] for 'church', suggest a more or less conscious attempt at

distancing from the backed and (particularly) backed and rounded

realizations which are common on Roatan. Backing and rounding of a

central vowel appears to be a general feature of Roatan speech, and

contributes much to the general impression of difference between the

island accents (see also next section). There are some indications from

older BIE speakers, both white and colored, that a [a] vowel represents

the traditional norm in NURSE words. This would seem to have

suffered most attrition in Utila, especially among females. It is

possible that change in the same direction is about to occur in

Roatan, given the existence of variation within some individual words

noted above.
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It is interesting that all 28 speakers distinguish the vowels in girl

and learn . 26/28 the vowels in third and learn , and 26/28 the vowels

in bird and learn . The general lack of convergence on a single central

vowel with the quality [9] or [3] is an indication of the lack of any

strong influence of either RP or GA in the development of BIE. The

various vowel qualities used for this vowel probably reflect the range

of speech patterns found among the 'founding generation', with [a]

being probably the dominant form inherited from earlier Anglo-

Caribbean. The rounded quality of [0] and [r>] is similar to the vowel

employed in CEC basilects throughout the Caribbean (except for

Barbados and the Bahamas - Wells, Chapter 7).

The NURSE vowel in BIE does not represent a distinct phoneme.

Nearly all speakers have a distinction between an /ir/ sequence in

words like third and the sequences in burn and learn. The vowel in

the latter two words also contrast for many speakers with the vowels

in girl and bird . The pattern of variation may be described by

allowing for two broadly distinct realizations of words in the NURSE

standard lexical set. These may differ in terms of frontness/backness

(Utila men and Roatan generally), height (Utila women), and both

the above features plus rounding (Roatan colored).

It is possible that Anglo-Caribbean always preserved certain

distinctions such as tiiese, perhaps as the result of British dialect

input with significant input from Scottish dialects in which the

'NURSE merger' did not take place. Alternatively, the existence of

divergent pronunciations in contemporary BIE may be largely due to

the influence of spelling, marking off words spelled with -ir- from

other NURSE words. On the otiier hand, the quasi-universality of back
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rounded vowels in this phonological environment in Caribbean

basilects, and the 'traditional' quality of [a] evidenced by the

prevalence of its use among the oldest BIE speakers, suggest that the

process of levelling in Anglo-Caribbean resulted in the selection of [aj]

in most, if not ail, words belonging to this lexical set. The extended

use of [s/i] vowels in this environment probably arose as an

independent development in some white varieties, motivated by

conscious distancing from the 'creole' type vowel.

Front Vowels in the Environment of a Following /r/

(17-20 and 23)

A characteristic of West Indian accents is the absence of a

distinction between the vowels in NEAR and SQUARE (Wells, 1982:157).

This reflects the situation in certain English dialects in the later

seventeenth century (Cassidy and Le Page 1980: xlvii). In RP, the

distinction is realized as /le/ versus /S9/, and in Gen American as /ir/

versus /er/. In West Indian dialects which preserve 'r' word-finally,

including JC, the FACE vowel is used for both. In the JC basilect, this

corresponds to [niej] and [skwiej], in the mesolect [neu] and

[skweij]. The opening diphthongs are not found in Eastern Caribbean

dialects.

The key words in the list are hair (17). where (18). here (19). there

(20) and year (23). These include the minimal pair here and hair,

which I will consider first.

The 'here'/'hair' 'minimal pair' is clearly distinguished by 6/9 Utila

speakers and by 6 of the 8 Roatan speakers who record both words.
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Decisions about what constitutes a clear distinction are complicated

by cases which differ only in the lengths of vowels constituting the

first and second elements of the diphthong. In a number of instances,

the second element was transcribed using a superscript, indicating a

brief offglide; the first element varied between short, half-long, and

long; there were also a few cases of vowel 'breaking' in which the two

vocalic elements are separated by a syllable boundary (see section on

diphthongization and breaking). Leaving aside these differences, there

remain 5/17 cases in which the members of the minimal pair are not

distinguished by virtue of vowel quality.

Realizations of the two words differ between Roatan and Utila. A

diphthongal pronunciation predominates in Utila (8/10 for here and

9/9 for hair ), but is relatively uncommon in Roatan (7/20 and 4/8

respectively). This difference is illustrated by the five speakers who

have identical vowels in both words: the Utilians have [e^] and

[eil/ei^], and the Roatanians have [e(:)].

Leaving aside distinctions due to the quality of the unstressed

second diphthongal element, which varies between [e], [i] and a

central vowel, it appears likely that a distinction between 'here' and

'hair' based on the quality of the stressed vowel can be made by a

majority of speakers, at least in monitored style. The dominant

vocalic element of here is [ii] for 19/30 speakers overall, and the

dominant vocalic element of hair is [e:] for 13/17. For both words,

the balance of cases is accounted for by lowering of the dominant

vocalic element, so that the two words are generally kept distinct.

Further insight into the [i/e] contrast before -r is afforded by the

words year (23). where (18), and there (20), although data for where
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for Roatan speakers is limited to 3 speakers. In partial compensation,

data is available from 12 Roatan speakers for the word air.

In Table 7-1, the height of the vowel or the first element of the

diphthong for each word is indicated. Here, as in succeeding tables,

the abbreviations Ro (Roatan) and Ut (Utila) are used.

TABLE 7-1: FRONT VOWELS IN THE ENVIRONMENT OF A FOLLOWING /r/

Vowel

height

[i] or |i]

[e]
. [e] or [e]

[e]
,
[ejor^e]

diphthongs

YEAR THERE WHERE AIR

Ro Ut Ro Ut Ro Ut Ro Ut

13 9 2

3 1 3 6 1 9 3

3 7 4 2 1 7

12 9 2 4 0 9 4

19 10 10 10 3 10 12

The results confirm the existence of a NEAR vs SQUARE distinction

in word-list style in BIE, already suggested by the majority distinction

between here and hair . The greater tendency to diphthongization in

Utila is also confirmed.

Field observations record both lowering and raising. There are

lowered monophthongal pronunciations of 'dare' [der], 'nearly'

[nerle] (both with retroflex /r/) and 'here' [he]. There are raised

pronunciations of the vowel before /r/ in 'kerosene' [kejosim]; 'where'
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- [wei] and [weir]; and 't±iere' [5i:r]. A wide range of variation in

vowel height is evidenced in the words 'here' and 'there'.

Raising and Lowering of Front Vowels in other Environments

The presence of a following /r/ has specific predictable effects on

front vowel quality. But raising and lowering of front vowels is also

observable in other contexts. Perhaps the most notable is the raised

realization of /e/ before a following nasal consonant, so that 'plane'

realized as [pliin] or with a vowel intermediate in quality betwen [e]

and [i] but with a fully fronted quality. This is a general process in

BIE, although the degree of raising which occurs differs between

individuals. A parallel process, pre-nasal raising of [i] to [i], is

examined under point (i) below.

Apart from the systematic effects of a following nasal or /r/, the

other examples of raising and lowering which can be observed are

lexically specific in their distribution, so that the examples will

simply be listed. The most common phenomena can be listed as

follows:

(i) [i] where SB has [i], as in the word 'in', often pronounced

[i:n]; also [hiim] 'him'.

(ii) [e] where SE has [e], as in [beid] 'bed'.

(iii) [i] where SE has [s], as in [pilikin] 'pelican' or [pik] for

'peck'.

(iv) [s] where SE has [i], as in [ef] 'if and [tel] 'till'.
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(v) [t] where SE has [e] or [ei] as in [tsk] 'take' and [mek]

'make'.

(vi) phonetic lowering of [e] to [s] as in [get] 'get' ,[s8k] 'sick',

[he^p] help'; also occasional more radical lowering to [a/a],

as in [naWa] 'never'.

' The word-list is actually of limited usefulness for examining

processes (i)-(vi), since the kinds of partial merger which occur are

lexically specific, and may appear in words other than those selected

for the lists. There are in fact no words in the list with SE /e/ apart

from those containing a following nasal, so process (v) can be

examined only from the interview material.

(i)/(iv) raising/lowering affecting KIT vowel A/ (items 63 big and 45:

citv) :

Roatan: 13/17 realizations of big, and 15/19 realizations of citv

have a vowel of standard height; the remaining realizations are only

slightly raised or slightly lowered, apart from one realization of big as

[big] (Rm8-M).

Utila: 10/10 realizations of citY have a vowel of standard height,

but in big, 7/10 realizations have a sHghtly more open vowel, i.e.

Allowing for the nature of the 'standard' for the /i/ vowel, which in

BIE is slightiy centralized relative to RP, the only general feature which

is suggested here is the tendency in Utila to produce a slightly more

open variant.
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(ii/iii) raising of DRESS vowel /£/ to [e] /[i] and/or (vi) lowering of

/£/:

The results for second (33), pencil (37) and well (43) are quite

clear: no raising or lowering occurs, except for one instance of raising

and one of lowering in the case of second . In both these latter

instances, the vowel is also backed. Variation on the front-back

dimension between [s] and a back vowel of the same height is

relatively common.

In the case of red, although data for Roatan is sparse (5 tokens),

there is some indication of a tendency to raising in 2/5 instances,

where the vowel is realized with breaking: [&}] and [e.e]. The Utila

vowel is uniformly [s].

In the absence of further information from the word-list on the

behavior of front vowels, judgements must be based primarily on

interview material. For this purpose, words exhibiting the raisings or

lowerings described above are grouped into three categories:

(A) production of vowels which are closer in quality than in SE:

higher and more fronted realizations of the front-mid vowels;

(B) 'crossover' of [t] and [i];

(C) lowering of [e] and [s].
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(A) Higher and More Fronted Realizations of the Front-mid Vowels

Raising of [s]:

[Sem] 'them' Rfll, [8e:m] Ufl; [Sen] 'then' Uf8, [Sein] Uf8; [wen]

'when' Gfl; [men] 'men' Gm2; [mene] Rf9, [mens] Rf4 'many'.

[seWen] 'seven' Rf3; [evjs] 'every' Gfl;

[herd] 'head' Gm3, [heid] Rm7;

[jed] 'red' Gm3; [jeid] Uf8; [se:d] 'said' Rfll, Gml; [bjeid] 'bread'

Ufl; [beid]
,
[bend] 'bed' Rf3;

[weib] 'web' Rm7

Other examples from fieldnotes are [evji] 'every', [jeid], [bed]
,

[e:da ] 'Eddie', [e:g] 'egg', [pensilz] (all Guanaja).

Comment : the raising of front vowels before a nasal consonant is a

fairly regular process. The other cases above involve a final voiced

stop or /W/.

Raising of [i]:

[5i:r)s] 'things' Rf3, RfS; [5iir)] Gm3, RfS
; [hiiz] 'his' Gfl, Gm2, Gm3,

Rfll, RmlO; [hi:m] 'him' Rf9, Rfll, [i:m] Rm7, [hi:m] RmS; [si:r)k] 'sink'

Gm2; [sims] 'since' Gm2;
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[big] Rfll; [sik] 'sick' Gm2; [hiikAp] 'hiccup' Rf3; [spit] 'spit' Rf3;

[hil] 'hill' Rm7, [hil] Rfll;

Comment : there is vowel raising before a nasal consonant, and

sporadically before other types of consonant.

(B) 'Crossover' of fe/e1 and [i 1

[5er)k] 'think' Gm2, Gm3; [Ssrjz] 'things' Ufl; [sens] 'since' Uf2;

[empjcDVin] 'improving' Rf9

[et] 'it' Ufl, Uf2, Uml, Um2, Rm7, Rm8, RmlO; [set] 'sit' Rm8,

[setoe/An] 'situation' Rf8;[betJ] 'bitch' Rm7; [Ses] 'this' Uml;

[Ick] 'lick' Uf2; [stek] 'stick' Rm7; [pek] 'pick' RmS

[sejAp] 'syrup' Gml

Also noted from interviews are: [wilk] 'whelk' Rfll; [spin] 'spend'

RmS; [mid3m] 'engine' Ufl; [jis] 'rest' Gfl; [bis] 'best' Rf2; [sins]

'cents' Rf2; [lif] 'left' Gml

Fieldnotes contain [wilk] (Roatan), [tin] 'ten' (Guanaja), [mstid]

'instead' and [kitil] 'kettle' (Utila); also [stek] 'stick', [jens] 'rinse',

[tep] 'tip' (Utila).

Comment: the lexical distribution of the front mid vowels reveals

pronunciations which are idiosyncratic vis a vis current SE. The

production of a lowered vowel in words like 'think' suggests that a

following nasal environment favors neutralization of distinctions. But

it is unclear why some words result in lower realizations, as in (B),
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while others result in raising, as in (A). It is difficult to offer a

linguistic explanation for this, and it is probable that individual

word-histories may hold the key in a number of the above cases. This

matter would require detailed study.

(C) lowering or centering of Tel

[&e] 'they' Gml, Gm2, Rf8, Rm8; [met] 'made' Rf4

[m£k] Rm8, Rm9, [mek] Gm3, Rf9; [mlk] Gml; [tsk] Gm3, RmS, Rm9;

[tik] RfS, RmS, Gfl; [tek] Gml; also [tjimbu] 'chamber' Gm2.

Fieldnotes (Ro) contain [jcz] 'raise', [pjcz] 'praise', [kjsze] ' 'crazy'.

Lowering of [e]:

je:t] 'yet' RfS; [geit] 'get' Rf3, Rf4, Um3, [gsits] Uf7; [seit] 'set' Um3;

[kep] 'kept' Uf7; [sepjetsd] 'separated' Rf3; [scl] 'sell' RmlO, RfS;

[helpm] Rf4, [helpm] Uml; [eleven] 'eleven' Uf7; [seWjel] 'several' Uf7.

[Sam] 'them' Uf2; [Man] 'when' RmS; [naWa] Uf7; [wenaWa] Um3;

[ngWa] [hdWd] 'never' [noWa] Rm7; [saV^n] 'seven' Uf7;

[jas] 'rest' Uf7; [ekspjas] 'express' Uf7; [badaj] 'better' Uf7

Comment: More open realizations of /e/ are characteristic of

monosyllabic environments in which the vowel is followed by a

voiceless stop or else by [z]. There is some inconsistency in vowel

quality in words like 'take' and 'make'; probably, variants with [1] and

[e] are characeristic of more 'creole' speech, as these pronunciations
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are a feature of JC. The lowering of the low-mid front vowel is purely

a matter of phonetic realization. It is particularly characteristic of

Utila.

Occasionally, lowerings of 'two steps' or more occur:

[i] may be lowered to [e]: [me] 'me' Ufl.

[i] may be lowered to [a/e]: [Bt] 'it' Uml; [at] Gml.

The case of the verb 'live' is interesting. We find [leid] 'lived' Rml;

[le:iv] Uf2, [le:W] Rf3; [liiz] 'lives' Gml. The semi-vocalic /W/ creates

instability in the preceding vowel: here, causing the vowel to become

lower and more centralized, sometimes, to become more close, as in

the examples in (A).

Variation between [g] and Ta]

(items 2 and 26)

Field observations had suggested that certain words with a front

vowel of low-mid quality in the reference accents are often

pronounced with a low-mid back vowel in BIE. Perhaps the

commonest of these is 'steady', commonly pronounced [stAdi] - the

final unstressed [i] is also characteristic in this and other words.

Other recorded examples of backing are [sAWn] 'seven' [wAnt] 'went',

and [sAkant] for 'second'
; [fAfte] for 'fifty' also occurs. The opposite

phenomenon is also attested: [Jet] 'shut', [ene^e] 'another', and

[bjede] for 'brother'. Second (item 26) and brother (2) were hence

included in the word-list, along with mother (1) as a 'control'.

As expected, the vowel in mother is generally of a low-mid back

quality, most commonly [a] , with a minority of cases of [b], and a
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few instances of [:•] among the Roatan informants. Brother is

uniformly pronounced with [a] by the UtiUan speakers. This is also

predominantly the case with Roatan speakers, with only three

significantly fronted instances: [c] Rm7 and Rm9, and [9] Rm4. It is

worthy of note that both Rm7 and Rm9 use [d] instead of 0] in this

word, illustrating the general point that certain 'non-standard'

features of pronunciation tend to co-occur at word-level. A fully

fronted [c] or a low central [q] in brother only occurs with

intervocalic [d] and not with |^]. However, in this word, there are

overall many more instances of the intervocalic stop than of the

fronted vowel, which suggests that while the former is phonologically

conditioned, the latter probably is not, and should be classed as a

sporadic lexically-conditioned variant of /a/.

In the case of second , a backed variant occurs in 2/10 instances for

Utila, but 5/7 instances for Roatan. The backed variants are \t] (five

instances), [b] and The unstressed vowel in the second syllable is

pronounced by most informants as [a], suggesting that vowel

harmony is probably the major factor in backing of [s] in this word.

To test the hypothesis that VH does predictably apply in this

particular phonological context, it would be necessary to accumulate

data on the words 'reckon' or 'check on', which contain parallel

phonological environments, but data for these words is unfortunately

not available. Further observations concernng vowel harmony effects

in BIE are made in a later section.

In connection with s/a variation, it is interesting that a back

variant exists for the past tense of 'set':
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'We [sot] the hen last night' = we set (or sat?) the hen on the eggs

last night.

It is unclear whether 'set' or 'sit' is meant in this instance, as the

possibility of confusion due to semantic overlap is compounded by

similarity in sound. The two verbs are often pronounced alike in the

present tense, as [set], by many speakers, an example of the 1/s

crossover discussed in a previous section. For those speakers for

whom, in addition, the past tense of both words is [sot], it is evident

that 'sit' and 'set' do not exist as independent lexical items in the

mental lexicon. The speaker (Rm8) who produces [sDtn] for 'sitting' in

the interview probably has the unitary representation [sot] for 'sit'

and 'set' in both past and non-past, assuming that distinctions of

tense exist at all in his grammar.

The pronunciation [cneSe] for 'another', noted above, can be

compared with JC /ada/ or /teda/ for English dialectal 't'other';

Cassidy and Le Page (1981: xlvi) explain the JC form as a Creole

development of Scots [iSar]. JC /breda/ and corresponding forms in

BIE and other Caribbean accents could presumably be explained in

the same manner, in relation to Scots [briber]. But we would then

expect [meda] or [mida] for 'mother', and this does not occur, at least

in BIE.

It is worth observing that [i] and [e] backing, as exemplified by

[fAfte] 'fifty' and [wAnt] 'went', are reminiscent of some varieties of

Scots. In general, as Cassidy and Le Page have pointed out, the

historical influence of a regional dialect may appear in parts of the

phonology of Creoles and creole-influenced speech.
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Low-back Vowels: The STRUT Vowel /U/. the THOUGHT Vowel /O/.

the LOT Vowel /A/ and the PALM Vowel /A/

(numbers 40-41, 46-48, 55-56 and 64)

A readily observable characteristic of much Roatan speech is a

pronounced back rounded quality. To some extent, this is due to the

low quality of the /ao/ vowel, which is often monophthongal and

nasalized (see below). But it is mainly due to the realization of words

from the THOUGHT class with a fully lowered back vowel which tends

to be rounded; the quality is salient because 'most accents agree with

the standard ones in having a mid to open back rounded

monophthong for this vowel' (Wells, 145). In contrast, some North

American accents have a low unrounded [a] in THOUGHT words, and

a three-way merger between LOT, PALM and THOUGHT. For BIE, the

main question is whether there is merger of the THOUGHT and LOT

classes, since rounding is generally consistent and is, indeed, more

salient than in most other accents of English. A LOT/THOUGHT

merger in /x>/ would make BIE similar to Barbadian in this respect, -

although Wells 1982: 585) notes that the THOUGHT vowel /d:/ is

longer than the LOT vowel /d/ in Barbadian, and neither is .

consistently rounded.

In a number of English Creole basilects in the Caribbean (e.g. in

Jamaica, Leeward Islands, Guyana), there is a four-way merger in [a]

of THOUGHT, LOT, PALM and TRAP. The STRUT vowel is also

commonly merged with NURSE in these varieties, generally as [c«/d]. In
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basilectal Trinidadian Creole, there is the possibiUty of further merger,

resulting in [d] for both STRUT/NURSE and THOUGHT/LOT.

In BIE, the contrast between 55 and 56, cough and calf, is

absolutely consistent. Overwhelmingly, speakers have [x>] in cough

and [a] in calf; three Roatan speakers have a more backed vowel in

calf, and one young Utilian has [a] in cough . There is no question of

a THOUGHT/PALM merger, nor indeed of a THOUGHT/TRAP merger.

However, THOUGHT and LOT are merged. The /x>/ phoneme is

frequently realized as an unrounded vowel in the area of [d] by some

speakers - see discussion below of ball and small .

The status of the /d/ phoneme is unquestionable. Bottle is

pronounced with [x>] by all but four speakers. Three of these have [a]

and the other a backed [a]. Two of these speakers are Utilians in their

early twenties, suggesting that the North American LOT/PALM merger

may be exerting some effect on younger speakers.

Ball and small , which belong to the THOUGHT class, with a vowel

[o] in RP, are uniformly pronounced with a fully back and lowered

vowel, generally /d/. The islands differ with respect to the unrounded

vowel [a]. It does not occur at all in either word in the Utilian

sample, but [a] accounts for 7/19 cases of bah in Roatan(the three

cases of small all have [d]). The use of the unrounded variety [a]

does not seem to be associated with any particular group in Roatan,

but its appearance here is no doubt due to influence from West

Caribbean Creole basilects. Wells (1973) shows that the RP vowels /a/

and /o/ are merged in /a/ in the Jamaican basilect. However, this

does not apply in BIE, as shown by the fact that none of the Roatan

speakers uses a more fronted low vowel, approaching a [a] quality.
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Such a vowel, if it occurred, would be associated with the /a/

phoneme. It can therefore be assumed that the [a] which frequendy

occurs in ball is a lexically-conditioned variant of /d/.

The STRUT words lungs and butter have vowels of contrasting

quality for 6/10 Utila speakers. For 4/6, the butter vowel has a fronter

quality and for 3/6 it is also more open. For two speakers, the only

difference, besides length, is rounding: [d] in lungs versus [a] in

butter. Of the 5 Roatan speakers who have butter , all have [a], i.e.

there is no lowering or rounding. This difference between Roatan and

Utila does not arise for the words mother and brother , which tend not

to have a lowered vowel (especially the latter, perhaps in avoidance

of association with the familiar interjection [bra]).

A salient inter-island difference is the existence of nasalization of

the vowel in lungs in Roatan. In this word, 4/20 Roatan speakers have

marked vowel nasalization; rather unexpectedly, these four speakers

have an unrounded vowel. Ten out of twenty Roatan speakers have a

low back vowel in this word - 4 have [d] and 3 have nasalized [a]. It

is noteworthy that all 7 Roatan speakers with a fully backed and

lowered vowel -[a/o] - are black. One Utila speaker has a slightly

lowered [d] in lungs.

In such cases, [a, d] and similar back vowels will be treated as

variants of /a/, conditioned by the following velar nasal.

Support for this in the interviews comes from the observation that

the [r>] variant occurs extensively before nasals in Roatan, giving

[onde] for 'under', [mone] for 'money', [gt>n] for 'gun', [jdi)] for

'young, [Di]kelz] for 'uncles'. There are also a few examples of the [d]

variant before a nasal from older colored speakers in Utila, for
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example, [sonde] for 'Sunday', and [ombjelaz] for 'umbrellas',

although a slightly higher variant [o] seems commoner in this

environment, [Dndsjstan] and [pone] being two examples.

Rounding may also occur in isolated words in which the following

consonant is not a nasal. A rounded variant [o] is common in 'rub',

so that 'rub' and 'rob' may overlap for many speakers. Also noted are

[kbt] and [kot] for 'cut', suggesting a partial neutralization of vowel

distinctions in the lower back vowel space.

In Utila, lowered and slightly advanced realizations of /a/ are very

common: [bet], [wen] and [ep] are standard pronunciations there for

'but', 'one' and 'up', and these are also fairly common variants in

Roatan. Further examples from Utila are [kiewB] for 'cover', [kem] for

'come', and [bBkit] for 'bucket'; [stBde] for 'study' and [medel] for

'muddle' are recorded from Roatan, and [lek] 'luck' from Guanaja.

This vowel can be seen as the norm, and can be disticguished from

uses of a low central /a/ in 'water'.

Item 41, 'water', was included on the list because of its folk-

linguistic status as an indicator of 'broad' speech, at least on Utila.

The 'broad' pronunciation is [wa::ta], with an extra-long vowel. In

view of its highly stigmatized status, it was not surprising to find no

instances of word-list tokens with the extra-long vowel, and only three

with [a]. Only one of these, Rf2-C (53), approximates the stigmatized

pronunciation, producing [wad''a]. The other two users are maximally

contrasting in age and ethnicity: Rml-W (79) and Uf4-C (22). Both

pronounce an unreduced vowel in the second syllable, but only the

79 year old white male produces a long [a:], as in the 'folk' variety, (it

seems that the other speaker is seeking to avoid the stigmatized form
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by making the vowel as short as possible). Apparently, the heavy

stigma attaching to [wa:ta] applies also to Jamaicans, since Wells

(1973, 65) cites no instances of it among the word-list responses to

this item by his London Jamaican sample, even though [wa:ta] is

listed as the JC (i.e. basilectal) form. In 12/20 cases, Roatan speakers

have [a(: )], while 7/20 have [o]. Utilians divide ethnically, with 4/5

whites having [d] and 4/5 coloreds having an unrounded vowel.

Occurrences of 'water' in the interview material are few, but there

is one notable instance of precisely the stigmatized [wa:ta], and it

comes from the 86 year old mentioned previously as 'talking

different, like old Caymanian'. This single unelicited instance suggests

that [wa:ta] is a 'traditional' pronunciation. In older Anglo-

Caribbean, it would have been associated with Creole.

In summary, the STRUT vowel /a/ is thus subject to a wide variety

of realizations. For Utilians, [o] is an allophone of /hi variably found

before a nasal or in a subset of words with Gen Am. /ar/, as explained

above in the section dealing with NURSE words. The same is true of

Roatan, although Roatanians have a greater tendency to produce [d]

or [d]. In other environments, [b] is usual in Utila and in white

Roatan speech, /a/ is subject to rounding with some degree of

lowering in certain monosyllabic words. There is potential merger of

/a / and /d/ for some speakers in words like 'cut' and 'cot' ('caught' is

definitively long and low), but this this is unlikely to cause confusion.

It is clear from the preceding discussion that there are two

phonemes, /a / and /d/, in the lower back quarter of the vowel space.

The non-existence of a /d/ phoneme, which has completely merged

with /D/, and the existence of a [d/d] allophone of /a/ before a
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following nasal or /r/ imply a degree of extension of /o/ into /a/

vowel space. Both phonemes, however, are generally distinct from /a/.

The lowering of /a / is only as far as [le], so that 'but' and 'bat' remain

distinct. Unrounding of /d/ occurs with some frequency, but this is

best treated as a realizational feature which does not reflect any

tendency to merger with /a/. For example, Rf4 produces [hAg] and

[hag] for 'hog'. On Guanaja, rounding and backing of /a/ was

observed: [bog] for 'bag' and [kAm bok] for 'come back', but this

appears exceptional and may even be lexically restricted to just these

two words (see discussion in Ch. 8).

While /a/ has undoubted phonemic status, its distribution differs

somewhat from the standard accents. It occurs variably in certain

words of the DRESS type, which have [s] in Gen. American, for

example, 'second' [sAken], and also [stDjn] for 'stern' (the latter

exhibiting the rounded allophone in the pre -r environment. This

phenomenon, discussed further in Chapter 8, would appear to be

another case of the rounding and backing described in this section

and which has been shown to affect also the NURSE vowel.

Tendencv to Merger between /u/. /o/ and /o/

(items 21, 38, 42, 50, 57, 58, 59)

RP and Gen. Am. distinguish words in the GOOSE class pronounced

with a close back vowel of /u/ quality from FOOT words, which are

pronounced with /©/. RP in addition maintains a distinction based

on length, the close vowel being longer.
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Instead of the /o/ phoneme found in Gen. Am., RP has the

diphthong /eo/ in words of the GOAT class. Conservative RP also has

a diphthong in words of the PURE class, representing the marginal

phoneme /oe/, although Wells notes that most speakers nowadays

have merged this phoneme with /o:/. Gen. Am. here has /q/ followed

by /r/, therefore there is no vocalic opposition between FOOT and

CURE words.

According to Wells, most Caribbean accents are similar to Gen. Am.

in having a three-way phonemic contrast between /u:/, /©/ and /o:/,

and in not having phonemic diphthongs in this area, although JC

(basilectal) has the Creole diphthong [ud] as a variant of /oi/. The

GOOSE and FOOT classes have vowels which may differ in both

quality and length, but there is no vocalic contrast between GOAT

and CURE, which both have /o:/.

The FOOT class is represented by four words on the list: wood (50),

book (38), room (59), and school (21). The sole representative of the

GOOSE class is spoon . School is principally of interest because of vowel

'breaking', discussed below (point 10). The other three words in the

FOOT class were included because they appeared, from observation, to

contrast in the degree of vowel rounding which they exhibit.

The quality of the vowel in GOAT words is generally [o]
, although

occasional lowered variants occur in the interviews. Field observations

indicate the existence of pronunciations of 'soap' as [so:p] and 'hope'

as [hDip]. In the word list, however, soap is pronounced with [o] or a

slightly lowered variant by all speakers except one with [soi^p].

Fieldnotes record a few instances from Roatan of rising diphthong of
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the JC type: [kwDfi] 'coffee', [kwoko] 'coco' and [dwoire] 'dory'

(common).

The GOOSE and FOOT categories are indistinct in BIE. Words of

both classes are pronounced with a vowel which is characteristically a

somewhat lowered and centered [o] or else a vowel between [e] and

[d] in quality. No speakers produce a vowel approaching [u] in

quality. In fact, only 2/20 Roatan speakers, and 4/10 Utila speakers,

have a vowel in 'spoon' (a GOOSE word) which is closer to [o] than to

[o]. The corresponding figures for the 'FOOT' words are:

'room' : Roatan 6/20 and Utila 1/7 closer to [a] than to [o].

'wood' : Roatan 12/20 and Utila 0/10 closer to [o] than to [o].

'book': Roatan 5/5 and Utila 0/8 closer to [o] than to [o].

The difference between Roatan and Utila speakers is most salient

in the case of book. While Roatan speakers have [o], the 8 Utila

speakers have a variety of pronunciations, ranging between half-open

and half-close in degree of stricture, but varying in degree of centering

and rounding: [© 9 v: i> a: d: e ]. A similar pattern is observable with

wood in Utila, but here the tendency to unrounding is greater (6/10).

In the case of room, spoon and school, there is no tendency to

unrounding. There is a marked tendency for the latter two words to

have a lengthened vowel, usually with an offglide with the character

of a short [e] or [i], and 'breaking' into two syllables is also found.

Lowering and centering in Utilian realizations of /©/ would seem

to be related to the characteristic lowered realizations of /a/, already

noted above. The open articulation of /a/ permits an open
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articulation of /©/, producing potential coalescence with /o/.

Significantly, /o/ is realized by some Utila speakers as [a] or [o] in

wood and book . There is possible homophony in the case of a pair

such as 'luck' and 'look'. This does not apply in Roatan. Roatan

speakers who make extensive use of rounded realizations of the /a/

phoneme use a higher vowel for realizations of /©/, so that the vowel-

types are clearly distinct.

In contrast, considerable phonetic overlap exists between the /o/

and /o/ phonemes. The words 'two' and 'too' are often pronounced

[to], and pronunciations such as [foid] for 'food' and [som] for 'soon'

are normal on both islands. One speaker (Rm8-M) has [kjoiz] for

'crews' and [foit] 'showed'. 'Prove' and 'move' are pronounced [proW]

and [moW], where [W] represents the merged v/w phoneme (see

discussion Ch. 6).

For most speakers, the /o:o/ opposition is lost in the pre-r

environment in words like 'poor' and 'sure', which are pronounced as

[poij] and [foij], or with vowel breaking. Poor (57) is pronounced

variously either with an [oi] monophthong, with a centering

diphthong with [o] or [o] as the first element, or with vowel breaking,

resulting in [o:.i] or [o:.a].

Strikingly, 6/10 Roatan females have a diphthong or breaking, but

none of the Roatan men do. Indeed, 4 men have a short or half-long

[o] vowel. None of the Utila speakers has a short [o] vowel. 8/10 have

a diphthong or breaking, and 2/10 have [ou].

In purely linguistic terms, the origin of the variants with

lengthening and breaking might be explicable in terms of maintaining

a distinct lexical class corresponding to CURE in RP. But we have seen
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no evidence of adherence to RP norms in any of the vowel classes so

far examined. The prevalence of this feature in Utila, where there was

historically a white majority, suggests that lengthening and breaking

may have been a distinctive feature of white Anglo-Caribbean, and

was brought to the Bay Islands by the white settlers.

One could also speculate that given the conditions of close day-to-

day contact between the races in the small confines of Utila,

lengthening and breaking of vowels gradually spread through the

community and gradually ceased to have significance as an ethnic

marker. Initially, the feature would have had associations with

higher-status, and the persistence of such an identification with

status would perhaps explain the higher rate of adoption by women,

at least in words of the CURE class. But this is probably an

oversimplified view. The question of the linguistic and sociolinguistic

significance of vowel lengthening and breaking is reconsidered in the

next chapter with reference to a wider range of data.

Variation in the /ao/ Dinhthong

(items 9, 10, 16, 2%

In the Caribbean, the diphthong in words of the mouth class

characteristically has a backed and rounded first element, and the

diphthong is also narrower than in RP/Gen. Am. Wells represents the

phoneme as /o©/ for Jamaica, Trinidad and Guyana, and as /ao/ for

Barbados, reflecting the association of rounding of the first element

with varieties where creolization has been more marked. Cassidy and

Le Page (1982, liv) give [eo] as the usual JC pronunciation. A
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relatively narrow diphthong appears typical of most of the English

Caribbean (the Bahamas is an exception), with a rounded first

element being indicative of stronger Creole influence, and a rounded

monophthongal [e] as the most basilectal realization possible.

On this basis, pronunciations with a central or back first element

with a degree of aperture equal or less than [o, a] can be considered

typical of mesolectal Caribbean varieties. Data from Wells' 1973 study

indicate that a fully lowered [a] or [d] first element is characteristic

of middle-class Jamaican speech, at least in word-list style (responses

to his item 96, 'out', p. 69). Pronunciations with a fully lowered first

element which is more advanced than central appear to be atypical

of Caribbean English.

Realizations of this diphthong in BIE can thus be compared by

examining a) the extent of lowering and/or fronting of the first

element, b) the tendency towards narrowing of the diphthong, and c)

the frequency of rounded versus unrounded first elements. In these

comparisons, higher proportions signify more 'Caribbean-like'.

Comparisons are made on the basis of the words house , outside , and

mouth. Down, because of the final nasal, is treated separately.

a) first element +low (lower dian half-open a/d) and -back:

house : Roatan 8/20; Utila 8/9

outside: Roatan 5/20; Utila 7/10

mouth: Roatan 3/5; Utila 8/10
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b) diphthong greater in 'vertical' range than two Cardinal Vowel

'steps' (i.e. 'wider' than [ao] ):

house : Roatan 8/20; Utila 8/9

outside : Roatan 5/19; Utila 6/10

mouth : Roatan 3/5; Utila 8/10

c) unrounded first elements.

house : Roatan 16/20; Utila 8/9

outside: Roatan 19/19; Utila 7/10

mouth: Roatan 4/5; Utila 9/10

The above are illustrative of tendencies. The general patterns are

as follows:

i) Utilians have a strong tendency to pronounce the diphthong with a

relatively low first element: most usually, this takes the form [eo].

This is also the main Roatanian variant in outside and mouth and

(marginally) in house (where [ao] accounts for 7/20).

ii) Utilian MOUTH diphthongs tend to be wider than those of Roatan.

In Roatan, although the word-list 'norm' is [ao], some speakers

produce narrower diphthongs. These 'narrow' diphthongs are of two

types. In one type, first and second elements are both rounded, as in

[oq], [oo] and [eo]; there are also single examples of [ao] in mouth

and [ao] in outside, and monophthongal [d] in house (the last two
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from Rf5). This last could be referred to as the 'creole' type. All

speakers with narrowed diphthongs are colored: Rf5, Rf6, Rf9, Rm5,

Rm6. The second type has a first element with the quality of a

slightly lowered schwa,
[f].

The diphthong in these cases is similar to

that found in many Canadian accents. It occurs three times in the

data: twice in outside (Rm9-B, RmlO-W), and once in house (Rm9-B).

iii) There are strikingly few examples of rounded first elements, even

in the Roatan lists; 'creole' type realizations of this diphthong are

either stigmatized, and hence do not often appear in this 'formal'

style, or are genuinely of low frequency.

Turning now to the vowel in down , a very clear contrast between

Roatan and Utila emerges. Whereas all 10 Utila speakers have a

diphthong, this is true of only 11/20 Roatan speakers. Moreover,

15/20 Roatan speakers have marked vowel nasalization, and this

applies whether or not the vowel is diphthongal in nature. In

contrast, only one Utila speaker (Uf4-B) has a nasalized vowel.

The quality of the nucleus of the Utila diphthong in down is

interesting. It is a fully open [a] for 9/10 speakers, and is also

generally longer than that in the other words in the lexical set. The

Roatan realizations are varied, but there is not a single instance of

[aio] or [a o], which are standard for Utila. Two Roatan speakers (Rf3-

B and RmlO-W) have a fully open vowel nucleus in the diphthong,

but in both cases these are nasalized. Two other Roatanians have a

fully open monophthongal vowel: /a/ (Rm9-B) and /a/ (RM8-M).

The prototypical Utila down vowel thus offers a salient contrast

with the majority of Roatan variants, which are nasalized, have a
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closer nucleus, are often monophthongal, and if monophthongal, may

also be rounded (in 3/20 instances).

Partial Merger of the /pi/ Diphthong with the /ai/ Diphthong

(items 39, 65)

In seventeenth century England, a merger occurred in vulgar

speech between the vowel in words with ME [i:], such as 'wife', 'die',

'hoist' and 'groin', and words with ME [oi] or [qi], such as 'boil',

'point', 'poison' and 'join'. Both sets of words came to be pronounced

first with [ei] and later with [ai]. A third class of words, including

'choice' and 'noise', which had had the diphthong [oi] in ME, never

lost that diphthong, except in a few dialects such as southern

Hiberno-English, where the diphthong also became [ai]. Words of the

second class, as well as words like 'hoist' and 'groin', came to be

pronounced with [oi] in polite speech after about 1800, in line with

their spelling (Cassidy and Le Page 1980: li). In dialects which

followed the prestige pronunciation, the 17th. century merger was

therefore undone. According to Cassidy and Le Page, Jamaican Creole

has conserved a three-way vowel merger of words from the

'wife'/'boil'/'choice' classes 'from a dialect (or a period) in which all

three diphthongs had coalesced as [ai]' (ibid, lii).

It is possible that the Jamaican Creole merger is a Creole

innovation. It is also possible that the merger was taken over from a

dialect such as Hiberno-English, or at least that some version of the

superstrate provided the model. A more likely possibility is that a

merger of this type was characteristic of the early Anglo-Caribbean
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koine, which was formd by mutual accommodation between whites

and Creole speakers. If the latter explanation is correct, the chances

are greater that traces of the feature can be found in present-day BIE.

The BIE word-list data on point and voice conform to this

expectation, as diphthongal variants with both rounded and

unrounded first elements are found. The former consist uniformly of

[di], and account for all Utila tokens except one: Uf5-B has in

'voice'). The following variants are found in the Roatan data for point

(number of tokens of each type in parentheses):

[01] =6; [Bi] =3; [Ai] =2; [oi] =2; [lei] =1; [ei] =1; [ei] =1; [si] =1;

[ai] =1; [AI] =1; [d+i] =1

Two points are interesting here: the high number of unrounded

first elements (11/20), and the number of variants with a close front

offglide [i] (7/20).

In the case of voice, the number of Roatan tokens is smaller, but a

similar pattern is apparent: here, unrounded first elements account

for 6/11 and [i] offglides for 3/11.

[31] =4; [iBi] =2; [ai] =2; [ei] =1; [t+i] =1; [al] =1

Clearly, there is a strong tendency in Roatan to conserve an older

pronunciation in certain words which in most dialects outside the

Caribbean have long ago coalesced with words of the CHOICE standard

lexical set. This conservative feature is in fact found not only in the

Caribbean, but in a small number of archaic New World dialects,
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including south shore Newfoundland English, which is influenced by

17th. and 18th. century Hiberno-English (Hiscock 1982, Shorrocks,

1993).

There are a number of examples of the older forms in the

interviews, although restricted to a few words. Sometimes, the same

speaker uses both the older and the newer forms. The unrounded

forms are the following:

[pBizn] 'poison' Gm3-C;

[d3Ain] 'join' Rf2-C);[d3am] R8m-M; [dsemz] Rf4-C;

[bail] 'boil' RmlO-W; [bail] R8m-M;

[taez] 'toys' RmlO-W;

[a:il] 'oil' RmlO-W; [a:i 1] 'oil' Ulm-C; [a:il] Rf4-C;

[tailet] 'toilet Rm8-M.

Also noted from three elderly speakers were:

from a 79 year old Roatan white woman, Rfll-W: [Bil] 'oil'

from a 78 year old Roatan colored woman, Rfl2-C: [a:el] 'oil';

from a 78 year old Roatan man, Rmll-M: [leil] and [beil].

Very common indeed is the interjection [bwaii] 'boy' as a marker

of emphasis, which of course is pan-Caribbean. 'Buoy' is pronounced

[bo.i]. The glide found in [bwa:i] is not otherwise common in this

environment, although field-notes record [kwail] 'coil' from R7m-C.

On the basis of the frequencies recorded in the word-list, together

with the data from the interviews, it seems reasonable to propose an

/m/ phoneme for CHOICE words for Utila and style-governed variation
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between [oi] and unrounded variants for some Roatan speakers. For

the remainder of Roatan speakers, it is clear that the CHOICE vowel is

not consistently distinct from the PRICE vowel, and at least a partial

merger exists. But it is unclear whether CHOICE words pronounced

with an unrounded diphthong partake of the same pattern of

phonological conditioning as the /ai/ vowel. The latter displays a

pattern of raising before voiceless consonants (see discussion of the

PRICE vowel below). What one can say with confidence is that words of

the CHOICE class show significant variability in the height of both the

first and second vocalic elements when both are unrounded, and that

this may offer a clue to the earliest origins of BIE.

The occasional occurrence of raised variants such as [ei], [ei] and

[Bi] suggest the possibility that these may be a relic of a period even

predating the merger in [ai], which is generally thought of as having

occurred in the course of the 18th. century. But in this case it is

difficult to understand how Jamaican Creole, which was formed even

earlier than Anglo-Caribbean in Caymans, did not pick up the earlier

form. This suggests that the particular dialects which were most

prominent in the formation of the Caymanian koine were those

which maintained for longer, at least well into the 18th. century, a

three-way merger in (Cassidy and Le Page, 1980: lii refer to the use

of [91] in 'choice' words as being regarded as a vulgarism during the

18th. century, but clearly the sailors who settled in Caymans at this

time would have formed no part of 'polite' society). I suggest that in

the earliest Anglo-Caribbean koine, the [ai] diphthong was in use for

the 'boil/point' class and also a few other -oi- words, including 'groin'

and 'hoist', which had belonged to the ME [i:] class.There is some
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evidence to support this in spellings in ship's logs from the 18th.

century: 'histing' 'histed', 'He' (Matthews 1937: 76), although the same

author writes 'the comparative infrequency of i- spellings in other

words suggests that the spelling-pronunciation [ol] had largely ousted

the [Ai] diphthong in 'point', 'spoil', 'Royal', etc.', the latter having

been common in 17th. century logs.^

Matthews is no doubt right in pointing out the uneven lexical

distribution of the feature at this period. More exactly, the frequency

of raised and/or unrounded onsets would have varied lexically. Words

such as 'choice' and 'voice' may or may not have belonged to the

group of words with a raised unrounded diphthong; in open-syllable

words, such as 'boy' and 'toy', the first element of the diphthong was

almost certainly lower.

In this connection, it is noteworthy that in BIE, the characteristic

lexical item 'hoist' (used generally to mean 'raise'), is always

pronounced with an unrounded diphthong, often of the raised type:

[heiz]. Unfortunately, data is not available to test the hypothesis that

the same individuals who have an [di] diphthong in 'point' also have

it in 'hoist'.

To generalize, diere is considerable variation within the BIE speech

community within this vowel, reflecting historical developments in

British English, which resulted first in merger in [ei], then lowering to

[ai], followed by separation of some words with [di] from others with

[ai] after about 1800. BIE offers a record of the changes through which

this English vowel has passed in the last 300 years. The presence of

1 Matthews' preference for [Ai] rather than a diphthong with a more raised
and fronted onset appears arbitrary.
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'raised' variants in the more conservative Roatan dialect hint at

significant influence from older British dialects which maintained [ei]

for words like 'boil', 'point' and 'hoist'. A clue to the identity of these

dialects is provided by the entries for 'point' in Joseph Wright's

'English Dialect Dictionary' (1906): markedly raised variants, [ei] or

[el], are recorded exclusively for Scotland and a few locations in

Northern England, while the other non-standard form, [ai], is mainly

found in counties lying between S. Lancashire and Sussex. The

presence in BIE of raised variants in this word of a type not found

elsewhere in the Caribbean points to a distinctive Scottish, or at least

North British, influence in the phonology of Anglo-Caribbean. On the

other hand, the low unrounded variants reflect the input of a variety

of 18th. and early 19th. century dialects in which merger in [ai] had

taken place, but in which the un-merger of -oi- words with words of

the PRICE class was as yet only in its early stages.

Variabilitv in the /ai/ Diphthong

A notable feature of Bay Islands pronunciation is the raising of the

first (and often the second) element of the /ai/ diphthong in words

like 'night', which may appear as [neit] or [neit]. Parallel

pronunciations are frequent in words ending in labial or velar stops,

such as 'ripe' or 'like'. Also common are pronunciations of the /ai/

diphthong in which the raised first element has a back quality, either

rounded or unrounded. Examples of this are [kAm] 'kind' [wAit]

'white', [bAi] 'buy' and [di] 'eye'. There is considerable variability, so

that for instance the same speaker (Rm7) who produced the just-
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mentioned backed forms in the interview also produced [nem] 'nine',

[weit] 'white', [bsi] 'by', and [ei] 'eye', as well as unraised diphthongs

in [gai] 'guy', [mam] and [masn] 'mind', and monophthongs in

[ta:m] 'time' and [lek] 'like'. None of these variants are in any way

exceptional in terms of BIE. It was the awareness of such variation, as

well as the apparent existence of a regular pattern of raising before

voiceless obstruents, which led to the inclusion of a considerable

number of words with the /ai/ diphthong in the word-list.

The ocurrence of varieties of the diphthong which differ in quality

according to the phonological environment is a feature of a number

of English dialects. Chambers (1973) describes 'Canadian Raising' as

the raising of the first element of the /ay/ and /aw/ diphthongs

preceding a voiceless consonant, with the condition that the syllable

nucleus has non-primary stress and the following syllable is [+stress].

There is a close connection between 'raising' and 'shortening', in that

the raised first element is never long. Indeed, in Chambers' view,

'raising originated as a concomitant of shortening' (1973, 124).

Phonetically, the raising of the /ay/ diphthong is only slight, the

usual realization being [m].

A similar raised diphthong in the same environments in which

Canadian raising occurs is a feature of the dialect of Virginia and

adjoining areas of Maryland and North Carolina (Wells, 1982). The

feature is also found in the southern coastal belt between South

Carolina, Georgia and Florida, where the difference between the

allophones is chiefly one of length.

There is a possibility that in all these areas, /ai/ raising is the

result of a strong Scottish substrate influence, since all received large
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numbers of Scottish and Ulster-Scots settlers at an early period. It is

noteworthy that the environment for the Canadian rule is a subset of

the environments in which the raised diphthong occurs in Scotland

and Ulster-Scots dialects. Vowels in Scots lack distinctive (phonemic)

length, and are phonetically short except when lengthened in the

environment of a following voiced fricative or /r/ or a

morpheme/word boundary. In the case of the /ai/ diphthong, the

'raised' variant [ei] or [ai] occurs in the same environments as short

vowels generally, and the 'low' variant [a:e] occurs in the same

environments as the lengthened vowels. Scots thus has two

allophones of the /ai/ diphthong, differing in terms of quality as well

as length of the first element.

The 'Scottish Vowel Length Rule', formulated as such by Aitken

( 1981 ), has been widely discussed by phonologists, who differ in

whether they view the process as a reflex of lengdiening or of

shortening, or both. All appear to agree, however, that the variation

in the /ai/ diphthong in Scots arose as part of the same changes

which resulted in allophonic variation in vowel length.

Gregg (1973) describes the situation in 17th. century Ireland.

There, the Anglo-Irish dialect of the descendants of the earliest English

settlers in Ireland (from the 13th. century onward) would have had

diphthongs of the raised type - [w], [ai] or the lip-rounded variant

[oi] - in all environments. Such raised forms are older than forms of

the diphthong with a low first element, and represent the first stage of

development from ME [i:]. In contrast, the Scottish settlers who

arrived in Ulster in the early 1600's would have spoken dialects in

which both raised and lowered variants were found, probably by this
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time in complementary distribution as defined by SVLR (see

McMahon, 1991). The geograpiiical distribution of environmentally-

conditioned variants of the /ai/ phoneme in the dialects of present-

day Ulster reflects the demographics of 16th. century Scottish and

English settlements, as well as the varying influences of old Anglo-Irish

elements and the Gaelic substrate (Harris, 1985).

The relevance of the Ulster dialects to the analysis of the Bay

Islands data is that in both areas, behind synchronic patterns of

variation there lies a mesh of intersecting historical influences, and

that in both cases, careful examination of present-day data may

make it possible to demonstrate the role that diverse sources played

in the emergence of dialectal features. Certain grammatical features

(principally phonological, but also syntactic) can be shown to owe

their origin to direct input from a particular source, and mixed

features and generalization or restriction of rules are found to be the

result of the cross-influence of one dialect group on another. In the

case of Ulster, it is still (just) possible to speak of areas where either

Ulster-Scots or Hiberno-English speech is dominant, as well as areas

(the majority) where a mixed dialect ('Mid-Ulster') is spoken. In the

past, it is reasonable to suppose that Gaelic substrate influence in the

English spoken by the Catholic population would have marked out

the speech of Irish Catholics from that of Protestants of Scottish or

English descent.

The parallel in the Bay Islands is between the speech of blacks

(which at least in Roatan, retains much Creole substrate influence in

surface syntax and phonology) and that of whites, which retains some

influence from the Scottish and English dialect mix which went into
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Anglo-Caribbean (this position is substantiated in later chapters).

Very substantial mixing of the Creole elements with the older British

elements has, of course, occurred.

There is an unfortunate lack of historical documentation

concerning the provenance of British settlers in the Bay Islands, so

that linguistic analysis cannot make use of historical records on

immigration to confirm a pattern of influence from particular British

dialects, as is the case for Ulster. Yet in spite of the difficulties in

reaching any firm conclusions without a full historical record, a close

examination of particular linguistic phenomena can still shed light

on the likely influences in the formation of individual dialects. It is

on this principle that all the studies in the present dissertation is

based.
.

The BIE Data

The following words, listed according to the phonological ^%
"

environment, appear in both the Roatan and Utila word-lists:

1. [_ voiceless stop]: night, right, ripe.

2. [_ voiced stop]: tide, outside.

3. [_ sonorant]: time, find, pine.

4. [_ #]: high, dry.

5. [_ unstressed vowel]: fire. . ;

'

In addition, certain items appear in one list, but not in the other:

Roatan: wife [_ voiceless fricative], line (Group 3), island (Group3).
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Utila and 4/5 Roatan speakers: fly (Group 4), ice, bicvcle [_ voiceless

sibilant]
,
eyes [_ voiced sibilant].

Word-list data is scanty in the case of the [_ continuant]

environment, the only representatives being the three words with a

following sibilant and the word wife with a following voiceless

fricative. More data will be added from the interviews. In addition,

information is needed on the effect of a following affricate. The data

is classified into three categories:

raised: [di], [si] or [ai]

partially raised: [el] or [aei]

unraised: [ai] or [ae] or monophthong [a:]

For the purpose of this comparison, any differences between [i] and

[i] as the second element of the diphthong will be ignored, both being

coded as [i].

The first table in this section shows words with voiceless and

voiced stops following /ai/.

TABLE 7-2: /ai/ DIPHTHONG WITH FOLLOWING VOICED/VOICELESS STOPS

night right ripe total tide out(side) total

Utila raised 5 7 4 16 4 3 7

part, raised 2 1 5 8 5 1 6

unraised 2 3 1 6 1 5 6

Roatan raised 17 13 14 44 1 0 1

part, raised 1 6 4 11 1 1 2

unraised 0 1 2 3 18 11 29
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The Roatan data show with particular clarit\' the raising effect of a

following voiceless stop, and the inhibiting effect on raising of a

voiced stop. The differences between Roatan and Utila are twofold:

1. Raising occurs in the Utila data with both voiced and voiceless

stops, although a following [t] is a stronger environment for raising

than a following [p]. In the Roatan data, raising of the diphthong

before a voiceless stop is the norm, while in contrast to Utila, raising

is minimal before a voiced stop.

2. In Utila, all four raised variants in tide are relatively back and

rounded: [o] (3 cases) and [o] (1 case), [o] and [o] also appear as 2/3

raised variants in outside . 3/4 of the raised variants in rioe are also

relatively back, but unrounded: [Ai] (2 cases) and [ai] (1 case). In

contrast, a relatively backed raised onset occurs infrequently in the

Roatan data in this environment: once in ripe [Ai] and twice in right

[Ai]. The commonest raised realization in the most favoring ([_ t]

environment in both Roatan and Utila is [ai] or a slightly more

fronted variety; the [_ p] environment is also favoring in Roatan,

where [9i] type realizations are commonest.

Table 7-3 compares the diphthong in words in which it occurs

in the environment of a following sonorant.
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TABLE 7-3: /ai/ DIPHTHONG WITH FOLLOWING SONORANT

1. time 2. find 3. pine 4. line Total island

1-4

Utila raised 3 0 1 4

part. 4 3 5 12

raised

unraised 3 7 4 14

Roatan raised 0 0 1 1 2 0

part. 2 4 4 2 12 1

raised

unraised 18 3 3 9 33 11

The pattern here resembles that for voiced stops, only with rather

less raising in general. Raised backed rounded variants occur twice in

the Utila data and a backed unrounded variant occurs once in the

Roatan data for words in this class. It would appear that for the

Roatan speakers, /n/ has a partial raising effect compared to voiced

stops, but that raising is minor compared to the voiceless stop

environment.

The pattern for open syllables and a following unstressed vowel is

displayed in Table 7-4.
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TABLE 7-4: /ai/ DIPHTHONG WITH A FOLLOWING UNSTRESSED VOWEL

high dry fire total

Utila raised 0 2 3 5

part. 6 4 2 12

raised

unraised 2 4 5 11

Roatan raised 5 7 10 17

part. 4 5 4 13

raised

unraised 9 6 3 18

Noteworthy here is the frequency of raising and the wide variation

in the Roatan data: the raised [Ai] variety in fact outnumbers [ei] in

the case of fire and [Ai/oi] outnumbers [di] 4 to 1 in the case of high .

In dTY, [ei] and [ei] acccount for 6/7 raised variants. Raising is much

less a feature of the Utila data here, though where it occurs, it is a

central unrounded variety which occurs.

Finally, Table 7-5 displays the (incomplete) data for fricatives

(vowel preceding f and s/z).
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TABLE 7-5: /ai/ DIPHTHONG BEFORE A FOLLOWING FRICATIVE

ice eyes bicycle wife

Utila raised 5 3 3

part, raised 4 5 5

unraised 1 2 2

Roatan raised 2 1 4 9

part, raised 2 0 1 1

unraised 1 4 0 2

In Roatan, raising before the voiceless fricative (in wife ) is as strong

as before a voiceless stop. There are signs from Roatan that the

frequency of raising before a sibilant may be lexically conditioned

( bicycle > ice). The Utila patterns are unclear, although once again, a

detailed examination of the data reveals [a], [a] and [:>] raised

variants; these are also found in the Roatan data, although there is

only one instance of [d].

Superficially, the data reveal that, as expected, the tendency for

the diphthong to raise is greater before a voiceless sibilant than a

voiced sibilant. But this ignores the failure to voice the sibilant word-

finally by 4/10 Utila speakers. A more realistic assessment compares

the 'ice/eyes' minimal pair speaker-by-speaker.

This comparison reveals that all 15 speakers make a distinction,

but that the basis of the distinction varies.
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a) quality of first element of diphthong + final consonant : 4/15

(Ut. 1, Ro 3)

b) length of first element of diphthong + final consonant 3/15

(Ut. 2, Ro. 1)

c) difference in quality and length of first diphthongal element:

2/15 (Ut. 2)

d) difference only in length of first diphthongal element 3/15

(Ut 3)

e) difference only in the final consonant: 3/15 (Ut 2, Ro.l)

Of the six speakers (a + c) who make a quality distinction, 5/6

make a distinction based on vowel height, but only 3/6 produce a

'raised' vowel in the sense that it is being defined here. The

distinctions made in 2/6 cases (both Roatan) are between [e] and [a],

and in 1/6 cases, there is a rounding versus non-rounding

distinction: [a] versus [o:] (Utila). As a tentative generalization, it

would appear that Roatan speakers rely more on vowel height

distinctions in making the contrast than do Utila speakers, who tend

to rely to a greater degree on differences in vowel length.

Summarv of /ai/ Variation Based on the Word-List Data

On the basis of the word-list data presented, it is apparent that

speakers on Roatan, and Utila apply a phonological rule or rules of

some sort in their production of variants of the /ai/ phoneme. The

presence of [©1] and [Ai]/[M] 'raised' variants tends to be associated

with following voiceless obstruents, and lower variants with the
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corresponding voiced obstruents. In botii Roatan and Utila, raising of

the first element of the diphthong is strongly promoted by a following

voiceless stop or voiceless fricative (data for sibilants only is available

for Utila).

Raised variants also frequently occur before an unstressed vowel

word-internally, as in fire and iron. Raising may also occur with a

following voiced non-nasal stop, but this occurs mostly in Utila, and

at a lower frequency than with the equivalent voiceless stop. In

Roatan, raising appears to be strongly inhibited in this environment.

A following nasal sonorant may exert a small phonetic raising

effect, but does not produce 'raising' as it is defined here. A lateral

does not appear to exert any raising effect. Therefore, the domain of

'raising' of the diphthong can be said to exclude pre-sonorant

environments.

In Roatan, there is a certain tendency for raising to occur in an

open syllable word-finally, although there is considerable variation in

the quality of the vowel in this environment.

As regards the phonetic quality of the variant forms, the principal

raised variants are [9i], [Ai] [M] and [oi]. The [ei] variant is the most

common and the [Ai] variant is the next commonest; [Ai] may even

be more common than [el] before an unstressed vowel and in open

final syllables (although there is lexical variation). The rounded

variants are more characteristic of Utila, where they predominate

before voiced stops.

A majority of speakers distinguish the vowels in the quasi-minimal

pair ice/eyes, but whereas for Roatan speakers, the primary basis of

the distinction is qualitative (vowel height), the primary basis of the
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distinction for Utila speakers is length of the first vocalic element. No

speaker distinguishes the pair on the basis of vowel quality alone,

although three Utilian speakers base the distinction on vowel length

alone. A safe generalization at this stage is that while (some version

of) a phonologically conditioned rule of raising applies to most BIE

speakers, Roatan and Utila speakers differ in the details of phonetic

realization of allophones.

Further investigation is needed to establish more precisely the

details of phonological conditioning, including the effects of

syllabification. It is also necessary to investigate the effects, if any, of

morphological factors. This would establish whether, as in the case of

the SVLR, lengthening is conditioned (in rather complex ways) by the

interaction of open syllable lengthening and processes of affixation.

The latter gives rise in Scots dialects to minimal pairs such as

tide/tied, with a short (raised) and long (low) diphthong respectively.

The [Ai]/[$i] variamts are unusual in the Caribbean context. Wells

(1982, 584), noting their presence in Barbados, observes: 'this quality

is (again) unique in the West Indies, and is reminiscent of the speech

of parts of the west of England or Ireland.' The discovery that the

feature is shared with at least one other Caribbean location prompts

the speculation of shared historical roots in Anglo-Caribbean. It is

probably not without significance that the backed rounded variants

are more characteristic of Utila, with its history of predominantly

white settlement, while the [ei]/[ei] raised variants are predominant

in Roatan, with its overwhelmingly black population.

From what we know about the composition of the white

population on the Cayman Islands before the migration to the Bay
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Islands, and the provenance of settlers who came to the islands

directly from Britain, there is every reason to think that the early

white settlers spoke a koine composed of the elements of many

dialects, which would have remained for some time in a state of

incomplete fusion. Different raised and non-raised /ai/ forms would

therefore have been available in the input to the speakers of semi-

creolized English. Among the 18th/ 19th. white population of the

Cayman Islands/Bay Islands, there would have been a significant

number of Scots speakers who posessed a phonological distinction

between raised and non-raised variants of /ai/. Some of these would

have preserved the demarcations based on vowel length and

diphthongal quality of the Scottish vowel-length rule. Speakers from

other areas of Britain or Ireland would have had varying vowel

qualities and length distinctions foreign to the settlers of Scottish

origin.

In my view, the markedly raised and fronted /ai/ diphthongal

variants used before /t/, /k/, /s/ and /f/ by some Roatan speakers,

and the remarkably clear pattern of phonological conditioning, in

which the raised variants do not appear before voiced obstruents,

suggest to me that a strong Scottish influence was at work at some

point in the formation of black BIE or its antecedents. It must be

assumed that a sufficient number of these speakers then

accommodated their own speech to that of the Scots, so that the

raised vs. non-raised distinction took root, albeit in a modified form.

The basic distinction would simultaneously have been adopted by the

Creole speaking population.
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What gives this account some plausibility is that the key

environment of the Roatan raising rule (a following voiceless

obstruent) is precisely the same as that found in Canadian English,

Canada having had a particularly strong Scottish element in the

early English-speaking population. Voiced stops and fricatives in

Canadian English attract a non-raised diphthong, whereas voiced

stops in Scots raise the preceding diphthong. The Canadian form of

the rule, which also applies to Roatan speech, can also be seen as a

phonological rationalization and simpification of a very complex

rule.

A couple of questions remain to be answered. First, why did [ci/ei]

become so generalized among the black population for the [.voiceless

obstruent] environment, and why did this variant also spread to the

environment of open syllables and to the 'following unstressed

syllable' environment? It may also be asked why the white population

seems to have preferred more backed raised variants and why the

speech of the present-day white population in Utila does not clearly

observe the pattern of raising environments which fairly reliably

govern raising in Roatan.

The most plausible answer to the first question is that the [ei] or

more fronted [ei] variant must have been a salient feature of the

speech to which slaves were exposed, mostly in either Jamaica or

Caymans. The [ei] diphthong, today a marked feature of Jamaican

Enghsh, may have originated via contact with Scots on the

plantations in early slave days in Jamaica or in Caymans, and this

may in part explain the quality of the diphthongs in black BIE.
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However, it is not necessary to assume that direct diffusion is the

whole story. A narrower diphthong may also be viewed as more

natural in the context of the shorter vowel which precedes a voiceless

obstruent; the pattern underlying raised realizations of /ai/ may thus

be regarded as phonologically natural. The extension of the [ei]

variant to an environment unknown to the SVLR, namely open

syllables, can be explained as a partly autonomous development,

which is basically unregularized. In this environment, speakers are

not guided by a phonological constraint per se, but rather by lexical

considerations or even by individual choice.

The second question is perhaps more difficult to answer. If we

accept that 'raising' was introduced into the Anglo-Caribbean koine

by a significant Scots element in the population, why is it then that

the present-day Utilian descendants of the speakers of this koine

adhere less to strict phonological conditioning of /ai/ than Roatan

black speakers, and in many cases adhere to it hardly at all? The

typical Utila variants [Ai] and [Di] both represent the application of a

form of raising, but such variants are produced by many speakers

without distinguishing the typical 'raising' and non-raising contexts.

Is this due to changes which have taken place gradually over

generations, with a concomitant gradual levelling of distinctions

which were once made? Or were those distinctions never in fact

systematically made in Anglo-Caribbean, at least in the version

spoken in the Western Caribbean?

I suggest that the koine retained a diversity of forms of the /ai/

diphthong, but that the only more or less regular pattern within this

variation was that lengthened and/or lowered varieties were
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invariably found before following voiced obstruents. There could also

have been a variable tendency to use [Ai], [Di] and [di] in other

contexts, but this was never so regular as to constitute regular

phonological conditioning. On the other hand, 1 suggest that Anglo-

Caribbean preserved a strong disposition to avoid raised forms in the

environment of a following voiced obstruent.

The above account is speculative, but I believe it tallies reasonably

well with the facts of contemporary variation in the form of the /ai/

diphthong. Both raised and unraised forms, 1 would argue, were

present from the beginning, and were roughly in complementary

distribution. This constitutes support for a strong Scots input to

Anglo-Caribbean in the western Caribbean, even though the quality of

the [ai] diphthong is suggestive of a southern English origin. Perhaps

the fusion of dialects added variants, but these variants were stilll

basically organized according to a rule which resembles 'Canadian

raising'. This would not be too surprising, since the areas in which the

latter rule holds are areas of mixed settlement as well.

BIE Vowel Phonemes: A Summarv

In the present chapter, all the stressed vowels with the exception of

/a/ have been discussed. The case of /a/ is straightforward, since there

is no /a, a/ distinction. The only significant variability is in

realizations before a word-final nasal, where some speakers have [a]

in words like 'hand'.

Unstressed vowels have not been covered in the present chapter.

This is because the word-lists do not include enough suitable
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nor my field observations are very helpful concerning this aspect. In

the last chapter, I suggested that the unstressed vowel can have

various forms, and that it does not show the same tendency to be

realized as unstressed schwa as in many other English dialects. One

point which can be made is that in general, BIE follows the Caribbean

Creole pattern of giving vowels their full value, with the vowel quality

frequently being determined by the quality of the immediately

preceding stressed vowel. Where this is not the case, the quality of the

least-stressed vowel most usually resembles a lowered and centered

\i% a centred [e] or [a]. The implication of this for the phonemic

system is that there is no need for the neutral [d] vowel which

appears in unstressed positions in most standard accents.
.

Moreover, it is clear that BIE preserves at least a front-back vowel

contrast before /r/ in place of a central vowel such as RP /d/ or r-

colored schwa to serve as the endpoint of a centering diphthong,

The principal mergers which are characteristic of BIE speech are

the following: /a/ and /a/; /o/ and /d/ ; /u/ and /o/; and /e/ and

/a/. There are some lexically-sensitive 'overlaps' between neighboring

front vowels, but each of these in general maintains its integrity. The

/di/ diphthong shows a tendency to merger with the /ai/ diphthong

in certain words, but this is essentially a matter of free variation in

certai morphemes.

There is a tendency to monophthongization of the /ao/ diphthong

among black BIE speakers, but this is a question of phonetic

realization rather than indicative of the absence of a phoneme.
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The complex question of whether BIE preserves phonemic length

contrasts has not been examined, and must be considered unresolved.

The discussion of lengthening and breaking to be given in the next

chapter does, however, make it clear that long and extra-long vowels

are a feature of only some speakers. Lengthening/breaking appears to

occur in certain definable contexts, but to be optional. My feeling is

that vowel length is not contrastive in BIE, but this needs to be

verified by a careful study.

Assuming non-contrastive length, the vowel system of BIE can be

set out according to the four-part system adopted by Wells (1982). To

facilitate comparison, the systems of RP and Gen. Am. are given first.

TABLE 7-6: THE VOWEL SYSTEM OF RP (WELLS, 1982: 119)

A

SHORT VOWELS

B

LONG VOWELS &

DIPHTHONGS

(FRONT MID TO

CLOSE)

C

LONG VOWELS &

DIPHTHONGS (BACK

MID TO CLOSE)

D

LONG VOWELS &

DIPHTHONGS

(RELATIVELY

OPEN)

I (D ii u: Id QB

e ei DI ee 3: oi

A

ae D ai ao a:
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Type A vowels do not occur in free stressed syllables, but may

occur in final unstressed syllables, e.g. [priti]. Types B, C and D can

occur both in free syllables and checked syllables.

The equivalent vowel system of general American is reproduced in

Table 7-7.

TABLE 7-7: THE VOWEL SYSTEM OF GEN. AM. (WELLS, 1982: 120)

A B C D

I Q i u

£ A ei 01 0 3 D

ai a

Gen. Am. has five vowels in Part-system A, the vowel in LOT having

merged with the vowel in PALM-START.

Table 7-8 shows the vowel system of BIE, with elements in

parenthesis being variable. There is a set of words in which /oi/ is not

in distinct contrast with /ai/ for many speakers. The diphthongal

quality of /a©/ is diminished for many speakers of black BIE in

particular, and may be realized as a monophthong [o:].
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TABLE 7-8: THE VOWEL SYSTEM OF BIE

A B C D

I i u

S A e {01) 0

ai (ao) a D

The BIE system differs substantially from RP: (1) it lacks the

complex series of centering diphthongs characteristic of RP, (2) it lacks

contrastive length, and (3) there are a number of vowel mergers.

BIE shares features (1) and (2) with Gen. Am. On point (3), if the

two varieties are compared with RP as a baseline, it is clear that the

pattern of mergers in BIE is both much more extensive and also quite

different in character from Gen. Am. In BIE, FOOT is merged with

GOOSE, TRAP is merged with PALM, and LOT is merged with

THOUGHT. This reduces Part-system A from six vowels to three.

The most striking aspect of the four BIE phonemic mergers is their

identity with the mergers reported by Wells (169-70) for Scottish or

Ulster speech. On the basis of phonemic contrasts alone, it would

appear that a north British element was predominant in the

formation of BIE. The roots of this influence must be sought in the

Anglo-Caribbean koine of the seventeenth and eighteenth century. It

will be important in tiie future to take a close look at the origins of
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the early Caymanian settlers to verify whether there is likely

demographic justification for this position.

In Part-system B, BIE resembles the system in Jamaica and in a

number of other Caribbean territories where the /oi/ vowel merges

with the /ai/ of PRICE in popular speech: the CHOICE:PRICE merger.

Wells remarks that this is also the case in some rural speech in

England and Ireland. However, it is important to distinguish between

merger resulting in an [ai] realization and an [di] realization. Present-

day West of England dialects have the latter, but not the former. On

the other hand, merger in /ai/ is noted in Wells as an archaic feature

in some Southern Irish rural accents, deriving from the absence of /di/

in the Irish language. BIE preserves elements of both patterns of

merger; the retention of [di] in some PRICE words is, however, a sure

indication of the influence of southern English (or south midlands)

dialects in Anglo-Caribbean.

In a number of other respects, BIE is similar to other Caribbean

accents. One may cite here the tendency to a monophthongal

pronunciation of /a©/, as well as features not analyzed here, such as

the reduction of vowel+nasal consonant sequences to nasalized

vowels, and the tendency to retain full vowel quality rather then to

render unstressed vowels as schwa. The dropping of initial consonants

in words beginning with /d /or /&/ (e.g. 'does' reduces to [az] and

'that' reduces to [at]), and radical reduction of word-final consonant

clusters are common to BIE and Caribbean English Creoles.

Overall, the analysis of the phonemic system of BIE offered in this

chapter lends substance to the claim that BIE is the product of two

partially fused language varieties, one derived from a white koineized
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dialect, and the other from an antecedent Creole. The fusion of these

has been extensive, but there still remain substantial areas of

difference between black and white speech. These can be exemplified

by the differences between Roatan and Utila. A wide and lengthened

/ao/ diphthong is characteristic of white speech in Utila.

In the next chapter, certain processes affecting vowels are

examined, some of which are general to BIE as a whole, and others

which are more characteristic of either black or white speech.



CHAPTERS
BIE VOWEL PROCESSES

Introduction

The present chapter continues the survey of BIE vowels begun in

the last chapter. The focus is on phonological processes affecting

vowels, rather than on issues of overlap and partial or complete

merger, as in Chapter 7, The processes to be examined here share one

aspect of phonological conditioning: in each case the conditioning

environment is the following consonant. The first three features have

in common the influence of a following nasal. The second set of three

features are related to vowel lengthening or diphthongization.

Summarv of Vowel Processes to be Examined

The features to be examined in this chapter (with references to the

word-list) are as follows:

1. Neutralization of close and half close tense front vowels before a

nasal: 8, 28, 54

2. Vowel nasalization: 8, 29, 58

247
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3. Possible backing of [a] before nasal /n/ : 3, 49

4. Variation between [a], [a] and [ai] before a velar stop: 35,36

5. Tendency to diphthongization of a mid-back vowel before a

sibilant: 5

6. Lengthening and/or 'breaking' of vowels: 17-21, 64,

Neutralization of Front Tense Vowels Before a Nasal

(items 8, 28, 54)

The words £lane (8) and rain (28) belong to the standard lexical

set FACE, and are, in fact, the only two examples of words from this

set in the list. RP and Gen. Am. both have the diphthong /ei/ in

words of this class. A monophthong /e:/is characteristic of northern

British dialects, and is also general in the Caribbean 'in cultivated

West Indian speech, where it is often in sociolinguistic variation with

a lower prestige opening diphthong'. (Wells, 1982: 211). Here, Wells is

presumably referring to the basilectal speech of Jamaica and the

Leewards (also Belize), rather than to the eastern Caribbean, where the

diphthong [ie] is not found.

In BIE, observation suggests that most words of the FACE class are

pronounced with [e] or [e:], and the phoneme /e/ is clearly

indicated. Where the vowel is word final, there is a tendency towards

raising. This is suggested by the following attested instances: [si:]
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'say' Rf2, [obi :d] 'obeyed' Rfll. and from fieldnotes, [wi:] 'way'

(Roatan).

Raising is also observed in words in which the vowel is followed by

a nasal. Plane and rain are representative words of this type.

In support of the trends just noted are [se:] 'see' Rfll and [sem]

'seem' Rf9. If the tendencies to raising word-finally and pre-nasally are

general, but are perceived as stigmatized, these cases can be explained

as hypercorrections. In the same way, green (54), a representative of

the FLEECE class, was sometimes observed to have a vowel similar to

[e:], and its inclusion in the list was in order to examine possible

hypercorrection of this type.

Realizations of the vowel in plane and rain vary between

monophthongal and diphthongal, with the former in a clear

majority. An offglide, if present, is usually very brief, so that a

representation as [ei^] is appropriate in most cases. Monophthongs

are listed below as either 'standard' [e(:)], 'slightly raised' [e(:)] or

'raised' [i(:)] or Two instances of \i] and (i) are classified as

'slightly raised', and [e:] and [ei] are classed as 'lowered'.

TABLE 8-1: COMPARISON OF THE VOWELS IN 'PLANE' AND 'RAIN'

PLANE RAIN
ROATAN UTILA ROATAN UTILA

standard 6 5 3 3
slightly raised 6 7 5

raised 4 3

lowered 1 1

diphthongal 3 4 6 1

TOTAL 19 10 19 10
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Table 8-1 suggests that although raising is common in this

environment, it is best regarded as a low-level phonetic phenomenon,

rather than in terms of a re-allocation of the subclass of FACE words

with a final nasal to the /i/ phoneme.

Lowering of the vowel in green was observed in two instances:

and [ei] are recorded for Uf3-W and Uf6-W, respectively. The low

frequency of lowering suggests that it is due to hypercorrection rather

than to any rule-governed process. It is possible, however, that [gjem]

is an older pronunciation, and that it is a feature of conservative

speech.

Interview data yield a number of examples of pre-nasal /e/ raising,

in both common and less-common lexical items.

Common lexical items: [kei^m] 'came' Uf2; [niim] 'name' Rf3; [si:m]

'same' Rm7; [n:n] 'rain' Rm7; [pirn] 'pain' Rm7

Less common lexical items: [miinlan] 'mainland' Uf2; [hAJikiin]

'hurricane' Rm9; [kin] 'cane' Rm7; [sin] 'seine' Rm8; [Vim] 'vein' Rf3;

[stiins] 'stains' Uf7; [bliim] 'blame' Um2; [bJiim] 'brain' Um2. Also,

from fieldnotes, [tiim] 'tame'.

Vowel Nasalization

(items 8, 29, 58)

Although Caribbean English Creoles have not generally been held

to possess nasal vowels with phonemic status, pronounced vowel

nasalization is a distinctive phoneUc feature of basilectal varieties of

English Creoles. There is agreement among creolists that this
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phenomenon represents substratal influence from West African

languages. Interestingly, it is also a feature of Caribbean Spanish,

where the question of prior creolization remains a matter of

continuing debate (for opposing views, see Megenney, 1984, and

Lipski, 1994). The point is of relevance to Bay Islands English, where

the existence of a Creole spoken by the ancestors of today's colored

population is a matter which is unlikely to be definitively resolved,

yet a strong tendency to vowel nasalization in certain words is an

observed fact.

In the last section, evidence was presented of the high frequency

among Roatan informants of nasal vowels in down . It is important to

note that the incidence figure of 15/20 includes pronunciations in

which the final nasal consonant has a velar quality, others in which

the word-final consonant is an alveolar nasal, and some in which

there is no discernible word-final consonant. In practice, it is

extremely difficult, if not impossible, to determine whether a velar

nasal [rj] is present or not if the preceding vowel is a back vowel and

has a nasal quality. In auditory perceptual terms, [rj] simply

coalesces with the vowel. It is less difficult to distinguish a vowel as

having a nasal quality when the following consonant is an alveolar

nasal [n] or a labial nasal [m],

In the case of down , transcriptions of the Roatan word-lists show

that a nasal vowel (monophthong or diphthong) is present in the

environment of a following [n] in 6 instances, a nasal diphthong not

followed by a consonant occurs in 3 instances, a nasal monophthong

not followed by a consonant occurs 4 times, and a nasal vowel

followed by [r)] occurs 2 times. There is one instance of [ar)], a non-
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rounded and non-nasalized back vowel followed by the velar nasal.

The remaining 4 instances are non-nasal diphthongs followed by [n].

The results allow a precise statement concerning the status of the

nasalized vowel in down . Although users of a nasalized vowel

comprise 3/4 of the Roatan sample, these results show that nasalized

vowels occur with about equal frequency with and without a following

word-final nasal consonant. This indicates that although the

incidence of nasalization is high, only around one-third of the sample

(7/20) has a nasal vowel as part of the lexical entry for down . The

occurrence of a nasalized vowel followed by a nasal consonant is a

standard case of low-level nasal assimilation.

Spreading of nasality is conspicuous by its absence in pencil .

plane , spoon . and room . There are only single tokens of a nasalized

vowel in pencil (Rf8-C) and room (Rf4-C), and none at all in the other

two words. In all instances except the one occurrence of [peisil], the

nasal consonant is pronounced. This points to vowel nasalization

being of limited significance in BIE. It is possible, nevertheless, that

processes of nasal assimilation are widespread in casual speech. My

interview transcriptions do not generally represent vowel nasalization

where this results straightforwardly from spreading of nasality from

an adjacent nasal consonant. The only instances of vowel

nasalization in the transcripts correspond to those cases where the

nasal consonant has coalesced with the vowel, or where more

extensive spreading of nasality occurs.

The majority of these cases are in words of the same type as

'down', such as 'town', 'around', and 'pound'. Both diphthongal

pronunciations of the [da] type and [6] /|p] monophthongs are
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found. Other nasalized vowels occur sporadically. Rm7-C has [jo] for

'your' and spreading nasalization in [anaia sit do] = 'I'm not going to

sit down'. Rm8-C has [hAis] for 'hunts' and Rf8-C has [tjais] for

'chance'. Rm9-C has [foi] for 'fine', [dq] for 'dance' and [ba?] for

'banks'. The pronunciation of 'going to' as [6] or [a] is common in the

interviews and is quasi-universal in casual speech in Roatan. Also

common in both islands is [w| ] or [wai] for 'want. The negator

'don't' is frequently realized as [do] (Utila) or [du] (some Roatan

speakers). The latter is interesting, as the use of a high back vowel,

otherwise rare in BIE, is clearly motivated by the need to avoid

confusion with both main verb 'do' (=[d9]) and the periphrastic

habitual marker [dA]. This interpretation is supported by the fact

that [du] occurs only as a pre-verbal negator, never phrase-finally. If

it were to occur in this position, the possibility of confusion with

affirmative 'do' would be too great, as [u:] and [o] are merged in one

phoneme in BIE. On the other hand, periphrastic 'do' never occurs

phrase finally, hence there is no need for a contrastive [du] in this

position. According to this explanation, the preverbal negator [du]

will tend to be used by speakers with periphrastic do, and this

accords with observation.

The general conclusion concerning vowel nasalization must be that

although on a phonetic level, some speakers make more use of it than

others, the feature [nasal] is never required to bear the weight of

minimal pair contrasts. Regressive vowel nasalization conditioned by

a deleted nasal consonant is a low-level phonological feature, and is

restricted to back vowels and /a/. It is found most commonly on

Roatan.
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The /a/ vowel: A Single Phoneme, with Sporadic Backing Before /n/

(items 3, 491

Both RP and Gen. American distinguish phonemically the vowel of

TRAP and the vowel of PALM. In both, the distinction resides

principally in the fronted quality of the TRAP vowel and the back

quality of the PALM vowel. Additionally, the former is less than fully

open in both the reference accents, and the latter is lengthened in RP.

The TRAP vowel may thus be suitably represented by /ae/ and the

PALM vowel by /a/ or /a:/. Wells also introduces what is termed the

BATH vowel, the function of which is to contrast RP and Gen.

American, which differ in having /a:/ and /ae/ respectively for the

vowel in this word. Dialects of English generally group with either RP

or Gen. American on this dimension, although the actual realizations

of the fronted and backed vowels vary. In some accents (like Northern

Irish and most Scottish varieties) the distinction between a front and

a back low unrounded vowel is either allophonic or non-existent. In

rhotic accents in which phonemic merger between the front and back

low unrounded vowel has not taken place, the vowel in START may,

at least in principle, have either quality. In practice, where a

phonemic distinction exists, the more back vowel is used in words of

this type.

In basilectal Caribbean English Creoles, there is no quality

distinction between the vowel of TRAP and the vowel in

BATH/PALM/START, although there is typically a difference in length.

Cassidy and Le Page (1981, xxix) represent tiiese vowels as /a/ and
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/aa/ respectively. According to the Cassidy and Le Page description of

JC phonology, the most usual realization of either phoneme is as a

central vowel, which may be a fully open [a] or a [le] variant lying

between half-open and open, or sometimes a back unrounded [a]. In

some varieties of Caribbean English, the length of the START vowel

may vary according to whether or not the preconsonantal [r] is

pronounced. In accents which are non-rhotic, such as Trinidadian,

homonymy between 'ham' and 'harm' may be avoided by a difference

in length, or by a combination of length and quality difference. In

acrolectal speech in the former British colonies of the Caribbean (with

the exception of the Bahamas), there is a tendency to pronounce the

BATH/PALM vowel with a variant similar to RP [a], rather than

aligning TRAP and BATH as in Gen. American. This is also true for the

upper class Jamaicans classified by Irvine (1994) as speaking the

high-prestige 'Variety A'.

General observation suggests that in BIE, as in JC, no distinction is

made between the vowel in TRAP and that in BATH/PALM/START. Also

as in JC, the quality of this low unrounded vowel varies between [a],

[b] and [a], with a centralized [a] as the most common

pronunciation. Unfortunately, only limited insight into the question

of whether there is phonological conditioning can be gained from

examining the word-list, as most of the examples in the list are in

some way problematic from the point of view of a straight analysis of

vowel quality.

It might be thought that the word valve (44) could be compared

with calf (56), but there are problems with both words.'Valve' is not a

prototypical TRAP word, the normally velar [1] in this position
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causing the vowel to be backed for some RP speakers. In BIE, it is

possible that the final semivowel may exert a distorting influence on

the stressed vowel in this word, as it does in other words such as 'love'

(66 on the word-list) . 'Calf is likewise somewhat problematic:

etymologically, it is a PALM word, deriving as it does from ME [au]

and subsequent loss of a following velar [1], but synchronically, it

must by definition be grouped with the BATH words, since in Gen.

Am, it is pronounced with [ae] and in RP with [a]. Another problem

with 'calf is that in BIE, the initial consonant is palatalized, and

historically this process is bound up with the ae/a split. The same

observation applies to the words car (60) and cat (62), which in

other respects are model examples of PALM and TRAP words,

respectively.

The vowels in back (35) and bag (36) are conditioned in an

interesting way by the following velar, as we shall see in the next

section. They will not be further considered here.

The only words remaining are man (3), hand (49), and hard (31).

The last two have the advantage of being a minimal pair, exhibiting

the ae/a contrast typical of TRAP vs START in both the reference

accents: [haend] vs. [ha:(j)d]. 'Man', like 'hand', is a TRAP word.

Unfortunately, only 3 Roatan informants recorded man .

In terms of vowel quality, the BIE word-list reveals no difference

between hand and hard , the vowel in both being low central. The

distinction in length is marked by most speakers. Of the Utila group,

10/10 have a long vowel in hard , but only 2/10 have a long vowel in

hand. 10/20 Roatan speakers have a long vowel in hard (and three

more have a diphthongal glide),but only 1/20 have a long vowel in
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hand . The low incidence of long vowels in hand is probably due to

the manner of its elicitation: whether cued by a phrase such as 'This

is my left hand and this is my ' or by the Spanish 'mano

derecha', informants understood the cue to involve the elicitation of

a contrast, and therefore stressed 'right' rather than 'hand'.

The lack of a front/back vowel contrast emerges fairly clearly in

this minimal pair. None of the Utilian speakers has a vowel contrast

realized as [ae] vs. [a] or [a] vs. [a], although two individuals have

fronter/closer vowels in hand : [ae] and [e:]. Four Roatan speakers

have a slightly closer vowel in hand : [ae] or [a]. Overall, 4/30

speakers have a decidedly fronted vowel - [ae] or[e:] - in hand , while

no speaker has a fronted vowel in hard. In the case of man . 10/13

speakers have [a(:)] - including one with [ai^] - two have [ae], and

one has [a:]. Nothing in these comparisons gives any clear suggestion

of phonologically conditioned allophonic variation within the /a/

vowel.

The same picture of homogeneity in general, with occasional

lexically-conditioned variation, is unaffected by taking in account the

words for which certain caveats were entered above, with the

exception of back and bag. The results for these words are tabulated

in Table 8-2.

The data in Table 8-2 lends further support to the view that there

is a single /a/ phoneme, with a degree of variation in realization

which is relatively small. In general, /a/ is realized as a vowel which is

central and fully open in quality.
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TABLE 8-2: VARIATION IN THE /a/ VOWEL

FRONTING BACKING TOTAL UVhKALL%

AND/OR [inch low- MOT CD/^KTTCr^INUl rKUIN IcU

RAISING mid]

[ae] or [a] [a] or [a+]

Ro. Ut. Ro. Ut. Ro. Ut.

valve 1 0 1 0 19 10 27/29 = 93%

calf 0 0 3 0 19 10 26/29 = 90%

car 0 0 3 2 20 10 25/30 = 83%

cat 3 1 2 0 17 10 21/27 = 78%

A possible test for the absence of an ae/a phonemic split is afforded

by minimal pairs such as 'ant'/'aunt' or 'PamV 'palm'.

Unfortunately, specific data on these pairs is lacking. In the

interviews, 'palm' is pronounced with [a(:)], while 'aunt' is found with

both [a:] and [a:].

The interview transcriptions do not contain any consistent

evidence to suggest the existence of separate phonemes corresponding

to a front /a/ and a back /a/. There are occasional instances of

fronted and backed realizations, but these do not fall into any

particular pattern. Of some interest, however, is a rather common

tendency to produce a backed unrounded vowel before a following

nasal consonant. Some examples are:
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[Irj.gland] 'England', Rfll; [Irjlain] Rml

[Ian] 'land', Rf1

1

[kjain] 'can't' Rfll

[planf ejAns] 'plantations' Gfl

[Wainljt] 'vanished' Gfl

[tjaiins] 'chance' Rf8

[skBjpianz] 'scorpions' Uf2

[aint] 'aunt' Rf9, Rmll; [ainfe] 'auntie' Rm9

[ba:?] -bankCs)' Rf3

[dq:] 'dance' Rf3; [dansin] 'dancing' Rm9

[Stan] 'stand' Rm9, Um3

[fanse] 'fancy' Rm9

[Ansjstan] 'understand' Rm8

[gaintJi] 'guarantee' Rf4

[plai^n] 'planted' Rmll

[taimpie] 'Tampa', Rfll

[faimis] 'family' Rm9 .

'

[spanlj] 'Spanish' Rfl

The cumulative evidence of the above is sufficient to attest the

existence of a process of /a/ backing conditioned by a following nasal

consonant, usually the alveolar nasal. It may well be that the process

fails to apply when the following nasal is velar, as no examples are

attested. Dissimilation would be a possible explanation. Counter-

examples to the general process can be cited, therefore it can only be

described as a strong tendency. Some words are exceptions to the
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tendency, e.g. 'pants', pronounced [paents]. No doubt, this is because

'pants' is of American origin.

There is a limited degree of phonetic overlap between /a/ and

/d/. Phonetic similarity between [a] and [o] leads to occasional

substitution of one for the other. Most often, this takes the form of

unrounding of /d/, as in the examples [sUa:r)] = 'strong' Rf9 and

[marsAl] 'morsel' Rf8. Unrounding of /d/ is not a regularly occurring

feature, but on the evidence of my data, it is found among colored

speakers. The opposite process, production of a rounded variant of

/a/, is occasionally found in the speech of whites: thus, for example,

[stDn] = 'stand' Gfl.

Variation between Fal. [al and Tail before a Velar Stop

(items 35,36)

An unusual feature of JC mentioned by Cassidy and Le Page (1980,

lii) is [ai] as a variant of /a/ before a velar stop. Although the use of

this variant in words such as [baig] 'bag' and [flaig] 'flag' is regarded

as rather archaic, the [ai] vowel is reportedly retained in formulaic

expressions like [ol haig]. In BIE, the appearance of the diphthong in

this environment is rule-governed for many speakers. For these

speakers, 'bag' is pronounced [baig] and 'back' is pronounced [baik],

and a host of other words of the same conformation have [ai] where

RP and Gen. Am. have [ae].

The generality of the process can be illustrated by listing the words

in which [ai] occurs preceding a velar stop in the interviews.
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[ataik] 'attack' Rfll

[bDnaika] 'Bonacca' Rfll

[taik] 'tack' Rfll

[baik] or variants [baiik], bailk], [baiek], etc. 'back' Ufl, Uml, Uf2,

Um3, Rm8, Uf7

[blaik] 'black' Ufl

[bjaigin] 'bragging' Uml

[faikUe] 'factory' Uml, Um3

[saiik] 'sack' Uml; [saeik] Rm7; [saik] Rm8

[d3aiksn] 'Jackson' Uml

[faikt] 'fact' Uf7

[pjaiktisin ] 'practising' Rfl

It is noticeable, however, that many speakers use a backed [a]

variant instead of the diphthong. These speakers have a tendency to

say [bak], [sak]. etc. Accordingly, the word-list items back (35) and

bag (36) potentially shed light on a dual phenomenon.

Table 8-3 summarizes the incidence - actual and percentage - of

variant pronunciations of the back/bag vowel.

It is clear from Table 8-3 that the backed vowel in this

environment differentiates those Roatan speakers who have it from

Utila speakers, none of whom have a backed vowel. Diphthongization

in this environment is also much more frequent among Utilians,

suggesting that this is a feature which originated in white speech.
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TABLE 8-3: THE VOWEL IN 'BACK' AND 'BAG'

DIPHTHONG BACKED OTHER TOTALS

VOWEL

ROAT. UTILA ROAT. UTILA ROAT. UTILA ROAT. UTILA

back 9

(0.45)

8

(0.8)

5

(0.25)

0 6

(0.30)

2

(0.2)

20 10

bag 9

(0.53)

8

(0.8)

5

(0.29)

0 3

(0.18)

2

(0.2)

17 10

The speakers with [a] in 'back' or 'bag' or both are the following:

Rf2, Rm3 ('back' only); Rf5, RflO ('bag' only); Rm6, Rf8, Rf9 (both

words). All of these spakers are colored. Yet to attach an ethnic tag to

this feature is to oversimplify. In the first place, only about half the

colored Roatan speakers used the backed variant, and none of the

colored Utila speakers did. Secondly, the limited evidence available

from Guanaja suggests that whites there use the backed variant: in

interviews, both elderly white speakers, Gfl and Gml, produced

unelicited examples of [baik], and no examples of the diphthongized

variant. Gml produced a centered [a] in both words in word-list

style, and the only other Guanaja informant to complete a word-list,

Gm4, also white, produced [a] in both words.

A diphthong in this environment is recorded in EDG for parts of

south and east Lancashire for the words [baig] and [raig]. But the

real origin of diphthongization in this environment may lie in a
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development of the general tendency toward lengthening and

breaking which is explored further in (15) below. Backed variants for

'bag' are recorded for southern Scotland and the English counties

bordering Scotland, but the origin of this pronunciation no doubt lies

in the overlap between /d/ and /a/, a variable feature described in

section (6) of the last chapter.

Diphthongization of a Stressed Mid-back Vowel Before /s/ or /z/

An interesting minor feature observed in the speech of some

informants is the diphthongization of a mid-back vowel, /o/ or /a/,

in the environment of a following /s/. In the interviews, the following

examples occur:

[oiz de] = 'those days' Rf3

[dAiz] = 'does'; [kAizm], also [kBiz^n] = 'cousin' Rm9

[hA^sban] = 'husband'; [waeizn] = 'wasn't' and [at wdis] = 'that was';

[kBis^n] = 'cousin' Rm7

[dA^z] = 'does' Rf9

Additional examples from fieldnotes: [wais] 'was', [bekaiz]

'because', [daiz] 'does'. The examples noted are from Roatan, and all

except one are from colored speakers.

Only 10 Roatan speakers recorded cousin , and of these, 4/10

pronounced the word with a diphthong: three with [ai] - Rf2, Rm5,

one with [ai] - Rm9, and one with [eo] - Rf7. All except Rf7 are colored

people aged 25-50. Rf7 is a young woman of mixed Spanish-English
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parentage whose pronunciation during the interview showed a degree

of conscious influence from other accents of English, hence [keozn] is

possibly due to hypercorrection. 9/10 Utila speakers have a

monophthong: the exception, Uf3, who is white and in her early 20's,

has an accent which could in general be said to contain all the most

characteristic Utilian features. In the light of this, it seems safest to

characterize diphthongization of /a/ before a sibilant as a feature of

traditional Bay Islands speech, rather than typing it as characteristic

only of some colored speakers.

Because of the restricted environment in which the process

operates, examples in the data are too few to enable any firm

conclusion to be reached concerning its pervasiveness. There are

indications that for some speakers, the phonological process may be

fairly general in this environment. Evidence in support of this

interpretation is the sporadic occurrence of the diphthong in function

words as common as 'was' and 'does', which might be expected to

resist the rule in view of their well-established forms [wa(z)] and

[dA(z]. One would not anticipate the occurrence of diphthongs in

these words to be based on analogical extension from relatively

infrequent words such as 'cousin' or 'husband', therefore a productive

process appears to be at work. In purely phonological terms, its

motivation is unclear.

One possibility is that rounding of [a] to [o] would make it

difficult to pronounce the sequence [oz] without an epenthetic 'glide'.

The rounding of [a] in other contexts has already been noted as a

feature of Roatan speech in particular. If it is assumed that this

rounding was a feature of the creole-influenced speech of coloreds
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during the formative period of Anglo-Caribbean, then the evolution of

the feature may be reconstructed roughly as follows:

Stage 1: Creole-influenced adaptation of superstrate form.

Reinterpretation of /a/ as /o/ in Creole and consequent development

of a diphthong in the environment of a following sibilant:

/a/ is generally merged with /:•/; 'cousin' therefore has a rounded

vowel, and is pronounced [kDZ(i)n] or [k^^zm] in creole-influenced

speech. Glide insertion is influenced by the nature of the transition

between the back vowel and the following alveolar sibilant, and also

perhaps by the [i] in the following syllable.

Stage 2: (gradual restructuring in direction of white superstrate)

The diphthong loses rounding on the first element, becoming [Ai] or

[Ai].

Stage 3: the diphthong loses its gUde element, becoming [a].

The loss of the glide in the final stage removes all trace of the original

rounded vowel.

Evidence for such a sequence in the development of black BIE from

a Creole is the existence of a form such as [oiz de] = 'those days', where

the [d] is the result of a separate process of vowel lowering, but is then

subject to diphthongization in the same way as [d] deriving from /a/.

Additional evidence is the occasional occurrence of forms with the

•earlier' rounded diphthong, e.g. [at wdIs] = 'that was' and forms
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preserving the original rounded monophthong, e.g. [kozn], which

occurs as a word-hst response for one informant (Ufl-C).

Although this phonological feature is in itself of relatively minor

significance, it serves to illustrate the underlying influence of creole in

BIE phonology. Processes of restructuring of the superstrate and of the

Creole itself are fundamental to understanding the grammar of black

BIE, as the chapters on syntax will illustrate very clearly.

Diphthongization and 'Breaking' of Vowels

(items 17-21, 64)

A visitor to the Bay Islands quickly recognizes two contrasting

styles of island speech. One of these is rapid, with many elisions and

other fast speech phenomena. The other style is much slower, and is

often characterized by a habit of lengthening certain vowels and also

of creating diphthongs by the addition of a glide to the lengthened

vowels, often resulting in breaking of the two elements of the

diphthong into two separate syllables, a phenomenon known as

'breaking'. Three typical examples of breaking from field-notes are

/dei.ir/ 'there', /foied/ 'food', and [foi.il] 'fool', i

The discussion in this section centers on the examination of a

number of a observations (or 'claims') concerning the phenomenon.

These are examined with reference to the word-list and interview

data. Before listing the claims, a classificatory note is in order. In the

1 The extent of lengthening varies, so that in some cases a single
length mark would actually be appropriate, but the symbols available
to me do not include a single length mark).
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analysis, diphthongization and/or breaking is considered as a unitary

phenomenon, for both theoretical and practical reasons. First, in the

cases to be considered, it can be argued that diphthongization and

breaking are conceptually indistinct since both derive from a habit of

lengthening vowels in certain contexts and phonological

environments. The only difference is that 'breaking' generally results

from a greater degree of lengthening of the vowel. In purely practical

terms, it is frequently impossible in given instances to determine by

ear whether breaking into two syllables has occurred, since there is a

perceptual continuum between pure diphthong and pure breaking.

Thus, in addition to examples where breaking clearly occurs, there are

many cases where vowel lengthening occurs followed by a perceptible

centering of the vowel without any impression of discontinuity. There

are many borderline cases in which the transcriber is forced to choose

between, say, /deilr/ or /de:.ir/, and in reality, a transcription

decision is sometimes arbitrary. I will not presume to have reliably

distinguished diphthongization from breaking, and consequently, in

the discussion which follows, there is no implication that

diphthongization differs from breaking in any way other than by

degree.

Now to the claims. The first hypothesis is that certain vowels

appear to be not susceptible to D/B: these are /a/, /e/, /i/and /a/, as

well as the unstressed /e/, where this occurs. However, where these

vowels are allophonic variants of other vowels, e.g. [e] as an variant

pronunciation of /e/, D/B will not be prohibited. Such vowels are, of

course, generally short. 'Original' diphthongs such as /ao/ or /ai/ are

also immune to D/B.
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A second claim is that D/B occurs only when the vowel in a word-

final syllable is followed by a voiced consonant, and is particularly

favored by a following liquid (/r/ or /I/). In most cases where D/B

occurs, the consonant will be word-final; however, when the following

consonant is r/1, this may form part of a final consonant cluster.

Vowels in word-final open syllables, or followed by a word-final

voiceless consonant, are predicted not to participate in the process of

diphthongization/breaking. Thus, pronunciations such as /strei.et/

'straight' and /triie/ 'tree' ought not to occur. The process appears to

apply mainly to monosyllabic words, although the example

[mango.ez] occurs in fieldnotes.

Third, it is proposed that the process is most likely to occur in

words bearing tonic stress and therefore usually occurs at or near the

end of a tone unit. There may also be a general association with

contrastive emphasis, but the position of the emphasized element will

affect its susceptibility to D/B. Thus, a vocalic element which receives

stress as a result of its occurrence in a focused lexical element or

phrase which is in initial position in an utterance is predicted not to

be subject to D/B. On the other hand, it is possible that a strong stress

at the end of a tone unit may cause a normally unstressed vowel to

be affected by D/B. The example of [mango.ez], unfortunately noted

down without reference to the utterance in which it occurred, is

suggestive of this. It may be possible to find concrete examples in a

large sample of data, but no corroboration can be offered based on

the interview data analysed.

Fourth, the phenomenon seems to be associated with certain

individuals more than with others, and there is a tendency for
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women's speech to display the feature more than men's. It appears to

be particularly associated with Utilian speech, where the general

tendency to vowel lengthening is most marked.^

Finally, a listener has the impression that diphthongization or

breaking occurs only in slower speech, and tends not to be found in

the speech of individuals who employ a fast 'clipped' speech style.

The phenomenon merits detailed investigation in relation to each

of the aspects identified above, but this will not be attempted here. In

particular, the limited data available does not permit a comparison

of speech styles from the same individuals, in which speed of

articulation would enter as a variable. In addition, it is impossible to

test the ideas concerning stress, tonic vowels, and D/B using the word-

list data. Attention will be focused on those claims which can be

tested, in a preliminary way, using the word-list data. Data selected

from the interviews will provide additional evidence confirming or

disconfirming these claims.

The list words which are of most interest are those which combine

a susceptible vowel with a following /r/ or /I/:

hair, where, here , there , school , vear. poor , and small , also field in ball

field . Air (Roatan only) is excluded at this stage of the analysis.

If the first two hypotheses are correct, then D/B will appear with

highest frequency in these words, and may also appear at a low

frequency in words with a final voiced consonant (e.g. spoon, wood,

room, plane, rain, green ), but not in book or soap . Also excluded

2 Vowel lengthening is commonly recognized by speakers from the other
two islands as a distinguishing mark of Utilian speech. One of the Roatan
speakers interviewed, Rm6, contrasted the Utilian pronunciation [we yA
gonir)] with the Roatan pronunciation [we yA goiin] (there are, of course, a
host of other possibilities in the case of 'going').
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would be three (open syllable) and any words with an original

diphthong (e.g. outside ) or any instances of the vowels listed as not

showing D/B (e.g. /e/ as in red ).

In line with this reasoning, the data to be considered are grouped

so as to focus on the basic phonological conditioning underlying D/B

expressed in hypotheses 1 and 2. Table 8-4 shows vowel variants (pure

vowel or first diphthongal element) for each word in which the vowel

is followed by a liquid - /I/ or /r/. The table contrasts, where

applicable, the incidence of D/B with a close or half-close vowel with

that in which a more open vowel variant was realized. Table 8.5

examines D/B in the environment of a following nasal and in word-

final open sylables.

The overall incidence for each word in Table 8-4 is hair 13/17,

where 9/13, there 8/20, here 17/20, ^ear 21/29, school 10/15, poor

13/30, small 8/15, field 6/29. The total incidence of D/B for ail words

is 105/198 = 58.3%. The figures for Utila and Roatan respectively are

62/89 (69.7%) and 43/109 (39.4%). There is thus empirical support

from the word-lists for the claim that D/B occurs in words in which

the vowels /i, e, e, o, o, d/ are followed by /r,l/ in word-final position.

The data also give support to the claim that D/B is more common in

Utila than in Roatan. D/B is much more common when the vowel

receives a relatively close articulation.

The low incidence of D/B in the case of field is probably explained

by the fact that most informants gave the word in the compound ball

field . It would appear that stress interacts with D/B.
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The incidences of D/B for eacti word in Table 8-5 are spoon 11/29;

wood 0/29; room 1/28; plane 7/29; rain 7/29; green 0/15; and three

0/30. Only spoon . plane and rain show D/B to a significant degree.

D/B does not occcur in wood, where the incidence of more open

variants in both Roatan and Utila is noteworthy (5/19 and 7/10

respectively); in this word and also in room , the occurrence of the

lowered variant appears to block D/B . Occasional lowered vowels are

also found in spoon, plane and rain, but in these words, D/B is not

blocked by phonetic lowering. It would appear that /e/ is a vowel

which is strongly susceptible to D/B; /©/ is also susceptible, but in a

more restricted way.

Overall, the evidence is somewhat inconclusive. Since 5/6 of the

words ending in a voiced consonant end in a nasal, there is a need for

further evidence from words with a 'susceptible' vowel ending in a

non-nasal voiced consonant.

The occurrence of triphthongal [raeien] 'rain' in one instance is

evidence that D/B can occur with diphthongs. But apart from the

word fire, which is disyllabic in the reference dialects, there is no

other instance in the word-list data of D/B following a diphthong.

There is evidence from green , reinforcing the data for field , that

/i/ is a less favoring vowel for D/B, which apparently only tends to

occur when the /i/ is followed by /r/. In itself, this is evidence for a

following /r/ being the srongest environment for D/B.

Finally, data are presented in Table 8-6 for the words soap , well ,

red, book, and third, words in which the hypothesized conditions for

D/B are not met.
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TABLE 8-6: DIPHTHONGIZATION/BREAKING ('DISFAVORING'

ENVIRONMENTS)

D/B INCIDENCE SOAP WELL RED BOOK THIRD

0 + Stop £ + 1 e/s + i/a + r

Cons Stop A + Stop

[-voice] Cons

[+voice]

Cons

[-voice]

Utila 0/10 0/10 0/10 0/8 0/10

Roatan 1/18 0/20 2/5 0/5 1/19

As this table shows, there are a very small number, 4/115, of

'exceptional' cases of D/B: [sDiAp], [reied], [reM], [Si^rd]. The general

pattern of non-diphthongization is as predicted.

The conclusion must be that the patterning of D/B in general

obeys the constraints set out in the first two claims: it occurs in

closed word-final syllables; it occurs most commonly with the vowels

/i, e, o, 0/ which occur with phonetic variants in the range between

between close and half-close, and additionally with the vowel /d/; the

syllable final consonants most strongly favoring D/B are /r/, /I/, and

nasal voiced stops, in that order. D/B also sometimes occurs with the

vowel [e], but when this happens, [c] in variation with [e].

The claim that the relative incidence of D/B is higher among

females can be tested by reference to those word-list items which elicit

the highest incidence of D/B. Items in which the incidence of D/B was

lower than 0.24 (= 7/29, the incidence for plane and rain) were not
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included, as D/B at low frequencies could be due to unsystematic

effects of analogy, etc.

The incidence of D/B in phonologically predictable contexts (close

or half-close vowels) was extracted from the data for each of the words

hair, where , air, there , here , year , school , poor, small , spoon . plane ,

and rain. The totals corresponding to males and females in Utila and

Roatan are shown in Table 8-7.

TABLE 8-7: DIPHTHONGIZATION/BREAKING (MALES v FEMALES)

MALES FEMALES TOTAL

Utila 27/39 =

0.69

38/59 =

0.64

65/ 98 =

0.66

Roatan 18/59 =

0.31

37/72 =

0.51

55/ 131 =

0.42

TOTAL 45/98 =

0.46

75/131

=

0.57

The mean D/B figures give confirmation of the claim that the

phenomenon is more marked in Utila than in Roatan. The evidence

as to whether women are more prone to use D/B than men is

inconclusive; this pattern is characteristic of Roatan, but not of Utila.

A statistical test is not appropriate because of the number of 'zeroes'

in the raw data: for example, the figures for 'where' for Roatan males

and females are 0/0 and 0/1, and similarly in the case of rain', where

the input D/B figures are 0/3 for Utila men and 0/5 for Utila women.
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Interview data : The interview data contain many examples wiiich

confirm the phonological conditioning observed in the word-list data,

and only a few counter-examples. A selection is listed below. It should

be noted that in addition to examples with following /r/, there are

also a small number of examples of D/B with an 'underlying' /r/

which has been deleted, as in [Seis] 'there' Rm8.

A: Supporting examples - favoring environments:

1. [platpo.il] 'plait-pole ' Rf2

2. [o;id] 'old' Uf7

3. [botlo:>d] 'boat-load' Ufl

4. [d: Af] uml; [x>iM] Uf2, [Di.if] Rm9 'off
;
[r>:.^n] 'on' Uf2

5. [smoi.il] 'small' Uml; [wd: ^1] 'wall' Uf7

6. [wilt/ei.ir] 'wheelchair Uf2

7. [kei.j^r] 'care' Uf7

B: Supporting examples with following voiced consonant (non-nasal):

1. [nii.id] 'need' Rf31

2. [wAi.sz] 'wise' Gm3

3. [se:.Aj3] 'save' Rf9

4. [eiiiws] 'thieves' Ufl;

C: Examples not conforming to the postulated phonological

conditions:

1. [jaird] 'yard' Rfll

2. [bo.it] 'boat' Rfll
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3. [pai.is] 'pass' Rf3; [te.is] 'tastes' Rf4

4. [koi.is] Rf3, [koi.As] 'coast'; [d^Q^s] 'just' Gm2

5. [jc^s] 'yes' Rf9

6. [leiW] 'live' Uf2

7. [raid] 'red' Um3

The examples in A merely support the generalizations already

made. Those in B demonstrate that D/B may occur with a following

voiced stop (Bl), a voiced fricative (B2, 3) and even a voiced

approximant (B4). The examples in C merit closer examination.

Example CI shows that D/B is not debarred from occurring with

vowels other than close/half-close, and may even affect fully open

/a/. This suggests the influence of timing considerations, which may

lead to lengthening of any vowel and therefore to D/B in certain

cases. C2 is the sole example in the data of D/B with a following

voiceless stop. C3 and C4 offer instances of D/B conditioned by a

following voiceless sibilant, and supply evidence that a possible

environment for the process is a following sibilant, which may be

voiceless as in C3 and C4 or voiced, as in B2. C5 may show how a

following sibilant can also facilitate D/B with a lower vowel, but the

word 'yes' offers an unsuitable test-case. The recognition of D/B before

a sibilant opens the possibility that the diphthongization of a half-

open back vowel in 'cousin', etc. (see section above) is a related

phenomenon.

Finally, exs. 6 and 7 offer evidence of processes which probably are

distinct from D/B. C6 shows how the following palatal approximant

/W/ exerts an upward pull on the vowel, resulting in a glide. C7
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probably shows the influence of the [reid] pronunciation which is

known to occur in this word, and of which a few examples occur in

the interview data. Such examples do not affect the general analysis

of phonological conditioning environments offered here, as in these

cases, only diphthongization and not breaking may occur.

The general conclusion is that diphthongization/breaking is a very

widespread feature of BIE which is variably distributed across the

population. It is most strongly in evidence in Utila speech. This

suggests that older Anglo-Caribbean may be the source of the feature.

A British dialectal source is a distinct possibility, although

lengthening was taken further in white Anglo-Caribbean.

Also of relevance here is the evolution of the FACE vowel. Modern

RP has /ei/ in words of the FACE class. This diphthong began to

replace [ei] in Southern dialects in the early nineteenth century, but

the earlier pronunciation was retained in the North, where it existed

together with a falling diphthong. The English Dialect Grammar

(1905: §8) records e9 as 'very common in the dialects in such words

as name and day; indeed, feas for face is recorded for dialects in

both northern and southern England. The EDG also notes that ie is

common in the Scottish-English borders in such words as cake, dale.

and tame (§10). Close realizations of /e/ and faUing diphthongs with

a close or half-close first element were, and still are, prevalent in

Scotland. Cassidy and Le Page (xlvii), in their review of the JC vowel

/ie/, conclude: 'it seems likely, therefore, that the quality of the

Jamaican vowel is due to the influence of Northern and Scots

dialectal usage.
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In present-day basilectal JC, /ie/ corresponds to RP /ei/. On the

basis of what is known of eighteenth century British dialects in

general, it seems likely that in the Anglo-Caribbean koine, front

diphthongs with a more open quality - between [le] and [ee]. - would

have been normal. Evidence for this comes from an observation by

Lady Nugent who kept a diary during her stay in Jamaica as the wife

of an early-nineteenth century Governor of the island. She made the

following well-known comment about the speech of plantation

whites in Jamaica around 1800:

the Creole language is not confined to the negroes. Many of the

ladies, who have not been educated in England, speak a sort of

broken English, with an indolent drawling out of their words, that

is very tiresome if not disgusting. 1 stood next to a lady one night,

near a window, and by way of saying something, remarked that

the air was much cooler than usual; to which she answered: 'Yes,

ma'am, him rail-ly too fra-ish.' (1966 [1939]: 98)

The drawl which Lady Nugent describes as characteristic of whites

in Jamaica almost certainly includes the types of diphthongization

and breaking which have been described here.

To summarize: in some varieties of BIE, particularly the speech of

Utila, there is a natural tendency for vowels to be extensively

lengthened before voiced consonants, liquids in particular. Liquids

retain full voicing in final position, which makes it natural in

phonological terms for the vowel to be sustained longer. It would

seem that Anglo-Caribbean took full advantage of this natural

tendency, which led naturally to the formation of diphthongs and to

vowel breaking.
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Conclusion

Certain processes reviewed in this chapter connect BIE with

Caribbean accents of English. The vowel nasalization which is noted

for words like 'down' [do:] is found in basilectal JC, but is even more

typical of Barbados, Guyana, and Belize. 1 accept the analysis of

AUeyne (1980) that early Afro-American dialects had variation

between [V+Nasal Consonant] and [nasalized vowel]. This is precisely

what can be observed in BIE. Although Lalla (1986: 124) asserts that

vowel nasalization is found in regional accents of English, this is not

so pronounced as it is in certain CEC's, where it is almost certainly the

result of African substrate influence. The raised allophone of /e/

before a nasal is another feature which is more associated with black

BIE. 1 suspect that the raising of both [e] and [i] to [1] in pre-nasal

environments is a fairly general phenomenon in CEC's. The

pronunciation [i:n] for 'in' is found in black BIE as it is elsewhere in

the Caribbean.

The diphthongization which takes place in 'cousin' and similar

words can also be explained by Creole reallocation of phonemes in the

lower back area.

The absence of a split between /se/and /a/ in BIE is indicative of

the origins of Anglo-Caribbean in regional Englishes which had not yet

experienced the split. 'Newer' Caribbean Englishes like that of Trinidad

are more likely to show the split, which took place in educated

southern English in the eighteenth century. Dialects north of the

English Midlands in general have a single vowel phoneme. It is

intersting that among white BIE speakers, there is some indication of a



CHAPTER 9

MORPHOLOGY OF THE BIE NOUN PHRASE

Introduction

Although the verb phrase is the site for most of the complex

developments which mark the intermediate varieties of BIE, a very

clear idea of the extent of creoIe influence in BIE at the basilectal end

can be gained by consideration of the noun phrase and its

components, especially the pronominal system. It is for this reason

that I have chosen to place the present chapter on the Noun Phrase

before that dealing with the verb phrase.

Many of the examples in the first part of this chapter come from

one speaker, Rm7. All examples in the chapter which are presented

without speaker identification can be assumed to come from this

source. The speech of Rm7 unquestionably represents the basilectal

end of the spectrum. This speaker, a 39 year old black male originally

from French Harbour, was interviewed at his home in Diamond Rock.

He earns his living by agricultural work, mainly 'chopping bush'. Rm7

received some primary schooling in Spanish, but is non-literate in

English. Among Bay Islanders, he is unusual in having spent a

substantial amount of time in Jamaica, where he lived between the

ages of 16 and 24. In the course of a 40 minute interview, he referred

281
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to the eight years spent working there, and to the fact that when he

returned, he spoke Uke a Jamaican:

wen ei kAm bak at fom jemekA a tel ja a had £ sem ol tDik an irnei

mAdAr fada Ysie rew wid mi. '$at wat kiein a tDk ju brirj jemeksn

tok e^ ? tJ8i kjaii bak lef dej du J3jir) i hej

when I come back at from Jamaica a tell ya a had the same ol talk an my mother

father use to row wid me. "That what kind of talk you bring Jamaican talk here. Take

carry back lef der, don't bring it here."

The low opinion which Rm7's parents evidently held of JC is

evidence of their awareness that it is a kind of English which is much

further away from the standard than BIE. Interestingly, Rm8 reports

his parents as having used a typical serial verb expression to make

their point. The Creole structure was evidently recognized as such,

and the fact that it was used in this context is possibly a sign that BIE

does not itself use serial verbs in quite this way - although, as we shall

see, there is a limited presence of serial verbs in BIE as well. It seems

likely that BIE speakers regard the use of serial verbs as a stereotypical

Creole feature. When Rm7 was asked if he could show me how

Jamaicans talk, he replied:

wel a kainA fAget bAt a mcmba kApla wujdz. weit haw lek ju wud

se blir) ks bjirj mi Sat jog de^j . . . nat se it so 5e se kjais kAm

js.a
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well a kinda forget but a memba coupla words. Right now like you would say Blinky

bring me that rock der, dey na go so it they nat say it so. They say, "carry come yea.".

Rm7's comment on "carry come yea" was 'that's a bad speakin'.

Besides the serial verb 'carry come', the phrase contains a

pronunciation of 'here' with an initial glide. The other example he

gives - [bWDi go a yaid] - gives an inaccurate rendering of the

stereotypical diphthong, but picks up on the use of 'a' as a directional

preposition, and the Jamaican use of 'yard'.

While it is certainly possible that the time which Rm7 spent in

Jamaica influenced his speech, and although he referred to Jamaica

as the place where he would most like to live, there are no features in

this interview which are not found in interviews with other speakers

or elsewhere in my data. It is therefore safe to use this speech sample

as a source for the typical features of 'basilectal' BIE.

Number

-if,'
'

Plurality is variably marked on the noun. In the basilect, non-

marking is more common than marking using {-s}. The grammar of

basBlE differs from varieties with more remote links to Creole in

placing greater weight on pragmatic inferencing by the hearer and less

on explicit marking by the speaker. Nevertheless, all speakers mark

{-s} at least some of the time. Since morphological marking of

plurality is not categorical for any of the BIE speakers in die sample,

it would be possible to investigate its variable occurrence in the same

way as other variable features. But such a study would need to take
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into account the possibility of changes in conditioning factors across

the continuum. There is no attempt here to do a quantitative

analysis, although some observations concerning relevant

conditioning factors are made.

Although all the BIE speakers in the sample make variable use of

Noun+{-sK to claim that all speakers operate with a singular/plural

distinction as in SE would be to misrepresent reality. First, the

percentage of morphologically marked plurals varies widely,

indicating that Plural does not have the same status in the grammars

of all speakers. Second, among speakers of basBIE,

{-s} marking obeys a different set of constraints than in SE.

Mufwene (1986) proposes that plural marking/unmarking in

English Creoles needs to be understood within the framework of a

basilectal grammar which essentially lacks the category Plural, but

which operates with a basic semantic distinction between

'individuated' and 'nonindividuated' entities, which is reflected on

the syntactic plane in a distinction between 'singular' and 'non-

singular'. The semantic distinction is between a set viewed as

consisting of denumerable individuals and a set seen as an ensemble

without reference to discreteness of composition. In SE, the

relationship between plurality and individuation derives from the

count/mass distinction. By definition, mass nouns are not

individuated; in syntactic terms, this means that mass nouns cannot

add a plural formative to the stem, nor can they be used with certain

quantifiers which are individuating in nature, e.g. 'a few', 'many'. It

would appear that Creoles allow for a greater degree of flexibility in

this area. As Mufwene points out:
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save for a handful of exceptions (which call for a highly marked

context to change their countability preferences), virtually every

noun in Jamaican Creole can alternate between individuated and

nonindividuated uses. (1986: 39)

The problem for the analyst is to decide whether a zero-marked

verb is to be regarded as individuated or non-individuated. This

problem of identification has prevented quantitative analysts from

using Mufwene's semantic categories as part of a variational model,

but ultimately this is a problem for variationist techniques, rather

than a sign of theoretical weakness.

From the point of view of coding the BIE speech samples,

interpretation of a bare noun-stem as referring to a singular or plural

entity (semantic plurality) was surprisingly unproblematic. There is

no possible ambiguity when the noun is preceded by a number ('two',

'three', etc). The demonstratives [6em] 'them' or [So(z)] = 'those' as

well as certain adjectival quantifiers, such as 'a few', 'one of my ...'

and 'several', mark the NP as referring to a plurality of entities. In

some cases, whether a zero-marked noun refers to one entity or more

than one can be partly determined from the semantics of the noun,

or more precisely, the intrinsic nature of the referent denoted by the

noun: nouns represent entities which are either inherently

'denumerable' or not. In the majority of cases, knowledge of this kind

taken together with the context makes it clear whether semantic

singularity or plurality is involved. In relatively few instances must

the hearer rely on inferencing alone.
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As pointed out by Mufwene (1986), plural count nouns and mass

nouns form a single syntactic class in basilectal English Creole. He

calls this 'Non-singular'. Speakers of basBlE may be supposed to

operate for most of the time within a system where 'singular' is

distinguished from 'non-singular', with variable effects of a partially-

integrated category 'plural'. Quantifiers such as 'a lot of and 'plenty'

may be used with either singular or plural nouns in SE, but following

Mufwene's definition above, these are used in basBIE with 'non-

singular' nouns.

The category distinction between count and mass nouns, critical to

the rule of plural formation in SE, is only partially operative in

basBIE. This is illustrated by the use of 'how much' and 'too much'

with all nouns in 1 and 2.

1. hAw mAc de ju WAk fD im

how much day you work for him?

2. wi didn haw tu mAc gAd skulz (Rml)

we didn have too much good schools.

Another sign of the unimportance of the count/mass distinction in

basBIE is the use of {-s| with what in SE are non-count nouns: .,

3. ju got no mAne ju kjam liW ej bikczn it no no wejks

you got no money you can't live there becausen it not no works

4. yu gr>tx> bi 3e fa jeusn jejz tu get juz tu &o toks juz tA 6e tok
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you gotta be there for years an years to get use to tho(se) talks, use to the talk

In SE, the mass/count distinction serves as the basis for

marking/non-marking of plurality; mass and count nouns are

distinguished morphologically in that only the latter can take {-s}

marking for plural number. In basBlE, this categorical syntactic

distinction does not apply. In the case of a word like 'time' in 4, the

distinct meanings corresponding to the SE mass/count syntactic

categories must be inferred without the assistance of morphological

marking.

5. 3e spuit a si a lota taim

the spirit I see a lot of time

Singularity is marked by the use of the indefinite article 'a', which

also serves the functions of indicating an entity which is both new in

the discourse context and non-specific. When it is necessary to denote

a singular entity which is new in the discourse context and which also

has specific reference, basBIE uses the article [wah]. This is illustrated

in 6.

6. a get wAn aksidcn on wr)f wah de

I get one accident on wharf one day

Both occurrences of [war] in 6 have the same function, that of

concurrently denoting non-definiteness and specificity, but only the

second corresponds to SE usage. The example is revealing in that it
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suggests one way that Creole may have acquired the indefinite specific

article, as a grammaticalization of the SE numeral quantifier (SE itself

permits the use of 'one' in this way only in the fixed phrase 'one day'

and similar usages, such as 'one year'). In basBIE, [wah] and [a] are

mutually exclusive, in that both cannot occur together, but the choice

of [war] rather than [a] tends to be a matter of personal preference,

with specificity of reference or 'individuation' (see below) as the

favoring factor. In 6, the speaker could equally have said [a aksiden],

so that the selection of [war] may be due in this instance to a

stylistic choice with the aim of achieving greater emphasis.

^

Example 6 reveals a further difference between basBIE and SE, in

that the article may be omitted before singular nouns. This optional

deletion applies when reference is made to a specific entity, but in

cases where identification of the noun as definite or indefinite (a

fundamentally discourse-based distinction) is superfluous. Sentence 7

provides a further example.

7. &a waz puit spuit dewil

that was pirit spirit the devil

Examples like this must be distinguished from cases where

reference is non-specific or 'generic'. Here, basBIE also uses the zero-

determiner, but also an obligatorially unmarked noun. Generic or

'non-individuated' uses of nouns never carry morphological marking

of plural. Sentence 8 illustrates. The speaker first makes a generic

1 BIE does not admit alternation between [a] and [an]. Only [a] is used,
irrespective of the nature of the following segment.
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statement, then modifies this by making reference to certain specific

entities:

8. SAmtams et iz si sirjk sip no 6e botsn tir) (Rm9)

sometimes it is she sink ship nuh? the boats an thing (referring tO a

hurricane)

In 8, [n tir)] functions as an 'associative plural', grouping with a

specified entity certain indeterminate entities which are supplied by

the hearer from the context (see below).

The role of inferencing from context is fundamental in this area of

basilectal grammar, with inferences being based on.knowledge of

states of affairs or occurrences which represent the 'default' real-world

values, given the situation being described. Not only

definiteness/indefiniteness, but also singularity/non-singularity must

very often be inferred. In 9, there can be little doubt that the person

opened both his eyes:

9. (when) hi kloz n opn hi ai hi we in pjuu daiknis

when he close and open hi eye, he was in pure darkness
'

In some cases, such as 'spirit' in ex. 5 above, inferences as to

singularity/non-singularity may have to be based on the discourse

context alone. Sometimes, the nature of a prenominal quantifier will

determine whether a noun is viewed as denumerable or not, but

common quantifiers such as 'a lot of, 'plenty', and 'some' are neutral
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to the count/mass distinction in SE, and to these can be added ' how

much' in creole.

An alternative means of indicating plurality is by the use of I^sm]

postnominally. This is possible only for noun phrases in which the

noun is preceded by a determiner.

10. Dl e foks 3em wa drAqkop d1 jemeke we drAijkAp

all the folk-them were drunk-up, all Jamaica wa drunk-up
"

11. foks 6sm be jAun s ofis Sir) 5e spik lik 8s msjiksn 3sm

the folk-them (that) be round the office-thing they speak like the

American-them

The four examples of postposed [8em] in the Rm7 interview all

involve a noun which refers to a human group ('people', 'folks',

'American'). This appears to be a strong, though not categorical,

constraint on the use of postnominal [-8sm] in basBIE.

Although there is still no consensus in the literature as to the

factors which condition the occurrence of postposed -dem in English

Creoles, a VARBRUL study of basilectal JC (Patrick et al., 1993) showed

that -dem was either nonexistent or highly restricted in the

environment of certain determiner types, namely, numerals,

quantifiers and demonstratives. A further study (Patrick, 1994)

excluded these factors; it was then found that a definite article

favored the occurrence of -dem (percentage frequency 31%), while the

other factors in the factor group, possessive and unmarked noun,

disfavored -dem (frequencies of only 8% and 3%, respectively). In the
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light of these results, I would suggest that investigators look to

'individuation', exercised as a pragmatic choice by the speaker, as the

key. Example 12 illustrates this individuating use of [-Ssm] in basBIE.

12. nejls swrsbDdi Ssm SDmbDdi sis a bildm ju no gstn pisa 5s Ian

(Rf8)

nearly everybody-them somebody else a buildin you know gettin piece of the land.

It is not surprising that out of all the types of determiner, the

definite article is the one which most strongly predisposes to NP-dem

marking and, in contrast, number quantifiers most strongly disfavor -

dem. A numerical determiner achieves individuation by definition, so

nothing more is needed. On the other hand, the primary function of

'the' actually has nothing to do with individuation. Rather, the

function of the definite article is as a mark for the listener of the

recoverability of the referent either from the previous discourse

context or from 'shared knowledge' activated by the situational

context. The individual identity of each of the set of individuals

referred to is not specifically encoded, but neither is it negated.

Individuation is a cognitive operation which may or may not be

applied to semantically plural NPs with a definite article determiner,

depending on the discourse context. A speaker 'assists' individuation

by NP-dem marking.

Prenominal determiners thus exert varying pressures on the

incidence of NP-dem marking, reflecting their differing semantic

content. Those which have the function of demarcating a group of

entities might be expected to inhibit NP-dem marking, and this
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prediction is lent some support by Patrick's study which found that

demonstratives were indeed associated with low levels of NP-dem

marking. But the BIE data makes it clear that a speaker has the

option of both demarcating a group and indicating that the group is

made up of specified individuals. In sentence 10 above, 'ail of the'

denotes an ensemble, the Jamaican nation, but the speaker makes use

of the emphatic possibilities of individuating [-^sm] to suggest the

possibility that that 'each and every one' of the people of Jamaica

was drunk on that day.

In present-day BIE, it would appear that postnominal [-Sem] is

tending to lose its function as a plural marker. This is shown in 13,

where [-Sem] appears in construction with NP + {-s}. It is possible that

[-6em] fulfils some prosodic or other stylistic function in such cases,

although this is not clear.

13. pipl wen a wa liwm 6cj dIs pipl d1 6em ol foks Ssmz gon iwe

the people when I was livin there all the people all them ol folks-them's

gone away

Example 13 illustrates an alternative means of indicating non-

singularity: the use of the definite prenominal determiner [&em]. This

has the dual function of deictic and number marker (Rickford, 1986;

Mufwene, 1986). The deictic function of non-singular [3em]

corresponds to singular 'this/that'.

With count nouns, which in the basilect do not carry a plural affix,

the deictic and non-singular number marking functions of

prenominal [5em] are inseparable, as in 14.
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14. 6e giW mi WAn boks a pil so e se kipA dJirjkin 6em pil (Rfl2)

they give me one box of pill so they say keep a drinkin them pill

Either the deictic or number-marking function may be more in

prominence in individual instances. In 13, the use of prenominal

[8sm] is purely deictic, in the sense of demarcating a group of

individuals. This is shown by the speaker's reformulation of the non-

specific expression 'the people' by the more specific 'all them ol folks-

them'. A non-singular determiner is appropriate with collective

nouns. Example 15 furnishes an further illustration of this

demarcating function of prenominal [9cm] with collective nouns

together with the individuating function of postnominal [-9em].

15. Dl A Ssm ol gjup leik ma fa6a 6em (Rf8)

all of them old group like ma fatha-them

A Similar example from mesolectal BIE is 16, where the associative

plural is used with a proper noun; once again we see demarcation of a

group with prenominal [Sem] followed by further specification of the

group's composition.

16. hi yustA hav 9sm kJAUd from eli:n o 9e poman an 9sm 6e waz

gud platuz m Ssm deiz (Rf2)

he use to have them crowd from Helene oh they Bowman an them they was good

plaiters in them days
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The choice of the deictic determiners [5at] and [3em] is not

determined by the syntactic number of the noun. In 17, the non-

singular determiner is used in preference to singular 'that'. In 18,

'that' is found where [5em] or 'those' would be expected. What these

two examples illustrate is the responsiveness of determiner choice to

semantico-pramatic fd.ctOTS - whether the speaker views the entity as

several or unitary - rather than to syntactic number agreement.

17. plente a 6s fslaz nAwadez 6ej kAmin in frAm bem kost an neje

stem heJ tu (Rm3)

plenty of the fellas nowadays they're comin in from them coast and they

nearly stay in here too

18. a don ful wi Sat hilAn goiz (Gml)

I don't fool with that highland cows

For the sake of completeness, it is worth noting the other

demonstrative forms found in BIE. A basilectal variant of the non-

singular demonstrative is [6e], which may for some speakers be a

homonym of 'they', 'their', and 'there'.

19. 3e loguhcdz yu kjant it to (Um2)

they loggerheads you can't eat them

The demonstratives 'these' and 'those' are also found in BIE. Both

of these demonstratives are used as in SE, combining deictic

properties (reference to proximate or non-proximate entities) with a
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general demarcative function. Prenominal [3sm] has the same

functions as [Soiz], plus the function of marking non-singularity - not

the same as SE plurality, as has been shown.

It is interesting that [Ssm] is found pre-nominally vthroughout BIE,

while postnominal [-$sm] appears to be found almost exclusively

among black BIE speakers, and not at all among white speakers from

Utila. This distribution argues for a British dialectal origin for

prenominal [bsm], while postnominal [-6em] is indisputably a Creole

feature. What both markers have in common is a specifying function,

in the sense of making reference more specific. This specifying

function is shared also with singular [war].

Both [wAn] and [-6em] are forms associated with basilectal BIE, the

latter exclusively so. A non-standard form which is found throughout

BIE is the postposition of [n 6em], a feature sometimes referred to as

the 'associative plural'. It is usually found with a proper noun

denoting the name of a person, as in 16 above, but may also occur

with common nouns with a human denotation, as in 20.

20. wen i wen, 3s guln 8cm wen tu

when he went, the girl an-them went too

The implication of the use of [n 3sm] in this particular instance is

that the girls left in the company of some companions. It seems clear

that [-$£m] and [n 6sm] are semantically distinct in BIE. The former

is a non-singular individuating marker, while the latter is the human

counterpart of nominal conjuncts such as [an Sir)], used with non-

animates. The meaning is the same as informal SE 'NP and
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stuff/everything'. The use of [an 6ir)] as in 21 is a feature which BIE

shares with JC and AAVE.

21. in joatan yA no btdz alDta dJAgz an Sir] Sat pipil nid a pAniJ fDj

(Rf8)

in Roatan you know there's a lotta drugs an thing that people need to punish for

Determiners and Quantifiers

The focus in this section is on a small class of items which co-

occur with nouns and whose semantic function is to express

definiteness or indefiniteness, specificity, number and composition.

The articles in SE express only definiteness/indefiniteness, but as we

have seen, BIE possesses a third article, [wAn], the function of which is

to express both singularity and specificity. Prenominal [Scm] has a

somewhat similar specifying function, deriving at one remove from its

deictic use. Besides these, there exist other determiners, all of which

have the property of being mutually exclusive with the articles. In SE,

these include every/each, some/any, either/neither, and

another/other. There are a number of other prenominal modifiers,

importantly a group of quantifiers which includes items such as

'much', 'little', and 'plenty of, and 'enough', as well as partitives such

as 'a piece of.

The 'central' determiners - 'a', 'the', [wAn] and f5sm] - have

already been dealt with. The other determiners show some differences

in form and use from SE. The contrast between 'every' and 'each',

tenuous in SE, is non-existent in BIE, only [sWji] being found. The
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distinction between 'some' and 'any', which is in general based on the

contrast between 'assertion' and 'non-assertion' in SE (Quirk et. al,

1973: 222), is conserved in BIE, although the non-assertive use of 'any'

is largely limited to interrogative sentences, due to the quasi-

categorical rule of double negation. The negative determiner [no] is

found instead of 'any' in negative statements.

22. ju na get no moj A 3at (Uf2)

you na get no more of that.

SE recognizes an assertive use of 'any' when the word carries

stress, as in 'any book will do'. The meaning is 'aucun, n'importe

quoi'. BIE here substitutes [iSu] 'either'. The negative counterpart is

[niSiJ].

23. wen a WA kid a Id wi didn pAnis i6iJ de: fA HAen tA i:t (Rf8)

when ah wa kid ah Lord we didn punish either day fuh nothin to eat.

24. a got tji ha:f sista an wah hol wah an war haf bJAdA ni:5a ol

WAn (Rm6)

ah got three half sista an one whole one an one half brother, neither

whole one.

Although 'other', often pronounced [cdie] by those speakers who

produce a dental stop rather than a fricative, is known at all levels of

BIE, there is a general tendency among most speakers to use the Creole

form 'next'. This may be preceded by either 'a' or 'the'.
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25. w£i Jud i haw tu enUoid Dn a neks manz waif (Um3)

why should he have to intrude on a next man's wife?

26. a haw tu hi jAi) pig 6c on e nik sei janda (Rf4)

ah have two hi young pig there on the next side yanda.

The speaker of 27 creates a definite specifier to match 'another',

based on segmentation of 'another' as a-nother, which is predictable

in view of the absence of [an] in basBIE:

27. ef a kud get SeneSe heus. (Rm4)

if ah could get the-nether house.

A common quantifier expresing the idea of 'large quantity' is

[pleni]. This occurs prenominally and also in predicative position.

Prenominally, it alternates with [lodA], and other variants, such as

[a hoi hiip a], [a peil a].

28. plenie cenjAp mek tA Siz 3ir)z (Rm3)

plenty change-up make to these things

29. wi ga so lodA wijk tA de (Rm7)

we got so lotta work to do.

30. ai dA joz &at plenie (Rfl2)

I duh use that plenty.
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31. 5e gat a hoi hiip a nikajagwan JAit e in okrij (Rm6)

they got a whole heap of Nicaraguan right there in Oakridge.

32. &e kjain get no poiil a hog hiiz deiz (mother of Ufl)

they can't get no pile of hog these days

The corresponding quantifier meaning 'a small quantity of is

[litl], which is used with all nouns, regardless of countability.

33. sue a big bildin an sac a litl stjudent (Ufl)

such a big buildin an such a little student

34. a went^n get ma litl be:rz (Rm7)

ah went an get ma little beers

The influence of 'a lot of is probably responsible for the use of an

article with the quantifier 'enough' in 35:

35. wi do got a enAf mAne tA hep em (Rf8)

we don got a enough money to help em

Finally, under partitives,, it is worth mentioning one form which is

reminiscent of Scots, namely [bitA] (= 'bit of).

36. hiz a jurj lil bit a bul (Rm8)

he's a young lil bit of bull
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Pronouns and Pronominal Structures

In this section, two main groups of pronouns are treated. A third

major group, comprising 'indefinite' pronouns, does not show any

major pecuharities in BIE, apart from the nominalization of

'something', and description is limited to this one feature. The two

groups described are a) the 'central' pronouns: personal, possessive

and reflexive, and b) interrogative and relative pronouns.

Table 9-1 displays the main forms of personal pronouns and

prenominal posssessives. Where the SE form or reduced phonetic

variants thereof are available to basilectal speakers, this is indicated

on the first line; if SE forms/variants are not available to basilectal

speakers, this is indicated. 'Reduced' phonetic variants of the same

types found in mainstream dialects, such as [im] 'him' and [em]

'them', are not included. Forms which are not found in mainstream

dialects are listed individually.

The non-standard personal pronoun forms used by Rm7 in the

interview are indicated separately without a subscript in order to give

an idea of the range of variants used by a basilectal speaker. Forms

found in the other interviews are indicated with a superscript; in each

case, a speaker who provides at least one example of the form is

indicated. Forms identified in fieldnotes are asterisked.
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TABLE 9-1: PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN BIE

grammatical

person

subject object possessive (pre-

nominal)

1 sg. = SE + [a]

Rm7: = SE + [a],

also [mi],

[am], [aim]

= SE

Rm7: = SE

[ai]l

SE variants :

[mi][m£][mi]

Rm7: = SE, also

[me]

2 sg. = SE + variants:

e.g. [js]i5 [jl]2

Rm7: = SE, also

[ji]

= SE + variants:

e.g. [j-t], [je]ii,

Rm7: gen. SE,

also [ji], [3i]3

= SE + [ju]

Rm7: [ju]

3sg. m = SE , also [i]

Rm7: = SE, also

[him],

Lmnj^ [IJ^

= SE, gen. non-

asp.

Rm7: = SE, also

[hin], [em]

= SE + [(h)i:z]

Rm7: [(h)i:z],

also

[hi], [i],

[him], [im]

3.sg. f. gen. = SE

Rm7: = SE, also

[hi],

[hAJ]3

=SE, gen. non-

asp.

Rm7: = SE, also

= SE +/-asp,

Rm7: n.a.

[i]9

[Ji]i4 [Jiz]4
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TABLE 9-1 (cont'd)

3sg. n. SE + [I] gen. = SE SE [its] n.a. in

Rm7: [Ji] Rm7: [lem] basBIE

[hi]3 [im]3 [him]6

[hit] 5 [AJ]3 [It]6

[Am]4

Ipl. gen. = SE SE and [wi] SE + variants

Rm7: = SE Rm7: n.a. Rm7: [wi]

[AS] 7 [wi]4 [wu]8

[AS Dl]12 [wi Dl]*

2pl. SE + [ju Dl] SE + [ju Dl] or n.a. in int. data

Rm7: [lena] [em]*

Utila [amAijju]* [amAr)ju]ii

[Bna]*

3pi. gen. SE and SE + variants SE + [5e(j)]

variants Rm7: [Am], [em] Rm7: [Se]

Rm7: [de], [di] [8s] 10

[6em]5 [Sem]i2

[Dl6e]i3 [DlAm]3

Key to numbered references:

l:Rf2 4:Rm9 7: Uml 10:Rfl2 13: Gm3

2:Rf3 5:Ufl,Rf3 8:Rmll ll:Um2 14: Rf8

3:Rm8 6:RmlO 9:Rml2 12:Rf4
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Comments on Table 9-1 . Two general points need to be made

concerning the table. First, although the table does not draw

attention to SE forms, all speakers mix non-standard with at least

some standard pronominal forms, and the use of standard forms

tends to be the norm in 'acrolectal' white BIE. Most of the standard

forms can be regarded as being available, and no speaker uses

consistently basilectal forms. There are, nevertheless strong tendencies

to favor certain non-standard forms, for example generalization of

the use of [wi] to objective and possessive uses.

There are also certain forms which seem intermediate between

Creole and SE. A clear example of this is 3rd. sg. masc. possessive [hiz],

which may be regarded as a compromise between Creole [hi] and SE

[hiz]. More problematic is 3rd. pi. possessive [$e], which appears to be

Creole, but which for speakers with phonological deletion of word-final

[r] may possibly represent SE 'their' with the raised vowel conditioned

by an underlying word-final /r/. However, possessive [Se], is also

found among speakers who do not normally delete word-final /r/, so

that it does have an independent identity as a non-standard form,

irrespective of certain ambiguities in interpretation. It belongs with

the other cases of creole zero-derivation such as [ju], [hi] and [wi].

The second main point concerning Table 9-1 is that the list does

not exhaust the non-standard variants of each form. In particular, it

is worth noting variant pronunciations of vowels, giving alternations

such as the following: [mi], [me], [mi], [m£] for 1st. sg. possessive, and

a similar variation for the 1st. sg. object pronoun.
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Non-standard Pronominal Usage

The commonest non-standard usages, all of which occur with

relatively high frequency in black BIE in Roatan, are of two types:

extension of the use of the Subject form to Possessive/ Object, and

'Creole' pronouns.

• [ju] as Subject, Object, Possessive

• [wl] as Subject, Object, Possessive

• [hi] as 3rd. sg. m. Subject and Possessive

• [5e] as 3rd. pi. Subject and Possessive

• [ena] as 2nd. person Subj/Obj, occasionally Possessive,

sing/plural.

• [em] / [Am] as a gender-neutral third person plural pronoun

referring to inanimates.

The existence in the BIE basilect of the typical Creole pattern of

neutralization of case distinctions in the system of personal pronouns

is a strong piece of evidence for a historical Creole base for black BIE. A

first reference point for comparison is provided by the responses to

the grammar questionnaire in Le Page and Tabouret-Keller (1985) for

Jamaica, St. Vincent and Grenada. These represent different

geographical areas and also varying degrees of distance from truly

basilectal Creoles, JC being the closest and Grenada the furthest. It is

interesting that the most usual BIE basilectal/mesolectal forms match

the Grenadian pattern in 3rd. sg. m. and 3rd. plural.
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3sg. m: [(h)i] Subject, [im] Object, [(h)i] Possessive

3 plural: [6e] Subject, [(S)em] Object, [6e] Possessive

The respective JC basilectal forms are invariant [(h)im] and [dem].

Corresponding forms are also found in basBIE, as the table indicates.^

BIE basilect/mesolect also matches the pattern of plurivalent [ju],

and [wi] in the three CECs, though the form 'aawi' (St. Vincent) is

absent.

In general, the personal pronoun paradigm of the BIE basilect

closely resembles that of CECs. BIE is, of course, far from uniform, and

white BIE is characterized in the main by the use of SE pronouns. The

white speakers in my sample all lie in the mid-mesolectal to

acrolectal region, so consideration of such varieties will necessarily

emphasize the non-creole aspects of BIE, when comparison is made

with CEC basilects. If attention is fixed on the BIE mesolect, the

middle range common to white and black speakers, a comparison

with the 18 CEC varieties surveyed by Hancock (1987) may be

instructive, with the reservations already expressed. In the case of the

third person singular, the relevant sentences are: 3. ('he's my

partner'), 5. ('she's all right'), 10. ('his mother is calling him'), 15. (she

quarreled with her') and 9. ('she sees her brother').

^ As noted in Chapter 6, a notable feature of even basilectal BIE is the
general predominance of |^] where Creoles invariably have [d]. The
most convenient explanation is that Anglo-Caribbean provided a
model for fricative production which has remained in BIE. Black BIE
speakers frequently have [d].
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Third Person Pronouns

Subi/obi/poss 3sg. masc.

Of the 18 Caribbean territories surveyed (including Guilah), only

one (Saba) is listed as having SE 'his', and three others (Providencia,

Jamaica and Belize) are listed as having a possessive construction

with ([fi] + pronoun) + NP. All the others have [(h)i] for 3rd. sg, m.

Subj/Poss. Only three territories are listed as having no clear-cut 3rd.

sg. m. Subj/Obj distinction. BIE basilect thus falls into line with the

majority of CECs.

Subi/obi/poss 3rd, plural , : .

Only 3/18 territories distinguish Subj/Poss., apart from four

territories which also have [fi dem] + NP possessive constructions.

Again, basBIE is in line with the majority of CECs. No comparative

data is available on the Subj/Obj distinction, but it would seem likely

that basBIE is again in a minority in clearly possessing [Sem] or

reductions thereof.

Subi-obi 3sg. fem .

There is a good deal of variation here, but a variant deriving from

'her' is only listed as a possibility for three territories. This would

appear to be one area where basBIE aligns itself with the 'semi-creoles'.
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Subi-poss 3sg. fern.

Variants of 'her' are listed for 6/18 countries, so that basBIE is here

part of a somewhat larger group.

Neutralization of gender in 3sg. (BIE basilect)

In subject position, only 3/18 countries maintain the possibility of

3sg. neutralization of gender. Nine countries are listed as preserving

the use of an object pronoun undifferentiated for masc/feminine

gender - either [im] or variants of [em] / [am] / [^m] / [Am]. In terms

of its non-preservation of gender neutralization for subject and object,

basBIE is therefore broadly in line with half of the CEC's sampled, but

in terms of its almost categorical adoption of 'her', BIE is more

decreolized than most CEC's. Five countries have [J'l] as 3rd. sg. fem.

object pronoun, and variants of 'her' are listed for only three

territories, although the form is likely to be more widespread than

this low figure indicates.

Where gender neutralization in the possessive is concerned, basBlE

is broadly in line with more than half of the CEC's surveyed. Eight

territories are listed as having the same possessive form for masc/fem,

either [im] or [(h)i], five have [Ji] as 3rd. sg. fem. poss., and the

remaining five have variants of 'her' exclusively.

Although gender is not generally neutralized in basBIE^ the

phenomenon is not unknown, as the following 3rd. sg. fem. examples

of [hi], [im] and [i] attest:
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36. a get alDAW big big wumen e 3at wumen not tu Andredn fDJti

pAU hi don nid a pa

I get along with big big woman and that woman not two hundred and forty

five pounds [hi] don need a pound

37. IW: Az h£bn a rAm a kjejA-nn bak to a hAos

Eve was havin a rum, I carry im back to her house

38. wi got sAm irjlij skulz rsit m tDun . . . mis vina titJin in i WDn

(Rml2)

we got some English schools right in town . . . Miss Winnie teachin in [i]

one (i.e. in her school)

Although morphological gender neutralization of this type is

restricted to basBIE, the use of masculine or feminine pronouns to

denote inanimates is more widespread. Universally in BIE, animals are

referred to by a gendered pronoun.

39. 3e oldss gai klasm a big big ol tJi Ji gota big ol Jigwaa

the oldest guy climb a big big ol tree she got a big ol she-iguana

40. wen its tasm Sat hi getin tA sn Sen DlAm pul Am in tegeSs

(Rm8)

when it's time that he (a seine net) gettin to the end, then all-um pull um

in together

41. ef 6e k£t; yu wieQk a gAn ad a Ian leiscn Se tek ej (RmlO)
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if they catch you, without (='unless') a gun had a land license, they take her

Second Person Pronouns and 'AU'-compounds'

The second person pronoun [lena] occurs only once in the

interviews, but is actually quite common in both Roatan and

Guanaja (not observed in Utila). It is common among social

intimates, and can be used as subject, object or possessive, both

singular and plural, as the following examples from field notes show.

42. if [ena] don't hush a gon beat [lena] (mother to small child)

43. a have to put everything in [ena] mouth (ditto)

44. if that man hadna come we wudna seen one of [ena]

Although data is scanty, observation suggests that [ena] with a

singular referent may only be used in addressing someone of lower

status. Plural [ena] is equivalent to the Utilian form [amArjju] .

45. wi. Dl kDl amAijju frAm 8e ailan 'grirjgoz' (Um2)

we-all call among-you from the island 'gringos'

46. (person X) was lookin for among -you (Utila resident)

In all the islands, {-all} may be added to create plural pronominal

forms, most commonly [ju.Dl]. As Holm (1988: 204) remarks: 'in
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decreolizing vrieties of CE, the distinction between singular and plural

'you' is largely replaced by replacing the unu form mxh you-all.
'

Addition of {-all} is a productive process in BIE, extending to 1st.

person and 3rd. person plural. At least in the third person plural,

{all} may be preposed:

47. yu x>\ kud help mi aftu av kAt 6c Ian dAun (Rml2)

you-all could help me after I've cut the land down

48. I'm savin we-all life (speaker from Helene)

49. Rm8: DlAm pul Am m t£ge6s si

all-um pull um (a seine net) in together see

RG: so you need two boats?

RmS: mfim wah dh itj en [mhm, one on each end]

The Neutral Pronoun

The neutral gender third person pronoun which has various

phonetic realizations, such as [cm] /[Am] /[am] , is a peculiarly elusive

feature. It will be referred to here generically as [lem]. In 49, it stands

for a singular entity, the seine net. In most cases in the data, however,

[lem] stands for a plural noun, as in 50:

But he didn't see them go?

no hi newA si 6Am e hi hawa si lem go

no, he neva see them eh he neva see [lem] go

50. RG:

Rm7:
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However, there are a few examples from the interviews in which, as

in 51 and 52, the neuter pronoun does not seem to refer to a plural

noun.

51. RG: ... the sun burned the skin

Rm9: js n pil Am Disf

oh yeh and peel [Am] off

52. Km 7: a went?n get ma litl bejz m lit pie ja kol am .. ol spothAUS

I went an get ma little beers in little place you call [am] ol sporthouse

53. AJ: How would he get the beef down here then?

Rfl 1: w£l &e wud go lep 6ej an butju it an bjir) Am dAun

in 9£j dojez

well they would go up up there and butcher it snd bring Am down in

their dories

Example 53 is revealing in that although 'beef is often used in BIE

to mean 'live cattle' (and is possibly being used in this way by the

interviewer), in Rfll's reply, it can only be interpreted as a mass

noun. This raises the possibility that [Am] may be used when the

noun does not refer to a specific individuated entity.

It may be that reference to entities which have fuzzy boundaries

favors the use of [lem]. This would explain example 54, where the use

of [em] is in reference to the concept of maintenance of the English

language. 1 had just referred to the fact that children of mixed
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Spanish/English parentage who spoke Spanish with their mothers

used Enghsh outside with other children. Gm2 replied:

54. je so 8at wha kiipin em Ap

The matter deserves further detailed investigation. In particular, it

would be worth looking into the possibility that there is a direct link

betwen the forms above and SW English dialect third person object

pronouns with forms such as [em] and [en] ; these are among several

forms listed in a study by Ihalainen (1985) as alternatives to 'it',

lhalainen notes that [em] is ambiguous three ways, since it could

mean 'him', 'it' or 'them'.

Pronouns Similar to Standard English

Certain forms which are either identical to SE or are recognizably

phonetic variants of SE forms are the norm for most, if not all,

speakers in informal speech, ('norm' is here to be interpreted as

denoting a stable norm of the internalized grammar). These are:

• 1st. sg. [a] as Subject, in variation with [ei]; laxed variants [mi]

for Object and [mi] / [me] for Possessive.

• 2nd. person sing/plural [ju] / [je] / [ja] for Subject, [js] / [Ja]

for Object, and [ju(j)] / [jo(j)] / [ja] for Possessive

• 3rd. sing. masc. [(h)i] for Subject, [(h)im] for Object.

• 3rd. sing. fem. [ji] as Subject, [(h)Aj] as Object and Possessive.

• 3rd. sing, neut. [it] as Subject and Object.
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• 1st. plural [wl] as Subject.

• 3rd. plural [6e], in variation with [de] as Subject; [5s], co-varies

with [5cm] as Object.

The only SE form which does not occur in the interview data is

3rd. sing. neut. poss. [its]. A masc. or fern, possessive is used instead.

It would appear that this SE form is not 'native' to BIE, even though it

may be used occasionally by educated speakers. The forms [it] and

[it on] 'it own' are found.

55. a mek et djr>p tc pisis ef not a liw jeit so msk it kuk tik it on taim

I make it drop to pieces if not I leave right so make it cook take it own time (Rf4)

'Uncommon' Pronoun Variants

Certain forms listed are rare in the data, and may be supposed to

be uncommon overall - although their 'rarity' should probably not be

exaggerated, since the very fact that they occurred at all in a small

sample of interviews with a foreigner is surely indicative of a greater

presence in everyday speech. The forms which 1 would judge to be

marginal are the following, each of which occur only once or twice in

the interviews:

Subject pronouns: [am], [mi], [Sem], [him], [hA(j)], [hit], and [as].

Object pronouns: [ai] and [Si].

Possessives: Ui{z)] and [wu]/ [wij].
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Subject pronouns

Isg. [am] is a form which results from incomplete acquisition of

the SE auxiliary system. Often, it occurs where SE would use a present

perfect with auxiliary 'have'.

56. £t 5s spsjit bika am si im lota taim

it the spirit because ah'm see im lotta time

57. ain got mai han badle bruizd (Uf2)
",'t

*z

I'm got my han badly bruised

In 57, [ain] appears to be a variant of [am], The latter functions as

an unanalysed unit in 58.

58. am ges hiz dad 1 kAm fDJ him (Uf2)

I guess his Dad'll come for him

First singular Subject [mi] is a well-known feature of basilectal

CECs. Bickerton (1973a: 666) found that [mi] co-occurred with both

the equative copula [a] and the progressive marker [a] in Guyanese

Creole, while [a/ai] did not, which suggests that Subject [ml] is an

exclusively basilectal feature. This was borne out in two separate

studies of urban GC, Allsopp (1958) and Edwards (1983), both of

which found that [mi] or its lax variant [mi] accounted for only 1% of

occurrences; among less-educated rural Guyanese, on the other hand,

[mi] is the predominant form, as shown in studies by Bickerton

(1973a) and Rickford (1979). It occurs only twice in the BIE interview
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corpus, once from Rm7 and once from RmlO, a white speaker whose

speech has a considerable number of non-standard features. The

contrastive use of [mi] together with [a] in this example is probably

typical of the restricted use of Subject [mi] in present-day BIE.

59. wai a do leik im mi no se a do leik it bet a do leik it it

why I don't like im, me [hd] Say a don like it, but I don like eat it

Third sg. m. Subject [(h)in] or [Tn] is represented by one speaker,

Rm9, although Object [hin] is found in Rm7. These forms can be

explained by nasalization of the vowel in [hi], which may be the

result of a coalescence of [hi] with a Creole form, 3sg. Subject [him];

loss of the labial closure and retention of nasality gives [Ki], and

'restoration' of a nasal consonant then produces [hln]. AUeyne (1980:

36) lists a form [in] and variant [i] for JC, mentioning that the nasal

consonant shows 'varying degrees of clarity of articulation'.

60. js at W9 hin a WAk ina idsip (Rm9)

yeh that where [hln] (d)uh work ina Egypt

Third sg. f. Subject [hA(j)] is unusual in the Caribbean context. It

occurs only once in the data, but was mentioned by one Diamond

Rock informant as a feature of speech in the Flowers Bay area of

western Roatan, [hAse:] 'her say. .' being given as a stereotype. 1 did

not observe this, but 60 is one of three examples which were taken

down from an individual in Sandy Bay, also in the west of the island.
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61. her not attend to that now, her come to attend her mother

The same individual provides the clearest example of 3pl. Subject

[Sem], which would appear to be a basilectal Creole survival.

62. them plan to go away, them plan to sell out

It would be unwise to dismiss Subject 'her' as a performance

feature of one individual; rather, it should probably be seen as a relic

of an older dialect form. If it is correct that the feature has survived

in Flowers Bay, this may be because the area has been one of black

settlement since the 1840's, and that white BIE has not exerted the

same degree of influence there as in other parts of Roatan. Its survival

among some speakers of black BIE may then reflect either a survival of

an earlier Creole. Alternatively, Subject 'her' may be a relic of older

Anglo-Caribbean. The latter possibility is worth investigating,

particularly since Subject 'her' is recorded as having been common in

earlier SW English speech; the feature is listed for all the south-western

counties in Upton et al (1994), a compilation based on the Survey of

English Dialects carried out in the 1950's. Niles (1980: 117) quotes the

following example from Hewett (1892):

Her's a main great strong maid, he is.

This example is notable also for the gender neutralization in 'he',

which Wright (1905:266) notes as characteristic of rural English

dialect.
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Third sg. neut [hit] occurs only once in the data. The speaker is a

black Utila woman whose grammar was in most respects similar to

the white BIE of the island.

63. a don Icik a faiAJ. a don want hit tA hapn (Ufl)

I don like a fire. I don want it to happen

It seems likely that [hit] is available as a stylistic variant for

emphasis, and is an independent analogical formation based on the

correspondences [him]:[im] and [hAj]:[Aj].

In the next example, Ipl. Subject [as] is possibly a hypercorrection.

The speaker was unusual in that his speech displayed a unusual

combination of mainly SE verb forms (including use of the present

perfect and past perfect SE and passives) and occasional examples of

Creole verb markers.

64. Sat WAZ 5s kDZ av 3iz gjet hauziz yu si as got hij (Uml)

that was the cause of these great houses you see us got here

1 recall the English teacher on Utila, a woman who spoke

accented SE, using the phrase 'us was born the same day' - jestingly,

no doubt, but nevertheless possibly revealing of an older Anglo-

Caribbean form which is no longer in use. Here, as with Subject 'her', a

ready source is available in older dialects from almost every county

in England. This particular form is absent in the black BIE of Roatan.
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Object pronouns

First sg. Object [ai] is used by many Roatan speakers in a few

phrases, such as [mek ai si] = 'let me see'. Here, the pronoun is

simultaneously the Object of the main verb and the notional Subject

of the subordinate verb (in SE, 'a subject in the objective case' - Quirk

et al. 1973: 404). But besides this usage, common in other CEC's, some

BIE speakers use [ai] as the object of a preposition.

65. fJDm de Ji majs Ji wa liwm wi3 ai (Rfl)

from the day she marry she wa livin with I

Both examples in the data are of this type. It is possible that this is

hypercorrection or it may be a genuine area of variation in speakers'

grammars.

Second sg. Object |^ii] is rare. There are only three examples in all

the data, but they are of considerable interest, since 'thee' is an

obvious survival from older English.

66. RG: If he worked 10 hours, he's only got 10 lemp

RmS: wsl 6as wha 6e pez 6i: (well, that's what they pays thee)

67. Johnny what he tell thee? (Helene speaker)

68. I'll send him stay with thee. (Roatan speaker to me, referring to her

misbehaving son).
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Example 67 has 'thee' as object of 'tell'. In this same environment, the

form Qi] is often found: [a tsl ji . .]. Both [6i] and [ji] are older forms

of English, once extensively found in the regional dialects.

Possessive Constructions

[Ji{z)] and [wu]/ [wij] can be dealt with briefly. The former is

usual in lower mesolectal CEC's, and is certainly not as rare in BIE as

the one example from the interviews suggests. The latter appear to be

'transitional' forms between Creole [wi] and mesolectal/acrolectal

[dwa], as suggested both by the forms and by the characteristics of

the speakers concerned.

Possession may be indicated by the simple juxtaposition of two

NP's. Genitive 's is rare in basBIE.

68. £ bDllnjsn (Rm9)

the boy engine

69. ma mame heus (Rm9)

ma mammy house

Besides the prenominal possessive determiners described above, an

alternative construction exists generally in basBlE, and in one context,

in BIE as a whole. This is the construction [fa ] + NP or pronoun. In

basBIE, the construction may be used when the possessed is

inanimate, but in BIE as a whole, it is restricted to the parent-child

relationship.
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70. ^at oldu hed 3at 8s Ian wa foj (GmS)

that (=those) older head(s) that the land wa for

71. a haw seWAn - siks fDJ him, WAn fr>j. ma fus hAZband (Uf2)

I have seven, six for him, one for my first husband

72. man se i no hiiz bet 8c gjBl se jiz fD him (Rm9)

the man say it not [hiiz] but the girl say is for him (the baby)

73. JDnr>l WAn fe mis dsla (Rm9)

Ronald (is) one [fe] Miss Delia

Example 73 is interesting for the use of [fe]; this is similar to the

[fi] noted for JC and for Belize and Providencia in Hancock (1987).

It is not possible to reconstruct the paradigm of the predicative

possessive pronouns from the few attestations in the data, but

observation suggests that basilectal speakers are unlikely to make use

of such forms as 'ours' and 'theirs'. 1 have personally heard the form

[fi wi] in BIE both prenominally and postnominally, but the

structure {for| + pronoun seems not to form a complete paradigm.

Examples like 'da buk-de a fi-mi' and 'disya buot a fi da fishaman-de '

(Bailey, 1966: 33) could be rendered in basBlE as 'tha buk-de fi ml' and

'dis boat fe tha fishaman de'. 'Their car' would not be rendered as 'fi

dem kyaar', as in JC (Hancock, 1987: 291), although it is hkely that

the equivalent predicative construction 'de kyaar fi them" is possible

in BIE.
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An alternative possessive absolute form is 'NP + own', which is

identified as an Eastern Caribbean feature by Hancock. There are two

examples from one basBlE speaker (Rf8), suggesting that this

construction may be the preferred one, at least for nouns and for

certain pronouns. Example 75 is, of course, identical to the SE

emphatic use of NP+own.

74. 3e m£s Ap d1 5e fjutuj an 6e hsp mss Ap sum a tjilrjm om to

(Rf8)

they mess up all they future and they hep mess up some of the children own

too.

75. luk leik as yu onli haw jsits tA WAk an a liw ef is yu o:n (Rf8)

look like us you only have right to work an to live if is you own

One distinctive BIE possessive form is the first person pronoun

[mAinz]. This is widely used, and appears to be particularly common

in white BIE, all of the examples observed in the field being from white

BIE speakers. There is one occurrence in the interviews: [mAinz] Uf7.

An 'approximation' of this is produced by one black speaker, Rf2: [d1

Sat maiz].

First person [mainz] is plausibly the result of regularization of a

paradigm by the operation of analogy, but could possibly be due to

direct Scottish influence.

It should be noted that other kinds of analogical formation such

as hisn or ourn, which are known in North American dialects, are not

found in BIE.
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Reflexives and the Personal Dative

The set of reflexive pronouns reconstructed from the data

consists of missf, jusef, hisef, hA(jt)sef, wissf (Rf8), Djssf (Rf4), 6ejse(l)f

,

8ems£(l)f, Sesef (Rf8). Of note here is the absence of plural '-selves'

forms and the phonological variation between [1] presence and

absence.

The reflexives are all unstressed. Where SE uses a reflexive pronoun

for emphasis (as in 'I don't go there myself) the reflexive pronoun

always carries stress. In BIE, an alternative lexical form is used in such

cases.

76. ju no mi mai pesen a do leik 6e a don leik pipAl luk afta mi fAne so

(Rf8)

you know my person ah [do] like they ah don like people look afta me so

An alternative paradigm of reflexive pronouns exists, consisting of

the personal pronoun + 'ownself (Cf. the use of 'own' in 74 and 75).

This form may be used when the idea of reflexivity is given greater

emphasis.

77. pipl tcl alDtD la:i on onself (Rm9)

people tell a lot of lie on they ownself

An interesting construction which is common in BIE is the

'personal dative', used with the meaning of to get something done by
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oneself for oneself. This is identical to non-standard North American

usage, and is probably of British dialectal origin, although the matter

needs further investigation.

78. a dAg mi faiv nest av sgz Sat moamn (Um2)

ah dug me five nest of eggs that momin

79. wen a went Sis las taim ai had mi a pejmanent pepuz (Gfl)

when ah went this last time I had me a permanent papers

Interrogative/Relative Pronouns and Other Wh-forms

The interrogative pronouns 'who' and 'what' are used as in SE,

'Whom' is absent. 'Which' is marginally present in BIE, but it is not

used by basilectal speakers in the interviews. 'Whose' is replaced in

the basilectal grammar by 'who ... for?', although it is unclear whether

a compound form similar to JC huufa is used. Compound JC forms

such as a-huu, a -wa (= interrogative 'who', 'what') were not observed.

In SE
,
'who(m)', 'whose', and 'which' are also used as relative

pronouns, but generally, BIE substitutes [we] / [Me] / [wa] / [mq] /

[WDt], regardless of animacy, besides making use of 'that' and the

zero relative. Unlike SE, the zero relative pronoun can be the subject

of a clause.

80. a haw sAm pAijkm AndA Sei^ we wl bJir) on 5e farm (Rf3)

ah have some pumpkin under there [we] we bring on the farm
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81. hiz 6s man Me got be bsilirjgwal skul (Rml2)

he's the man [Me] got the bilingual school

82. Sen a spik a litl spamJ wat a no: (Rf2)

then ah speak a little Spanish what ah know

83. Se kil em Sat boi wdz on 6s Jip wi6 mi tsl mi (Rml 1

)

they kill em, that boy [0 rel] was on the ship with me tell me

84. swjibr)ds m is do: meks a dola meks st of Ss si: (Gm 2)

everybody in this town makes a dollar makes it off the sea

In BIE, [hu] may be used in nominal relative clauses which

function as the Object. In modern SE, this is not possible, and is of

marginal grammaticality even when the nominal relative clause is

used as Subject, as in 'who told you that was lying' (asterisked

example in Quirk, Greenbaum, and Svartvik, 1973: 738). However, it

was acceptable in Shakespeare's time, and would have been common

in earlier English dialects.

85. hu.swej had a motDj dojs kud sti:m hu didmt haW a motDj dojs

wud hada pa:dil (Rml)

whoever had a motor-dory could steam, who didn't have a motor-dory would

hada paddle

86. hi mek him kjaj him fjsn/ ajba an Jo hi:m hu 8at hi bai 6s dJAgz

from (Rf9)
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he make him carry him French harbour an show him who that he buy the

drugs from

As these sentences show, [hu] may be seen as a pronoun which is

peculiarly noun-like, in that it may act as head of a noun phrase

which may function as Subject (or as Object) of an independent

clause, and may also be postmodified by a relative clause, [hu] is

used irespective of number, substituting for 'people' or 'person'.

Although [hu] may function as a relative pronoun, *[hu hu]

sequences are disallowed. It will be noted also that no distinction is

made between what Quirk et al. refer to as 'universal' and 'definite'

meanings. In the former case, SE uses 'whoever', but this is not

necessary in BIE; only more acrolectal speakers having the option of

using either form.

The 'nominalization' of 'who' aligns it syntactically with the

indefinite pronouns 'somebody' and 'something' and the

corresponding negatives. But the alignment is not exact, as

'somebody' and 'something' may both be preceded by a determiner.

As nouns which refer to differentiable singular entities, they require a

determiner.

87. kasawaz a hewi SAm6ir) (Uml)

cassava's a heavy something

88. a stren rajs noz moj 6an a sAmwen 6at jas pikt Sat Bp (Uf2)

a train nurse knows more than a someone that Jus picked that up
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Even 'it' can become a true nominal element.

89. RG: Just you and the sky and the sea, that's it

Rm8: 3as 6e onlies it

Variation is found in the wh-words specifying reason, place and

manner, with some evidence of a tendency to favor compound

morphemes. 'Why' coexists with a number of alternative forms.

90. we A kAm Aham biham mi fDJ (Rm7)

what you come behind me for?

91. hA wi gon du it fou (Rm9)

how we gon do it for? (= 'why would we do it?')

92. fD weiyudu (Rfl2)

for why you do (that)?

93. hi noiz wei ai du wie him fDJ (Uf2)

he knows why I do with him for (i.e. why 1 finished With him)

Interrogative and relative 'where' alternate with [wot pajt]. In a

parallel way to [hu], [wej] may occasionally have nominal function

in BIE, and the same very commonly applies to [heW].

94. nobDds didn no wot pajt a waz (Rf4)

nobody didn know what part ah was
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95. yu gonA kjaji Sat tsl yu get euta hij an get eut an go dSaj we:

nowAn donno: ju (Rf8)

you gonna carry that till you get outa here an get out an go other where

[0-Conip] no-one don know you

96. onlies hew ai sd a spanjajd wen ai wdz a boi wdz ef a gowAmen

bot kemin (Rml) i::.,V;

onliest how I saw a boat when I was a boy was if a government boat came in

Zero-Pronouns and Redundant Pronouns

In BIE, pronouns are quite often omitted in subject position and,

with lesser frequency, in object position. Recovery of the intended

referent from the discourse context poses no difficulty.

97. Ji se ju go a cil wd du yu. se a fil liek a getm a cil (Rf3 )

she say you got a chill what do you? [oSubj] say ah feel like a gettin a

chill.

98. RG: Do you spend much time on the coast or other parts of

Honduras?

Rf4: a onle wen Se wen meibi waz sik bad An siknis

I only went there when [oSubj] mightbe was sick bad on sickness

99. If ju en got no kam a miit an ju got a bifmi ju kud put in to:

(Gm2 )
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if you ain got no kind of (chicken) meal and you got a beefmeat you

could put [oObj] in too

1 00. hi gr> fjeitn wen en iDk lep in juim (Rm6 )

he got frightened went an lock [eObj] up in the room (i.e. 'locked himself

up')

The last two sentences exemplify the characteristic behavior of

phrasal verbs in BIE. In SE, the verbs would require a pronominal

object to be inserted between the verb and the particle, while in BIE,

pronoun objects are usually omitted in this position.

A very common feature (which BIE shares with CECs) is the

presence of a redundant subject pronoun which reiterates a Subject

noun already specified in the NP. Less often, the redundant pronoun

stands in a cataphoric relation to the Object.

101. 8e neitiv Ssm 5e weje mtuested m lojnm (Rf3 )

the native-them they very interested in learning

102. IS mene jAi) men rA hej pik $is habit Ap (Rf9 )

is many young men round here they pick this habit up

103. Sas reit bet yu si wot it wil hapin (Rml2 )

that's right but you see what it will happen

104. afta juzsz wot 8e kDl £t ja he 6e jDik (Rf9 )

after they uses what they call it round here the rock
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Conclusion

The extensive examples in this chapter can perhaps best be

summarized by the words 'diversity' and 'mixture'. The diversity and

the mixture are not haphazard, however. Evident throughout is the

very strong influence of patterns which are found in Caribbean

English Creoles throughout the Caribbean region. Such a commonality

of forms (and it must be said, the considerable diversity of

pronominal forms which exist in the region) must surely reflect a

similarity of origins. The linguistic contact situation which gave rise

to the formation of Creoles was reproduced in each territory, although

with differing proportions of whites and slaves. The evidence strongly

suggests that in an earlier period, black speech was partially creolized.

In other words, the antecedent of BIE participated in the radical

restructuring which is adduced as the distinguishing feature of

Creoles.

At the same time, the patterns of mixture which even the most

basilectal BIE reveals are indicative of a second strand, namely, a

superstrate variety which contained non-standard forms (such as

'thee') and possibly nominative 'us' and me' and gender-neutral 'um'.

The last is of particular interest because it is a feature of West

Somerset dialect noted by Elworthy (1877), and also because it

represents precisely the type of simplification which would have been

characteristic of a linguistic contact situation. In the Cayman Islands,

the contact was not only between speakers of diverse British dialects,
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but also between speakers of the superstrate and people of African

origin who radically restructured the superstrate grammar.

The overall picture which emerges, therefore, is one of contact and

convergence. This theme will be amplified in succeeding chapters in

which details of the manner in which convergence operated, and its

extent, are examined. It will be seen that there are many examples of

restructuring at the level of form and function in intermediate

varieties of BIE.



CHAPTER 10
THE BIE SPEECH COMMUNITY: SOME ISSUES

Introduction

The history of the Bay Islands is a history largely of two groups

which have lived side by side with a high degree of social contact but

with little racial intermixing. The two groups of English speakers,

black and white, have conserved their separate identity to a greater

degree than is the case in the Cayman Islands, the place from which a

high proportion of the settlers came. Exploring the reasons for this lies

beyond the scope of this study, but the historic separateness of the

two communities leads to an expectation that each ethnic

community will be identifiable in linguistic terms. This is a matter

which has been referred to in a number of places in the preceding

descriptive chapters. A clearer picture of the division will emerge in

the next chapter and in the chapters dealing with quantitative

variation.

The existence of such a wide range of variation invites the question

of whether or not it is permissible to speak of a Bay Islands English

•speech community'. I believe the answer to be affirmative. Indeed, it

is the purpose of the present chapter to explore issues which are

relevant to defining a speech community in which intermediate

varieties fill much of the 'space' between polar grammars.

331
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It was argued in Chapter 2 that ethnic identity is the key to

understanding the twin foundations on which Bay Islands English has

been constructed, and that ethnolinguistic perceptions have played a

determining role in maintaining the linguistic character of BIE

varieties at opposite ends of the spectrum. Equally striking is the high

degree of mixing of these language varieties, which has given a hybrid

character to much BIE speech. This is particularly noticeable in black

BIE, but can also be detected in white speech in a number of aspects

which are subject to quantification, such as copula absence or absence

of third person -s.

Central to the present chapter is a discussion of three models of

the speech community which have been influential in sociolinguistics

and Creole studies. Attention is paid to the continuum model,

Labovian models of variation in the speech community, and the 'acts

of identity' model of Le Page and Tabouret-Keller.

The Speech Communitv: Considerations for the Present Studv

The most frequently cited definition of a speech community is

that given by Gumperz: 'any human aggregate characterized by

regular and frequent interaction by means of a shared body of signs

and set off from similar aggregates by significant differences in

language use (1971 [1968]: 114).

A number of questions are left unanswered by this definition. A

key refinement introduced by Labov is the distinction between

homogeneity at the level of 'norms of interpretation' and ordered

heterogeneity at the level of speech production. In Labov's
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conception, members of a speech community agree on the meanings

conveyed by Unguistic forms. His norms of 'semantic interpretation'

should be understood to include the pragmatic implicatures which

attach to instances of language in use. Members also agree on the

'social evaluation' attached to specific realizations of the language as

system. Social differentiation is reflected in the relative status

attached to realizations of a linguistic variable.

A classic demonstration of this is Labov's study of the differential

use of (r) in three department stores in New York City, and a related

study of (r) in five contextual styles (1972a, b). The pronunciation of

(r) with constriction was statistically correlated with both higher

social class (salespersons in the more expensive store) and with style-

shifting in more formal contexts (e.g. reading word lists versus casual

speech within the interview situation). Labov's key contention, which

now forms a cornerstone of sociolinguistics, was that shared social

evaluation of alternative linguistic forms is an aspect of the linguistic

knowledge shared by all members of the speech community.

I believe that ail speakers of BIE form a single speech community,

at least as judged by the criterion of possessing shared norms of social

evaluation of speech forms. Whether a common understanding of all

linguistic forms found in BIE can be assumed is much more doubtful.

The 'significant differences in language use' which separate one

speech community from another in Gumperz' definition could, at

least in theory, be determined by examining the extent to which

people share the same linguistic knowledge. But in practice this

proves difficult to establish, since it is not easy to gain access to the
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boundaries of speakers' receptive and productive competence.and

such boundaries are by their very nature fuzzy.

Labov (1980) compared language use between the black and white

communities in Philadelphia, and concluded that they represented

two distinct speech communities:

the uniform Black English Vernacular is separated from the

Philadelphia white vernacular and all other white vernaculars by
both categorical and variable rules specific to Black English, with
accompanying norms of interpretation; by differences in

underlying forms; and by a large section of the lexicon with
associated semantic interpretations and cultural knowledge.
(1980:374)

My contention is that the black and white polar varieties of BIE are

clearly distinct in syntactic terms. One of the defining features is the

presence of postnominal pluralizer -them in basBIE and its absence

from traditional white BIE. Many of the non-standard personal

pronoun features - in particular, identity of Subject and Object

pronouns - are characteristic of basBIE but not of white BIE. Many

more such cases will be examined in the study of aspects of the verb

phrase in Chapter 10.

The polar varieties also differ slightly in terms of their phonemic

system. In general, the area of phonetics and phonology presents

many more similarities than differences, and most differences relate

to quantitative incidences. A continuum is appropriate for describing

the gradations which occur, for instance, in the frequency of

occurrence of interdental fricatives. Lexical differences are few in

number, and do not come in for consideration here.
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It is convenient to refer to the polar varieties as the acroiect and

basilect, though the following caveats shopuld be entered.

White BIE vernacular is not a true 'acroiect', as the term is

normally used. It is the descendant of a non-standard mixed

Caribbean variety which I have termed Anglo-Caribbean, following the

lead of Williams (1987), Even more obviously, the term 'basilect' does

not properly apply to any variety of BIE: the term is normally used to

refer to speech varieties which underwent extreme restructuring, such

as the Surinamese Creoles, or even Jamaican or Belizean Creole.

Nevertheless, the use of the term is convenient in the sense that a

continuum of varieties exists in BIE. Here, the term basBIE denotes a

markedly non-standard variety which contains constructions that are

typically found in Caribbean English Creoles.

Modifications in both directions are made by speakers of BIE,

which thus contains a wide spectrum of intermediate varieties. The

'mesolect', as this intermediate range can be called, can be defined

qualitatively in terms of the presence or absence of certain typically

Creole features, and also quantitatively in terms of the relative

frequency of occurrence of certain features of a Creole and of

Standard English.

The extent of Creole and SE influence can sometimes be observed

by comparing the incidence of the realization of a SE feature with the

non-realization of that feature in Creole. A possible example is the

incidence of variants of the copula (finite 'be') versus its non-

realization {0} (see Chapter 12). Another possible example is the

relative incidence of voiceless interdental fricatives [9, 9] versus the

stops [t, d].
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The basis of any quantitative analysis is an assumption that

speakers can be grouped according to the frequency of certain

variants which form a closed set. The patterns which emerge can

reveal much that is of interest concerning origins and also ongoing

changes in speech varieties. In BIE, the possibility exists that

synchronic patterns of variation can be analyzed to reveal processes

of grammatical change in intermediate varieties, and these changes

can be compared to those documented for Caribbean mesolects. By

this means, it may be possible to assemble evidence for the prior

creolization of black BIE that will go beyond the often fragmentary

evidence of isolated basilectal forms. At the same time, a study of

white speech within the same quantitative paradigm can shed light

both on the likely form of earlier Anglo-Caribbean and on the varying

degrees of assimilation of certain Creole patterns.

The foregoing general discussion provides a background to the

extensive description of the verb phrase in Chapter 11. A fuller

conceptualization of variation within the speech community is given

in the sections which follow. i This serves as background to the

grammatical description and also prepares the ground for the

detailed quantitative analyses in Chapters 12 to 14.

1 A fuller range of quantitative studies would shed additional light
on the factors, both linguistic and sociolinguistic, which underlie
patterns of variation. Further work along these lines, examining the
conditioning of past tense marking, was in fact carried out as part of
the present study, but is not included in the body of the dissertation.
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The Speech Continuum

Consideration of internal linguistic variation in Caribbean speech

communities immediately raises the contentious issue of the

'continuum'. It is critical to clarify what is meant here by this

concept, not least since any comparison of BIE with varieties which

have been described as 'mesolectal' in the Caribbean context raises the

expectation that the patterns of mixing which have occurred in BIE

will closely parallel those which have been observed in communities

which either preserve a Creole basilectal layer in the present or as a

documented element at a past period. In such communities, it is

conventional to refer to the 'post-creole continuum', although the

term has come in for much criticism in recent years.

The continuum concept as it was developed by De Camp (1971)

and Bickerton (1973a, 1975) carries with it a number of theoretical

assumptions which have been the subject of heated debate among

creolists. I will briefly summarize some of the objections, and then

state why I believe the concept still has value as an empirical tool.

Bickerton 's view of change across the continuum is couched in

terms of language acquisition:

in decreolization, speakers are strung out across the continuum
between 'native' Creole and 'target' English in much the same way
as second-language learners are strung out across the continuum
between LI and L2. In each case, the successive stages of the
continuum constitute hypothetical grammars of the target
language, each slightly closer to that target than its antecedent'.
(Bickerton 1975: 176)
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This view of the continuum is based on a conception of gradual

restructuring between adjacent 'lects' which are defined as

consecutive layers of the continuum. A lect is a list of surface features

resulting from some underlying grammar. The complete set of lects is

ordered in such a way that neighboring lects differ from each other by

having different values on a single feature. Together, the matrix

composed of the ordered lects forms an implicational scale, such that

the value of a particular feature in a given lect is predictable given

the value of the same feature in neighboring lects above or below.

Bickerton was concerned to demonstrate how changes took place

continuum in different aspects of the grammar in specific areas of the

The idea of implicational scales implies successive waves of change

spreading in a regular manner, causing incremental change to occur

at differential points in the continuum. Various writers have

questioned both the regularity of the implicational model and also

the generalizability of the processes of decreolization which were

described in the 1973 and 1975 studies. Few creolists today would

accept that the process of decreolization can be described in terms of

the precise sequences which Bickerton described for GC. Changes in

different areas of the grammatical system proceed in a less regular

fashion than the implicational model supposes, and changes in each

area of the grammar are therefore less predictably linked to changes

in other areas than is assumed.

Most creolists today also reject the unidirectionality of

restructuring in the direction of a single target which Bickerton

assumed. Basilectal Creole has value as a symbol of social solidarity,

and as such, speakers may show accommodation to Creole speech
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norms while maintaining the general characteristics of a mesolectal or

even acrolectal variety. The grammars of speakers of Caribbean

Englishes are anything but monolithic. The reason for this lies in the

shifts along the continuum in both directions which are routinely

and unconsciously performed by speakers. The admixture of Creole

and standard features varies according to the interlocutor, the level of

formality of the speech situation, and the desire to introduce stylistic

effects.

Problems therefore exist with the identification of speakers with

individual lects. Speakers always control a range of varieties, which

could be termed their 'repertoire' of speech styles; in some cases, the

range may span the entire continuum. 'Lects' are theoretical

abstractions. It is more realistic to recognize that the productive

repertoires of individuals span ranges of varying widths within the

continuum.

Recognition of the pervasiveness of variation at an individual level

besides that within a group brings us back to the basic assumption

which underlies a Labovian approach and which is surely problematic

in the case of a Creole speech community or for any community in

which there is wide variation. The Labovian view is that individuals

within a single speech community share the same grammar. It may

be that variability is so extreme within Caribbean geographical

communities that it does not make sense to speak of a single speech

community, much less one which is homogeneous in terms of its

linguistic norms. And if individuals do not share a single grammar,

can a study using standard variationist techniques be justified?
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This is a serious issue. I believe that a defence of the use of

standard variationist techniques rests on a recognition of two

fundamental points.

The first point is that although polar varieties may possess

separate grammars, this does not necessarily mean that in the overall

community, there is an absence of shared norms of social evaluation

of the various varieties, and in particular, of the 'polar' varieties

which are present. Winford (1988) has argued that for Creole

communities, decisions about the boundaries of speech communities

should not be based purely on differences in rule systems, but also

need to take account of shared norms of social evaluation which

apply to the polar varieties. Indeed, Winford goes further, claiming

that speakers of all varieties share norms of interpretation, if not of

production:

many communities offer evidence that, given the right set of
social circumstances, even widely divergent rule systems can be
brought into close approximation and be linked in systematic
patterns of variation (94) . . . such situations demonstrate that
variation may well be ordered along a continuous sociolinguistic
dimension, even though the formal elements that enter into the
pattern of variation may function in quite different grammatical
systems (95) . . . acceptance of the same norms and values with
respect to language does not necessarily depend on identity of
speaker outputs, or on sharing of identical rules of grammar (100)
. . . members of the community share a common set of norms
and understanding that allow them to alternate between Creole
and acrolectal forms of speech in uniform patterns of social and
stylistic differentiation. (98)

It is at least questionable whether Winford's comment concerning

individuals' capacity to style-shift is accurate; my personal

observations in Trinidad and in the Bay Islands tell me that most
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individuals' ability to style-shift may be more limited than he

suggests, even within the reduced continuum situation which exists in

both places. However, the belief that 'a common set of norms and

understanding' is shared is accurate in the case of Trinidad and is

probably true in general for the Bay Islands, although it is important

not to overstate the case.

Some work which I did with schoolchildren in Utila suggests that

certain features of BIE grammar known to Roatanians may be quite

unfamiliar to Utilians: the sentence 'she [mAsbi] buy that by

Charmaine' was understood as 'she must buy that at Charmaine's'

rather than 'she must have bought that by Charmaine's'. This

example suggests a significant non-commonality between the two

grammars. But it is important to recognize two points: first, the

artificiality of such examples taken out of context, and second, that

the linguistic experience of adolescents is less than that of adults.

On the whole, it is reasonably safe to assert that all native BIE

speakers share a common set of both interpretive norms and norms of

social valuation, even though there may be considerable differences at

the level of productive grammar. Greater problems will probably be

encountered by 'basilectal' BIE speakers with certain SE structures

than by acrolectal speakers with basilectal forms, if they should care

to use them. For example, relatively few speakers actually use SE

passive forms, and such forms are likely to be misunderstood.

It is admittedly a large step from assuming full mutual

comprehensibility of the polar varieties to asserting that there

isomorphism of underlying grammars at an underlying level. Certain

differences, particularly in the tense-aspect system, are too great to
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allow such an assumption to be tenable. This brings me to the second

point with a bearing on the admissibility of a variationist approach.

It is crucial to bear in mind that movement between the polar

grammars involves shifts at the level of form and function

relationships. These shifts will be reflected in 'transitional structures'.

In part, the character of transitional structures is determined by

universal processes of language acquisition. But transitional structures

may also have a diachronic dimension. In a situation in which

contact and convergence has taken place over a long period of time,

some of the transitional structures may themselves become norms in

the intermediate variety used for inter-group communication.

Speakers moving between two language systems, where the systems

are closely related on a lexical level, but differ quite significantly on

the grammatical level, will partially restructure grammatical forms

and associate meanings and uses with these new forms which do not

necessarily match anything in the matrix polar systems. The case of

Creole and Standard EngUsh is of two language systems in which

grammatical marking plays a fundamentally different role; in terms

of marking within the verb phrase, the 'ti-ansition' is between a

grammar in which marking serves a primary function of providing

pragmatic cues to interpretation to one in which tense and aspect

marking are tightiy structured in terms of the deictics of temporal

relations. Mesolectal grammars will display the effects of partial

adaptation to both these systems.

A dynamic view of transitional systems makes it appropriate to

refer to a 'continuum' in BIE. A continuum of some kind probably

existed in the early contact period during which CECs were being
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formed, as argued by Alleyne (1980) and others. This is not to deny

that historically, there must have existed some discontinuities

between white Anglo-Caribbean and Creole - indeed, I would argue

that certain discontinuities can be identified in present-day BIE.

However, it is entirely appropriate to apply the term 'continuum'

where it can be shown that speech forms and functions at different

levels of the continuum display varying degrees of interaction

between a Creole and a non-creole system. Variationist techniques can

be applied, although care is needed to ensure that there is identity of

function between the forms defined as values of a single linguistic

variable. Speakers in different areas of the continuum will show

variable use of these functional entities, and will also differ in terms

of the incidence of particular forms.

The continuum as used here is essentially a heuristic device for

comparing speech varieties. One of its uses in the present study is to

chart the relative positioning of black and white speakers within the

BIE speech community. The assumptions on which my analysis is

based have been outlined above. For present purposes, the reality of

the continuum is signalled by the existence of transitional structures.

The assumptions which underlie the 'post-creole continuum' rest are

neither relevant nor appropriate.

Bickerton's notion of strict implicational scaling applied to lects is

rejected. It is expected that there will be significant crossover and

unpredictability at the level of individual variables.

Unidimensionality and unidirectionality are also rejected. It is

predicted that white BIE will display the systematic influence of more

basilectal varieties of black BIE, and that the strength of this influence
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will be more apparent with some variables than with others.

Expressed differently, grammars are more permeable in certain areas.

It is important, finally, to distinguish between the use of the term

'continuum' as a rough guide to contemporary reality and as a claim

concerning the synchronic direction of change in either black BIE or

white BIE. The present study does not seek to determine whether there

are any ongoing shifts in the relationship between white BIE and black

BIE. It is possible that traditional white BIE is moving closer to black

BIE, or that white BIE and black BIE are both converging under the

mutual influence of SE. Again, it is possible that some other overall

shift is under way. Such diachronic processes deserve a separate large-

scale study, but cannot be considered here in view of the small size of

my speaker sample.



CHAPTER 1

1

THE VERB PHRASE IN BIE

Introduction

The sketch of BIE phonology in Chapter 4 and the more detailed

treatment of the sound system in Chapters 6-8 have made it clear

that there exists considerable diversity in speech accent within the

islands. In certain cases, it is possible to identify differences which

point to the earlier existence of two polar varieties, Anglo-Caribbean

and Creole. Yet the case for the latter does not depend on

considerations of accent, or even on phonological processes such as

assimilation and lenition (which unfortunately I have not had space

to deal with). It rests on the evidence of syntax and morphosyntax.

Certain constructions are clearly 'creole', in the sense that they are

shared with the Creole basilects of Belize or Jamaica. In the case of BIE,

as far as I can judge, such constructions are regularly employed by

speakers of a definable social group in Roatan and also Guanaja. This

speech-type can be referred to as basilectal BIE, or basBIE for short.

BasBIE usages are, to varying degrees, stigmatized by other BIE

speakers, although many are found in unaltered form in the

mesolect. Most of the indisputably creole features found in basBIE,

together with mesolectal adaptations, are either discussed in this

chapter or have been dealt with in Chapter 9.

345
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A characteristic feature of BIE is the existence of constructions

which cannot be directly identified with either JC or BC or even in

some cases, with other CECs but which nevertheless are the result of

distinctive processes of grammaticalization operating in a dialect-

contact situation. Such structures are the indirect result of a

historical process of mutual acommodation of two codes, English

Creole and traditional white Caribbean speech of an earlier time. The

outcome is a non-uniform grammar containing possibilities of

expression which owe something to each of these influences, yet in

which the contributions of both sets of influences are in some cases

fused to create a hybrid language at the level of form and underlying

semantics. Structures of this kind can be described as mesolectal. Two

kinds of restructuring process receive discussion in this dissertation.

The first type involves changes in the role of past markers in their

evolution to formatives in SE constructions such as the Perfect. The

second type comprises grammaticalization processes affecting the

marking of Habitual aspect. The first is discussed in summary form in

the present chapter, the second at length in Chapters 13 and 14.

Allied to this class of constructions, in that they too are the result

of 'creative construction' processes in the mesolect, are certain

structural adaptations which owe their existence to a lack of direct

contact with Standard English and the concomitant freedom to

innovate at the level of form. Such structures display only indirectly

the influence of creole grammar. Some forms of this type, such as

'didn bin' (for 'haven't been), are so widespread that they can be

classed as characteristic features of BIE at all levels.
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Finally, there are some BIE structures to which one can ascribe an

origin in older British dialects. Into this category come such structures

as the 'dative of interest' (or 'personal dative') - 'ah dug me five nest

of eggs that mornin' - and impersonal presentative it - 'it's a lotta

money circulatin'. The occurrence of these same structures in white

extraterritorial Englishes of the New World is evidence of their

'transportability'.

It is evident from many of the examples to be discussed in this

chapter that Creole influence has played a very significant part in

shaping BIE, and that this influence operates beneath the surface of

grammar as well as appearing more overtly in certain constructions.

Indeed, a case can be made for considering the syntactic products of

restructuring in a creole/Anglo-Caribbean contact situation as among

the most characteristic stable features of BIE. The individualism of BIE

in effect derives from a multiplicity of sources: to a large extent from

mesolectal restructuring at the level of form and meaning, also to a

significant extent from basilectal Creole patterns, and finally, from SE

'approximations' and from older dialectal influences.

Isolation and the weakness of agencies enforcing SE norms are

crucial in the case of the intermediate structures, as also for the older

dialectal retentions. On the other hand, the survival of a number of

unambiguously Creole forms in BIE is principally due, not to isolation

or the absence of normative standardizing influences, but to a pattern

of social segregation which tended to keep the black and white

communities apart. Many 'creole' structures are predominantly used

by black Bay islanders. Therefore, if it is possible to refer to a 'cline of

creoleness in the English-speaking Caribbean' (Schneider, 1990), black
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BIE and white BIE must be considered to lie in different sectors of such

a chne.

Creole Structures in BIE

In large part, the non-standard features in BIE are the outcome of

successive layers of restructuring of the grammar by speakers at the

interface of distinct language systems. The discussion of 'focusing' and

'diffusion' by Le Page and Tabouret-Keller (1985) is relevant here.

Although a basilectal Creole may never have existed as a 'focused'

variety at a community level in either the Bay Islands or in the

Cayman Islands, some speakers of basilectal Creole would have been

present. In Caymans, the basilectal element would have been

contributed by first generation slaves, some of whom would have

come directly from Africa. In the case of the Bay Islands, a

considerable number of people from Jamaica settled there in the

post-emancipation era. Some of these were among the earliest intake

of blacks in the 1840's and 1850's. A small number also came via the

Miskito Coast, and would therefore have spoken Creole. It is also

known that many slaves escaped to the Miskito Coast from Belize,

therefore there are grounds for assuming some influence of Central

American Creole.

In view of the close similarity of the varieties of Creole spoken in

Jamaica and the Miskito Coast, it is unlikely that any aspects of

syntax can be distinguished as having their origin in one or the other.

Rather, the speech of both areas can be expected to have created a

somewhat diffuse basilectal base for Bay Islands speech.
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The basilects of Belize and Jamaica are the best-known English

Creoles of the Western Caribbean. Each displays most, though not all,

of the features that can be said to characterize CECs. The other

Central American Creoles, namely those spoken in Nicaragua, Costa

Rica and (to a limited extent) in Panama, together with the offshore

islands of Providencia and San Andres, are all similar in structural

terms to these two varieties.

In general terms, what is most striking is that even the most

'basilectal' BIE does not approach the Belizean or Jamaican basilect in

terms of consistent degree of creoleness, in the terms in which this is

operationally defined by Schneider (1990). But enough prototypically

Creole grammatical features remain present among certain speakers to

justify the characterization of such features as 'Creole retentions'. In

other words, the substantial number of Creole features present in

modern BIE justify the postulation of a Creole component which is

associated with one pole of the spectrum of varieties making up BIE.

The Zero-Marked Verb

The centrality of a morphologically unmarked verb has been noted

by all observers of Creoles. In CECs, an unmarked verb may be used

when time reference is present, past or future. Each of these

possibilities can be illustrated from BIE.

1
.

when I set it now, the oil, that float, then I skim that tomorrow (Rfl2)
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2. when I come to they had me stan on my knees [s] had me in the gully wettin

my head to bring me to. I never know whe I was, I say they shoot me na?

I say to them, I look at them like that, I say 'I shot?',

[e] said 'no, coconut drop on your head.'

Man, that pain you. (Rfl2)

Example 1 is a straightforward case of non-marking of the future.

Marking would here be redundant in view of the temporal

specification by the adverbial. It should be noted, however, that

marking of the future is usual.

In 2, the underlined verbs all have past reference. In colloquial

English, 'I say' is often used to insert direct speech in a past narrative.

Indeed, a sequence of present tense verbs, the so-called 'historic

present', is often used to lend immediacy to a narrative. Basilectal

CECs do not make use of these narrative devices; rather, the

unmarked verb is the norm. It will be noted that in the segment

quoted, there is one past tense verb ('said'). The alternation of

unmarked verbs and marked past tense is normal in BIE, and a good

measure of the degree of creoleness is the percentage of V-0.

The final verb, 'pain', may be compared to the SE generic present

tense. However, it is better to regard the V-0 form, not as the

realization of a tense option, but rather in terms of the non-selection

of tense. Zero-marking on the verb leaves tense to be determined from

the context. Event time can be determined from the context to be

non-past. V-0 also indicates the non-selection of any of the choices

available for marking aspect.
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A study of past marking in the interview material was carried out

using the VARBRUL technique (the full report is not included in the

body of the dissertation). It examined 2051 cases of verbs with past

temporal reference. Wide differences between speakers were evident in

the overall incidence of zero inflectional marking of past: percentages

of zero-marked past ranged from 6.25% to 100%. The six lowest

ranked speakers were all white, while the nine speakers with 0-

marking of 65% and above were all black. This lends considerable

weight to the notion that ethnic speech divisions persist, and suggests

that the 'polar varieties' hypothesis may be well-grounded.

In the following examples, o-Verbs and V-ed verbs are underlined.

Comments which follow relate to the coding which was applied in the

multivariate analysis (following phonological environment was also

included, but this is not shown here):

3. after ah quit up ' livin WC ah was Hvin she come-down she stay3 with mi then

ah give"* her down there to stay an she bin livin there quite a while (Rf2)

4. use to milk em midnight sometime (...) an t^erg rnornin dark an

jus holler^ 'negra negra negra' tha one come"^
the full run o them right in the

pen (Um2)

5. Bob McFeal she said killed^ everybody on the boat an throw^ them overboard

but me (Rfll)
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Comments on underlined verbs (references to superscripts)

1. quit up : punctual; non-stative; in temporal clause (introduced by

temporal conjunction). Not included in the VARBRUL analysis,

because of identity of past and non-past form of verb.

2. come : punctual; non-stative; irregular

3. stay : non-punctual (verb is inherently durative); non-stative;

regular [vowel-final stem]

4. give : punctual; non-stative; irregular

5. get: non-punctual (habitual, with meaning 'I used to _'); non-

stative; irregular

6. holler: non-punctual (habitual-iterative); non-stative after 'and' in

a co-ordinate verb phrase; regular [consonant-final stem]

7. come: non-punctual (habitual); non-stative; irregular

8. killed: punctual; non-stative; regular [consonant-final stem]

9. throw: punctual; non-stative; after 'and' in co-ordinate VP; irregular

It was found that despite the differences in incidence, the same

weightings of constraints applied to black and white BIE separately

and together. Three factors significantly favored 0-marking: the

morphological shape of the verb, non-punctuality, and occurrence as

the second verb in a conjoined pair. The finding that verb-type and

non-punctuality are the factor-types most strongly influencing 0-

marking agrees with previous findings for Trinidad Creole reported in

Winford (1993b). In both case, it was found that 0-marking was most

strongly promoted by (1) a verb-type in which the verb stem ends in

a final consonant, and (2) a combination of non-punctuaUty and
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non-temporality of the clause of the verb clause. Occurrence as the

second member of a conjoined verb phrase also promoted zero-

marking, as illustrated in 5.

Stativity/Non-stativity was not selected as a significant factor

group by the VARBRUL analysis. It is clear that 'stativity' is not a

determining factor for zero-marked past in BIE. In this respect, there is

no support for the theory put forward in Bickerton (1975), by which

past will be marked more frequently on statives than non-statives.i

However, Bickerton's claim was made with reference to a basilectal

Creole in which past is indicated by means of preverbal markers, if at

all. The case of 'mesolectal' varieties in which there is variable V-ed

marking of past is quite distinct. On the other hand, Bickerton's

hypothesis that punctuality/non-punctuality emerges as the key

factor in past marking is suported by my data.

It is clear that durativity/habituality is the core of the general

category of non-punctuality, even though there are a number of cases

classified as 'non-punctual' which are difficult to pinpoint as having

durative or habitual characteristics. 'Feelings' are frequendy

temporally diffuse, therefore cases of 'like/liked' are coded as 'non-

punctual'.

Further analysis would be necessary in order to tease apart the

separate effects of non-punctuality and non-temporality; however, it

is apparent from examination of percentages alone that the effect of

1 For the purposes of my study, a narrow syntactic interpretation of
stativity was followed, as in Winford (1993b). Only verbs which do not
appear in progressive or imperative constructions are counted: these
consist of a small set, including believe, know, like, love, want, own and
last. Bickerton also admitted semantic criteria, so that verbs like keep stay
and stand were counted as stative.
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non-punctuality is much greater than non-temporahty. The

respective figures are: 698/1738 = 40% for Punctuals vs. 196/313 =

63% Non-punctuals; 82/171 = 48% Temporal vs. 802/1880 = 43% Non-

temporal.

The analysis of 'non-concord' verbal -s in present tense verbs

which is reported in Chapter 13 also examines the influence of aspect

on verbal marking. In SE, the -5 ending is associated with present

tense. This is true also in a general sense for speakers of BIE, although

a past/present tense distinction cannot be rigorous in the case of the

15/25 speakers who have V-ed marking at 50% or below. Only 10/25

speakers have third person -s at above 50%, so 'concord' is not a rule

for most speakers. The percentage incidence of V-s in 'non-concord'

contexts (particularly with a third person plural Subject) is

sometimes as high as in third person singular. In these cases,

durativity/habituality is found to be the crucial factor determining -5

marking. Indeed, habituality alone is the main determining factor in

selection of the -s variant, (see examples 8-10 and discussion below).

Aspect Marking

'The existence of preverbal aspect markers is the structural feature

most closely associated with creoleness and most typically taken to be

indicative of a language's status as a Creole' Schneider (1990: 89).

Judged by this criterion, BIE appears at first to be quite uncreole-like,

since it lacks a preverbal Progressive marker (EC de and JC a/de).

Progressive in BIE is in all instances marked by V-ing. There are no

combinations of tense and aspect markers, such as are found in
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basilectal Creoles: for example, BC can combine the Past and

Progressive markers mi+de (Escure, 1983: 34). The Past and Future

markers: me+wa. are combined in BC in order to express the past

conditional:

i mi wan tel wi if da (mi) tru (Hellinger, 1979: 321)

he would have told us if it were true

In BIE, this sentence would be: 'hi wuda tel wi if da (wa) tru', which is

similar to JC.

In two aspects of aspectual marking, however, BIE falls into the

general pattern of Caribbean English Creoles: it has a preverbal

Habitual marker and also a marker of Completive aspect.

The habitual marker is either [dA] or [dAz]. In 3, a speaker

describes how she traps flies:

6. I dA set thing there an I dA catch em in one bottle I dA fill a lil honey aroun

there in the water an it dA get full up . . . they dA drown (Rfl2)

7. nothin doz come here like that now (Rf2)

Frequently, doz is reduced to [z], as in 8:

8. Rando [hiz] love it (Rf2)

BIE shares this Habitual marker with most CECs. BC and JC are in

fact out of line with the Caribbean norm. It would appear that they
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represent a development in which an original undifferentiated

Imperfective marker became specialized for use as a Progressive

marker. In other CECs, notably in the eastern Caribbean, SE 'does' or a

shortened variety thereof was adopted as a Habitual marker, while

Progressive came to be marked by V-ing. At least in BIE, habitual doz

is a convergence feature. Its adoption as a preverbal marker can be

seen in part as a Creole innovation. However, it is argued in Chapter

13 that a doz +Verb construction was already a feature of earlier

Anglo-Caribbean, a model for which was present in the original British

dialectal mix. It seems likely that doz be + V-ing constructions of the

type illustrated in 9 were already part of the eighteenth century

vernacular spoken by white Caymanians.

9. she sick, she doz be havin some some bad spells (Roatan speaker)

A second pattern of -5 marking on the verb was also present in the

Caribbean koine, and was adapted to habitual marking function as

the result of earlier convergence with Creole in the Caribbean contact

situation. This usage is illustrated in 10 and 11.

10. when I cook my little mouthful of food, I [jEStCS] (=rests) (Guanaja

speaker)

11. she bees up in Cayman, she works there (Roatan speaker)

In 11, habitual -s is applied to the verb be, to indicate that the

speaker's aunt (who has a house nearby) spends most of her time in
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the Cayman Islands. But be differ from other verbs in that habituality

can be conveyed by the use of the stem-form alone, as in 12:

12. Conrad always be that for us (i.e.the clown at plait-pole events) (Rf2)

'Habitual be' is a well-known feature of American Black English, but

is not otherwise found in the Caribbean. It is likely that the forms be

or beez were in use as variants of the finite verb among British dialect

speakers who participated in the formation of early Anglo-Caribbean,

and that their specialization to habitual uses was the result of

convergence with Creole, which grammaticized the marking of

habitual. There is a full discussion of this issue in Chapter 14. That -s

is now grammaticalized as a marker of Habitual is clearly indicated

by 13, in which it is (unusually) attached to a V-ing form:

13. they didn use to be drinkin like how they doins these days (Utila speaker)

Basilectal and mesolectal BIE follow the general pattern of

mesolectal CECs in having a different marker for past and non-past

habitual, although the use of reflexes of doz is much more reduced

than in Eastern Caribbean varieties. The past habitual with {useta} is

common, however, and is generally employed as in SE. The final

voiced alveolar in 'used' has assimilated to the following voiceless

alveolar, so that speakers with a low incidence of Ved marking are

likely to analyse 'used to' as a single lexical item; the lexicalized

nature of this item is conveyed by writing it as {useta}, variously

pronounced as [juista], |ju:stA] and [juistu].
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While in general the meaning of BIE |useta} corresponds closely to

the SE function of signalling of ' activity or state habitual in former

times', it is sometimes extended in use to cover cases not allowed for

in standard usage.

One example is its extension to cover a habitual activity of

someone who is long dead. SE normally prefers simple past in such

cases. The 80 year old speaker is talking about his great-grandfather,

who was the first settler in Gibson Bight, and was not even known

personally to the speaker:

14. he {useta} come out pirate an [Ad] come an get in this Gibson Bight (Rml 1)

The strangeness of this example derives from the lack of an

association with a present state. Also to be noted here is the use of a

reduced form of 'would' with habitual meaning. This is common in

BIE at all levels. A second extension of fuseta} is to refer to are

habitual in the present:

15. he jus now [jus tA] go to the States (Rf2)

This can be compared to the tendency in some basilectal CECs to

employ doz as a habitual marker irrespective of whether the time

frame includes the present.

A special marker is used in CEC to mark the completion of an

activity or achievement of a certain state. In BIE, as in other CECs, this

marker is done. The use of done is compatible with a present

reference point or a past reference point. As Winford (1993c: 170)
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points out, 'done picks up its time reference from the discourse

context'. The marker followed by the zero-verb is common in

basilectal/lower mesolectal BIE. Done may occur with any verb

denoting an action and the stative verb 'got', as in 17:

RG: I talked to him when he was in town

16. Rfl2: oh well you done see him

17. everybody done [go] you know the way they live (Rf8)

In contrast to BC/JC, done does not occur postverbally in BIE.

This is probably a reflection of a greater degree of decreolization.

Indeed, further up the continuum, done may be combined with the

Perfect auxiliary, as in example 18: ^ •
: ,

18. I've done did it (Utila schoolchild, referring to a homework)

Done occurs with {waz} at all levels of the continuum, when the

predicate describes a state. In the upper BIE continuum, done also

combines with {had} in 'pseudo-perfect' constructions:

19. it [wa] done liftin up (Rfl2)

20. the man had done talk Sam about it (Rml2)
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In general terms, it can be stated that 'basilectal' BIE shows uses of

aspectual markers considered as typical of CECs. There is mixing of

the 'pure' Creole system with mesolectal forms.

Tense Marking

The underlying basis for tense-marking in Standard English and

Creole is ver>' different, one being based on a notion of strict temporal

referencing, the other on a notion of marking 'relevance' to a

pragmatically determined reference frame.

In SE, temporal referencing with the present as a fixed deictic

center is the basis for tense marking. The use of have+V-en is

distinguished from that of had+V-en by the notion of temporal

referencing in relation to point present and to a determined past

reference point, respectively. In CECs, the temporal location of events

is not indicated in relation to a fixed deictic center, therefore the

distinction 'referencing to present' versus 'referencing to past' does not

require that both receive marking, nor that marking be obligatory.

'Speaker locus' (Huber, 1996) is moveable in time, rather than being

tied to the present, therefore the use of a zero-verb may indicate

eitiier past or present. Events or states indicated by a zero-marked

verb are by definition in 'current focus' in discourse.

In general, the hearer derives temporal reference indirectly via

pragmatic inferencing from the context, rather than from specific

marking in the verb phrase. Referencing to the time in current focus is

conveyed by tiie unmarked verb. When required, referencing to past
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may be accomplished via a special marker. However, aspect is more

central to the system of grammatical marking than tense.

Past Tense

The pragmatic basis of tense in Creole has the following

implications for the use of past markers: they are used (i) when a

speaker feels the need to explicitly mark shifts in temporal focus in

discourse, where such a shift might not otherwise be readily

determinable, and (ii) when the speaker wishes to indicate the general

relevance of an event or state to a given past time-frame, but where

such an event or state is only supportive of the action being narrated,

rather than constituting the most salient information within the

time-frame. Pollard (1989) has pointed to the 'backgrounding'

function of preverbal en in JC. This is true to some degree of

preverbal had in BIE, as 1 shall show. However, 'anterior relevance', as I

am defining it here, is wider in scope.

In BC and JC, the past marker (b)en often behaves as a marker of

'prior relevance'. Jaganauth (1988) describes the choice between the

zero-verb and bin/ben in GC in the following terms:

the stem form indicates that the event named by the verb,
though it occurred at some previous time, has relevance to
some present state/state of affairs ... the presence of bin
indicates that the relevance of the named event is to a state of
affairs that is prior to the present time (or the time of curent
focus). Its relevance to the prior time is what is asserted; the
form is silent with respect to any continuing relevance
(1988:8)
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In BIE, bin is occasionally used in a similar way, although in

general, the functions of a past relevance marker are realized by had,

which for basilectal and lower mesolectal BIE speakers functions in a

similar manner to {b)in/(b)en in GC/JC and min/men in SC.

Preverbal bin in its past relevance marking function is illustrated

in 21:

21. the man [W£] raise me then he tell me this is your father, so ah've got ah bin

meet im an get to know im (Rml2)

It should be noted, however, that bin has been largely re-analysed

in BIE as a marker of duration and also in a broadly 'experiential'

function (see below).

Had: The most widely-used preverbal past marker is tiad.

Frequently, had+Verb is found where in SE a simple past verb would

be expected. This is illustrated in 22, where had takes the place of SE

was, and by 23, in which had+Verb is used in the description of the

effects of a hurricane:

22. she tell me he had dead (i.e. sexually inert) but he not dead if she got a child by

him (Roatan woman)

23. the street-them had split like you had split them [WI] axe (Rfl2)

It is important to note that temporal anteriority to some specified

reference time is not a necessary condition for the use of preverbal

had. When had is used with an unmarked verb, as is normal in
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bas/mes BIE, the only condition on its use is that the relevance of the

activity or state is to a past time. In 24, the speaker makes reference

to the time when silver lempiras were used as currency before the

introduction of banknotes:

24. Rf2: it [wa] no paper it was only silver

RG: they didn't have the notes, or

[Rf2: ah didn ah never know anythin about the notes

when I had know about the notes ah WA big girl

4- f . . .

The speaker goes on to describe taking a bucket of silver lempiras

to pay for things. Knowing about banknotes was posterior to this

time, but the use of had is still appropriate because the remark is

relevant to the past time in current focus. The same speaker makes

use of had in numerous references to things she and her husband

enjoyed doing in her younger days and which she no longer does:

25. we had love dancin/ ah had love to swim/ he had love his fun, etc (Rf2)

The point to emphasize is that the use of had+zero-Verb in itself

signals that the primary relevance of the predicate is to a past time.

However, relevance to the present is not excluded in principle. This

can be seen when mesolectal BIE speakers begin to use V-ed and V-en

forms with had. On occasion, such forms are appUed in contexts in

which SE requires the present perfect. In 26, speaker Rf2 is reviewing

her past from the perspective of the present:
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26. ah complete 53 years June gone an ah marry ah would say 18 years tn ah come

in Diamond Rock, ah live here now 35 years, ah had spent a pretty good life in

Diamond Rock.

The use of had here signals relevance across an 'extended past'

period which does not exclude the present. It is only in the upper

mesolect that the present perfect comes to be used as in SE, and then

only sparingly. Had+V-ed is often used with the same general

function as had+oVerb, i.e. with a relevance marking function. In this

respect, it overlaps with the functions of the present perfect - with the

difference that SE present perfect specifically encodes relevance to the

present. The overgeneralization of had+V-ed is a feature of its use

among BIE speakers with only partial control of SE Perfect.

Example 26 also illustrates the use of the unmarked verb ('live')

where SE would use the present perfect. The use of the zero-verb is

usual in this function in bas/mes BIE, underscoring its status as the

'default' form. Upper mesolectal/acrolectal speakers may employ the

present perfect, but more generally the V-ed form is used:

27. he never was heard of since (Uml)

28. today the Spaniard took it over (Um2)

29. the fishin business in this island been pretty poor (Rml)

Upper mesolectal/acrolectal speakers who have the present perfect

in their grammars generally employ it as in SE, but in the low-mid

mesolect, there may still be uncertainties about its form and use. In

28, Rf2 appears to extending to have +0V a similar 'relevance'
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marking function to that which is associated with had +0V in the

basilect: have is employed to indicate relevance in the present, on

the analogy of the use of the had +0V construction to indicate

relevance in the past:

30. we sells mango in season an melons grind com we have sell them an we'll

still make a livin but them days you couldn sell anything hardly.

This is an example of a 'transitional usage', typical of language

acquisition. I do not want to suggest, however, that this particular

usage is established in the mesolect, rather to emphasize the

association of a function derived from the basilect with a form

modelled on SE.

Bin. Restructuring which involves reassignment of function and

partial alignment with the SE Perfect can also be illustrated by uses of

bin. In BIE, bin is often used with a progressive form in non-standard

ways. The examples are of interest not because of the absence of a

form of have, but because of the distinct functions which bin appears

to serve. Although there is overlap, it seems possible to distinguish the

use of bin in verbal constructions to indicate duration and its use to

mark a general 'experiential' function. These uses of bin are

illustrated in 3 land 32, respectively.

31. she died yeh but she bin livin with me from time she bin marrin she have 26

years married now ah mean but she died you know (Rf2)
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32. an she say she bin seein those Spaniard get the machete an walk to one nother

an chop that head off (Uf2)

It is noteworthy that a V-ing form is used in 3 1 , even though

semantically, 'married' (SE) or 'marry' (creole) are indicated. The

association of bin with 'continuative' meaning can be seen as an

outgrowth of the very common use of bin with expressions of

duration. In 31, it is unclear whether the person witnessed such an

apalling scene more than once. In SE, iterativity of the event is

assumed for those uses of have been Vine where continuative meaning

is not possible, e.g. I've been trying to contact you. This imphcation is

absent from mesoiectal BIE uses of the construction. The only

presupposition is that the predicate makes reference to an aspect of

lived experience.

The use of bin mxhV-ing in these examples can also be contrasted

with the SE have been Vine construction in that the latter encodes a

notion of continuation up to the present time. We may find didn bin

used with reference to a time that is long past, as in 33:

33. ah didn bin too much too long with United Fruit Company no ah didn bin work

for her too long (Rml2)

This is the normal negated form of bin. Few speakers make the

distinction between had been and have been , since this depends on

incorporation of a notion of fixed speaker perspective (Speaker Time

as deictic center) which is alien to the grammars of most speakers.
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The association of bin with duration explains a pattern which has

been reported for AAVE and for Gullah, but which has not been

identified in the Caribbean itself. This is the use of stressed bin

(indicated in the examples by capitalization) to place emphasis on

the passage of time. With statives, the meaning is that of a state

which has persisted for a considerable time; with non-statives, the

idea is of time elapsed since a certain event occurred.

RG: Do you spend any time at all on the mainland or most of

the time you spend

34. Rm5: [yeh, ah BIN livin there for some years

35. I BIN had it ready. I waitin on you (Roatan)

36. It BIN gone up the road (Roatan) [with reference to a truck that serves as a

taxi]

Winford (1993b) has addressed the origin of stressed BIN in AAVE

and Gullah. In his view, BIN is the product of a marriage between the

Creole past marker bin and the been which forms part of the SE

continuative perfect. On the evidence of BIE, where the BIN

construction is used across the continuum, while past marker bin is

confined to more basilectal speakers, I am inclined to think that

stressed BIN comes into being as the result of bin being associated in

speakers' minds with a certain lexical content, that of expressing

duration in time. Such a direct association is blocked when bin is still

a grammaticized element in the grammars of speakers. But

grammatical bin may still acquire an association with remoteness in
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time, due to its function of marking relevance to past periods. This,

combined with the frequent collocation of bin with time adverbials in

grammars influenced by the superstrate, leads to bin acquiring lexical

meaning. At the same time, the persistence of unstressed bin among

basilectal speakers allows stressed BIN+Verb to emerge as a

grammaticalized form with distinct aspectual meaning.

Did. Many BIE speakers make use of preverbal 'di(d)' as a past

marker. In the following example, the speaker is describing how an

accident occurred when his bicycle without brakes ran out of control:

37. ah forget that she did av a go down one hill (Rm6)

The conditions governing the use of preverbal did in BIE are

unclear. One pragmatic function may be to draw attention to the

relevance of the proposition to an ongoing narrative. However,

speakers use preverbal did in differing ways. Sometimes, it appears to

be a substitute for {woz}, as in 38. Sometimes, as in 39, it seems to

mark habituality in a parallel way to doz. It is sometimes found in

the protasis of conditionals (40). And it occurs frequently in negatives

in construction with 'never': 41 is a more emphatic version of ah didn

bin there, and 42 illustrates the common never did+Verb

construction.

38. he born the thirteenth and ah did born the fourteenth (Utila Cays

woman)
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39. one time ago no black folk couldn do in the house mong the white the [wdi]

did run [em] back on the hill (RmV)

40. they would treat you and tell you now ahm if we did give you something for

a next 24 hours or less an that an if that [do] do you no any better, you'll

have to go to higher (Ufl)

41. ah did never bin there (Roatan man)

42. ah never {did} use to see notes we use to see these silver lempiras (Rf2)

iM>Z.i I have chosen to write this marker between curly brackets,

because pronunciation varies: it may be pronounced [waz] or [waz]
,
or,

more usually, [wa]. The most common use of {woz} is as a past marker with

semantically stative predicates, as in 43 and 44. When used with other

predicates, {woz} confers an unambiguously stative reading (45). It is used

regularly with 'come' (46).

43. that [wa blDn] (= belonged) a neks Englishman (Gm3)

44. ah [waz] descend from there ma mother was from there (Gm3)

45. the road from here to Coxen Hole was just a wee wee track. The trees

[WA] grow up an nobody didn traffic it (Rfl 1)

46. she hear that it was come through (Roatan woman)

IWoz} also occurs in 'transitional' structures', which shed light on the

speaker's approximative system; the grammar having only partially

incorporated a SE structure, we get examples such as 47 and 48:

47. this one [WA] bin here before either one (Rm8) (SE: 'was here')

48. right now ah [WAZ] up here for a short time (RmS) (SE: 'have been')
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It is possible to envisage a dialect in which {wozf functions simply

as a general preverbal past marker. After all, was/were is used to mark

past with adjectives in SE. In a Creole in which the categories of

adjective and verb partially overlap, |woz} would easily take on this

role. Recently, Aceto (1996) has documented the use of woz as a past

marker in the variety of Panamanian English Creole spoken in

Bastimentos.

Summarv. The general point emerging from this section on past

tense markers in BIE is that various elements may be used as

grammatical formatives in basilectal and mesolectal BIE in ways

which are quite distinct from their use in SE. In part, this reflects

processes of grammaticalization in mesolectal grammar. These

processes are the stabilized end-product of individual attempts to

converge disparate grammars. In the case of {woz} and did , there are

many examples of this creative process: speakers innovate by using

available forms to create approximative structures representing a

coming together of formal and functional ingredients. Core meanings

governing use are determinable for three of the four markers, the

exception being did. The evolution of grammatical particles from a

Creole base shows a high degree of systematicity in the case of bin and

had. The final development of the non-standard tense markers into

grammatical formatives with SE functions in grammars at the upper

end of the BIE continuum is a complex topic which requires further

study.
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Future Tense .

BIE is similar to JC and BC and to CEC's generally in having a

preverbal marker of future which takes various forms. The

commonest forms are [go], [gon] or a derivative of 'gonna/gon', such

as [ga], all of these unaccompanied by any form of 'be': /

49. when you kyaan buy they go steal it (Rf3)

This example shows that, as in CEC's, go/gon can signify predictable

behaviour as well as futurity. Another basilectal BIE form, [gwan], is

reminiscent of JC gwine:; in 50, the similarity to JC extends to the use

of a variant of unu (2nd. person pronoun):

50. if ana don hush I gwan beat ana (Roatan)

The 'gonna' form is also common, almost invariably lacking 'be'.

These forms co-exist with 'will' (sometimes shortened to [1] with

pronominal Subjects) and 'would'. Interestingly, a form of 'want',

'wanna' is sometimes found: this is suggestive of BC influence, in

which [wa] is the usual preverbal marker of future:

51. he tol me this month ah was gonna get my glasses but right now they say in 30

days they wanna get my glasses (Rm8)
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The CEC form a go, which is described by Winford ( 1993a) as a

marker of 'strong or immediate intention' occurs in BIE as an

emphatic form:

52. you could ask Eve about it if ahm a go tell ye lie (Rm7)

Note here the use of a future form where SE would probably use

construction with conditional 'would'.

Predicate Adjectives

A matter of continued debate aming creolists is the categorial

status of such items as braad, hat, and sik. As predicates, such items

immediately follow the Subject and also can be preceded by TMA

markers, as in JC sentences like di kaafi a kuol ( = the coffee is

gettting cold), cited in Bailey (1966: 65), which is identical in

structure to Jon a run {= John is running). Bailey treats both

predicate adjectives and verbs as members of the same syntactic

category of Predicator. For Bickerton (1981: 68-69), the grouping of

predicate adjectives and verbs into a single class on the basis of their

common syntactic behavior is one of the defining characteristics of

Creoles.

In BIE, the evidence for treating adjectives as predicators of a

similar type to verbs is limited. Certain lexical items which are

adjectives in English do function in BIE in a manner identical to

verbs. Ripe, full, and Aof all appear prenominally as adjectives and

also function as predicators. In the latter function, they may be
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preceded by 'to'. These lexical items can be said to have dual category

membership. Typical sentences, which would sound familiar to all

speakers of CECs are 53-55:

53. the man derfull that to the rim with money (Uml)

54. [fo] me to married to one ah wudn wan im [fo] a husband (Rf9)

55. there WA nine of us that my mother dead an leave (Rmi2)

Some attributive predicators, such as rotten, lend themselves to a

processual interpretation. These admit a progressive -in suffix. 56 is

an example with hot.

56. I'm hottin it up (Roatan Speaker)

The attributive predicators full and hot have transitive uses, as

shown by 53 and 56. This is not the case for most other items in the

class, which can be classed as 'stative' rather than 'processual'

(Winford, 1993a, 197).

Another characteristic of attributive predicators in CEC's is that

they may be preceded by TMA markers. The following sentences show

that this is also the case in basBIE (Cf. had dead in ex. 20 above).

twas only when he had old and like before he went to sea (Rf3)

these [we] Comin here they do friendly (Rfl2)

how that can well in there? (Rfl2) [i.e. 'how can that (a transplanted organ)

be well in another person's body?' )

up here it dozn swo (= 'swollen') (Uf2)
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61. they don't i/irer^^r in school (Guanaja speaker)

The last two examples illustrate how attributive predicators can be

formed from SE past participles stripped of endings, and then used

with a preverbal auxiliary in negative constructions. It is notable that

this occurs even in the case of the white speaker Uf2, who has third

person doesn 't in her grammar. This indicates once again that the

influence of creole-derived structures extends well beyond the mid-

continuum.

Comparatives and Superlatives

Although Bailey (1966) gives the example Jan big muor an Mieri

(= John is bigger than Mary), a more usual strategy in CEC's is to

place 'more' before the comparative form of the adjective. For

example, the sentence 'whose child is smaller than mine?' (16. in the

grammar questionnaire in Hancock (1987) is rendered as [huuz cail

mo smaala dan mamz] in the case of Grenada. However, in eleven of

the fifteen Caribbean dialects surveyed there (including two which are

not normally classed as CEC's), the comparative form of the adjective

is used alone.

BIE generally employs the comparative form alone, although

instances of 'double comparatives' with redundant 'more' are not

infrequent (62, 63):

62. the yellowhead they seems is more easier and better talker (RmlO)

63. lobster an them is fish [We] gettin more scarcer every day (Gm2)
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64. it taste more better (Rm8)

Overgeneralization of the -er and -est inflectional endings is

another frequent feature. The forms gooder and goodiest were

reported, and I have also recorded badder and baddest

64. here terribler broda it worserer (Rm9)

65. when you're trappin [at] [S] terriblest thing (Rm9)

There is no 'as +Adj. +as' comparative construction in CEC basilects.

This could explain why BIE has evolved paraphrases using 'muchness',

or makes use of the intensifier 'very' (66-68). Such solutions are

creations using the speaker's available resources. Structures involving

'muchness' occupy a functional niche in bas/mes BIE, while the use of

'very' is more reminiscent of the productions of a language learner.

66. he got about the same muchness as me ah guess (RmlO)

67. if ah was to live my life over again, with the muchness sense that ah have, ah don

think that ah coulda live it the way ah had live it them days (Rf2)

68. ah could use it little bit but not very much as my left (RmS)

It is worth recording also a singular instance of 'pass' as intensifier.

I once overheard someone comment 'it's pass expensive'. The

morpheme pass is found in comparative structures in very
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conservative English Creoles in West Africa and in Surinam, and was

also once found in the Sea Islands, where Turner, 1949: 215)

noted down the example [i tDl pas mi] (= 'he's taller than me'). The

occurrence of the morpheme in BIE in a related function is an

indication of the depth of Creole involvement in the formation of

black BIE.

Gullah and JC may use the conjunction no or nuh in place of SE

than , as indicated by the sentence di biebi [rang no bul (Bailey, 1966:

129).

69. this horse almost got more [kabDllA] no that (Rm8)

Although transcription presented a certain problem, it was clear from

the context that the speaker was making a comparison between the

degree of prowess of two horses (the Spanish word is 'caballo'). The

use of [no] in this example, and the corresponding uses of no/nuh in

JC and Gullah, point to early British dialectal influence through

settler speech. The use of nor in place of than in comparatives is

noted as a 'widespread' feature of dialects in the north of England

and the east and west midlands (Wakelin, 1977: 119). This is a

further indication of the strength of a North British component in the

language contact situation that gave rise to Anglo-Caribbean.

The Copula

In CECs, two types of copular construction can be distinguished

(Winford 1993a: 156). These are the Equative/Possessive and
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Locative/Existential constructions, illustrated by the following BC and

JC examples.

Equative:

BC: im da me di kapn = 'He was the captain' (Escure 1983: 190)

Possessive:

]C:da buk-dea fi mi = 'that book is mine' (Bailey 1966: 33)

Locative:

JC: im de a yaad = she is at home (Bailey 1966: 33)

Existential:

BC: wen di kanks de, we yu no we di de = when there is conch, how

do you know where it is (Escure 1983: 190)

The CEC equative/possessive copula a (with the variant da in BC)

is absent in BIE. In both constructions, SE is/was is usual. In BIE, the

possessive predicate fi mi would normally be substituted by 'mines'.

With nominals, a fi+NP possessive construction is possible in basilectal

BIE, but in this case, there is a zero copula. For example, BIE da buk fi

mi breda = that is my brother's book.

The CEC locative/existential copula is also absent in BIE. There is

no example in my data of anything resembling locative de. A CEC

sentence such as Jan de de (John is there) could not occur in BIE.

There is one example, however, of what appears to be a relic of

existential de (pronounced [Be]). The speaker is referring to the devil:

70. hi do hurt nobody jes depen how the person [we 6e] if he bad or good

(Rm7)
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The presence of a form of be preceding [Se] in this example obviously

precludes any identification as locative de. But it is interesting that

the same speaker produces an example of what appears to be a relic

of continuative de:

hi &£ riidn kDl im a kol im lil gud spir kAm i gen

71. he [5s] readin (0Subj) call im duh call im lil good spirit come again (Rm7)

This can be compared to the GC sentence Jan de a riid i lesn = 'John

is reading his lesson'(Winford 1993a: 44). In such a case, de is

followed by the progressive marker a, which is not a part of basilectal

BIE grammar. The progressive in basBIE is indicated by V-ing. However,

what is interesting about ex. 71 is the underlying correspondence; the

BIE example maps directly onto the example from GC, in that de is

followed by a progressive VP.

In a number of ways, BIE shows clear resemblances to CECs and

divergence from SE. First, the incidence of 'zero-copula' is very high

among many BIE speakers. For example, attributive structures in

basilectal BIE consist of a NP directly followed by an adjective. This is

identical to the pattern in CECs:

72. they don care who happy (Rf7)

A quantitative study comparing the incidence of zero copula in

various following environments (Chapter 11) found that the highest

incidence of zero copula was with a following V-ing. Other
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environments listed in decreasing order of o-copula were: predicate

adjectives, locatives, and NP's, with the last-named being the

environment in which a form of the copula was most likely to occur.

This pattern was observed throughout the continuum, but was

especially marked among basilectal and low/mid mesolectal speakers.

The same ordering of environments has been observed in studies of

CEC's, and also in AAVE. It is commonly felt that this is one of the

strongest pieces of evidence supporting a Creole origin for AAVE. The

same argument lends support to a Creole origin for black BIE and the

regularity of the pattern in white BIE indicates the operation of

qualitative convergence which can be measured quantitatively.

A second major area of difference between BIE and SE lies in

existential constructions, in which SE uses [here isoithere are. BIE uses

a variety of forms, including gat/got .

73. &s moj£ st>p gDt i e ailan nau iz tit spenjcd (Rm?)

73. most of the shops got in the island now is the Spaniard (i.e. belong tO

mainlanders) (Roatan speaker)

The variety of forms used where SE employs 'dummy' there is

treated at greater length in the next subsection, which also deals with

'focusing' constructions.

Existential Structures and Focusing

Basilectal CEC's have a focusing construction in which a highUghter

with a form identical to the equative copula is fronted. The focusing
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particle da or a, can introduce items belonging to all major

grammatical form-classes, including verbs and adjectives as well as

NPs, as illustrated in: da di kapn slip op [= it's the captain that

slipped up (Escure 1983: 196)].

Although there is no example in my BIE data of the use of the

topicalizer da (a in JC), there is one example which appears to match

a similar focusing construction with interrogative pronouns and

determiners in JC [a-wa briiz bluo yu ya = 'what breeze blew you

here': Bailey, 1966: 89)]:

74. a wat piece a cake you [wa]? (Rf2)

In CEC mesolects, topicalizing (d)a is replaced by iz in a subset of

the basilectal constructions. Roberts (1980: 34) gives the JC example

iz shii di tel mi dat not tuu long ago - 'it is she that told me that not

too long ago'. This is similar to BIE example 75.

75. [is] many young men roun here they pick this habit up (Rf9)

Here, a pronoun takes up the Subject referent in a way parallel to

a relative pronoun in SE. Escure (1988: 168) refers to such structures

as 'putative relatives', and argues that they are difficult to distinguish

from topic structures involving left dislocation, such as Roberts'

example. She also points out that in the Belize Creole acrolect, it is or

it's is found in structures similar to 75, with the difference that a SE

relative pronoun is used. This is true for 'acrolectal' BIE as well. But in

basBIE, it is may be used in ways which are unlike SE.
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In example 76, from basBIE, 'it is' has a focusing function similar to

the mesolectal Creole focusing particle iz (the pronunciation [si] for

'sea' is probably due to the sequence of three words beginning with

sibilants).

RG: Imagine if you had been at sea at that time. Big waves like

that.

76. Rm9: sometimes it is [si] sink ship, nuh? the boats n ting

This usage is quite unlike the it-cleft constructions of SE. Escure

(ibid.: 160) observes: 'English-based Creoles and their continua

evidence focusing structures which are both more frequent and more

diversified than in the lexifier language'. This is true for basilectal and

mesolectal HIE, and examples such as 76 can be seen as of evidence

supporting a Creole origin for basBIE.

Particularly in mesolectal and acrolectal BIE, it's (or sometimes, it)

is used in a straightforward presentative construction in alternation

with there's:

77. it's a lotta money circulatin (Rml2)

78. if it ain boat [d] plane you can't come here (Rf8)

The origin of expletive 'if in such usages can be traced back to

older British dialectal usage. Presentational 'it' is prevalent in AAVE

and is one of the hallmarks of that variety (Labov and Cohen 1973),

although it is also found in Southern White speech of all social classes

(Feagin, 1979: 239). As dummy ;thas been documented in Middle
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and Early Modern English texts (Traugott 1972: 134), and some

nineteenth century dialect examples are given in Wright (1898-3:333),

a British origin for the feature seems certain. On the basis of its

regional distribution in the US, McDavid and O'Cain (1977) proposed

a regional origin in Northern Britain or Ulster.

As far as BIE is concerned, the presentative it(s) form is widely

distributed, covarying with there's. It is revealing that the six oldest

white speakers interviewed - aged 60 and over - all make some use of

presentative it's, and it is the clearly preferred form for three. All

three are speakers whose speech generally can be classified as

'traditional' white BIE from Roatan and Guanaja. The only black

speakers who show a marked preference for it's over there's are both

Utilians whose speech is much less clearly creole-influenced in

general. Basilectal speakers on the whole use variant forms of there's,

frequently with r-deletion. The evidence thus favors transmission

from Anglo-Caribbean, with an ultimate origin in Britain. The fact

that in Utila, the feature appears to be less common in white speech

than in black speech nowadays is the result of change over time. It is

possible that whites have gradually tended to move away from use of

this non-standard feature as blacks incorporated it into their

grammar. A process of the same kind in Southern White may well

have accompanied the spread of the feature in AAVE.

While a tendency to diverge for the motive of ethnic identification

is plausible, it is also notable that whites as well as blacks sometimes

use the presentative it's structure for focusing purposes in discourse,

in addition to its core uses in existential constructions. Escure has

noted that acrolects which are in contact with topic-prominent
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basilects, as in the case of Belize, tend to adopt the use of focusing

devices which serve a similar function. Example 79 illustrates:

79. time ran on that the war started or was on directly it [wa] men started to go an

ship out ah had two uncles dey went (Uf2)

Likewise, in 80 (from a mesolectal black BIE speaker), it's introduces a

new (and otherwise unspecified) actor into the discourse.

80. ... just in case he make a deal different you see. It's a lawyer [we] tellin me

some time ago [we] these American people don understand . . . (Rml2)

In the course of a rather involved explanation of fraudulent land

deals, Rml2 cites a lawyer as the source of a judgement relevant to

the discussion. Informal SE could use expletive there's here, while BIE

could not. The reason would appear to be that it's can have a

discoursal function as an introducer without carrying the weight of

existential meaning that is associated with the use of there's.

The existence in basBIE of iz as a topic introducer in a similar

manner to that found in Creoles gives grounds for considering

mesolectal and acrolectal uses of it's in BIE to be based on the Creole

model of topic-prominence.

Escure includes in her discussion of topic-fronting structures a

number of processes such as left-dislocation of the NP, constructions

with a focusing particle, and (more controversially) 'presentative'

sti-uctures using got and had. Such structures, which are typical of

mesolectal Creoles, are found in BIE, and are illustrated in 81 to 85.
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81. we don't get much rain here, got too [IHA] many months before we have rain

(UH)

82. they got plenty A money people on this island (Rf8)

83. you got some English bad people [dAO a] French Harbour (Rm7)

84. they had another bad man up here he was name S. (Rm7)

85. it had a heavy rain this momin (Rm7)

Structures of this type do not, or so it seems to me, have their

origin in a kind of restructuring of the Creole basilect, at least not

directly. Whatever focusing effect is obtained by means of these

structures is the same as that which SE accomplishes through the use

of there + \be\ . The function of the got/had structures is the same,

only the form is different. The structures are characteristic of creole in

that existing means - a verb of possession (got) and a past marker

(had) - are adapted to new functions. Other aspects of restructuring

involving had have already been referred to. Here, it is convenient to

mention that got is also put to specific use in BIE, as a means of

representing the meaning of the English Perfect with time phrases of

duration.

86.

87.

88.

I got about 26 years goin to the high seas (Roatan)

I builded this house. This has got about four years (Roatan)

she have 26 years married now (Rf2)
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Forms of Negation

In basilectal CEC's, negation can be realized by means of a

preverbal negative particle no or na, which Bailey (1966) describes as

'the universal negator'. In general, it may be said that in basilectal

CEC's, the negative operator remains separate from the tense marker,

but the tense marker is not obligatory in the expression of Past. The

basilectal alternatives for past negation listed in the entry for

Bahamas in the Hancock (1987) survey - 'i na bin sir)' and 'i na sir)'-

illustrate this point.

In Jamaican Creole and Belize Creole, one can find preverbal no in

negative imperatives as well as affirmative statements in various

tenses and aspects. In the most basilectal speech, the preverbal

negator may combine with the preverbal tense and aspect markers.

The JC translations of 'she didn't sing' and 'she will not sing'

(Hancock 1987: 300, 302) are:

im no ben sir) ; im na a sir)

In BC, the corresponding sentences are rendered as:

i neva sir] and i no waa sir) / i no gwe sir)

It will be noted that in BC, the independent past negator neva

(also present in JC - Bailey 1966: 54) is used rather than the predicted

no min. There is also variability in the future markers which

combine with the negative particle.

The responses listed for other CEC's in the Hancock survey display

further variants in both Past and Future. Some of these are related to

ain:t, such as [en] for Past and [en go] for Future (Carriacou), and
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there are also variants derived from SE didn't and won't . Bickerton

(1975: 91) refers to a 'proliferation of negative markers' in the GC

mesolect, and it is clear from the Hancock survey that considerable

variation occurs generally among CEC varieties. It is unclear to what

extent this variation is the result of differing results of decreolization

in different territories.

In respect of past negation, BIE resembles BC in its use of neva.

Referring to a Christmas 'programme' which I had organized a few

days before for children from the primary school, a speaker

commented:

89. ah heard em talkin about it, ah neva [geta] come (Rm9)

In SE, this would be expressed as 'I heard them talking about it, but

I didn't get to come'. The same speaker also uses preterite neva with a

stative verb:

90. ah neva know tha (= 'I didn't know that') (Rm9)

Users of the form in BIE are mainly basilectal/lower mesolectal

speakers, and the use of neva may extend beyond preterites to

structures in which SE employs the Perfect with auxiliary 'have'.

Negation using 'haven't/hasn't' is unknown below the upper mesolect,

since Perfect does not enter the grammar until this point.

Neva as a past negator appears to be mainly a 'western' Caribbean

feature. It is found in JC (Bailey 1966: 54), Miskito Coast Creole (Holm

1978), Limon Creole (Herzfeld 1983) and is listed for Providencia in
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Hancock's survey. Interestingly, it is found in GuUah (Turner: 266).

However, it does not appear to be known in the Eastern Caribbean.

In the case of future negation, BIE speakers do not use won't . The

form universally used is {not} + future marker. A variety of

realizations are found, including full and reduced forms of the

negator with forms of gonna and gon, often radically reduced to [a]

or [an]. Example 91 is representative.

91. I [nDian] put that = 'I'm not going to put that' (Rfl2)

Other types represented in the data include [not on]' (Rm8), 'not

gonna' (Rm8, Uf2), and 'ain go' (Rml2).

Forms derived from 'not' appear to be most favored in Roatan. For

past reference, speakers can use either neva or |not}, as this exchange

in an Oakridge store illlustrates:

92. A: they never send no bill

B: no, they not give no bill

The use of [no] as a preverbal negator is not as common as the

variants [nt>t/nat], [no/na] or, especially in Utila, [na]. The [no]

variant is apparently stigmatized. When questioned on this point,

speakers in Roatan replied that [not/nat] was the form they used. Yet

in the basilect [no] commonly appears before adjectives and verbs in

questions.

you [no] fraid police come [cj] an put you in jail? (Rm7)
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94. you [no] see im? (SE: vou hadn't seen him) (Rm9)

95. her first year here teachin here she [nDt] understand anything in English

(Uf8) (SE: 'she didn't understand . . .')

96. ah [not] thinkin on pickin it up (Rf9)

(SE: 'I'm not thinking of picking it up')

97. the landlord [nC"t] rent that (Rf8)

(SE: 'the landlord doesn't rent that' )

98. it'll be a beautiful island for touris but you [not] get it (Gm2)

(SE: it would be a beautiful island for tourists, but you

will not get it)

99. you [na] get no more of that (Uf2)

(SE: you don't get any more of that)

100. ah [na] talked to them since (Uf2)

(SE: 1 haven't talked to them since)

Although the most common use of {not} is in structures with a

zero copula, it is evident from the above examples that a single

negative morpheme may be used in a wide range of structures which

require distinct auxiliary verbs in SE. The mesolectal form

corresponding to fnot} is [e:n] (the form corresponding to ain't ).

Basilectal speakers sometimes use ain in place of {not} in existential

constructions. Mesolectal and acrolectal speakers use ain to varying

degrees, mostly in negative structures involving auxiliary/copular be

in SE, and also in the construction ain 'got' (Cf. basBIE {not| got or

don got).

101. there not nobody now fightin for [$e] rights (RfS)
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102. if it ain boat or plane you kyaan come here (Rf8)

103. the lobster ain got no season (Gm2)

104. he [nat] got no com plant (Rf4)

(SE 'he hasn't got any corn planted')

105. you [du] got no money to get [AUk A] here (Rf8)

In basilectal JC/BC, do:n/duon can be used as a general negator. In

BIE, the principal phonetic variants of don are [dont], [don], [do], [o],

and [du]. In basBIE, don has wider functions as a negator than SE

don't . Speakers may extend its use to past reference within narratives

(106); don may reinforce ain (107); and it is sometimes used with

adjectival predicates, including the semi-verbal predicate 'worth'

(108, 109):

106. why you come behind me for? ah [don] leave you home? (Rm7)

107. dat den bet dat du en bet a kik in ais (Rm6)

(= 'that ain't but .. that [du] ain't but a kick in the ass')

108. they [dont] inter'est in school (Guanaja, f.)

109. that [don] nothin worth with me (Rm8)

In the mesolect, didn replaces neva as negator in predicates with

past reference, apart from the modals and 'be', [wazn] being usual for

the latter. The past tense of the lexical verb 'have' is 'didn had'.

Double marking of past, as the case of 'have' suggests, is common;

examples of this type include.'didn went' and 'didn seen'.

Most uses of don and didn correspond to SE, although either

negator may appear in 'transitional' constructions with bin, which as
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explained in the section on TMA markers, evolves from being a verb

with experiential/durational meaning to a Perfect formative:

1 10. ah didn bin too much too long with United Fruit Company (Rml2)

111. they [do] bin raisin none lately (RmlO)

The 'didn bin' construction can be seen as the product of partial

decreolization, retaining the negator+verb pattern of basilectal CEC's

but introducing a SE form didn in place of {not}; bin itself no longer

functions as a preverbal tense marker, but is a verb with durational

meaning. In 111, [do] is used as a surrogate for perfect {have|+not.

For non-past negation, [don] or a phonetic variant is the

dominant negative form in all persons among mesolectal speakers. A

lower mesolectal form is [du], with a stressed vowel of brief duration

(contrasting with instances of Habitual [du], in which the vowel is

unstressed).

11 2. on Sunday it [don] be no schedule (Ufl)

1 13. it [du] be too thin, it be soft (Rf3)

In the mid-mesolect and above, [dAzn] begins to appear. For users

of habitual doz, [dAzn] may function as the negated Habitual form,

although it covaries in this function with {don|:

RG: they're probably not interested in you just offering them

50 lempiras

114. Rf9: [no], they [dAZn] be interested in tha, they [v\^] from thousan up
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In the acrolect, there is variation between [dAzn] and [don] in

third person singular.

Multiple negation

Patterns of multiple negation are the norm throughout BIE. This is

in conformity with a Creole pattern in which 'nondefinite subjects as

well as nondefinite VP constituents must be negated as well as the

verb' (Bickerton 1981: 65). This can be clearly seen in the following

examples. Example 118 is particularly striking, containing as it does

negation of the indefinite subject and object pronouns as well as the

verb.

115. nobody didn know what part ah waz (Rf4)

11 6. they didn had no aeroplane (Ufl)

11 7. it's not [ni:6sj] year I don't have breadkind (Guanaja, m.)

11 8. nobody [no] do us notn (Rm9) (SE: nobody did anything to us)

Word Order in Questions

CEC's have no do support in questions, and the same is true in

general of BIE. Word order in all forms of question follows that of

declaratives. The use of 'do' and 'does' in questions is largely

restricted to the acrolect, where auxiliary 'have/has' may also be

found. Wh-questions have a falling intonation, while yes-no questions

have a rising intonation on the nuclear syllable of the final tone-

group - these are underlined in 123-125:
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1 19. how much you want? (Rfl2)

120. what you is? (Rfl2)

121. how a pigeon bawl? (Roatan, m.)

122. when they will ever finish it? (Gfl)

123. you eat tapado already? (Roatan, f. )

124. you could come an live here ? (Rfl2)

125. you-all neva went to the funeral this momin? (Rf3)

The use of question tags is common in basilectal BIE. The tags in

the following sentences are all common in CEC'S.

126. you hear about Crawfish Rock, no? (Rfl2)

1 27. it not England, na? (Rf3)

128. they're not like your own daughter that they take care A you you know, not

true? (Rfl2)

The tag [na] can also be used as a marker of emphasis, in which

case it takes a low tone. This marker may occur utterance-finally or

internally:

129. he didn feel too good from the fever na (Rf3)

130. well another guy [nr>] first cousin (...) wa talkin to a girl put [i]

foot on e sidewalk so . . . (Rm7)

An interesting functional evolution is represented in the next

example, which shows the use of [don] as a question marker with a
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suggestion of emphasis. The speaker is speaking to her small son, who

has remained silent in response to my question about whether he goes

to school. The use of a negative question form here is probably related

to the structures with negative tags:

131. you [don] go to school? the man want to know if you [don] gon to

school (Roatan, f. )

Passives

It has commonly been thought that CEC's, in common with most

Atlantic Creoles, lack a passive construction (Holm 1988: 83). Winford

{1993a) argues, however, that a range of passive constructions does

exist. They are characterized by the absence of a) an Object and b) an

explicitly specified Agent. There is no distinctive morphosyntax of the

passive verb phrase. The zero verb-form is used, with or without a

TMA marker. The following examples illustrate various types of

passive in CEC's (refs. from Winford, 1993a):

a) di tri kot= the tree has been cut (117: la)

b) di torki kuk aredi = 'the food has been cooked already' (118: 3a)

c) di hous go peent tumaro = ' the house will be painted tomorrow'

(136: 35b)

d) di hous kyaan bil bifoo neks yee (131: 37e)

e) wi bin tretn yu no, wi did fraikn laik kowad = 'we were threatened,

you know, we were frightened like cowards' (1 24: 20a)

f) Jan get invait tu di paati = 'John got invited to the party'
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(140: 54a)

g) di waal a peent= 'the wall is being painted' (1 31 : 36a)

The BIE data does not contain examples of all these types. The

type represented by a) and b) is definitely present, as the next two

examples show.

132. RG: little concrete bridge there

yeh, a lil concrete [tro] over that (Gm3)

RG: well things are changed

133. oh plenty change up make to these things (RM3)

The overall meaning of the passive in such examples is to describe

a state of affairs which is the result of a certain action or a series of

actions over time. In basBIE, a sentence like 77 is given a passive

reading, since the inanimate Subject cannot be conceived of as agent

of 'make', used in its core sense. In line with the CEC passive

prototype, there is no agent. Winford states that the CEC passive,

unlike the SE passive, does not permit specification of an agent in a

'by+NP' phrase. This is generally true of BIE. It is also worthy of note

that in 133, the noun Subject contains the particle 'up'; this is a

lexical device for conveying the sense of a completed process.

A parallel to the NP completive particle is the use of phrasal verbs

with a completive particle of some kind. These include 'done', which

in some CEC's can occur postverbally, but in BIE is exclusively

preverbal. Winford draws attention to the affinity of phrasal verbs
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such as at op for passivization, ascribing this to the enhanced

'transitivity' which results from addition of the particle. The effect is

to highlight the achievement of an end-state. In BIE, it is more usual

for resultative meaning of this kind to be conveyed by a 'done' +

Predicate construction. In such constructions, which are common

throughout BIE, the active/passive distinction is neutralized.

1 34. the pond done fill up with water (Roatan)

135. some of them is done dry up (Roatan)

Non-resultative passives are expressed in basilectal and low/mid

mesolectal BIE by oVerb and in more acrolectal varieties by Ved/en,

sometimes without finite 'be'. Example 137 illustrates the use of a

passive to topicalize an NP, which is typically combined with a

subject pronoun co-referential with the topicalized element.

136. we get tied up thas where the mistake make (Rf2)

137. a flat bottom dory he built just like this (Um3)

138. Ed ah think only leave, no she leave too (Rml 1)

(= Ed, I think, is the only one left)

In 138, it should be noted that the attributive predicator 'leave'

appears without 'be'.

The next basBIE example shows a-prefixing. The purpose of this is

possibly to make the predicate more dynamic, or in Winford's terms,

to enhance transitivity.
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139. you're a multa = you are fined (Rf8)

In the mesolect and above, past tense passive forms usually consist

of [wa] + Verb. It is still common, however, for an unmarked verb to

be used as for the present. Interpretation as past often depends on

the discourse context.

140. after that was build him an him come to a fallin out (Rml2)

141. [hi fain Wie eiS dJOgz] = he find with this drugs (Rf9)

142.1 raise here in the English school (Um2)

143.it name after that Gibson Point (Rmll)

It should be noted that in the present tense, the verb 'name' is

generally unacompanied by a form of 'be'; in the past, besides zero

copula, [wA] or {had} are also found
( '[wa] name' and 'had name'

both occur in the Rmll interview). A similar case is that of 'born':

this appears either alone or with 'was/had/ did' to mark past tense:

144, he bom the thirteenth. May and ah did bom the fourteenth (Utila, f.)

It is probable that type c) is present in basBIE, since 'go' or 'gon'

function in a similar way to modals - example d) above. There is an

example of the modal+oVerb construction with a passive

interpretation:

145. a man don believe in God he not a man he's what ye call a infidel (...) he

would call a damn jackass yeh (Rm7)
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Winford's type e) illustrates the use in CEC's of two preverbal

markers, bin and did, with zero-marked predicates, but of these, only

'bin+oVerb' represents a passive. In e), did + Predicate is not a passive

construction, since the predicate is adjectival. The bin+0V past tense

passive is not represented in my data. If it occurs in BIE, it is likely to

be rare, as bin does not generally function as a past marker. When bin

appears with a following predicate, it is as a formative in a Perfect

construction rather than as a preterite passive. Such structures are

upper mesolectal/acrolectal.

146. we've {bin} torture to death an by these Spaniards that come came here an still

doinit(Rfll)

The use of 'get' as an auxiliary to form the passive is common even

in basBIE. The main verb may receive -ed/en marking, and 'get' and

'got' alternate:
^

147. it's the one that I get operated on (Rf12)

148. we got more or less populated from Cayman (Rmll)

It is worth noting that the lexical verbs in 147 and 148 belong to the

class with syllabic -ed participial endings. Bickerton (1975: 107) notes

that the earliest appearance of -ed verbal endings, in the GC lower

mesolect, occurs precisely in this context.
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Type g) is unlikely to be present in BIE, since the Creole progressive

particle is absent (although see discussion below of a-prefixing).

However, a passive structure with Ving is found.

149. you did see them makin not true? (Rfl2)

150.it wazn money spendin then (Helene, f.)

It is probably accurate to view these as mesolectal versions of CEC

structures like g) containing a progressive marker. Sometimes, the

decreolized progressive passive may appear in fronted position, in

which case the structure has a topicalizing function:

151. it's govemin from French Harbour for here. (Helene, f )

The distinct character of passive structures in BIE, and the

similarity to mesolectal CEC's, will be evident from the preceding

discussion. The similarity extends to a general tendency to favor

constructions which are active rather than than 'passive' in form. In

basBIE, it makes more sense to speak of a meaning corresponding to

the passive than a passive structure; deriving a passive meaning

depends on identification by the hearer of a Patient role for the

Subject NP, and this in turn is dependent on semantic characteristics

of the NP in relation to the semantics of the verb.
'

There is, however, a very interesting structure which is specifically

passive. The Subject is copied in pronominal form after the verb in

the position of the Direct Object in active sentences. It is similar

therefore to a reflexive. Cross-linguistically, reflexive structures and
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passives have much in common. In basBIE, the structure appears to

be possible only when there is a preverbal element supporting TMA

marking. Examples 152-156 show a development whereby a pronoun

is added after the verb as a marker of the verbal rather than

adjectival characterof the predicate. In 152-153, the pronoun is a

copy of the Subject, but in the remaining examples, it is used,

regardless of the number and gender of the third person subject. The

insertion of pronouns is also associated with presentative

constructions (see 75 above).

152. now he's gone he is miss im (Rf3)

153. the captain ad lose im if [i] gone then get drowned an [hd] find im (Rm9)

154. they gonna jus burnt it man, no rain (Um2) = they are gonna be

burned, there's no rain

155. she had bin shot out and empty it from the rest (Rfll)

156. one time it was seven brothers it wa told it about a chest of gold (Rm7)

What is perhaps most remarkable about these examples is that

they illustrate an intermediate stage in the formation of the passive,

which becomes grammaticized in this transitional form in the

mesolect.

On one point, there is reason to doubt the truth of Winford's

statement that Agents are categorically not present in CEC passives.

Ex. 157 is a perfectly formed passive in basBIE grammar, and is a

sentence-type which is surely acceptable in all CECs:

157. that place own by colored folks (Rm7)
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Finally, 158 is an example of a 'middle' structure, sometimes

misleadingly refered to as 'ergative'.

158. it eat very nice (Rf3)

SE has a small class of middle constructions such as 'the car

polishes easily'. These exist in SE as alternatives to an active

construction with an infinitive complement, e.g. 'the car is easy to

polish'. In view of the marginal status of the infinitive in BIE, it is

unlikely that 158 could be similarly paraphrased, and this suggests

that the BIE structure with 'eat', which is paralleled in other CEC's, is a

Creole creation.

Verb Complementation

Following the general definition of complementation provided by

Noonan (1985: 42) - 'the syntactic situation that arises when a

notional sentence or predication is an argument of a predicate' -

Winford (1993a) distinguishes two patterns in CEC's, one in which

complements have roughly the same form as main clauses, and the

other in which the complement lacks certain elements of main

clauses, such as a Subject or TMA marking. These are respectively

referred to as the 'Indicative' and 'Non-indicative' complement types.

The former type includes se complements, complements of mek,

and complements of perception verbs. The latter contains a variety of

sub-types, including the so-called fu complements.
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In decreolizing CEC's, se complements tend to be limited to a

much smaller range of complement-taking predicates (CTP's) than in

the Creole basilect. The three sub-types which Winford (ibid: 383)

judges to be most common are those involving 'utterance predicators'

(e.g. 'tell'), predicators of knowledge or the acquisition of knowledge

(e.g. 'know', 'hear'), and 'propositional attitude predicators' (e.g.

'think', 'believe'). Only the first two of these types are represented in

the BIE data.

159. they tell im se they was gonna shove his head in the sewerage if he didn

tell them se that he ad steal it (Rf9)

160. the tourists-them don't know se Roatan is part of Honduras (Roatan, m.)

161. ah heard se they havin a little celebration (Rf2)

Ex. 159 illustrates the commonest use of se in BIE, with the

utterance verb 'tell'. The example also illustrates the juxtaposition of

5e and complementizer 'that', a usage attested in mesolectal CEC

grammars (Winford 1993a: 294, ex. lib). As Winford points out, this

is what would be expected in the transition from basilectal to

mesolectal grammars. Winford considers se to be more verb-like in its

use with utterance predicators than with cognitive predicates. In the

case of the former, se preserves its literal meaning. This is not the case

with the cognitive verb 'know' in 160, in which se is semantically

bleached. On the other hand, it is possible that se has its literal

meaning in example 161.

Even if the position that 'se remains ambiguous between verbal

and true complementizer status' (Winford: 294) is accepted, it would
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appear that in BIE, se has more marginal status as a complementizer

than in conservative Creoles.

In terms of the origins of the construction, it would appear that

there is a convincing case for substrate syntactic influence (Holm

1988: 187). A verb meaning 'say' is used to introduce the complement

of utterance predicates and verbs of 'mental action' in Benue-Kwa

languages, and it is likely that the use of the verb 'say' in

complementizer function in these languages evolved from its function

as V2 in serial verb constructions. The uses of se preserved in basBIE

are therefore a reflection of African influence on New World Creoles,

albeit. The restriction to two types of CTP is consistent with what is

known to occur in decreolized CECs. It is clear, too, that although se

is generally pronounced [se] and can often be assigned lexical

meaning, it is used in a way inconsistent with SE usage of 'say'. The

selection of the particular form [se] may be due to superstrate

influence, but clear traces remain of the CEC pattern remain.

The se pattern can also be seen in relation to a lexically specific

pattern of complementation of the verb 'tell'. When 'tell' is used as a

•manipulative predicate' in CECs, i.e. to signal that the agent requires

the affected party to do something, it may be followed by mos, as in

tel im mos kom dong a naat striit = 'tell him he must come down to

North Sti-eet' (Roberts 1980: 30, cited by Winford: 325). This usage is

paralleled in BIE, and the next example in fact displays the speaker's

indecision concerning the appropriate manner of complementation:

162. they tell me must se I make some bread (Rfl2)
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What is interesting here is the non-selection of SE to, which is

clearly not fully grammaticalized as the infinitive marker. Indeed, the

selection of se is necessarily associated with finite clauses.

Non-indicative Complementation .

In CEC's, it is sometimes difficult to decide whether a verb phrase

as complement is indicative or non-indicative, as it lacks any

distinctive marking and an infinitive particle may be absent. The

next example illustrates a case in which the complement is probably

'non-indicative', on the analogy of SE, but there is no way to be sure

that this is also the case in creole-influenced dialects.

163. they tell we present weself (Rm9)

Tense marking within the complement is a clear sign that the

complement is indicative. This is illustrated by 'causative' make in

164:

164. what made me didn worry about them . . . (Roatan, f.)

On the other hand, the complement of 'make' in 165 and 166 is

non-indicative:

165. make me explain to you how it's done (Um3)

166.1 don't make the kids to go there period (Uf8)
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These examples can be compared to instances of 'hortative' mek

(pronounced [m£k]) in CECs. In this typically Caribbean usage, mek

corresponds to SE 'let'.

Winford analyzes such cases as dem mek di pikni go a skuul and

mek mi tel yu sonting a.s having indicative complements, on the

grounds that the object complement can function on its own as an

independent clause. However, this argument does not apply to

mesolectal and acrolectal BIE, at least. For the speaker of 165, 'me'

does not function as a subject pronoun, apart from its use to obtain

certain limited stylistic effects. In 166, the complement of 'make'

contains the infinitive particle 'to'.

It seems best to consider the case of 'make' in BIE as a predicate

which sometimes is followed by an Indicative complement, and

sometimes is not. In basBIE, [m£k] is used in expressions such as [mek]

/ tell ye = 'let me tell you' and it occurs in my data in an Anancy

story in the serial construction show [mck] I see = (Helene, m.).

Basilectal uses of this kind illustrating indicative complements should

be considered separately from main verb uses of 'make' which have a

'causative' sense, and which normally take a complement without

overt tense marking:

167. he calls her mother an made em give her clothes (Rfl2)

In these uses, which of course correspond to SE, the complement

clause has dependent tense, and therefore may be considered non-

indicative. The acrolectal speaker Rfl2 leaves the complement verb

'give' without tense marking.
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The paradigm case of non-indicative complements in CEC's is that

of fu complements. Several classes of CEC predicate are listed by

Winford as taking a verbal complement introduced by fu. orfi ( the

latter appears to be the Western Caribbean form). These include

Desideratives (e.g. 'want', 'promise'), Emotive predicates (e.g. 'glad'

and sheem = 'ashamed'), Manipulatives (e.g. 'tell', beg'), Inceptives

(e.g. 'start') and modality predicates {gat fu, eebl fu). The lexical

source of fu /fi is SE for, but in CEC's fu/fi has undergone semantic

bleaching as part of grammaticalization.

In the interview data, there is one case of [fa] with a modality

predicate:

168. they gotta [fA] know why (Rf8)

This can be compared widi a GC example like 'Ram gat fu mek

plenti i230i3i' (Winford: 315). The [fA] in 168 is syntactically

redundant, as the normal basBIE structure is as in 169:

169. you [gDte] divorce gotta divorce marry (Rmll)

It would appear that [fA] in 168 retains a meaning related to the

marking of purpose or goal; this Winford (354) identifies as the core

meaning of fu. There is no distinction in meaning in BIE between 'for'

and its reduced forms, which in all cases reflect a purposive

orientation. The evidence, although scanty, supports a derivation of

preverbal {for} from the preposition 'for', since the purposive

meaning, which is the only one that is present in BIE, derives ratiier
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transparently from the basic directional sense conveyed by the

preposition. There is also a possibility of reinforcement from Spanish

para.

In general, the evidence of its limited distribution suggests that in

BIE, I for} is a marker used in purpose clauses rather than an

infinitival marker in variation with 'to'.

169.1 want my money for pay me (Helene, m.)

170. I never use sweet soap fi bathe with yet you know (Roatan, m.)

RG: Does she talk English?

171. Gm2: No, jus a little for understand a little bit

There are also a few examples of purposive 'for to'. These are

strikingly similar to Hiberno-English, but may simply be due to

contact between the Creole marking system and SE marking. Such

structures have not been reported in CEC's nor, to my knowledge, in

American Black English. The possibility of direct transmission from

earlier Anglo-Caribbean certainly cannot be ruled out in the case of

BIE, although the lack of attestations from white BIE urges caution. It

is probable that preverbal 'for to' is due to an independent

development produced by co-existing systems of verb

complementation: the SE pattern with 'to' and a creole-derived

pattern using 'for' in purpose clauses. Examples 173 and 174 show

that preverbal 'for to' is closely related to the preposition 'for'.

172. (0it) takes long for to get home (Rf4)
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173. they did that for to get disturb the people (Rmll)

174. (01) tryin to push for to them to go to school (Rf4)

In summary, basBIE does not appear to have inherited the uses of

fu/fi with a wide range of CTP's that Winford describes for CEC's. The

evidence is consistent with either decreolization or with incomplete

grammaticalization at an earlier stage in the evolution of the

language, so that {for} did not spread beyond purposive clauses and

did not tend to become phonetically reduced. The BIB construction

with {for} falls into the category of non-indicative verb

complementation, but has only a limited context of occurrence, in

which it varies with 'to'.

Serial Constructions

Although their precise definition has proved somewhat

problematic, linguists are in agreement that serial verb consti-uctions

are a core feature of Creole languages. Winford (1993a) discusses in

great detail the various types found in CEC's. In the following

examples, the function of the underlined serial verbs which occupy

second position in the verb sequence is indicated in parentheses.

Dem bring di pikni kom a tong = they brought the child to town

(DIRECTIONAL) '/

Dem bai fuud gi di uman = they bought food for the woman (RECIPIENT

or BENEFACTIVE)
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di pikni taal paas mi= the child is taller than me (COMPARATIVE)

The first type is common in JC. The second type is also common

in the case where gi introduces a Recipient argument, but not where it

introduces a Benefactive (in the latter case, JC generally uses fi). The

comparative construction with paas is now rare in JC and is probably

absent in BIE.

There is a dearth of BIE examples of such constructions. There is

some evidence that the second type is permitted in basBIE, but not

the other two types. In this connection, it is worth noting that 'give' is

very commonly pronounced [gi] in BIE. It should also be noted that

at least for some speakers, the use of paas in construction with an

adjective signifies intensification, as in the example 'it's pass expensive'

(Roatan, f.). This usage of 'pass' to mean 'very' is probably a remnant

of the Creole comparative construction.

The only serial-type construction that I have been able to verify as

definitely present in BIE is that described by Winford as PURPOSIVE.

This type normally has 'go' or 'come' as the first verb, immediately

followed by a second verb which expresses the action intended.

175. some A he family come pick [i] up n kyar im to the hospital (Rm7)

This is identical to the JC construction illustrated by 'im kom shub

mi douii' (Bailey, 1966: 41). There is a similar case in the data with

'call' as VI:
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176. somebody passin [i] call [ka.l] me up (Rm6) (= somebody passin he

call carry me up)

In both the BIE examples cited, two verbs are juxtaposed without a

pause, forming a complex verb phrase with shared arguments and

sharing the same tense and aspect. This is in line with the core

definitional characteristics of serial verbs with subject-sharing.

Clearly, in either of the two BIE examples given, it would be possible to

insert 'and' between VI and V2, creating a co-ordinate structure.

Winford identifies a tendency in decreolizing CEC's to create such co-

ordinate structures. These clearly differ in type from serial verb

structures. But there is a more general tendency to create paratactic

structures, and these are outwardly similar to serial verbs. There are

many examples of parataxis in BIE, which are not restricted to the

basilect.

177. they put me on a car [kjar] me by the landin call the speedboat

(Rm6)

178. he dive him in the sea come at night carry im home eat im (Um2)

1 79. a [?] come up (0Subj) dog it off put a little fish at (th)at send take em on

come on deck send it back down (Um3)

The essential difference between cases of parataxis such as these and

serialized structures is the fact that each verb in the above sequences

has its own argument structure. The exception is the sequence 'send

J
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take em on'. Serial verb sequences with 'send' as VI are common in

CEC's, e.g. dem sen call mi = 'they sent for me' (Winford: 247).

However, BIE speakers are likely to reject structures of this kind.

As already reported in Chapter 9, I asked one basBIE speaker, who

had spent a number of years in Jamaica, how people talked there. He

replied with an example:

180. like you would say B. 'bring mi that rock dere' . . . they nat say it so

. . . they say [kja.e kom jsa] - that's a bad speakin.(Rm7)

The JC expression kyari kum ya was viewed as a stereot>'pe of sub-

standard speech. Later, the speaker recalled the displeasure of his

parents when they heard him use Jamaica talk: '[trai kyaii bak lef

der]' was their reported reaction, no doubt in imitation once again of

a JC serial construction.

One is entided to ask whether this demonstrates that serial

constructions are not a part of BIE grammar or simply that they are

regarded as markedly sub-standard. The sequences 1 have personally

heard addressed to children (but not recorded) are probably best

regarded as paratactic constructions, but they must surely owe their

origin to the influence of genuine serial constructions. An invented

example of this type, similar to ones which 1 have actually heard, is

the instruction 'go so take full the bucket come back hurry'.

Arguably, each verb here expresses a separate idea, but the rapidity

with which such commands are issued is evidence of a high degree of

pre-programming. The syntactic and semantic affinity with serial
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verb constructions is evident from the following comment by Noonan

(1985: 107), cited by Winford:

serial constructions are in many respects intermediate between
hypotaxis and parataxis. As in liypotaxis, notional complements
in serial constructions form a single assertion with their CTP's
(complement-taking predicates). But like parataxis, the
component verb phrases seem to be syntactically on a par.
(Noonan 1985: 107)

In support of the notion that serial verb constructions form a part

of BIE grammar, it is interesting to note a mention by Evans (1966) of

a term used to refer to the transmission of malicious gossip: 'carry go

bring come'. Evans describes the custom as a mechanism of social

control, since the accused is forced to take some action to save face.

This is an interesting example of a Creole cultural practice with a

name that is itself Creole.

Finally, a possible case of 'convergent influence' of Creole and older

British dialects needs to be examined. In CEC's, there are a number of

serial constructions involving re^ as VI. An example is: Mieri tek di

moni kom = Mary brought the money (Winford: 261). A construction

with 'take' and a second verb expressing an action is also found in

some English dialects. Niles (1980: 132) cites the following example

from Essex, taken from an unreferenced English dialect study: 'ifye

don't like it take and go'. An identical structure to this is found in

white BIE:

181. old Tom McField took an told that in court (Rfll)

182. they all took an went on board (Rfll)
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The use of take as a prefacing verb lends a certain emphasis to the

action described, although 'take' is itself largely devoid of meaning.

This usage contrasts with the Creole structure in which tek has a

range of lexical meanings. The retention of an older dialect form is

therefore a more likely explanation for this particular BIE structure.

Infinitives and 'Finite Non-fmites'

Mufwene and Dijkhoff (1989) argue that the finite/nonfinite

distinction does not exist in Creoles. Mufwene (1991) argues further

that neither fa nor tu is an infinitival marker in Gullah. His main

argument is that both f9 and tu alternate with a null comp, and there

is no independent way of determining the status of the verb as

infinitival or not since the verb lacks morphology in both finite and

non-finite uses. This may be so in Gullah, but in BIE, there are clear

indications both from verb morphology and from negative

constructions that the infinitive as a category of the grammar is

marginal, if not absent altogether.

First, the verb in the complement is tensed, in all cases agreeing

with the tense of the complement-taking predicate (CTP). This applies

even when 'to' is present. Examples 183-186 are from lower or mid-

mesolectal speakers. The verb in the complement carries tense, which

must agree with the tense of the CTP. This is so even when 'to* is

present.

183. what made you came to the island? (Gm2)
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184. the guy didn wan gave none (Rm6)

185. he sen the ol man to [bsn] (= 'went') to look for it (RmS)

186. he tol me that he had wan me to had bin here (Rm8)

Second, one often finds finite forms with modals, as in the

following:

187. my sister hada went an get her papers (Rf9)

188. she never would showed me anything (Uf2)
'

Third, third person agreement marking may be expressed on the

verb following the {do} auxiliary:

189. it's somethin that doesn't goes into the wood (Um3)

Such usages are common in the mesolect. Rather than dismiss

them as cases of hypercorrection, it seems better to consider them as

resulting from the phenomenon of 'finite non-finites'.

Fourth, the finite negator {don't| is used in negative complements.

Across the entire spectrum of BIE, one finds examples in which {don't}

is the negative marker, combining with 'to'. It may be questioned

whether this is the same {don't} which is used as negator in

declaratives. On my interpretation, the two negators are the same.

One piece of evidence for this is the use of {don't} in an interrogative

(139), where the declarative clause is retained intact with the

anteposition of 'do' as a question marker. Once again, as in 183-186,

tense marking of the complement -taking predicate may be copied
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onto the complement verb, as in 192. However, negation appears to

inhibit this process, perhaps because it introduces an element of

'irrealis'.

that cause them the cassava to don't be any good (Uml)

that did with orders from the company to don take the fruit (Rml 1)

he told her mother to don told dat well he had property in Roatan (Uf2)

do you still don have no numbers? (Utila)

Fifth, in co-ordinate constructions with 'goin' and 'start', the

second verb may be treated as finite. This structure alternates with

'gonna', and it is clear that for many speakers, 'goin' retains at least

some of its full lexical meaning in the construction. The second verb

is always in the base form, perhaps because of a general prohibition

on copying of aspect marking in verbal complements, but

nevertheless can be considered as finite in view of its being co-

ordinated with a finite lexical verb.

194. a tubful they [we] goin an sell (Rf3)

195. ah can't go out there an [sna:k] (= 'snorkel') too because they goes

they goin an pull me in (Rf8)

196. they had started an sell there (Rml 1)

190.

191.

192.

193.

Finally, examples 197-200 illustrate zero complementizers. These

are especially common in basBlE, and tend to occur chiefly with

certain frequent verbs or adjectival predicates.
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197 a like go in the bush (Rm3)

198. a fren A mine, FC, went roun there dig a well (Um2)

199. he wan me spen the Christmas in Diamond Rock (RmS)

200. you got a weapon you [do] you not afraid cut it loose (RmS)

It is worth noting that none of the three speakers from whom these

examples are taken use zero comps exclusively with CTPs, and there

may be some variability even in these common usages, e.g. Rf3 also

has 'like to + verb'. The variation in itself is an indication of the non-

categoriality of 'to' as a complementizer, and taken together with the

other examples above, it may be taken as evidence that the infinitive

is indeed absent from the grammars of many BIE speakers. This offers

support for the claim that all verb clauses are finite, at least in

basblE. The marginality of gerunds and Ving complements, discussed

in the next section, is therefore to be expected, as these are

constructions in which forms derived from verbs are deprived of tense

and aspect.

The Gerund

The gerund occurs in SE in a number of positions. It may function

as Subject or Direct Object, as Complement of a preposition or

adjective, in comparative constructions with 'than', and in a

possessive phrase' (e.g. 'she resented his taking all the credit'). There

is no study that I know of which examines the occurrence of gerunds

in Caribbean Englishes, but it is likely that any gerundive forms which

may be used by basilectal CEC speakers are unanalysed forms, rather
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than being produced from within speakers' grammars by a regular

morphosyntactic process converting verbs to use as nominals. That

said, there are indications from the data that gerunds in certain uses

do form a productive, if Umited, part of mesolectal BIE grammar. The

next example, from a 'mesolectal' speaker, shows the gerund being

used as Subject, but replaced by the unmarked form of the verb when

functioning as Complement of 'than' in a comparative construction:

201. tryin to get in touch with a President from these countries is harder (th)an get

in contact with Bush (Gm2)

An indication of the marginality of gerunds in basBIE is its absence

following a preposition in 148. In precisely the same context,

following 'without', the upper mesolectal speaker Uml produces V-ing

and the mid-mesolectal speaker Rml2 produces an instance each of

V-0 and V-ing.

202. everybody try an hustle without fight life (Rm8)

Another indication of the probable absence of the category gerund

from basBIE is the use of an infinitive in 203:

203.it wA so much here to grow wild (Gm3)

Taken together, examples 201-203 indicate that certain core uses of

the gerund are either absent or are variably incorporated at lower

levels of the continuum. Although much more data needs to be
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examined before reaching a firm conclusion, it appears that in basBIE,

the gerund is not distinguished from the zero-marked verb or the

infinitive in at least some of the contexts in which SE employs the

gerund. A tentative conclusion is that the category of gerund does not

form a part of basilectal BIE grammar.

The paucity of examples in the entire speech sample is itself a

likely indication of the rather marginal role of gerunds in speakers'

grammars, and it is unlikely that even acrolectal BIE speakers possess

a complete knowledge of patterns of verbal complementation with

infinitives and gerunds. This could be investigated through

systematic testing.

It may well be that the category of deverbal noun is admitted in

mesolectal grammar only in a limited range of functional contexts,

such as Subject or (with certain verbal predicates) Direct Object. The

data is insuficient to enable evaluation of this question. It is worth

noting, however, that in non-indicative complements where a V-ing

participial form is required in SE, even acrolectal speakers may make

use of the unmarked verb form:

204. she say Elsie look at tha big shark come an take you in (Rfll)

Examples like this suggest that there are gaps in the incorporation

of non-fmite V-ing forms in acrolectal BIE grammar.



CHAPTER 12

THE COPULA: A QUANTITATIVE STUDY

Introduction

Having made a general qualitative description of BIE, it is now

time to begin to give concrete shape to the patterns of variation

within BIE in the light of the theoretical discussion of variation and

the continuum set out in Chapter 3 and the arguments put forward

in Chapter 10. It becomes relevant at this point to examine the extent

to which it is possible to quantify the differences between white BIE

and black BIE.

The foregoing chapters have described certain differences between

black BIE and white BIE; these were seen as originating in the separate

origins of the two 'polar' varieties of BIE. Given the passage of time

and the inevitably fairly close contact between peoples in a small

non-plantation economy, 'convergence' was bound to occur. We have

seen that there are many structures which show the penetration of

Creole-influenced patterns into English in the language of whites, and

also the inverse - English forms (non-standard as well as standard)

reinterpreted by speakers who to varying extents have inherited a

grammar with Creole properties of a syntactic and discoursal nature.

It is nevertheless interesting, and important for my general thesis of

418
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'polar varieties', to examine the extent to which black BIE and white

BIE retain characteristics of distinct, 'focused' varieties.

To gain an idea of the range of variation and the place of

individuals within variational space, an obvious approach would be

to place speakers in relation to one another by comparing

systematically the types of non-standard structure which are found in

each of the interviews. It would be possible by this means to construct

an index of 'non-standardness' by which each speaker could be placed

on a scale. But such an approach is inadequate to the extent that it

does not seek to reflect the frequencies of each feature. The ideal

solution is to examine individual aspects of the grammar and to treat

the most frequently occurring features using variationist techniques,

since in this way it is possible to examine not only frequencies and

percentages, but also the contribution of individual explanatory

factors. On the other hand, to conduct detailed variationist studies of

each of the linguistic features of interest in a 15 hour corpus of data

would clearly be a massive enterprise. It is necessary to be selective.

The choice of variables to be examined was determined by the

kinds of feature which previous investigators of similar varieties had

found interesting, and by the existence of variationist studies of

certain features in varieties which have important points in common

with BIE.

In the case of BIE, the similar varieties which come to mind are

AAVE on the one hand, and CEC's on the other. The former has been

much better served by detailed quantitative studies than the latter.

In effect, one important constraint on the choice of linguistic

variables was the existence or not of a previous quantitative study of
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CEC syntax in a particular area. One of the areas for which extensive

data on both AAVE and mesolectal CEC's exists is 'copular variation',

which is the focus of the present chapter.

The term 'copula' is widely used by creolists to denote a range of

constructions, all of which involve finite forms of the SE verb 'to be'.

The term is properly applied to SE constructions in which a form of

be is followed by a Noun Phrase, Adjective Phrase, or an Adverbial

Phrase. It does not strictly refer to uses of be with Ving to form the

progressive, since be is a verbal auxiliary in this construction.

Quantitative studies have often grouped the four types together,

applying the term 'copula' across the board. Although care should be

taken to avoid misapplying the term, in practice it is used as a

convenient shorthand for all the above types.

The chapter takes as its major theme the patterns of {be}-marking

in white and black BIE. The aim is to go beyond mere descriptive data

to offer an account of two important sources of variation in the

nature and incidence of the copula which can be observed in BIE:

(1) patterning based on the following grammatical environment, and

(2) patterning according to the nature of the Subject (noun or

pronoun). The contributions on the one hand of Creole, and on the

other, of older British dialects via Anglo-Caribbean, will be examined.

Design of the Sfndy

The precise aims of the quantitative study had to be decided

upon. There were three main considerations.
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First, there was a desire for comparability with other studies, and

in particular, with the studies of the two Caribbean varieties referred

to above.

Second, it was important that the analysis should be able to

compare black BIE and white BIE, to provide evidence relating to the

hypothesis that these varieties of BIE will display signs of their

differing origins. If it turns out that the copula is subject to differing

conditioning patterns in the two varieties, this would provide strong

evidence in favor of separate origins.

Third, it was decided to focus on grammatical constraints, ignoring

phonological conditioning, since all the previous studies of Caribbean

mesolects had revealed grammatical factors to be much more

significant than phonological conditioning.

A simple study comparing the frequency of o-copula in each of the

interviews would enable the classification of each speaker according

to the degree of Creole influence in his/her grammar. Arranging the

frequencies in order, and comparing the distribution of frequencies

between black BIE and white BIE, would shed some light on the

relationship between the two varieties, and on possible processes of

convergence. But it is also necessary to use statistical tests to examine

the separate effects of individual grammatical factors on the

occurrence of {obe}. Applying the same procedure as that followed in

previous studies of the copula in African-American Englishes has the

advantage of enabling BIE to be situated more precisely in relation to

both CEC's and AAVE.

The nature of the grammatical factors examined as possible

conditioning factors is crucial. An examination of the literature
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showed that two types of factor are most likely to be revealing of

differences between black and white varieties of BIE in the nature and

extent of copula variation. These are ( 1 ) the nature of the following

grammatical environment, and (2) the nature of the grammatical

Subject. The work described in the next section has the purpose of

establishing a preliminary orientation to these issues via a close

examination of the distribution of tokens of the copula in different

environments in both black and white BIE.

Crosstabulated Data: General Observations

An overall impression can be gained from the totals and

percentages for each speaker. Table 12-1 presents the data for zero-

copula, ordered by speaker. The coding for each speaker reflects

geographical provenance (R=Roatan, U=Utila, G=Guanaja). The second

column indicates the ethnic affiliation of each speaker.
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TABLE 12-1: ZERO COPULA - INDIVIDUAL SPEAKERS

SPEAKER
OKDbR

SPEAKER CODE ETHNICITY COPULA
TOKENS

% ZERO

1 Rm9 b 16 81.25
Z Rm8 w 74 71.6
6 Rfl2 b 55 70.9
A4 Rf4 b 42 64.3
5 Rf8 b 58 55.2

b Rm7 b 66 53.0
7 Gm2 w 65 52.3
o
O Um2 w 32 46.9
9= Gml w 25 44.0
9= Rmll b 50 44.0
1 1 Rm6 b 16 43.75

Ufl b 35 42.9
li Gm3 b 19 42.1
1 A14 Uf8 w 46 39.1
15 Rf3 h 1 Ai D
16 Rf9 b 38 28.9
17 Rml2 b 46 26.1
18 Uml b 67 23.9
19 RmlO w 14 21.4
20 Um3 w 34 17.6
21 Gfl w 17 17.6
22 Rf2 b 40 12.5
23 Uf2 w 43 11.6
24 Rml w 26 7.7
25 Rfll w 28 3.6

Total N=968; average % of o-copula: 38.1

Comments on Table 12-1: The percentages of oBe are distributed

over a wide range. The highest rates of oBe (above 53%) are found in

Roatan, but speakers from ail three islands are spread throughout the

remainder of the range. One case (Rm9) stands out as being similar to

the basilectal CEC norm of zero-copula (although without tokens of de

or a). In all, the 25 speakers spanning a range of almost 78% of the

possible range betweeen 0-100%. They can be divided into four blocks,

one of seven speakers, the other three of six. This allows allowing
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comparison of the ethnic composition of each block of the sample.

There are 14 blacks and 11 whites, so that a direct comparison in this

manner of the two groups is possible.

1st. block (speakers 1-7): Range 53.0 - 81.25; 5b, 2w

2nd. block (speakers 8-13): Range 42.1 - 52.3; 4b, 2

w

3rd. block (speakers 14-19); Range 21.4 - 39.1; 4b, 2w

4th. block (speakers 20-25): Range 3.6 - 17.6; 5w, lb.

The pattern which emerges is of a concentration of whites in Block

4, the 'lowest' oBe group. The mid-range is about evenly divided

between blacks and whites. This pattern is consistent with a model of

the speech community in which traditional white speech constitutes

the acrolect, and some forms of black speech the basilect. The

predominantly mixed nature of BIE is evidenced by the fact that no

speaker shows categorical presence or absence of {be}. One-third of the

sample falls in the range between 39 and 52 percent oBe.

The acrolectal variety is likely to have had a substantial influence

in lowering the average for the sample to 41%,which is lower than

what would normally be expected in a Caribbean context. The fact

that that 0Be does not even approach categoricity for any speaker is

symptomatic of the substantial amount of intersystemic mixing in

this area of the grammar.

The Trinidad Creole sample investigated by Winford (1992) has an

overall rate of oBe of 76.3% [= 848/1112] in the informal group

sessions (computed from Winford's Table 8, with it/that/what cases

excluded to ensure greater comparability with the BIE figures). The
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corresponding TC figure for the more formal 'interview' (from

Winford's Tables 9 and 10, with totals for working class and lower

middle class speakers combined) is 43.8% [= 251/573]. The latter

figure is very similar to the figure for BIE. This would suggest that

detailed comparisons of BIE with TC are likely to be quite fruitful.

The low percentages of {0} of the three highest-ranked white BIE

speakers, two aged around 80 and the other around 60, can be taken

as indicating the strength of inflected {he\ in traditional white

acrolectal speech. However, three white speakers - Gm2, Um2, and

Gml - appear in the high-mid range of oBe. This suggests that the

grammar of white BIE is far from 'monolithic'. It may well be that {be}

marking is one of the areas of the grammar which shows the most

extensive degree of mixing.

The case of Rm8, who has the second highest percentage of oBe

overall, is atypical of white speech. In social terms, this speaker, aged

in his early 20's, can only be considered a 'marginal' member of the

group of white BIE speakers. His parents were Spanish-speaking,

although he was partly raised by a 'white' family. RmS represents a

'marginal' social type, unaffiliated at present to any one grouping.

Physical handicaps (blindness in one eye, incapacity of one arm)

probably contribute to his marginality. RmS represents a weakening

of identification with traditional ethnic groupings. His equal facility

in English and Spanish is less exceptional in the Bay Islands today

than a generation ago, although full bilingualism is still the exception

rather than the rule. Another young bilingual speaker with mixed

cultural allegiance is Gm2, with one Spanish-speaking parent and

himself married to a Spanish-speaking mainlander. It is perhaps not
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without significance that this speaker has the second-highest

percentage of oBe among the 'white' group.

The percentages of oBe in the black BIE and white BIE sub-samples

do not differ greatly overall - 43.4% versus 37.9%. However, if Rm8 is

excluded, the figure for white BIE drops to 30.2%.

Table 12-2 displays the distribution of full {be}, contracted {be}

and oBe according to 'T\ pe of Subject' for the undivided sample.

TABLE 12-2: INCIDENCE OF FORMS OF {BE} BY TYPE OF SUBJECT

Type Of Subject Full Contracted Zero Totals

pronoun 5.8 (37) 45.6 (293) 48.6 (312) 642

NP 66.7 (182) 9.9 (27) 23.4 (64) 273

indef. pronoun 38.0 (19) 20.0 (10) 42.0 (21) 50

TOTALS 243 325 397 965

Comment on Table 12-2: A clearly contrastive pattern is

observable. Pronoun subjects overwhelmingly favor either contracted

{be} or oBe. Noun Phrase subjects tend to favor full {be} forms.

Indefinite pronoun subjects show intermediate levels of full,

contracted and zero forms. The contrasting pattern of NP and

pronoun Subjects is similar to that found by Labov (1972). One

difference is that in BIE, the percentage of zero exceeds that of

contracted {be} with NP subjects. Unfortunately, the Rickford and

Blake (1990) article does not include the percentages for each sub-

type, and Winford's study does not include this factor-type.
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The incidence of full, contracted and zero forms of |be} according

to Grammatical Person is shown in Table 12-3. The figures for 3sg.

and 3 pi. are compounded from separate figures for pronoun and NP

Subjects.

TABLE 12-3: INCIDENCE OF FULL, CONTRACTED AND ZERO FORMS OF
{BE} BY GRAMMATICAL PERSON

Isg. 2sg/pl. 3sg. IpL 3pL

Full 2.0 (2) 7.6(7) 33.1 (151) 5.3 (1) 25.8 (77)

Contr'd 51.0 (51) 31.5 (29) 31.1 (142) 36.8 (7) 33.9 (101)

0Be 47.0 (47) 60.9 (56) 35.7 (163) 57.9 (11) 40.3 (120)

N 100 92 456 19 298

Raw figures for the occurrence of each of the forms of {be| are:

0: is: 's: are: 're: am: 'm:

397 221 199 13 81 4 50

Comment on Table 12-3. This table reveals that the incidence of

full forms of {be} is low, apart from third person singular and plural.

From Table 12-2, it is clear that this fact is due to the tendency for

full forms to occur with NP subjects.

Another point of note is the figure of 47% 0Be in first person. This

contrasts with Labov's finding that I'm occurs in almost 100% of

cases. It should be noted that {be} is categorically absent in first
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person singular in basilectal CEC's, and even mesolectal CEC's

maintain a high rate of oBe in all persons. In Winford's study of TC,

the percentage oBe for / (85%) differs little from the combined figure

for we/you/they (S7%) in the group sessions, although in the

interviews, the percentages drop to 38.5% and 75.5%, respectively (the

latter figures are for 'working class').

BIE shows a lower rate of oBe than TC, but the figure of 47% in first

person can be taken as evidence of prior creolization. It is important

to note, however, that the contracted form [am] is available to all

speakers in the BIE sample. This does not imply that the full form [ai

am] is also available; the observation by Labov (1972: 50) that 'young

black children frequently find it difficult to segment I'm into I am' is

relevant here. The marginal status of 'am' in BIE is indicated by its

very low frequency. Uncertainty concerning its use is indicated by two

uses of the form with third person plural Subjects:

1. they am buildin up (Rf8)

2. they am comin in (subsequently conrected) (Rml2)

Tokens of the full form 'is' occur in 24/25 of the interviews, and it

can be concluded that this form is available in the grammar of BIE for

ail speakers. It is possible that the full and contracted forms of 'is' are

free variants for some speakers. Evidence for this is the occurrence of

the contracted form in the following sentence (## indicates a pause).

3. you know what a seine's ## (Rmg)
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It is likely that the full form 'are' also forms part of speakers'

productive grammar at all levels of the continuum, although not

systematically for all speakers. There are only 13 tokens in the

interviews. The form may occasionally be found with singular

Subjects:

4. that don't hurt but there do, where that blueness are (Uf2)

The comparative infrequency of are compared to is is accounted

for by one of the most salient features of BIE grammar: the use of is

with plural Subjects. Table 12-4 gives the percentage incidence of are

and is (compared to oBe) by grammatical Person.

TABLE 12-4: INCIDENCE OF FULL AND CONTRACTED FORMS OF IS AND
ARE BY GRAMMATICAL PERSON

YOU HE/SHE/

NP SG.

WE THEY/

NP PL.

is .05 (5) .33 (151) .22 (65)

•s .11 (10) .31 (142) .26(5) .14 (41)

are .02 (2) .05 (1) .03 (10)

•re .21 (19) .11 (2) .20 (60)

0 .61 (56) .36 (163) .58 (11) .40 (120)
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Comment on Table 12-4 . It is clear that is competes with are in

BIE grammar. Even first person singular in general allows is for some

speakers, as is shown by example 5.

5. [az] a go make one bammie for you (Rf3)

This is one of only two examples of [az] in the interview data,

although there are a few examples recorded in fieldnotes. The

example was not included in tabulations because of the unusual

following environment - the only clear instance in my data of what

Winford (1993a: 61) describes as the Creole marker of 'strong or

immediate intention'.

Crosstabs Based on Following Grammatical Environment

Black BIE and white BIE can be compared by examining the

frequency and patterns of occurrence of is and are and oBe. Detailed

comparisons can also be made of the effects of grammatical Person,

Type of Subject and following grammatical environment.

In the tables to be presented on the following pages, numerical

incidences are summarized by Grammatical Person and Following

Environment. In each case, raw occurrences of different types of token

for Black BIE are indicated alongside those for white BIE, identified by

the letters b and w respectively. Beneath each table,the percentage of

zero-copula for black and white BIE is given.
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TABLE 12-5: DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS OF FIRST-PERSON SINGULAR

NP ADJ. LOG. V+ING GOIN/

GONNA

TOTAL %

0Be b: 11 b: 1 b: 16 b: 4 32 .51

w: 4 w: 2 w: 8 w: 1 15 .41

•m b: 7 b: 6 b: 2 b: 13 b: 3 31 .49

w: 3 w: 4 w: 1 w: 7 w: 4 19 .51

am

w: 1 w: 1 2 .05

's/is

w: 1 1 .03

Totals Total: black 63

Total: white 37

Total Isg. 0Be in black BIE: 32/63 = 50.8%

Total Isg. oBe in white BIE: 15/37 = 40.6%; (sample - Rm8) = 6/ 26

(23.1%).

Special comment on Table 12-5 : The generally low percentage of

oBe in white BIE compared to black BIE in Table 12-5 is a constant

feature throughout all grammatical persons, as the following tables

will show. In 12-5, the proportion of oBe is actually artificially

inflated, due to the contribution of one ethnically-mixed individual,
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Rm8, who, as we have seen, is the highest 0Be user in the entire

sample. Removing the tokens of Rm8 leaves only three white speakers

using oBe in first person singular.

TABLE 12-6: DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS OF THIRD PERSON SINGULAR

NP ADJ LOG V+ING GOIN/

GONNA

TOTAL %

oBe b: 1 b: 18 b: 52 b: 34 b: 2 107 .39

w: 2 w: 20 w: 8 w: 22 w: 4 56 .31

•s b: 26 b: 19 b: 11 b: 12 b: 2 70 .25

w: 26 w: 25 w: 14 w: 5 w: 2 72 .40

is b: 29 b: 43 b: 15 b: 11 98 .36

w: 22 w: 17 w: 5 w: 7 w: 2 53 .29

Totals Total: Black 275

Total: White 181

Total 3sg. 0Be in black BIE: 107/275 (= 38.9%)

Total 3sg. 0Be in white BIE: 56/181 (= 30.9%); (sample - Rm8) 40/151

= 26.5%
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TABLE 12-7: DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS OF THIRD-PERSON PLURAL

NP ADJ LOG V+ING GOIN/

GONNA

TOTAL

S

%

0 b: 5 b: 14 b:7 b: 49 b: 6 81 .45

w: 2 w: 10 w: 2 w: 24 w: 1 39 .33

•re b: 6 b: 9 b: 7 22 .12

w: 8 w: 16 w: 1 w: 13 38 .32

are b: 2 b: 1 b: 1 b: 1 5 .03

w: 1 w: 1 w: 3 5 .04

's b: 8 b: 17 b: 1 b: 3 29 .16

w: 3 w: 5 w: 2 w: 2 12 .10

is b: 6 b: 28 b: 6 40 .22

w: 5 w: 14 w: 1 w: 5 25 .21

am b: 2 2 .01

Totals Total: black 179

Total: white 119

3rd. plural oBe Black BIE: 45.3%

3rd. plural oBe White BIE: 32.8%; (sample - Rm8) = 32/ 107 (29.9%)
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TABLE 12-8: DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS OF SECOND PERSON

NP ADJ LOG V+ING GOIN TOTAL %

0 b: 4 b: 1 b: 13 b: 1 19 .61

w: 7 w: 1 w: 22 w: 7 37 .61

's b: 1 1 .03

w: 6 w: 2 w: 1 9 .15

is b: 1 b: 1 2 .06

w: 2 w: 1 3 .05

're b: 3 b: 1 b: 2 b: 3 9 .29

w: 1 w: 3 w: 2 w: 4 10 .16

Totals Total: Black 31

Total: White 61

second person eBe Black BIE: 61.3%

second person oBe White BIE: 60.7%; (sample - Rm8) = 18/41 (43.9%)
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TABLE 12-9: DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS OF FIRST PERSON PLURAL

NP ADJ LOG V+ING GOIN TOTAL %

0 b: 1 b: 2 b; 3 b: 1 7 .54

w: 4 4 .67

•s b: 1 b: 2 b: 1 4 .31

w: 1 1 .17

is

re b: 1 1 .08

w: 1 1 .17

are b: 1 1 .08

Totals Total: Black 13

Total: White 6

1st. person plural oBe Black BIE: 53.8%

1st person plural oBe White BIE: 66.7% (sample - Rm8) = 2/4 (50%)

Tables 12-5 to 12-9: General Gomments

The percentages of oBe for black BIE are consistently higher than

for white BIE, leaving aside the one 'deviant' white BIE speaker. That

said, the percentages for white BIE leave no doubt that there has been

a very significant influence of a grammar in which {be} is optional.
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Visual inspection of each of the tables suggests that in black BIE,

oBe is most favored by Ving (and probably by goin/gonna as well,

although the absolute figures are small). It is least favored by a

following NP. This, of course, is the pattern which has been found in

partially decreolized varieties of Caribbean English and also in AAVE.

It is not possible to tell from visual inspection whether either Locative

or Adjective has an overall favoring or disfavoring effect. This will

become clear from the VARBRUL analysis. White BIE would appear to

follow the same general pattern.

The major differences between black BIE and white BIE are

somewhat obscured by the effect of Rm8. However, a number of

general points can be made.

In black BIE, oBe is lowest in 3 sg. The relatively high proportion of

is/'s in 3 sg., particularly with NP's and adjectives, is an indication

that the 'entry point' for {be} in the grammars of 'lower intermediate'

speakers is likely to be in these environments. Supporting this is the

relatively high rate of {be} marking in third person plural in the same

following environments. In decreolizing varieties closer to the basilect,

{be} appears first before NP's. In TC, it was found that a following NP

categorically conditioned the appearance of {be}, and {be} was more

likely to appear before Adjectives than before Locatives (Varbrul

probabilities in Winford 1992: 34).

For white BIE, the percentage of oBe is lowest in 1 sg. Only 4/11

white BIE speakers produce tokens of oBe in 1 sg., and with one

exception, these are all speakers who delete {be} at above 40%. It

seems probable that many white speakers have am/'m categorically

in first person singular.
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Are and is are both found with plural subjects and with 'you'. It is

difficult to discern a clear pattern from the raw data, although in

3rd. plural, white BIE has a higher percentage of are/'re than black

BIE: 36% against 15%. On the other hand, the percentage of 3rd.

plural is/'s is also sizeable in both white and black BIE: 3 1% versus

38%, respectively. No further conclusions concerning the provenance

of plural is can be made purely on the basis of the raw scores,

although it is of interest that 5/11 white speakers produce at least

one token of you's or you is and only 1/14 black speakers does so.

This may well be a hint that 'non-concord' /5 originated with the

white variety of Anglo-Caribbean rather than being attributable to

processes of 'hypercorrection', imperfect acquisition of the Standard,

or to processes of decreolization.

I turn next to consideration of the insights revealed by previous

studies utilizing a quantitative approach to copular variation in New

World Black Englishes. Particular attention was paid in these studies

to the effects of following grammatical environment, which is

considered by some linguists to be a crucial test for the existence of

prior creolization.

This section which immediately follows serves as a general

linguistic orientation to the statistical analysis of copular variation in

BIE. This in turn is followed by an introduction to the statistical

program, VARBRUL, which is used extensively for the comparison of

black BIE and white BIE in tiiis chapter. Throughout my analyses, the

multivariate analysis is supported by the examination of percentage

incidences of copular variants.
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'CoDular' Constructions in New World Black Englishes

Non-finite forms, as used in the future tense, in passive

constructions, and with modals, are not normally included in

quantitative studies of copula variation. The interaction of be and

tense, mood and aspect is generally ignored, and likewise the use of

both finite and non-finite forms of be in the expression of negation.

Attention has focused on affirmative present tense constructions

using finite forms of be. Indeed, the scope of some variationist studies

is further restricted to is alone, while some studies examine are and is

separately, and others combine is and are. This is an important point

to bear in mind when making comparisons between studies. Also

important are the precise criteria used to categorize data, as these

have varied from one study to another. Details of some of the

differences which affect the comparability of studies are given in

Rickford et al. (1992) and Winford (1992).

The contraction and deletion of 'is' in AAVE in New York City was

the subject of a pioneering variationist study by Labov (1969). It was

demonstrated that in many syntactic environments, 'is' was more

often absent than present. This was explained in part in terms of

processes of progressive phonological reduction of underlying [iz],

resulting first in [z] and then in [0]. Another finding of the study was

that the rate of absence of 'is' - which Labov termed 'copula deletion'

- appeared to vary according to the following syntactic environment.

It was found that [0] was highest before gon and Ving and lowest
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before a following NP. This ordering was later shown to be common to

widely separated varieties of A.A.VE (Labov 1972: 230).

At the time, Labov did not consider either the high rate of 'is'

absence overall, or the pattern of following environments which

favored or disfavored deletion, to be an indication of a separate origin

for AAVE. The argument that AAVE is directly descended from an

English Creole spoken on the early plantations had been presented in

articles by Stewart (1967, 1968), and the position forcefully restated

by Dillard (1972), but convincing evidence of links between AAVE and

Creole had to await more detailed descriptions of Creoles and of

decreolization. The work on JC by Bailey (1966) and the study of

decreolization in GC by Bickerton (1975) were of particular

importance.

Bailey (1966) had described two copular forms a and de in

Jamaican Creole (JC), used respectively in 'equative' and locative

constructions.

Equative: Jan a wan tiicha [= 'John is a teacher']

Locative: Jan de hoom [= 'John is at home']

Bickerton (1973) identified the same forms in Guyanese Creole

(GC). He showed how in basilectal GC these copular forms co-existed

with a 'continuative' marker a :

'Continuative': Jan a kot keen [= 'John is cutting cane']
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In four of the post-copular contexts identified by Labov - NP,

locative, and Ving/gonna - special copular forms or preverbal

markers occupy the same linear position in the CEC verb phrase as do

forms of finite be in SE. In the remaining context examined by Labov,

that of a following adjectival predicate, Creole Englishes do not

employ a copula. / '

?

Adjective: ]an sik [= 'John is sick'] ;

'

v

The absence of an element to fill the slot which is filled by forms of

finite be in SE is what is referred to as 'zero copula'.

One of the many significant contributions of Bickerton to Creole

studies is his demonstration of how copular constructions obey a

path of decreolization leading from the basilect through the mesolect

to the acrolect. Differential patterns of zero-copula in the mesolect

are related to differential rates of replacement of the basilectal 'quasi-

copulative' forms by [0] and the gradual replacement of the latter in

turn by SE forms. Interestingly, although the rates of zero-copula in

the GC mesolect are in general higher than in AAVE, the relative

frequency of copular forms in each grammatical environment

matched the ordering found by Labov (1969).

Although the details of the replacement process can be disputed

(Winford 1990, 1992 offers an account which differs in detail from

Bickerton), there can now be no doubt that in terms of the post-creole

continuum, 'copular deletion' is in fact a process of loss of the creole
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copula and subsequent replacement of |0} by SE forms as the result of

influence from the acrolect.i

A conference paper by Holm (1976), later published in a book

(Holm, 1984) and work on AAVE by Baugh (1980) and others, were

influential in convincing Labov of the validity of the 'Creole

hypothesis' with respect to AAVE. In his paper, Holm presented figures

on the frequency of zero-copula based on published material from JC

and Gullah. It was shown that o-copula was more frequent preceding

an Adjective than a Locative in both these Creoles. Based on a

comparison with Yoruba, one of the putative West African substrate

languages. Holm surmised that the 'protocreole' underlying New

World Creoles would likely have possessed a Locative copula, but no

separate marker for use with adjectival predicates.

Baugh showed that both preceding phonological and following

grammatical environments made independent contributions to 0-

copula frequency in AAVE. He confirmed Labov's earlier findings

which showed a favoring effect of Ving and ' gon' and a

disfavoring effect of __NP. He also found that Adj favored 0-

realization more than __Loc. This is precisely the pattern noted by

Holm for Gullah and JC, and the one which would be predicted on

the basis of a determining African substrate influence.

These studies are of relevance for BIE, on the assumption that BIE

as a whole, or black BIE at least, may display decreoUzing patterns

1 The main problem with such an account is that it in its simplest
terms, it presupposes a 'unilinear' model of decreolization. The
notion of 'decreolization' is still a controversial topic. 1 have already
presented a large body of evidence which suggests that the polar
varieties at the base of BIE have continuously influenced each other
over a long span of time.
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typical of CEC's. If it is indeed the case that black BIE is the product of

decreolization, it would be expected to display broadly similar

patterns to those found by Bickerton (1973, 1975) for mesolectal GC

and by Winford (1992) for TC. If, however, black BIE was never

creolized, or has become only a pale reflection of CEC's elsewhere due

to the long-term influence of a white BIE variety which never

underwent creolization, its characteristics in this area of the grammar

are more likely to resemble AAVE. The quantitative study of copula

variation described here was therefore undertaken in order to provide

evidence on the likely extent of prior creolization of black BIE and to

examine the extent of Creole influence in white BIE through contact.

Background to the VARBRUL Study of Copula in BIE

A study of AAVE by Rickford et al (1992) used the multivariate

statistical analysis program VARBRUL, developed by Rousseau and

Sankoff (1977), to provide detailed information on the favoring or

disfavoring effects of each factor on fobe} in AAVE. VARBRUL studies of

the mesolectal Caribbean English Creole of Trinidad (Winford 1992)

and of Barbadian English (Rickford and Blake 1990) are also available.

For the sake of direct comparability,and to meet the aims already

described, it was decided to conduct a variationist analysis of copula

in BIE using the same technique. A version of VARBRUL produced for

the Macintosh (Goldvarb 2.1) was used. The program uses a

maximum likelihood estimating procedure to compute probability

estimates for each factor in turn; these probabilities identify the

extent to which factors and factor groups favor or disfavor the
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occurrence of one value of a binomial linguistic variable. For example,

if we are interested in the factors which favor or disfavor the

realization of forms of the copula, the linguistic variable <cop> has

the values fcop} and {0], and the program can calculate probabilities

corresponding to the 'application value', which may be set to either

{cop} or {0}. VARBRUL probabilities above 0.5 indicate a favoring

effect of the Factor Group on the incidence of the particular variant

selected as the application value.

A number of questions of a methodological nature arise. One key

question is that of deciding precisely what values of the variable |cop}

areto be included.

The early Labov study of New York City AAVE had examined only

is. In contrast, the two Caribbean studies, Rickford and Blake (1990)

and Winford (1992) included tokens of am, is and are. It was

considered important to include all three types of token in their full

and contracted forms in the present study. In Caribbean Englishes,

not only contraction, but also copula absence, may apply to all three

types of token. Another point is that tokens of are were almost

categorically absent in Labov's data, which is not the case for BIE. It

was therefore decided to examine all present tense forms of {be}

together with {0} in the BIE study.

The other two vital procedural decisions concern (a) the types of

factor which are to be included in the multivariate analysis and b)

the formula for contraction/deletion. I shall deal with the former

first, considering the latter in a separate sub-section.

Partly on the basis of the three studies referred to at the beginning

of this section, it was decided not to include phonological
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environment as a factor-type (more technically, as a 'factor-group') in

the analysis.

The studies by Rickford and Blake and by Rickford et al. had found

following phonological environment to have an insignificant effect.

The decision not to include preceding phonological environment

(vowel or consonant) was based on the fact that it had already been

decided to investigate 'pronouns' as an element in a factor-group

together with NP's. The personal pronouns all end in a stressed vowel,

hence the impact of phonological environment runs parallel to the

grammatical impact of pronoun subjects per se. To have included the

preceding vowel as a factor could well result in a 'collinearity' effect,

due to the factors not being independent.

It was decided to examine the role of both linguistic and non-

linguistic factors in conditioning variation. With reference to non-

linguistic factors, 'ethnicity' was the principal focus of interest. This is

because the tabulated results had already indicated that the

grammars of black and white speakers are different. The sample of 25

speakers interviewed consisted of 14 'black' speakers and 11 'white'

speakers. This constituted the Ethnicitv factor group. In addition, the

identity of each individual was considered separately, constituting

the factor-group of Speaker Identify .

Three factor-groups of a linguistic nature were considered to be

potentially relevant.

First, as in previous studies, Following Grammatical Environment

constituted a distinct factor group. This consisted of the factors:

__NP; __LOC; __ADJ; __Ving; __goin.
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A category 'Miscellaneous', which includes a variety of complement

types, mostly Adverbial, was also coded, but was not entered into the

final computation. Examples of this type are 'my head all the time

hurtin' and 'this island's in a very bad state'.

Next, following Rickford and Blake, separate factors were specified

for Grammatical Person of the Subject: 1st. sg; 2nd. sg.; 3rd. sg.;

and plural. The point of making this subdivision is to enable

estimates to be obtained of the conditioning of each of the three main

grammatical variants - am, are, is and 0. Care is needed in

interpreting results based on this factor group. This is because it

cannot be assumed that the correspondences between grammatical

person and form of be are the same as in SE. We have already seen

(Table 12-4) that third plural Subjects are more commonly associated

with is than with are. However, this pattern may well reflect a

difference between NP and pronoun subjects (Table 12-2), hence the

need for a third linguistic factor group, .

Type of Subiect was divided into three factors: Noun Phrase,

Personal Pronoun, and Other Pronoun. These were the same

factors selected by Rickford and Blake under this heading.

'Tvpe of Subject' - Exrhisinns;

Deciding which factors to use in each factor group still leaves the

problem of deciding on exclusions. This problem arises particularly in

the Tvoe of Suhierr group of factors.

A decision was taken to exclude it from 'Personal pronouns' and

fAarfrom 'Other pronouns'.
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Labov et al. (1968) had excluded the pronoun subjects it/that/

what because the frequency of the forms [is]/[^aes]/[wAs] suggested

that a speciaHzed phonological process affecting these items was

responsible for the reduced forms. Alternatively, one might say that

lexicalization has occurred in these cases, rather than the simplified

forms being the result of regular phonological reduction processes. In

a great many cases in the Bay Islands data, the semi-lexicalized form

[is] appears instead of 'it is' or 'it's', and it is unclear whether this

has autonomous status in the grammars of some speakers or is

derived by phonological reduction.

In the present study, it and that were excluded from the group

Tvoe of Subiect. since there is evidence that [is] and l^ass] are indeed

lexicalized in the grammars of many BIE speakers.

Secondly, 'it's' is commonly used in BIE as an impersonal pronoun

with same function as SE impersonal 'there is/are', and inclusion of

impersonal 'it' would have entailed inclusion of impersonal 'there'

and also 'here'. Both of the latter were excluded by Labov.

'Other pronouns' was here defined to include 'indefinite pronouns:

everything, someone, one, this one, some, somethin, nobody.

Indefinite pronoun subjects also included wha(t) and who.

Demonstrative pronouns {this, that, these, those ) were excluded.

As explained, that's was normally realized as [3as], and this form

appears to be lexicalized for a large number of BIE speakers. The other

demonstratives were likewise excluded for the sake of consistency. It

was noted, however, that is was always realized after this.
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The relative pronouns, that or [we]/[wa] were not treated as a

separate category. Where the subject NP was followed by a relative

pronoun as complementiser, this was coded under NP.

Other Coding Exclusions and Special Criteria

Most of the other coding exclusions followed those of previous

studies:

1. possible cases of 'is' or its contraction, where the following segment

was a sibilant

2. possible cases of 'are' or its contraction, where the following

segment was /r/

2. negatives and interrogatives

3. past tense contexts

4. copulas in exposed position, e.g. 7 dunno where she is'; copulas are

obligatorially realized in AAVE and also in CEC's in such positions

5. only cases of copula followed by gonna or goin were counted, not

go/gon. The latter is best regarded as a distinct future marker in BIE;

as in TC, it is never preceded by a copula.

6. The predicates 'dead' and 'married' were counted as adjectives,

unless they were preceded by 'to' or were clearly verbal from the

context.

7. Some past participles were counted as Adjectives, if usage suggested

that this was the appropriate coding; instances included 'messed up',

'fracture(d)', and certain uses of 'gone' and 'leave'. Nationalities

('Spanish', 'English') and certain proper names (e.g. 'Adventist') were
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sometimes ambiguous between adjective and noun, and such

ambiguous cases were excluded.

Formula for Contraction/Deletion

Important issues surface in connection with the decision to

consider both contraction and deletion of copula. The studies by

Rickford and Blake and by Winford included both contraction and

deletion, although the VARBRUL analysis in Winford's study focuses on

deletion alone. It was felt desirable to perform separate VARBRUL

analyses of contraction and deletion in BIE, as this would allow

comparison with the Barbadian study and also with the studies of

AAVE. However, at this point, the theoretical issue arises of how to

define the linguistic variable.

Labov (1969) had argued that copula deletion in AAVE follows

contraction of [iz] to [z], and is due to phonological deletion of the

remaining sibilant. This does not allow for the possibility that there is

no copula underlyingly. Inspection of the BIE data immediately

suggested that the rates of copula absence for many speakers are such

that it would be unwise to base the analysis on Labov's assumption of

an underlying copula.

For varieties at a stage of development at which the Creole copular

forms have been dropped, but Standard forms only partially

assimilated into the grammar, arguments based on insertion of forms

of be may well carry more weight than arguments based on deletion.

Black BIE, it has been argued, is the product of decreolizing processes,

and is similar in many respects to mesolectal CEC's. It therefore
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seemed best to calculate the rate of occurrence of {0} as a

straightforward quotient: the number of cases of zero copula divided

by the total number of cases, including 'full' forms of be, contracted

forms of be, and {0}. This yields what Rickford et al (1988) term the

'straight deletion' rate:

0/(F+C+0), where F = 'full' form and C = 'contracted' form.

A similar situation arises in the case of 'contraction'. In the BIE

data, contracted forms of be co-occur with full forms of be and with 0.

For some speakers, it is possible that 0-forms may be best seen as the

result of further contraction, as would be the case for SE speakers for

whom forms of be are variably absent. For such BIE speakers, it is

possibly acceptable to use a formula for calculating 'contraction'

which matches the Labov formula. The 'Labov contraction' quotient

counts instances of deletion together with instances of deletion

because contraction is supposed to be a necessary pre-stage on the

way to deletion. The 'Labov contraction' formula is therefore

(C+0)/(F+C+0).

For speakers more influenced by Creole than by SE, the Labov

formula is inappropriate. The only suitable formula in these cases is

'straight contraction': C/(F+C+0). But to do this means treating

speakers in different areas of the continuum differently. A

roundabout solution would be to try both contraction formulas with

the whole BIE sample, dien to apply each formula with black BIE and

white BIE separately. The position adopted here is a simpler one: treat

all speakers on the same basis, applying the formulas for straight

deletion and straight contraction. Intuitively, this seems the most

appropriate solution.
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VARBRUL Results

Data for each token - sets of values on each of the independent

variables defined as values of factors within each 'Factor Group' - were

entered into a VARBRUL 'token file'. The log-linear program was then

run to separate out the contributions of each factor group as either

significant or non-significant, and to obtain values of the VARBRUL

probabilities for each factor.

Separate VARBRUL runs were done for oBe ('deletion') and

contracted forms 'm/'re/'s ('contraction'). Tokens of we/you/they as

subject were combined into one factor group to avoid 'knockout'

factors (empty cells which disallow VARBRUL analysis). Codings for

factors corresponding to three factor groups - Speaker Identity,

Subject, and Following Grammatical Environment - were assigned to

each token in the input data.

After a step-up step-down regression analysis, the first of these

factor groups was eliminated as non-significant. The last two were

retained as significant by the program. The results for these two factor

groups are displayed in Table 12-10.
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TABLE 12-10: VARBRUL PROBABILITIES FOR {BE} CONTRACTION/ABSENCE

FACTOR

GROUP

CONSTRAINT PROBABILITIES

blac k BIE white BIIS (-Rm8)

oBe contn. oBe contn.

Subject I .51 .74 .39 .11

he/she .64 .66 .65 .73

Sing. NP .29 .23 .40 .27

Indef.

pronoun

S3 32 11 45

we/you/they .57 .65 .57 .66

Plur. NP .30 .11 .33 .04

Following

grammatical

environment

Vine .73 .35 .11 .27

Locative .54 .54 .50 .65

Adjective .49 .50 .53 .56

NP .10 .77 .09 .73

input p .38 .30 .30 .45

Chi 2 1.0448 1.3167 0.9529 1.2382

black BIE: N = 561

white BIE: N = 330
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Comment on Table 12-10 . The most significant result is that

regardless of the actual percentage incidence of ocopula in black BIE

and white BIE, the two varieties are very similar in terms of the effect

of following grammatical environment of contraction and deletion of

copula. This is very interesting because previous studies have shown

that the effects of following grammatical environment operate in a

similar way for varieties of black English in North America and the

Caribbean. White BIE would appear to have absorbed the same

pattern of conditioning through a process of contact and

convergence. The next section provides direct comparisons of the

results of the present study and previous studies.

For Type of Subject, the factor weightings for each factor reveal

both similarities and differences between black BIE and white BIE. In

both, pronoun Subjects, with the exception of /, statistically favor oBe,

and NP Subjects disfavor oBe. This differential effect of pronoun and

noun phrase Subjects will be examined in detail in in the final

sections of the chapter.

Differences in the conditioning patterns for black and white

speakers are minor. In white BIE, first singular disfavors oBe. Also, the

effect of indefinite pronouns (someone, everybody, what, etc) appears

to differ: in white BIE, indefinite pronouns disfavor oBe (2/14 in raw

terms), while in black BIE, oBe outnumbers contracted and full forms

combined (19/36 in raw terms). Finally, a following Locative is a

relatively favorable environment for contraction in white BIE (20/40

tokens versus 13/40 oBe), but the same environment slightly favors

oBe in black BIE (27/60 oBe versus 17/60 contracted forms). What
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these minor differences reflect is the greater degree of 'standardness' of

white BIE.

Following Grammatical Environment: BIE and Related Varieties

In Table 12-11, the BIE results are placed alongside comparative

data from TC and AAVE.

TABLE 12-11: COPULA ABSENCE BY FOLLOWING GRAMMATICAL CATEGORY:
CROSS-DL\LECTAL DATA

NP ADJ. LOG. VING GOIN/

GONNA

ALL

%

BIE overall (25

speakers)

6.2 35.7 40.0 63.5 63.3 41.1

"•"TC interviews

(LMC/WC)

0.007 29.7 53.0 69.8 50.0 35.6

*Detroit black

working class

(Wolfram, 1969)

37% 47% 44% 50% 79% n.a

BIE black

speakers

.07 39.5 45.0 65.0 70.0 43.9

#BIE white

speakers

3.0 27.4 23.5 49.4 55.6 29.7

+ figures from Winford (1992), Table 7
* figures quoted from Rickford et al (1992)
# figures excluding 'marginal' speaker Rm8
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Comments on Table 12-11 . Table 12-11 suggests that unlike AAVE,

black BIE has conserved the typically Creole pattern of copula

retention before a following NP. Otherwise, the two varieties are quite

similar. It is also striking that the total incidence of zero copula

overall is higher for BIE as a whole than for TC interview style, even

though the figure for TC is substantially lowered by the much greater

proportion of NP environments in that sample, and the quasi-

categoricity of oBe in the NP environment.

If goin/gonna , in which there are a small number of tokens in the

TC data, is combined with Ving, the ordering of environments overall

is the same in TC and black BIE. The ordering of oBe environments

from most to least favoring is Ving, Locative, Adjective, and NP. The

VARBRUL probabilities for oBe these environments in TC, Barbadian

and black BIE are given in Table 12-12.

The figures for TC in Table 12-12 are based on the figures for group

interaction in 'vernacular TC, i.e. the speech used in relaxed settings

such as rum-shops, in which the investigator was not present as an

interviewer. The percentages of oBe for this vernacular TC are

considerably higher than for the interview style for which percentages

were given in Table 12-11 (61.6% overall versus 35.6%).
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TABLE 12-12: VARBRUL PROBABILITIES FOR FOUR FOLLOWING
GRAMMATICAL ENVIRONMENTS IN THREE CARIBBEAN VARIETIES

NP ADJ LOC V+ING

black BIE .10 .50 .54 .73

TC group .00 .64 .80 .85

Barbadian .08 .42 .54 .65

Comments on Table 12-12 . It is clear from Table 12-12 that black

BIE interview style speech is strikingly similar to Barbadian in terms of

the influence of following grammatical category on copula deletion

patterns. All three varieties show the same ordering of constraints.

The closeness of fit between the results for Barbadian and black BIE is

striking. In the case of black BIE, the favoring effect of locatives versus

adjectives is attenuated by comparison with the other two Caribbean

varieties. This probably reflects an increasing tendency to insert {be}

in locative environments in the upper-mesolect, in line with what was

observed above for white BIE. The main point, however, is that black

BIE appears to be fully in line with mesolectal Caribbean varieties.

This constitutes a strong piece of evidence in favor of the essentially

Creole base of black BIE.

Decreolization in the Black BIE Continuum: A Detailed Look

The starting point of the discussion of decreolization in the copula

marking system in black BIE is a consideration of the effect of
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following grammatical environment. The so-called 'Creole' ordering of

constraints, which Holm (1984) proposed as a hierarchy of following

syntactic environments favorable to deletion 'throughout the Afro-

English-speaking areas of the New World' is:

Gonna > V(ing) > Adjective > Locative > NP. This ordering applies to

Creole basilects which make extensive use of preverbal TMA markers.

Many analysts have commented on the instability in ordering of

the Locative and Adjective categories across studies of AAVE and

CEC's. This is not the place to review these studies, Winford (1992)

makes the important point that the grammars of varieties

intermediate between the Creole basilect and acrolect show the

'gradual adjustments' of the copula system which proceed at different

rates according to grammatical environment.

The point of departure in this process of restructuring is an

intermediate system in which no overt present tense copula is

used in predicate adjectival and locative environments, while

one is required in predicate nominal structures, (ibid: 47)

The system which Winford describes is one in which preverbal

markers of 'continuative' {de or a), the locative copula de, and the

equative copula (d)a have been lost. This is true of mesolectal

varieties such as TC and BIE. For such varieties, the ordering of

favoring environments for copula insertion (for that is what is

involved) will likely be different from that of basilectal Creole. The

difference, if it appears, will be in the ordering of Locative and

Adjective.
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Winford (1992) found that while {be} was disfavored by all

environments except a following Nominal. A following Adjective in TC

was slightly less conducive to oBe than a Locative, as indicated by the

respective VARBRUL probabiUties of .64 versus .80 (1992, Table 6, page

34). Winford's actual percentages for oBe in each environment in

group and interview styles in TC are shown in Table 12-13 (these

figures have been calculated from raw figures in Winford's Table 5 and

Table 7).

TABLE 12-13: PERCENTAGE RATES OF 0BE IN FOUR GRAMMATICAL
ENVIRONMENTS IN TC

Style NP Adjective Locative V+-ing goin

Informal .006 78.8 89.8 93.7 97.4

Interview .007 29.7 53.0 69.8 50.0

Comment on Table 12-13 . Leaving aside the figures for goin, for

which the number of tokens is very small, it is clear that restructuring

in the direction of SE takes the form of a substantial increase in {be}

in each environment except that of a following NP. In absolute terms,

the increase is greatest before Adjectives, followed closely by Locatives,

and at some distance, by Ving. The pattern revealed here is of a faster

incorporation of {be} before Adjectives, i.e. in the environment which

was less disfavoring to {be} in the informal style.

Black BIE shows the same overall pattern as TC, with Locatives

more disfavoring to {be}. The VARBRUL probabilities for oBe in black

BIE given earlier are repeated here for ease of comparison.
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TABLE 12-14: % 0-COPULA IN BLACK BIE BY FOLLOWING GRAMMATICAL
ENVIRONMENT

Black

BIE

Following Ving .73

grammatical Locative .54

environment Adjective .49

NP .10

Comment on Table 12-14 . The really interesting question is

whether this ordering of constraints remains constant across the

continuum. Winford did not test this by doing separate VARBRUL

analyses of speakers at different levels or even in both styles. Yet such

analyses are potentially revealing of processes which would otherwise

remain undiscovered. Accordingly, the sample of 14 speakers of black

BIE was divided into three groups - High oBe, Mid oBe and Low oBe -

and separate runs of the VARBRUL program were made with each of

the three groups. 'High' oBe includes five speakers, with %Be ranging

between 53-86%; 'Mid' oBe also includes five speakers, in the range

33-44%; and 'Low' 0Be includes four speakers, with oBe between 13

and 29%.

The results are shown in Table 12-15. VARBRUL probabilities are

followed by percentages in parenthesis.
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TABLE 12-15: 0-COPULA BY FOLLOWING GRAMMATICAL ENVIRONMENT:
PERCENTAGES AND VARBRUL PROBABILITIES FOR THREE GROUPS OF
BLACK BIE SPEAKERS

high mid low oBe

0Be 0Be av. 23%
av. 62% av. 42%

Following Ving .64 (73) .78 (70) .87 (47)

grammatical Locative .40 (58) .81 (68) .24(5)

environment Adjective .51 (59) .39 (32) .60 (22)

NP .04 (10) . 19 .09 (2)

(15)

N=235 N=135 N=191

Comment on Table 12-15. What this table reveals is that the slight

favoring effect of Locatives on oBe in the whole black BIE sample is in

fact due to the 'mid' group. Speakers with a higher rate of oBe make

little or no distinction between Locatives and Adjectives, with

Locatives in fact appearing to slightly disfavor oBe. Among speakers

with a lower rate of oBe, Locatives very definitely favor explicit {be} -

the actual figures are 18/19 cases - while a following Adjective is still a

relatively favorable environment for oBe, even though the percentage

has dropped to 22%,

The rise in the percentage of oBe before Locatives between the low

and mid groups is not large. What is more significant is the fall in oBe

pre-adjectivally, a fall which continues in an even fashion. The fall in

0Be before Locatives comes at a stage when zero copula as a whole has

largely given way to {be} marking.
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Summary . This small-scale study helps to lend slightly greater

precision to the 'model of decreolization in CEC copula systems'

which Winford sets out in his 1992 article. He points out (48):

'variable insertion of forms of be begins in adjectival and locative

structures, replacing 'zero copula'. It is now clear that insertion moves

ahead gradually pre-adjectivally, while the switch to insertion takes

place later and is more drastic. The last redoubt of oBe is in preverbal

environments, where {be| has the function of an auxiliary in the verb

phrase. Certain verbal auxiliaries are late to appear, as evidence on

the Perfect in BIE will show.

It is worth recalling that studies of AAVE have consistently revealed

that oBe is highest before gonna and second-highest before Ving (see

the comparison in Rickford et al., 1992: 121). It would look as though

in the course of its development, BEV has also retained the Creole

construction that is last to disappear, namely oBe before Ving (with

'gonna' as a subset).

The Subiect-Tvne Constraint: Preliminarv Remarks

The VARBRUL probabilities displayed in Table 12-10 show a

favoring effect on copula deletion of a pronoun Subject versus a

plural noun Subject. This constraint appears to operate in the same

way in black BIE and white BIE. We will refer to this diference as the

Subject-type Constraint'. It is of central importance to an

understanding of the relations between white BIE and black BIE.

The 'Subject-Type Constraint' was identified by Montgomery

(1989) in a study of Appalachian English. In the most conservative
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Appalachian dialect he examined, non-concord is with plural NP's

occurred in 80% of cases (Smoky Mountains data in Montgomery

1989: 258). Plural pronoun Subjects, on the other hand, were

associated with only minimal use of full or contracted forms of is.

The Subject-type constraint, as described by Montgomery (1994),

derives from a pattern found in older north British dialects, both

older Scots and dialects in the extreme north of England. In

traditional Scots, as described for instance by Grant and Dixon (1915),

the form is (or 's) is found with plural NP subjects, though not with

plural pronoun subjects. This is in accordance with the general

pattern of verbal agreement marking governed by the Subject-type

constraint. Such a pattern is not found in areas to the south of the

Enghsh Midlands, where a(re) is general with all plural Subjects.

The Subject-type constraint does not apply consistently even in

the most traditional Scots or Ulster-Scots dialects spoken today

(personal observation, from long periods of residence in Northern

Ireland and Scotland). But it is certain that in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries, one of the main hallmarks of these northern

British dialects was indeed the Subject-type constraint. It is an

unobtrusive, even hidden feature, and for this very reason may have

managed to survive the dialect leveling.

Here, 1 wish to state a hypothesis concerning the provenance of the

Subject-type conditioning found in the use BIE is with NP Subjects. 1

propose that the northern Subject-t>pe Constraint governing finite

forms of {be} found its way to the Bay Islands through the early

settlers, the majority of whom had long been resident in Caymans. In

the light of this hypothesis concerning a proposed grammatical
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feature of early white Anglo-Caribbean, it is worth examining the

distribution of the pattern today in the two ethnic 'polar varieties' of

BIE, as well as in intermediate varieties. Despite the similarities in the

overall pattern of conditioning revealed in Table 12-10, it is possible

that more detailed examination of black BIE and white BIE will reveal

clear differences in the application of the Subject-type factor.

The remainder of the chapter is devoted to examining the

hypothesis that the Subject-type Constraint is an original feature of

white Anglo-Caribbean which has been assimilated to varying degrees

in teh grammars of black BIE speakers. Discussion of the question

begins with an analysis of the white and black polar varieties, based

on raw data.

As indicated in the discussion of Table 12-1, the lowest three oBe

speakers are all white, and three of the four highest oBe speakers are

black (the exception, Rm8, is the 'marginal' white speaker discussed

earlier). The three white speakers and the three black speakers at

each end will be examined to determine the characteristics of the

polar varieties.

The next step is to examine the black and white speakers in the

mid-range of oBe marking. 'Mixed' speech of both groups may or may

not show similar patterns, in terms of the variants of {be} which are

found and their quantitative distribution. If the patterns differ in

ways which recall the polar varieties, this indicates that mixing of

systems is not so complete in intermediate varieties as to erase all

evidence of 'origins'. But if the speech of blacks and whites of a

similar level of non-standardness as judged by the percentage of 0Be

differs in terms of the proportions of 'are' and 'is' or in some other
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definable way, this would supply evidence of less than total

convergence of the ethnic speech varieties.

The White Polar Variety

The three speakers with the lowest percentage of oBe are Rf1

1

(3.6%), Rml (7.7%) and Uf2 (11.6%). The three were also good

candidates to represent 'traditional' white BIE speech: aged around 60

(Uf2) or 80 (Rfll and Rml), with parents on both sides from island

stock. The three had spent all of their lives on the islands, although

Rml had spent some years of his working life at sea. The {be| tokens

of these speakers were examined in a cross-tabulation of Subject-type

and Following Grammatical Environment (not reproduced here).

The most interesting finding concerns third person plural Subjects.

There are 31 tokens: 22 have fAey as Subject, and 9 have a plural NP.

In all nine cases with plural NP, {be| is realized as is. The cases with

they as Subject are divided between 're (13), 's (6) and o (3). All three

speakers produce tokens of they's and they + oBe, but only two use

they're.

There is strong evidence, then, for plural is among the three

speakers of white BIE who most strongly preserve {be}. For these same

speakers, is and 's account for 40/42 cases of {be| with third person

singular Subjects. Out of 12 tokens of singular NP's, 9/12 have is

.

There are also four instances of Indefinite Pronoun Subjects: 3/4 of

these behave like Nouns and take is ['everything is', 'someone is'], the

other like a personal Pronoun and takes 's ['who's']. With you, the ten
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tokens are divided between 're (5), '5(2) is {!) and 0(3). There are no

we tokens.

We have seen earlier (Table 12-10) that NPs, both singular and

plural, discourage both 'deletion' and 'contraction' in BIE. This holds

for both black BIE and white BIE. The full form is with NP Subjects is

well-established in the English of those white speakers who show the

greatest retention of {be}. I suggest that one reason for is penetrating

even into grammars with a lower incidence of oBe-marking is the

relative salience of the full form of is, compared with the

phonological weakness of [z]. But one needs to ask how it is that

plural NP Subjects + is came to be there in the first place.

Speakers who are at the top of the scale for {be} marking are

unlikely to be making an overgeneralizing 'acquisition error', at least

as this is conventionally understood. I suggest that forms of are with

plural Subjects are available to these speakers, but that in the

grammar of traditional white BIE, 're is confined to pronominal

Subjects. In other words, there is evidence that the 'Subject-Type

constraint' referred to by Montgomery for Northern British and

Appalachian speech applies in part to traditional white BIE.

The reason why one must say 'in part' is that plural is with NP's

appears to have variably spread to plural pronoun subjects and you.

Considering only the three 'polar' speakers, there are 6/22 instances of

[z] with they and 3/11 instances of [iz] /[z] with you. With both

pronouns, the proportions of (i)s are well above what one would

expect based on the percentages in the sample as a whole. On the

other hand, the proportions are not such as to suggest a general

plural (i)s embracing both pronominal and nominal Subjects. Uf2
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indeed stands alone in the entire sample of white speakers in having

a two-way variation between they's and they + oBe. (there are two

speakers with 're/0 variation and one with only 're).

The Black Polar Varietv

The three speakers examined here represent the highest portion of

the 0Be scale: Rm9 (85.7), Rfl2 (70.9) and Rf4 (64.3). All four have

spent their entire lives on Roatan; two (Rm9 and Rf4) were raised in

•English only' homes, the other (Rml2) has close familiarity with

Spanish, and is descended from mainland Hondurans on her mother's

side. In terms of age, the speakers span a range of over fifty years

(Rml2:78; Rf4: 32, Rm9: 25).

Once again, there is some evidence of a norm related to the

Subject-type constraint. There are 7 instances in all of {be} with a

plural NP Subject, and /5 appears in 4/7 cases. Full or contracted /5

also appears in 4/14 cases with a singular NP Subject. The percentage

of (i)s with he/she is low, at 37% (10/27). But with they, 0Be

absolutely predominates (15/20 = 75%), followed by (a)re (4) and 's

(1). These polar speakers of black BIE clearly have a lesser tendency to

produce they +(a)re than the traditional white speakers, but also a

lesser tendency to produce they's. With we and you, there are no

occurrences of (i)s; all instances of {be| are accounted for by oBe (9)

and (a)re (5). Indefinite pronouns favor oBe (8/10).
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Subject-type and IBel in BIE: A General Account

A general account of Subject-type on the pattern of copula

realization and non-realization can now be offered. This is based on

the patterns in the described polar varieties and on the cross-

tabulated results produced by VARBRUL. The account is 'tentative' in

view of the small amount of data available for some variants.

BIE grammar has a strong constraint favoring is with NP subjects,

singular and plural. Given what is known of decreolizing grammars

from quantitative studies conducted elsewhere, it seems probable that

tokens of (i)s first appear with NP and pronominal Subjects in the

environment of a following NP.

A small piece of evidence for this in BIE is that the only tokens of

marked {he] in the interview with the most basilectal speaker, Rm9,

are two examples of he's + NP: 'he's a good guy' and 'he's a Spaniard'.

Another pointer is the high frequency with which [z] appears with it

and that, with assibilation of the [t]. Such items will be followed by

NP's. It will be recalled that the frequency of these assibilated forms in

fact led to the removal of it and that Subjects from the count.

Black BIE appears to have adopted (i)s with plural NP Subjects

following the usage of traditional white BIE. Speakers may also

generalize [z] to plural pronominal Subjects and (more rarely) to

you,. For some mid-range black BIE speakers, they's may be the

predominant form, although the three variants [Seir], [Seiz] and

[6e:] appear to be present in the grammars of most speakers. In fact,

10/14 speakers use all three variants in the interviews. Although the
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'basilectal' norm is oBe, all speakers have varying degrees of

internalization of the forms (i)s and (ajredind their uses.

The uncontracted form [iz] is clearly associated with NP's, whether

singular or plural. NP's and indefinite Pronouns account for 120/140

(86%) of occurrences. The reduced form [r] is associated with you

and plural pronominals. There is not much evidence of the use of the

full forms are and amm black BIE. It is possible that are is not fully

a part of the grammar of all speakers; a sign of its marginal status is

its presence on occasion as a hypercorrected form in third person

singular.

The same observation applies to first person am, which indeed is

rarer than are {am does not appear at all with / as Subject in the

interview data).

Creole speakers acquiring {be} from non-creole-speakers will

probably acquire is before are, because the full form [iz] occurs more

frequently than [ar]. This is even more certain if the non-creole-

speakers employ is with plural as well as singular Subjects, as is the

case in white BIE. The general preference for is with plural NP Subjects

among black BIE speakers may therefore be explained as the natural

result of language acquisition in an environment in which the

surrounding white dialect used the form categorically with NP's. Some

generalization of the reduced form of ;5, namely [z], to plural

pronoun Subjects, also took place.

Such generalization of [z] is found also among white speakers, who

sometimes employ [ju:z], [wi:z] and [Seiz]. This may simply be a

natural development characteristic of the kind which can occur in

isolated varieties where SE norms are weak or non-existent, or it may
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reflect convergence with mesolectal black BIE usage as a result of

prolonged contact.

Whatever the answer, the origin of plural is is a different question

in principle from the question of its appearance in grammars deriving

from a Creole base. Nothing more can be said on the matter at this

point.

Separate VARBRUL analyses will now be applied to white and black

BIE in order to shed further light on the Subject-type constraint. It is

proposed that 'core' white BIE grammar, to which the polar variety

desribed above conforms, contains a form of Subject-type Constraint.

This states that NP's, both singular and plural, take is, while pronoun

subjects may be followed by the contracted forms 's and 're or by oBe.

A VARBRUL analysis applied to strata within the white BIE community

can reveal the extent to which the constraint is shared by white

speakers at different points in the {be}-marking scale. The focus then

shifts to a parallel examination of black BIE.

Finally, the idea that plural is is a feature of 'older' BIE is examined

by dividing the white and black samples into younger and older

groups. The specific idea here is that among younger speakers, (a)re is

gaining ground at the expense of (i)s with pronominal subjects other

than third singular. This is because outside norms are beginning to

replace the internal norms of BIE, which were the norms of traditional

white BIE.
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The Subiect-tvpe Constraint in White BIE: VARBRUL Analysis

The variable examined is <non-concord is>, meaning uses of is or 's

with plural Subjects or you. First person singular was excluded, as

there are no cases in the data of I's. The values of the variable which

were considered were is and 's (both coded as 's"), are, 're and oBe.

For the purpose of the VARBRUL analysis to be described here, a(re)

and 0Be were combined into a single value coded as 'p'. The

application value was 's'. The version of Goldvarb which was used

permits only binomial analysis, but pairwise comparisons of any two

of the three values of the variable can be done. For example, for the

sake of confirmation, a run was done in which 's' was the application

value and 'r' [= '(a)re'] was the non-application value, and also a run

in which 's' was compared to '0'. These will not be reported on here.

The white BIE sample of 1 1 speakers was divided up into four sub-

groups for the analysis. To do this, 'Level of Marked fBe}' was

incorporated as a factor group (Group 1):

a: [{Be} between 88% and 96%]

b: [{Be} between 79% and 82%]

c: [{Be} between 53% and 61%]

d: [{Be} of 28% or 48%: speakers Gm2 and Rm8]

Two other factor groups were included. Group 2 consists of the

values 'p' and 'n', representing Pronoun and Noun Subjects,

respectively. The small number of indefinite pronouns were grouped
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with NPs, as trial VARBRUL runs showed that these patterned Uke

nouns in white BIE, generally favoring full is. Only plural nouns were

included, and the pronouns they, we and you were amalgamated.

Group 3 also had two values: '2' and '6'. These values refer to

we+you (='2') and NP+they (='6'). The purpose of this group was to

enable an evaluation of third person plural versus non-third-person

Subjects. Table 12-16 presents the results.

TABLE 12-16 : CONSTRAINTS ON NON-CONCORD (I)S IN WHITE BIE

FACTOR GROUP FACTORS VARBRUL PROBABIUTIES

Freq. of marked a .78

{Be} b .32

c .68

d .22

Type of Subject Pro .35

NP .91

Gramm. Person you, we .42

they, pl. NP .64

Comment on Table 12-16. This table reveals clear patterns in two

of the dimensions, and the absence of a consistent pattern in the

third. I will deal with the clear patterns first.
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Predictably, NP's strongly favor (i)s. This is because in the majority

of cases NP's take the full form is. Pronominal Subjects disfavor (i)s

either because of the competition of (a)reor of oBe.

Also predictable is the favoring effect of third person. This is

explicable by either of two accounts. Either

(a) (i)s arises with third person plural by generalization from third

singular

or

(b) plural NP+/5 is a form native to white BIE and inherited from

earlier Anglo-Caribbean.

Indeed, a composite explanation is also possible, according to

which an original association of is with plural NP's has been weakened

somewhat through a process of generalization, first to all third person

plural pronominal Subjects - where it alternates with (a)re and oBe-

and also to a lesser extent to other plural pronominal Subjects.

The absence of a consistent pattern in factor group 1 is extremely

interesting. That (i)s is disfavored among the basilectal group is not

surprising, as these two speakers are both heavy oBe users. That (i)s is

heavily favored by the acrolectal group is also unsurprising, since this

group is constituted by the three speakers of the 'polar' white variety

described earlier. The unexpected result is that speakers in the

intermediate group, with a level of |be} marking quite close in overall

frequency to the acrolectal group, should disfavor (i)s, while the

group below shows a favoring effect for (i)s, despite a level of {be}

marking that is in the mid-range for BIE as a whole.

The simple explanation for this is competition from (a)re. For two

of the three members of the intermediate group, Um3 and Gfl, they're
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is the dominant form. Um3 also, exceptionally in the white BIE

sample, uses only NP+are. three instances versus one of oBe. In

contrast, two out of three in the 'mesolectal' group are solidly is users

with NP Subjects.

Variation between forms of {be} is most likely with they; for they

as Subject, 're is dominant - 48%, versus 39% oBe and 14% '5 - for the

two high {be I groups. The pattern is displayed in Table 12-17.

TABLE 12-17: I{S), (A)RE, AND 0BE IN FOUR LEVELS OF WHITE BIE

ACRO INTER MES HAS TOTAL

% % % %

oCop 6 19 3 21 22 48 41 75 72 49

pro. (i)s 9 28 1 7 10 22 4 7 24 16

(a)re 17 53 10 71 14 30 10 18 51 35

total 32 14 46 55 147

oCop 0 0 2 25 1 8 5 71 8 22

NP (i)s 8 100 4 38 11 85 1 14 24 65

(a)re 0 0 3 38 1 8 1 14 5 14

total 8 9 13 7 37

Comment on Table 12-17 . One way to make sense of Table 12-17

is in terms of an account of diachronic change involving the 'polar

grammars' concept, assisted by a sociolinguistic explanation.
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If we assume that NP+is is a traditional Anglo-Caribbean form, at

least in the Western Caribbean variet>- which has influenced BIE, then

it is possible that spreading of (i)s to all plural Subject contexts was

part of a process of leveling that would have taken place in this

koineized variety. We should remember that the dialectal mix would

have included speakers of northern and southern British dialects.

There is therefore sufficient reason for the spread of 's, not only to

they, but to we and you as well.

Even if we allow that are with plural they and we remained in

Anglo-Caribbean, are must have coexisted with (i)s. The occasional

occurrence of 's with they and we may be partly explained by

influence from is with NP plural Subjects, which is a very strong norm

in white BIE.

In the present-day Bay islands, lo\ alty to what is perceived as a

local norm, one that is associated with Bay Island identity, may be

largely responsible for speakers' continuing use of non-concord (i)s.

White speakers with access to modern media are bound to be aware of

the non-conformity of local norms with SE, but nevertheless prefer

their own non-standard marking.

The Subiect-tvpe Constraint in Black BIE

In a similar manner to the white BIE sample, a factor group was

defined for the black BIE sample based in the percentage of {be}

marking overall. Three groups instead of four were used.

A = acrolectal [[Be| between? 1% and 87%] ; 4 speakers
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M = mesolectal [{Be| between 56% and 67%]; 5 speakers

B = basilectal [{Bef between of 28% or 48%]; 5 speakers

It is important to note that the (A)crolectal black BIE group in fact

falls below the white BIE group 2 in terms of the average percentage of

{be] marking.

A small point to note is that Indefinite Pronouns were omitted

from the black BIE data for the purpose of this particular comparison.

From visual inspection of the data, it appears that they function

more like pronouns for speakers in the lower continuum, and more

like NP's for speakers closer to the upper BIE continuum. It will be

recalled that they were coded with NP's in the case of white BIE. This

is a small difference in the treatment of data for white BIE and black

BIE, but it is not anticipated that there will any marked impact of a

change affecting only a very few tokens.

The raw statistics and percentages for black BIE are shown in Table

12-18. Especially striking is the increase in 's and decrease in 'r with

pronominal Subjects as we move from the mesolect to the acrolect. It

is also very clear that is with NP Subjects is the BIE acrolectal norm.

The implications of this are clear. Black BIE which is closer to the

acrolectal white pole in terms of the degree of avoidance of o-copula

tennds also to emulate the white polar variety in terms of a

preference for (i)s in third plural.
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TABLE 12-18: I(S), (A)RE, AND QBE IN FOUR LEVELS OF BLACK BIE

ACRO MES BAS TOTAL

% % %

oCop 18 40 18 40 52 71 88 54

pro. (i)s 20 44 12 27 7 10 39 24

(a)re 7 16 15 33 14 19 36 22

total 45 45 73 163

oCop 0 0 6 33 7 41 13 26

NP (i)s 15 100 12 67 8 47 35 70

(a)re 0 0 0 0 2 12 2 4

total 15 18 17 50

Comment on Table 12-18 . The gradient effect apparent in (i)s

marking could perhaps be thought to constitute evidence in favor of

language acquisition as an explanation for the level of non-concord

(i)s, if it is assumed that the more acrolectal black BIE speakers have

the polar variety of white BIE as a target. But we must also consider

the evidence of data which shows that they're dominates they's at

the lowest levels of the black BIE continuum: there is no significant

tendency among these speakers to use forms such as you's and we's.

This is a puzzle.

The comparative black and white BIE VARBRUL data are set out in

Table 12-19.
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TABLE 12-19 : CONSTRAINTS ON NON-CONCORD (I)S IN WHITE BIE AND
BLACK BIE: COMPARATIVE VARBRUL DATA

FACTOR GROUP

Freq. of marked

[Be]

Type of Subject

Gramm. Person

rAL iUK VAK. proDS.

WHTTP RIPvvm 1 c Die

rA(^ 1 UK VAK. proDS.

RT ti.rv RTFDL/-\V^j\. DIE

d. 7R
. 1 o

i
1 d 82

mill 68 ill 48

b .22 b .28

Pro .35 Pro .38

NP .91 NP .83

you, we .42 you, we .43

they,

pi. NP

.64 they,

pi. NP

.51

Comments on Table 12-19 . The points to note with reference to

each factor group in turn are:

(1) the highest {be} marking group in black BIE patterns like

acrolectal white BIE in terms of favoring the use of non-concord (i)s;

non-concord (i)s is progressively disfavored toward the black BIE

basilect.
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(2) overall, black BIE patterns like white BIE in terms of the Type of

Subject constraint, although this is slightly attenuated.

(3) overall, black BIE does not share the white BIE tendency to favor

non-concord (i)s with third person plural subjects.

Observation (1) would appear to imply that more acrolectal black BIE

speakers are influenced by the traditional white norm of non-concord

(i)s. Indeed, the grading of this constraint suggests that non-concord

(i)s is still a prestige feature.

According to (2), the data on the Type of Subject constraint are

consistent with black BIE following white BIE, rather than vice -versa.

The implications of observation (3) are unclear.

Changing Norms and Targets

I return now to the argument based on 'norms' or 'targets'. It is an

oversimplification to say that non-concord (i)s is the prestige norm.

In fact, there are two prestige norms, the second one being the

international norm of SE. In the past, it has been argued, the local

non-standard norm held sway in this area of the grammar. This may

now be changing. Indications that this is so come from the last set of

VARBRUL comparisons to be discussed here.

For this comparison, the black BIE and white BIE samples were

separately divided into 'younger' and 'older' speakers. The dividing

line was set at age 50. The variable is again non-concord (i)s, with

application value 's' and non-application value 'p' (= 0+'r'), and the

factors are as for the 'levels of continuum'analyses. Results for the Age
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factor are shown in Table 12-20. The other factor weightings remained

substantially the same as in the earlier analyses, and are not shown.

TABLE 12-20: THE AGE CONSTRAINT ON NON-CONCORD (I)S IN WHITE

BIE AND BLACK BIE

FACTOR GROUP FACTORS WEIGHTINGS

WHITE BIE

WEIGHTINGS

BLACK BIE

Age old (50+) .75 .58

young .33 .42

Comment on Table 12-20 These results indicate rather clearly that

age is indeed a relevant factor. Non-concord (i)s is strongest among

speakers over 50, and younger speakers are much less inclined to

follow the traditional local norm. This is, as we have been able to

show, a norm led by older white speakers. Interestingly, the difference

between older and younger speakers is more marked in white BIE.

The earlier analysis suggested that speakers of black BIE are

variably affected by the white norm of non-concord (i)s to an extent

which is related to the degree of incorporation of {be}-marking into

their grammars. This has no doubt some degree of truth. But analysis

has now shown that age is a independent factor, and this provides a

more convincing explanation of why certain white speakers use non-

concord (i)s more than others. The 'acrolectal' white BIE group, and

2/3 members of the 'mesolectal' white BIE group were older than 50.

The basilectal white BIE group and 2/3 members of the 'intermediate'
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group, were below 50. A change in progress in BIE grammar would by

itself explain the differences between these four 'levels'.

However, the age explanation works only in part for black BIE. Both

the acrolectal (3/4) and the mesolectal group (4/5) have a majority

of members over 50. The basilectal group has only 1/5 speakers over

50, and this group has the least tendency to use non-concord (i)s. But

this group also has a low proportion of |be|-marking. A high level of

0be in itself retards the rate of both non-concord and concord {be}.

Further study is needed, based on a larger number of young

speakers ranging across the continuum, to verify whether non-concord

(i)s is really losing ground to (a)re. The results from this small sample

are rather biased, since most of the younger speakers are from the low

end of the continuum.

The Subiect-Tvpe Constraint: A Summary

Almost all speakers use a higher percentage of is than are with

plural noun Subjects. Even speakers with a high rate of copula

deletion tend to use is with a nominal Subject. In contrast, with

plural pronominal subjects, speakers show variability; some have a

tendency to use 're, while others mix 're and 's, and a third group

mixes 's and 0Be. Some white BIE speakers use are more frequently

than 0Be, others use a mixture of 's and 0Be predominantly.

The full form 'js'with NP Subjects is well-established in the English

of those white speakers who show the greatest overall retention of the

copula. (A)re with plural Subjects is available to these speakers, but in

the grammar of traditional white BIE, is is quasi-categorical with
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nominal Subjects. Based on the differential patterning of /5 with noun

and pronoun Subjects, it was argued that the 'Subject-type Constraint'

referred to by Montgomery for northern British and Appalachian

speech also applies to traditional white BIE.

Some evidence was also presented of the influence of the Subject-

type Constraint applying among those black BIE speakers having the

highest rate of realized copula overall (Table 12-19 and following

comments). There was a very strong association of NP plural Subjects

with is among black speakers in the mid to upper range of the

continuum (Table 12-18). Interestingly too, the 'acrolectal' group of

black speakers show a stronger preference for non-standard tJiey's

than do the middle group of black speakers, who are almost equally

divided between they's and they're (Table 12-18). All these patterns

indicate that the 'polar white' variety, with its NC V-s pattern

governed by the Subject-type Constraint, has exerted a strong

influence on the black speakers who have the highest incidence of

copula realization.

However, although there are clear signs that convergence with a

non-standard white variety operates for black speakers near the top

end of the continuum, this is not to say that the patterns are

identical. The speakers of the highest copula marking group in black

BIE (labelled 'ACRO' in Table 12.18) have tended to extend the use of

[z] to third person pronominal Subjects to a greater degree than any

of the white BIE speakers: compare Table 12.17 and 12.18. This can be

explained by over-generalization of (i)s, based on the canonical use of

iS with NP Subjects. Such an over-generalization is typical of language

acquisition.
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Among the basilectal black BIE group, there is no preference for

either 'sor 're with 3rd. plural pronominal subjects. Both forms are

found, but zero-marking is predominant. In the grammar of these

speakers, verbal concord is not apparent.

Among the middle group of black BIE speakers, and also among

some white BIE speakers, there are indications that the older norm

represented by traditional white speech (and Anglo-Caribbean) is

gradually giving way to the SE norm of use of 're with 3rd. plural

pronouns. Such an account based on competing norms predicts that

white speakers who are more traditional in outlook will reveal a

stronger influence of the traditional white non-standard forms, and

will show a greater disposition to use (i)s in place of (a)re. White

speakers who for some reason identify less with purely local (also

'ethnic') linguistic norms and more with the wider norms of SE, will

display greater frequency of plural (a)re. Black BIE speakers may have

no generalized preference for plural (i)s over (a)re, although /5 with NP

Subjects is likely because of white influence in black BIE grammar.

Finally, I propose that younger speakers in general may be moving

towards (a)re with plural pronominals and you, although this effect

may be masked by heavy use of oBe by some.

Chapter Summarv

The evidence presented here has established beyond any doubt

that the pattern of copula absence in black BIE conforms to that

which would be expected given a decreolizing scenario, and which has

been attested in a number of New World Englishes with African input.
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A similar pattern of variable copula presence/absence can be

observed in white BIE, though frequencies of zero-copula are much

lower. These facts support the notion of the original separateness of

white and black BIE. and also illustrate the tendency to widespread

interpenetration of the two systems. There is a high degree of

convergence in the middle area of the continuum.

The evidence on the forms and patterns of realization of explicit

copula presented in this chapter supports the notion of a significant

input from Scots, or at least north British, dialects during the

formative period of BIE. The operation of a Subject-type Constraint is

seen most clearly among speakers of the white polar or 'traditional'

variety. It is in the mid and upper-mid continuum that one can most

One can also observe a partial matching of the STC in black BIE which

shows the influence of the Subject-type Constraint. This shows the

influence of traditional white BIE as a model among some black

speakers. ;

There are also some indications that the influence of traditional

white BIE is waning among the younger generation, who show a

greater adherence to international norms of English in this area of

syntax.

In conclusion, this detailed study of one area of syntax has

demonstrated the explanatory power of the bipolar model and its

ability to explain two-way processes of linguistic convergence.



CHAPTER 13

VERBAL -S: MORPHOLOGICAL CONDITIONING

Introduction

The focus in this chapter is on non-standard verbal morphosyntax

in the case of verb-forms which have non-past reference. Particular

attention is paid to a non-standard pattern of verb marking using the

verbal affix -s .

Tense and aspect are interwoven even more intimately in the SE

verb phrase than in the Creole verb phrase. In CEC's, it is possible to

express aspect without marking tense, as for instance when the

habitual doz marker is used. In general, it is true that all BIE speakers

will show some degree of creoIe influence, identifiable in the extent to

which aspect marking has a higher priority than in SE. Another way

to assess the degree of Creole influence is by examining the lack of

differentiation of third person singular present tense by means of -s.

Speakers will be ranged along a continuum from 0% to something

approaching 100%.

An interesting fact about BIE is the prevalence of verbal -s in

persons other than third singular. Although not as frequent as

'concord' -s, this 'non-concord V-s' is a very salient feature. Various

questions arise: whether this feature is a relic of earlier dialect usage;

what is its distribution according to the grammatical person of the

483
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Subject; and what if any, is its semantic signification. It is possible

that not only will the percentage incidence of verbal -s show inter-

speaker variation, but also that the factors conditioning this variation

will vary. This chapter and the next are quantitative studies of the

conditioning of verbal -s. The investigation has three foci:

1) comparison of the two patterns of non-standard marking in

the present: V-0 in 3rd. singular ('concord V-s) and V-s in

other persons ('non-concord V-s' = 'NC V-s')

2) examination of variation related to the 'Subject-type

Constraint' (NP versus pronoun subjects)

3) examination of the semantic content of non-concord V-s,

with particular attention to [habitual] aspect

Each of these areas is relevant to the general question of the

internal differentiation of BIE and its causes.

The first area of study is concerned with examining the relation

between the two types of non-standard present tense marking in black

BIE and white BIE. In other words, are those speakers who tend to omit

-s in third person singular the same individuals who add -5 in other

grammatical persons? If this turns out not to be so, then clearly a

distinct process is at work in the two cases, and 'hypercorrection'

cannot describe both.

The second topic is of interest in the light of the finding in the

last chapter that a 'Subject-type Constraint' is operative for the verb

'be' in a variety identified as 'traditional white BIE', and also among
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many speakers of black BIE. It is possible that a similar constraint

applies in the case of verbs other than 'be'.

Studies of older Scottish English and Ulster English have pointed

out a strong tendency for plural non-concord V-s to appear on verbs

with noun subjects, but not with pronouns. This pattern has been

identified as one which reached the United States as a result of the

migration of Scots and Northern Irish, and has been preserved in

certain areas such as Appalachia. Evidence has also been uncovered

showing that the 'Subject-type constraint' was a feature of earlier

black English. Clearly, then, it is of interest to see whether a similar

phenomenon may be found in the Bay Islands.

The third question examines in detail the semantic basis, if any, of

non-concord V-s. This is a necessary step in order to discard entirely

the possibility that the feature is random or due to hypercorrection.

Descriptions of decreoHzed varieties of Caribbean English have

sometimes noted the occurrence of NC V-s, and it has been suggested

that the feature has a semantic motivation, although the

phenomenon has not been the subject of any detailed study. Roberts

(1976) suggested that in Barbados, the ending -s is used systematically

in mesolectal speech to represent habitual/iterative aspectual

meaning. Gibson (1992) also states that in GC, basilectal habitual a is

in variation with mesolectal doz, -s and yuuz tu as a habitual aspect

marker, but no examples of habitual V-s are given.

This chapter addresses the first and the second of the three topics

referred to above. First, 1 examine the incidence of concord V-s and

non-concord V-s, and the way in which each is distributed across the
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sample. Attention then turns to the syntactic conditioning of NC V-s.

Investigation of its meaning is the topic of Chapter 14,

General Theoretical Considerations

In this section, 1 will examine the expression of tense and aspect in

relation to the zero-marked verb in BIE. The discussion is of a general

nature, intended as a grounding for the detailed variational studies

which follow in this chapter and the next.

The general point which I wish to make in this section is that the

function of verb morphological marking differs between creole and SE.

A highly codified language such as SE has fully grammaticized

categories of tense and aspect within the verb phrase. The form of the

verb phrase stands in a one to one relationship with categories of

tense or tense/aspect. This is not the case in creole. There, the

presence or absence of marking is a function of a speaker's pragmatic

choices. Speakers differ in their tendency to select markers,

fundamentally because they differ in the extent to which they show a

disposition to be explicit.

In the same way, creole lacks inflections whose sole function is to

mark agreement. Such marking is not functional. The same message

can be conveyed without the verb inflection, either by means of time

adverbials or, simply by letting the hearer fill in the gaps by means of

pragmatically-based inferencing.

In Standard English, the functional load of the third person

singular ending -s is nil, given that hearers always know whether the

Subject is singular or plural by the choice of pronoun or by the
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presence or absence of number marking on the noun. It is no wonder

that even advanced foreign learners of English often fail to fully

acquire concord V-s in terms of their 'performance grammar'. It serves

no useful function. Likewise, it is only in formal contexts in which the

acrolect is required that Caribbean English speakers are likely to apply

concord marking with any consistency.

In the discussion that follows, I begin by considering the question

of marking/unmarking of tense and then consider the aspectual

significance of the unmarked verb in creole-influenced speech.

Attention then turns to the instances in which a 0-marked verb

alternates with V-s.

Past Time and the Unmarked Verb

The past/non-past distinction is only partially grammaticized in

Creole. A preverbal marker may be used to indicate pastness, but in

most cases, the zero-marked verb serves for both past and non-past

reference. This is also largely the case for speakers of basBIE, as

explained in Chapter 11. The unmarked verb represents the 'default'

case, in which temporal reference is assumed to be inferrable by the

hearer from the discourse context.

In bas/mes BIE, past marking is variable on all types of verb,

except perhaps in the case of be and have . Studies have shown that

the marking of past tense via an -ed ending enters the grammars of

Creole speakers first in cases in which the -ed ending is syllabic, i.e. in

the case of regular verbs in which the verb-stem ends in a coronal

stop, as in 'wanted' or 'treated' (Bickerton, 1975: 143; Winford 1993b:
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324). V-ed then spreads gradually to other morphological classes of

verb.

It is impossible to say with certainty at what point the category

[past], in opposition to [present], can be deemed to have definitely

entered mesolectal grammars, although once a consistent distinction

is made between present perfect and past perfect, it is certain that the

past/present distinction has been fuUly grammaticized. Once past

tense (and the future) is regularly marked as such, the unmarked

verb is left to represent whatever other time options are left. It is not

clear whether speakers need a category [present], since the category is

sufficiently defined by the properties [-past, -future].

Future Time and the Unmarked Verb

'Non-past' reference can be divided into 'present' (or non-future)

and 'future'. It should be noted that in a limited way, SE allows the

present tense to be used in the expression of future events. This is

grammaticized in temporal clauses, such as 'when he arrives, the

band will play the national Anthem' (ex. from Leech et. al., 1975: 72).

In basBlE, the possibilities of expressing future by means of the

unmarked form of the verb are much greater, and are not limited to

any particular clause-type.

In a quantitative study of the non-past verb, it is therefore

necessary to separate future time reference from other non-past

reference. Examination of the future within a quantitative framework

would entail inclusion of [gon| and fwill} and other variants, and this

is not the subject of investigation here.
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In practice, context allows easy disambiguation between future and

non-future reference. It is also possible in most cases to distinguish

past from non-past reference, although this cannot always be done

with certainty.

Aspect and the Present

Once past and future time reference have been removed, what

remains in SE is the core of cases in which the verb conveys nothing

more than that a situation is true at the present moment in time. As

Comrie (1985: 37) points out, the present tense in SE (and other

languages) is used to refer to 'situations which occupy a longer period

of time than the present moment, but which nonetheless include the

present moment within them'.

Another core function of the simple present tense is to express

habitual aspectual meaning. Cross-linguistically, it can be shown that

[habitual] is one of the basic or default readings of present tense.

Historically, the development of a form of progressive marking in

English resulted in the present simple acquiring a default reading as

encoding [habitual] (Bybee et al (1994: 151). The other default

meanings of the EngHsh present tense are 'generic' and 'stative' (ibid.:

152), but Bybee et al. point out that the difference between 'stative'

and 'habitual' is minimal, residing entirely in the lexical meaning of

the predicate.

In accordance with the theory just outlined, relevant uses of the

unmarked verb form for this study are references to actions or states

which may be either momentary or may last a longer time, but for
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which an assertion is made with reference to present time in a general

sense rather than to future or past time.

There are three main t\ pes:

a) statements of universal truths or generic statements

b) simple assertion that a state of affairs is the case

c) references to habitual actions or states.

It will be noted that in a) and b), 1 am making a distinction

between 'generic' statements and contingent statements of fact,

respectively. In making this distinction, I am thinking of a SE

statement like 'diamond rings cost a lot of money' as compared to,

say, 'this ring costs $1000'. Neither statement conveys habitual

meaning, which I take as applying particularly to the activities or the

characteristics of animate beings. Category c) therefore includes the

description of the characteristic behavior of individuals, as well as

referring to the habituality of certain actions which are performed on

a regular basis.

Each of the above categories is examined in detail in the next

chapter, when the meaning of non-concord V-s is examined in detail.

In this chapter, the focus is on the form itself, its syntactic

distribution, and its distribution in the speaker sample.

Principles of Selection of Tokens •

As in the case of the analysis of the copula, data was extracted

from transcripts of interviews with 25 speakers, a total of around 15

hours of speech. Only verbs without preverbal marking which do not

refer to either past time or future time were included in the database.
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Also included were all instances of the verb marked with an -s suffix,

whether concord or non-concord -5. Principles governing the selection

and classification of tokens for analysis will now be listed.

1. Tokens of be and have were excluded. The exclusion of be and have

is justified by the irregular present tense paradigm of these verbs. In

addition, we have noted in Chapter 11 (in the section 'Aspect

Marking') that the forms be and bees have the function of indicating

a habitual state of affairs, whether extended in time or regularly

repeated. The form bees is confined to habitual uses, while be is not

so confined. However, it is clear either form may carry habitual

meaning:

1 . I don't go round, just bees here (Um2)

2. Every day we be in the sea (Gm2)

The case of 'have' is similar. The forms has, have and haves are all

found, but haves is reserved for habitual uses, as in 3:

3
.

I mean she haves it nearly plenty time you know but it more sure around

Christmas time she buys it (RmlO)

All instances of haves in the data denote a situation where 'having

something' is a regular occurrence, as contrasted with the more usual

'has', which does not have such connotations.



These examples alone strongly suggest that a category of habitual or

habitual/durative is grammaticized in BIE by means of a distinct

morphological form or forms of the verb. However, because of the

special character of be and have, these verbs are not included in the

quantitative analysis of V-s marking either in this chapter or the next.

However, tokens of do as a main verb are included. Tokens include

[du], [dAz], and a few instances of [duiz]. Do was counted in those

cases where it represents either a lexical verb or a lexical substitute,

but not where it occurs preverbally as an aspect marker of habitual.

2. A number of verbs were excluded because of their frequent

occurrence as frozen forms. The verbs in this class all fulfill distinctive

discoursal functions. Say was excluded because it is almost invariably

non-inflected for person by all speakers. As noted in Chapter 11, it

also has a special status as a complementizer. 1 Because it is so

common, its inclusion would have skewed the data. The common

introducers '1 guess' and 'I fancy' were also omitted, as these are

formulaic in nature. 'I think', although also quasi-categorical, was

included in the count because it does not have the same formulaic

status as '1 guess' and 'I fancy'. Instances of 'I mean', 'you see' and

'you know' as conversational fillers were excluded, but tokens

representing other grammatical persons were counted.

^ The occurrence of invariant say even among upper mesolectal and
acrolectal speakers may indicate some influence of the basilectal use
of say as a complementizer, particularly with speech act verbs.
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3. Since the count is to exclude verbs with past tense reference, it is

important to exclude any possible uses of the 'narrative present', the

use of present tense forms to encode past events. This is of course a

common feature in SE narratives. Cases of this type are

indistinguishable in form from zero-marked past as well as zero-

marked non-past, hence the identification of narrative present poses

a potential problem in any data corpus which includes samples of

creole-influenced English.

One can assume that speakers whose speech has a high percentage

of unmarked verbs with past meaning are obeying a pattern of Creole

grammar rather than a stylistic option available to speakers of more

standard varieties. The problem of identification is actually more

acute with speakers who normally mark past tense, but not

categorically, as is the case with upper mesolectal and acrolectal

speakers of BIE. Careful attention is required in order to weed out

possible cases of unmarked forms which are likely to represent

narrative present 'foregrounding'. In effect, these were identifiable as

short narrative sequences introduced by a verb such as '1 see' or 'I

look'.

Only one speaker (Uml) appeared to make much use of the

narrative present. The relatively few cases which were unclear from

context were excluded from the count. Interestingly, the narrative

presents which were identified as such were all zero-marked. To have

included narrative present uses would therefore have artificially

inflated the incidence of {o}.
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4. An important exclusion is all cases of clauses encoding 'real'

conditions, i.e. conditions which are presented as possible situations

as opposed to hypothetical conditions. Bickerton (1975: 31-33)

observed that in the GC basilect, the aspectual markers of

continuative and iterative are absent in conditional clauses

introduced by 'if. In BIE, it would appear that a similar process of

neutralization of aspect in conditional clauses may be at work. The

incidence of postverbal -5 is extremely low in conditional clauses,

whether the condition is explicit or only implicit.

In BIE, as in CECs, it is possible to express 'real' conditions without

an explicit marker (generally 'if, but also 'unless' and 'whether').

'Hypothetical' conditions, on the other hand, generally require a

subordinating conjunction in BIE.2 The following examples illustrate

'real' conditional clauses with and without 'if. It will be noted that in

an example like 5, the elided word could as well be 'when' as 'if.

4. if ah wanta claim my piece of land back ah have to return your money

back (Rml2)

5. in the winter time [0ifl it get a little cold you haul on a jacket or a little

something (Rmll)

^ Although it is true that in general, 'unreal' or hypothetical
conditions require some explicit subordinating conjunction to

introduce the condition clause, this does not invariably apply. An
example of such a conditional is:

they WA late goin uh the doctor they gon finish (Gm3)
= if they were late going to the doctor, they would finish [what they
were doing first].
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It is possible that temporal clauses behave in a similar way to

conditional clauses as far as verb-marking is concerned. Bickerton

(1975) in fact grouped temporal and conditional clauses together as

environments in which continuative and iterative aspectual markers

are absent. Temporal clauses will not be examined separately here,

although impressionistically, there does seem to be a certain tendency

for the uninflected verb to appear in such contexts.

As far as 'real' conditional clauses with explicit 'if are concerned,

the evidence points overwhelmingly to the existence of a strong

constraint whereby -s marking is suppressed in such contexts. For

3rd. sg., unmarking applies in 19/24 cases, while in other 'non-

concord' contexts (including second person), the constraint is

absolute (56/56). The constraint is absolute in all persons in

hypothetical 'real' conditions without explicit 'if: 13/13 cases in 3rd.

sg. are unmarked, and 10/10 cases in other persons. These results

lend support to Bickerton's characterization of conditionals as a

special case, and justifies their exclusion from the rest of the study.

5. Only verbs immediately preceded by their Subjects were counted.

This excludes the second and subsequent verb in a conjoined VP

where these verbs lack an independent Subject. There is a strong

tendency for such verbs to be unmarked, and it would seem that for

many speakers, such a restriction on V-s marking is categorical. An

example of this pattern is 6:

6. they takes the bunches of flowers an take em off wash em and cook em.

(Rfll)
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For many speakers, omission of Subject is an option which can be

exercised whenever it is felt that the context makes explicit reference

otiose. This is more common among basilectal speakers. Example 7 is

typical:

7
.

if you go French Harbour n meet a Spanish fella [0you] talk Spanish to him

[0you] meet up English you talk English to im. {Rm7)

Classification of Tokens

Separate counts were made for all grammatical persons, with the

exception of the second person singular and plural, which were

amalgamated. In addition, separate counts for the third person

singular and plural were made for personal pronoun and noun

phrase subjects.

Deciding what is to count as a pronoun for the purpose of

comparing nominal and prenominal Subjects poses a problem.

Demonstrative pronouns - 'that', 'this', 'those' - were counted as

pronouns. Nouns or pronouns followed by a relative pronoun (e.g.

[6as WA meks ... ]) were included, and coded as for the head-word,

i.e. as 'noun' or 'pronoun'. But when a quantifier is followed by a

pronoun, the resulting phrase (e.g. 'most of them', 'some of you-all')

was counted not as a pronoun, but as a noun phrase.

Indefinite pronoun Subjects ('someone', 'everybody', 'some', 'all'

etc.) present a difficult problem, as they are not clearly identifiable as

nouns or pronouns. It seemed best to consider them as a separate
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sub-category. 'What' is included in the group in its uses as an

indefinite pronominal.

Table 13-1 presents in summary form the percentage incidence of

V-s for each grammatical person, the number of tokens of V-s for each

grammatical person, and the combined incidence of V-s and V-0. It

should be noted that pronoun, indefinite pronoun and noun Subjects

are all amalgamated in this table. The three figures in each cell

represent, from top to bottom, the percentage occurrence of V-s, the

number of V-s tokens, and the total number of tokens for each

grammatical person (in parenthesis)
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TABLE 13-1: INCIDENCE OF V-S ACCORDING TO GRAMMATICAL PERSON OF THE
SUBJECT - 25 SPEAKERS

CODE V-S V-S V-S V-S V-S NC V-S
ISG 2PERS. IPL. 3PL. 3SG. TOTALS

Uf2 0.06 0.00 0.50 0.38 1.00

1 0 1 5 10 7

(17) (2) (2) (13) (10)

Gfl 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.92

1 0 2 11 3

(2) (1) (4) (12)

Rfll 0.17 0.14 0.40 0.57 0.81

2 1 2 8 13 13

(12) (7) (5) (14) (16)

Ufl 0.20 0.08 1.00 0.49 0.80
2 1 1 21 8 25

(10) (12) (1) (43) (10)
Rml 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.80

5 0 0 6 8 11

(21) (8) (5) (41) (10)
Gml 0.25 0.00 0.38 0.64

1 0 3 8 4
(4) (8) (8) (13)

Rf3 0.33 0.00 0.20 0.33 0.60
4 0 2 4 3 10

(12) (7) (10) (12) (5)
Um3 0.03 0.00 0.24 0.58

1 0 9 25 10
(33) (3) (37) (46)

Rf9 0.22 0.00 0.36 0.55
2 0 16 10 18
(9) (3) (45) (18)

Uf7 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.09 0.54
1 0 0 3 20 4

(25) (6) (1) (35) (37)
Rf2 0.19 0.00 0.27 0.15 0.42

3 0 3 3 10 9
(16) (21) (11) (20) (24)

Uml 0.11 0.00 0.17 0.39 0.33
2 0 1 11 16 14

(18) (34) (6) (28) (48)
Rf4 0.13 0.50 0.09 0.33

5 1 1 2 7
(38) (2) (11) (6)

Gm2 0.30 0.13 0.60 0.26 0.31
3 2 6 11 10 22

(10) (15) (10) (42) (32)
Um2 0.00 00 0.00 0.10 0.27

0 .00 0 2 6 2
(3) (9) (3) (21) (22)
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TABLE 13-1 - cont'd

CODE V-S V-S V-S V-S V-S NC V-S

ISG 2PERS. IPL. 3 PL. 3SG. TOTALS
RmlO 0.00 0.07 0.28 0.33 0.26

0 1 5 18 5 24

(21) (15) (18) (54) (19)

Rmll 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23

1 0 0 0 3 1

(21) (22) (7) (14) (13)

Rml2 0.13 0.00 0.33 0.31 0.18

1 0 1 10 3 12

(8) (7) (3) (32) (17)

Rm9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14

0 0 0 0 1 0
(6) (7) (2) (13) (7)

Rm8 0.00 0.03 0.25 0.15 0.13

0 2 1 9 5 12

(16) (74) (4) (61) (39)

Gm3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.08

0 0 0 1 1 1

(2) (3) (1) (12) (12)

RfS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.07 1

0 0 0 1 1

(4) (4) (3) (34) (14)

Rfl2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.07 1

0 0 0 1 2

(34) (8) (1) (12) (28)
Rm7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.06 1

0 0 0 1 1

(6) (10) (1) (13) (16)
Rm6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0

0 0 0
(2) (18) (1)

av. % 0.10 0.03 0.24 0.23 0.38 211
total 35 8 23 146 182

(350) (288) (94) (637) (478)

Concord V-s

In what follows, I refer to third person -s as 'concord V-s' and to -

in other persons as 'non-concord V-s' ('NC V-s').
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Only Speaker Rm6 shows no use whatever of V-s. Of the 23 speakers

who make some use of V-s, 15/24 have the highest percentage of V-s in

3rd. person singular, and one has an equal percentage in 3rd. sg. and

3rd. plural. Of the remaining eight speakers, four have their highest

percentage of V-s in 3rd. plural,and four in 1st. plural. It is clear that

in general, V-s marking is most highly favored in third person

singular. V-s marking reaches 38% in 3rd. sg., which is well above the

aggregate figures for Ipl. (24%), 3pl. (23%), and Isg. (10%). V-s is

negligible in second person (3%).

The tendency for V-s to be highest in third singular reflects the

influence of the SE pattern. The same pattern of 3sg. favouring -5

would of course probably be found in any mesolectal Caribbean

English Creole. What is interesting is the number of speakers, 14/24,

who have V-s in 3 sg. at below 50% (speaker Rm6 is excluded since

there was only one instance of a 3sg. verb in this interview). Given the

undoubted standardizing effect of an interview with a non-native,

this is evidence of a very substantial number of speakers for whom

the Creole pattern of non-marking is the norm for all grammatical

persons. There are also five speakers with concord V-s at 80% or above

(categorical for Uf2). The small size of this 'near-Standard' group is a

sign of the strong influence Creole has in this area of the grammar.

The seven speakers who have the highest percentage of V-s in

persons other than 3sg. are all low 3rd. sg. V-s users (varying between

0-33%). SE concord V-s could be said not to form a part of the

spontaneous language system of these speakers. The distribution of

concord V-s marking by numbers of speakers in each percentage band

is shown in Fig. 13-1.
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Fig. 13-1: Numbers of speakers (N=25) witJi given percentages of

Concord V-s

The distribution of speakers in Fig. 13-1 and an examination of the

detailed percentages for individuals suggest that a division into four

groups may be useful. Out of 25 speakers, eight are low users (below

20%) and a further six have V-s use between 20% and 40% (actually

between 23% and 33%). These 1 will refer to as the 'low V-s' and the

'low-mid V-s' groups, respectively. Six speakers have V-s ranging from

43% to 64%; this is the 'mid V-s' group. Five speakers constitute the

'high V-s' group, with percentage use of 80% or above. Table 13-2 sets
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out the speaker composition of the sample in terms of concord V-s

use. Within each band, speakers are listed in ascending order.

TABLE 13-2: DISTRIBUTION OF SPEAKERS IN TERMS OF % CONCORD
V-s

CONCORD V-S: SPEAKERS

% USE

Low Rm6, Rm7, Rfl2, Gm3,

< 18% Rf8, Rm8, Rm9, Rml2

Low-mid Rmll, RmlO, Um2, Uml,

23-33% Rf4, Gm2,

Medium Rf2, Rf9, Um3, Rf3, Gml,

42-64% Uf8

High Ufl, Rml, Rfll, Gfl, Uf2

>80%

In the Low group, Rm6, Rm7, Rfl2, Gm3, Rf8, and Rm9 (4 male, 2

female) are all speakers whose scores on the copula measures in

Chapter 12 (and also on past V-ed marking, not reported here) would

clearly situate them towards the 'creole' end of the continuum. All

are black. The fact that this variable gives a similar result to the

others which have been examined lends support to the argument that

Creole-influenced speech has a certain consistency, and that this

language variety tends to be associated with black Bay Islands English

speakers.
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Of the remaining tvvo speakers in the Low group, one is an elderly

black speaker who on the other measures emerged as clearly

mesolectal. The other speaker is of mixed background, half 'Spanish'

and half 'English' (although both parents were Roatan-born). Like the

other members of the Low group, he had received only an elementary

schooling.

In the Low-Mid group are three speakers - RmlO, Um2, and Gm2 -

who would describe themselves as 'white', although Gm2 is actually

mixed Spanish/English. Another. Rmll, has mixed black and white

racial origins. His grandfather was black. It seems clear that this

speaker identifies more closely with the black than with the white

community. An indication of this is his attendance at the Church of

God in Coxen Hole, a church with a large all-black membership and a

strong ethnic consciousness. The other two members of this group are

rather contrasting; one, Rf4, displays speech patterns which are

generally 'basilectal', while the other, Uml, is a black Utilian whose

speech is generally in the upper-mesolectal range.

The Medium group consists of three blacks and three whites. All

three of the black speakers in this group are female, and the speech of

all three shows a range of Creole features, such as preverbal habitual

marking. It would appear that concord V-s is a feature which is

progressively adopted, in line with the other variable features

examined in the preceding chapter. Two of the white speakers are

elderly males. It would seem that a relaxation of verbal concord

marking is quite typical of traditional white BIE. However, none of

the three white speakers in this group use the more typically Creole

features such as the preverbal habitual marker or postnominal -them
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as pluralizer. Non-marking of third singular would appear to be an

area in which the Creole pattern is not heavily stigmatized.

The 'High V-s' group is composed of whites, with the sole exception

of Ufl. Although there are a number of non-standard features in Ufl's

speech, such as preverbal done, her speech in general shows the

influence of the surrounding white speech of Utila.

Non-Concord V-s

The case of 'non-concord V-s' (abbreviated to NC V-s) is

particularly interesting. The term applies to the use of -s as a verb

ending with first and second person and third person plural subjects.

As shown in Table 13-1, only 2/25 speakers did not use non-concord

V-s at all. Considering overall percentages within each grammatical

Person, the highest percentage use of NC V-s was with 1st. pi. (24%)

and 3rd. pi. (23%); much less frequent are NC V-s in 1st. sg. (10%)

and 2nd. person (3%).

These figures are somewhat distorted, however, by the low number

of tokens in many cases. A more reliable picture emerges if we exclude

those cases in which the highest percentage incidence of NC V-s

occurred where there were fewer than ten tokens of the verb-form for

that grammatical Person. It then emerges that, for eleven speakers,

the percentage marking of NC V-s is highest with a 3rd. plural Subject.

Still under the same restriction that only a minimum of ten tokens

can count, it is found that for three speakers, the highest percentage

occurs in 1st. sg., and for two speakers, the highest percentage is in

1st. plural.
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Of course, estimating tendencies in this way ignores the fact that

tol^ens of 1st. person plural are many fewer in number than 1st.

person singular tokens. What one can assert with confidence is that

NC V-s is spread over 1st. sg., 1st. pi., and 3rd. pi., with a scattering of

instances in second person. It is likely that NC V-s forms part of the

performance grammar of all BIE speakers, although the frequency of

its use varies considerably within the community. The question then

arises as to whether NC V-s is a relatively stable feature of Bay Islands

English with a distinct meaning, or alternatively, if it is due to an

almost universally shared pattern of hypercorrection.

The problem with hypercorrection as an explanation is that the

most standard-like speakers in terms of 3rd. person V-s do, in fact,

have a high level of NC V-s marking as well. Four out of the five

speakers who are the highest percentage users of concord V-s are also

among the highest percentage users of non-concord V-s with a 3rd.

person plural subject. It does not seem at all likely that speakers who

display a high degree of familiarity with the SE pattern of concord V-

s marking in 3rd. person would actually be among those who display

least famiharity with Standard English verbal marking in other

grammatical persons.

It is, of course, quite possible that NC V-s does represent

hypercorrection in the case of speakers closer to the Creole pole. These

are the speakers who presumably have the least awareness of SE

norms, or who, at any rate, do not show so much evidence of having

acquired SE norms in other areas of the grammar. But hypercorrection

is an unappealing pseudo-explanation. What is more likely is that the

most basilectal speakers have a different grammar, one in which
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verbal -5 is only partialh' incorporated. In a partially decreolized

grammar, V-s would alternate with -0 in all persons at a relatively low

frequency.

Supporting this is the observation that speakers in the 'Low'

concord V-s group have notably low values of non-concord V-s as well.

7/8 have NC V-s use for 3pl. at or below 15%, which is in line with

their low rate of concord V-s marking. The basilectal group thus

appears to operate with a fairly consistent pattern of verbal non-

marking. The only exception in the Low group is Speaker Rml2, who

as we have seen, behaves in most respects like a mesolectal speaker.

The distribution of black BIE speakers on the variable of V-s

suggests that as black BIE moves away from the Creole pole, it may be

influenced in two ways by the norms of the more Standard English

spoken by acrolectal whites. First, the frequency of concord V-s

increases, and secondly, the frequency of NC V-s increases as well.

If, as 1 suggest, NC V-s is indeed a feature which belongs to 'Anglo-

Caribbean', its incidence should be highest among older whites

speaking 'traditional' white BIE, and among black speakers who have

travelled furthest along the route of accommodation to this local

variety.

Table 13-3 shows the results of tallying the overall percentages of

NC V-s for the non-concord environments Isg., Ipl., and 3pl. Second

person is not included, since there are only 8/288 instances of V-s in

this Person, which are accounted for by five speakers. Second person is

in any case affected only marginally by non-concord V-s marking.

Speakers are this time divided into 4 groups, based partly on

ethnic affilation.
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1 . people who can be assigned unquestionably to the 'white

Anglo' group. These include two speakers, RmlO and Um2,

who on the basis of the percentage of 3 sg. \-s marking lie in

the low-mesolectal band (.26 and .27, respectively).

2. non-white speakers whose speech shows greatest movement

away from the Creole pole, as measured by the frequency of 3

sg.V-s (actual percentages of concord V-s lying between 42

and 64).

3. non-white speakers closer to the Creole pole, based on

frequencies frequencies of 3 sg. -s lying between .06 and .23 (L

group) and .26 and .33 (L-M group).

4. speakers of mixed Spanish-English ethnic background (Gm2,

Rm8).

In Table 13-3, speakers are listed individually within the columns

for the group to which they belong. The labels L, L-M, M, and H refer

to the zone of the continuum - as assessed by the percentage of

concord V-s - in which each individual is situated. The average %NC
V-s for each of these subgroups in each of the columns - computed as

an average of the individual averages in each category - is presented

below the table.
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TABLE 13-3: DISTRIBUTION OF NC V-s by ETHNIC GROUP

1.

'WHITE'
TOKENS
(+ % )

NC V-S

2.

MID-
&HIGH
BLACK

TOKENS
(+ % )

NC V-S
BAS.
BLACK

TOKENS
(-^ % )

NC V-S

4

MIXED
SP-ENG

(+% )

NC V-S

L-M
RmlO

26

(87)

L

Rm6,
Rm9

L

Rm8
13

L-M
Um2

9

(27)
L

Rf8
3

(36)

L-M
Gm2

31

(61)
M
Um3

13

(69)

M
Rf2

17

(47)

L

Rm7
11

(21)
M
Gml

33

(12)

M
Rf9

35

(55)

L

Rfl2
2

(46)
M
Uf8

7

(61)

M
Rf3

33

(36)

L

Gm3 (15)

H
Rml

16

(67)

H
Ufl

46

(53)

L

Rml2
27

(42)
H
Rfll

36

(33)
L-M
Rmll

3

(42)
H
Gfl

50

(6)

L-M
Uml

27

(52)
H
Uf2

22

(32)
L-M
Rf4

16

(37)

Averages

L L L 10 L 13
L-M 20 L-M L-M 15.3 L-M 39
M 17.7 M 29 M M
H 31 H 46 H H

Two clear patterns emerge from Table 13-3, confirming the earlier

hypotheses. First, there are two groups who use NC V-s extensively: (1)

white BIE speakers who have High concord V-s, and (2) black BIE

speakers who accommodate to white speech as assessed by their

having an incidence of concord V-s in a middle band between 40%

and 70 % or above. Ufl is the most conspicuous case. It will be

observed that within this group, the greater the tendency to mark
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concord V-s, the greater the tendency to mark NC V-s as well.

Secondly, the lowest users of NC V-s are the Low concord V-s group.

These are the speakers most influenced by Creole.

White speakers do not all pattern alike. Some white speakers tend

to follow the particular pattern of NC V-s marking of the 'High' white

group, who are all, it should be noted, aged 60 or over, but others do

not. For those who do not, the reason may be a greater degree of

accommodation to the Creole pattern of unmarking in all Persons, or

alternatively, it may actually be due to the influence of Standard

English.

People may not wish to adhere to the local traditional pattern of

NC V-s marking for a number of reasons. Awareness of SE norms, and a

preference for these, is one reason. A wish not to accommodate to a

norm that is seen as 'local white' is another possibility. It may also be

perceived as old-fashioned by some. It may be, indeed, that overall

the use of the NC V-s pattern among whites is on the decline, and that

in Utila, this decline is more advanced than in Roatan, where the old

white communities were notably isolated. It may be the case that

younger speakers, more influenced by North American English than

their elders, are using NC V-s less. All of these are hypotheses which it

is impossible to reliably test here, given the limitations of the data

gathered.

One generalization which is supported by the available data is the

following: NC V-s is now used extensively by many black BIE speakers

who appear to be accommodating to a pattern originally set within

the white communit>'. It could be that NC V-s is now actually more
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common in mesolectal black BIE than in white speech in general,

since many whites use the SE patterns.

While no definitive evidence is available, and an explanation for

the 'Low-Mid' group of speakers in terms of 'hypercorrection' is at

least possible, I nevertheless feel that the evidence favors an

explanation which identifies non-concord V-s as having originated in

Anglo-Caribbean. It is still strong among a group of older white

speakers who otherwise adhere to concord V-s marking. This feature of

Anglo-Caribbean has gradually been adopted by speakers of black Bay

Islands English as a result of processes of speech accommodation.

Assuming that the feature was passed through Anglo-Caribbean, 1

next turn to examine whether there is any likely British dialectal

origin for non-concord V-s.

Possible Origins of Non-concord V-s in Anglo-Caribbean

Information about the provenance of the early Bay Island white

settlersi could in principle prove useful in determining which British

dialects were most influential in the formation of BIE, or of its

antecedent, Anglo-Caribean. We know from historical accounts that

the Cayman Islands were settled by people from various parts of the

British Isles (Hirst, 1967 [1910]). The origin of the ancestors of some

families is recorded by Hirst. For example, the Arch family came from

Worcestershire, and the origin of the Merrins (now a name associated

with blacks in the Bay Islands) is Norfolk. Most family names

mentioned in Hirst's fragmentary history of Caymans are, or were,
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known in the Bay Islands, providing evidence of the ver\- close links

between the two island groups.

Other Bay Island names of whites suggest varied origins in the UK.

The Mc.Nabs and some of the Coopers came to the Bay Islands direct

from Britain, as far as we can tell. The founder of the Mc.Nab family

was a Scot, who is known to have been the earliest settler in French

Harbour. The names Flynn and McLaughlin are suggestive of Irish

origins. But we should not draw any conclusions based on names

alone. The name Whitefield, though 'English' sounding, actually came

to the islands through an American fleeing the gang of Jesse James in

Alabama.

All that can really be said based on our scanty knowledge is that

the founding white families of the Bay Islands were of mixed

geographical origins. All but a few can be traced ultimately to British

origins, although most had been previously been settled in the

Cayman Islands.

Since data on the population is so limited, it is necessary to turn

to dialect features for clues as to which regions of Britain exerted the

greatest influence. On the basis of a count of lexical items with a

restricted British dialect provenance, Holm (1978) made the claim

that the major British contributions to Nicaraguan Creole English were

from speakers from SW England, NW Midlands and SW Scotland. This

prediction is based on the earliest written attestations of the lexical

items. However, little is really known about the distribution of dialect

words in eighteenth century Britain, so perhaps not too much weight

should be attached to a claim based on written attestations from the

Oxford English Dictionary.
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A distinctive morphosyntactic feature which is geographically

restricted in the United Kingdom and which is found to have

persisted in an extra-territorial variety would provide a stronger basis

for claims concerning regional dialectal origin. It so happens that

non-standard V-s marking is such a feature. It is particularly common

in two areas of Britain. One of these areas is the south of England,

especially in the south-west. At an earlier time, this non-standard V-s

area probably extended over most of rural southern England and the

south-west Midlands (Cf. the remarks in Wright, 1905). In a large area

of southern England, for which Bristol would have been the natural

port of departure for emigrants to the Caribbean, V-s marking was

(variably) found in all grammatical persons. This pattern is still

observable today, as evidenced in the study of Reading English by

Cheshire (1982). In contrast, in the eastern EngHsh dialect area of

Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex, invariant zero-marking in all persons was

the norm (Trudgill, 1974).

The other principal non-concord V-s area is in Scotland and the

extreme north of England, where besides the 3rd. singular, -s is

applied to verbs with plural subjects, but only with nominal subjects

and not with pronominal subjects (unless the pronoun subject is

separated from the verb by some intervening material). This 'Subject-

type Constraint', already described with reference to be in Chapter 12,

is described in the accounts of Scots by Murray (1873), Wilson (1915)

and Grant and Dixon (1921). Montgomery (1989) has documented its

frequency in 20th. century Appalachian English, and indeed has built

an impressive case for its having been transmitted by the Ulster-Scots

who formed the majority of the early settlers in that region.
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If it is to be demonstrated that the NC V-s marking in BIE derives

from Scotland and areas close to the English border with Scotland

rather than from the south of England, it will be necessary to show

that the Subject-type constraint operates among traditional speakers

of BIE who are the most likely carriers of British dialectal influence.

Older white speakers should provide evidence of the pattern, and it

should be a fairly consistent pattern.

To test this hypothesis, data from 3pl. subjects was categorized

into noun subjects and personal pronominal subjects. As stated

earlier, indefinite pronouns such as 'some' and 'anybody' were

omitted. The results are shown in Table 13-4. The Group to which

each speaker belongs - as defined in Table 13-3 - is indicated. Within

each grouping, speakers are listed in ascending order, based on the

percentage of concord V-s in third person singular.
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TABLE 13-4: V-s MARKING IN THIRD PERSON PLURAL: PRONOMINAL
VERSUS NOMINAL SUBJECTS (INDEFINITE PRONOUNS EXCLUDED)

CODE 3PL. 3PL. 3PL.

PRON. NOUN TOTAL
% V-5 o/ \ / c% V-c> yo V -o

Km 1 U V ' • L-M

;

.J J (-+0) 21 ^sdl

uvnc \ 1 . L-M ) .U/ I i'+i ns ^70'>

.DU \J) .ZH- yj 1

1

Ol 11 1 1 . |V|
^ .^y y 1

)

TOM) ^8 (8)

1 if7 n •

1 1 (9) 09 (35)

Rml n • N'trvi III y 1 . n ^
20 (5) 12 (41)

Rfi 1 n • H"* (S4 (8) SO Cb) 62 (14)

Gf^ CI • H") 1 0 (2) 0 (2) S (4)

Uf2 f 1
•

VJ 1 L- ^ 1 • 11/ 14 (7) 67 (6) 38 (13)

Kl^ {c.. Wl) OA 1 M\.UD i i / ;

DfQ ^/|^
. I JO) 2=; /zL4\

2n / 1 r\\.jU [ LyJ) 2 2 / 1 7

\

1 If 1 f?- U\ .-+D (Jz)} 1 J (4) J.Q CJ.7^^T-Z )

Kmb (j: L) U ( ib) 0 (2) 0 (18)
DfQ a- \ \ U (Z5) 17 ( .yjj yjo)

Rm7 C^- 1rvi 1 1 / V o . I-

/

n C8) 70 K) 08 ( 1 ^)

Rfi 2 (3: L) .09 (11) 0(1) .09 (12)

Gm3 (3: L) 0(10) .50(2) .08 (12)

Rm9 (3: L) .09 (11) 0(2) .08 (13)

Rml 2 (3: L) .32 (25) .29(7) .31 (32)

Rml 1 (3: L-M) 0(12) 0 0(12)
Uml (3: L-M) .43 (21) .29(7) .39 (28)

Rf4 (3: L-M) .11 (9) 0(2) .09 (11)

Rm8 (4: L) .14 (44) .21 (14) .16 (58)

Gm2 (4: L-M) .23 (30) .22 (9) .21 (42)

Comments on Table 13-4 : The data offers no conclusive evidence

supporting a Subject-type Constraint. The number of nominal

subjects is too small in most cases to allow reliable generalizations to

be made. Among the white speakers, only speakers Uf2 and Um3 offer
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some limited support to the Scottish origins theory. The other main

non-concord users, the Group 2 non-white speakers (Rf2, Ufl, Rf9, Rf3),

also give some support to the operation of a Subject-t\'pe constraint.

But the effect is only a tendency, at best. It cannot be claimed that

there is evidence here that the quasi-categorical subject-sensitive

pattern of plural verb V-s marking in traditional Scots was carried

over into the Anglo-Caribbean of the Bay Islands.

Although speakers of Scottish dialects undoubtedly formed a part

of the mix of speakers from various parts of the British Isles, it is

probable that their influence was not numerically large enough that

this feature of Scots dialect grammar could be transmitted and

adopted as a norm of the new mixed 'inter-dialect'.

The absence of a general Subject-type Constraint does not exclude

its existence in a more limited area. Indeed, it was shown in Chapter

12 that be does show the influence of this rule.

The strong constraint favoring is with NP plural subjects in all

varieties of BIE provides some evidence of the influence of Scottish

and/or north British dialects in the formation of the Anglo-Caribbean

koine. If this claim is correct, it suggests that the Subject-type rule

which could potentially have applied to all verbs was lost in the

processes of leveling which produced the Anglo-Caribbean koine.

Summarv and Conclusions

A study of the formal marking of non-past verbs, both by means

of the suffix -s revealed the existence of three well-defined groups of

BIE speakers: (1) white 'traditional' speakers (2) speakers
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accommodating to group 1 speech, and therefore intermediate

between white acrolectal BIE and creole-influenced EngHsh, and (3)

speakers of more strongly creole-influenced English, with relatively

little accommodation to AC norms.

Group (2) and group (1), the latter consisting mainly of older

white speakers, display the highest use of non-concord V-s. Speakers

from Group ( 3 ) in general make less use of non-concord V-s than the

other two groups, which argues against an interpretation of NC V-s as

hypercorrection. It is proposed that the pattern is derived from older

British dialects, and was later incorporated into the black BIE

mesolect.

The earliest speech of whites in the Caribbean would have been

essentially a koineized British overseas dialect with input from 'ship's

English' and from Caribbean Creole. Transmission of features would

have occurred from A-C to Creole and vice-versa. I propose that one of

the features which spread from Anglo-Caribbean to Creole in the

Cayman Islands (and parallel processes may have taken place in

North America), was variable marking of V-s in all persons.

An analysis of be agreement marking among white BIE speakers

showed that plural marking was based on the 'Subject-type

Constraint', by which the use of is and 're correspond to nominal

subjects and pronominal subjects respectively. This result strongly

suggests that northern British dialects made an important linguistic

contribution to Anglo-Caribbean in the western Caribbean. The fact

that the Subject-type constraint does not extend to lexical verbs in

white BIE may reflect the strength of a process of -s marking in all

grammatical persons. Alternatively, it is possible that another type of
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conditioning applied in the historical formation of the dialect, and

that whatever this conditioning was, it was sufficiently strong that the

STC was submerged and lost. This possibility will be explored in depth

in the next chapter.

The people of British origin who came to the Bay Islands, either

through direct emigration from Britain or via Caymans, were not

wealthy or highly educated. It is almost certain that the Anglo-

Caribbean spoken by the early settlers was the product of the contact

between various forms of non-standard dialect. The research reported

in this chapter suggests that many of the settlers spoke dialects which

either permitted the use of V-s in all persons, or dialects in which V-s

accompanied 3rd. singular and plural nominal, but not pronominal,

Subjects. It is likely, then, that the existence of plural verb -s marking

of nominal subjects in Scots and possibly some northern English

dialects reinforced a southern pattern of variable V-s marking in all

persons.

The similarities with certain dialects of the interior American

South are striking. A Subject-type Constraint governing V-s with be

has been observed to apply in Appalachian dialects (Montgomery,

1989) and in Alabama (Feagin, 1979). It should be noted also that the

BIE pattern disfavoring the -s ending with second person Subjects is

the same pattern that has been observed for both contemporary and

earlier US Black English (Fasold, 1972; Schneider, 1983; Brewer, 1986).

It is likely that a low frequency of 2nd. person V-s in the British

dialects supplying the base for both Southern White and Anglo-

Caribbean is the most reasonable explanation for these results.
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Such similarities between BIE and Southern White should not be

taken to indicate common regional origins of the British settlers in

the two places. The details described in this chapter are consistent

with a historical pattern of settlement in the Cayman Islands, and

later the Bay Islands, from many areas of Britain. It seems likely that

among the settlers were some who used the SE verb conjugation with

V-s restricted to 3rd. sg., others who tended to use V-s in all persons,

and a third group which exhibited the northern pattern. The first and

second groups were probably together more numerous than the third.

Nevertheless, the fact that plural verbal marking of be according to

the Subject-type Constraint can be detected in BIE argues for

significant Scots input.

The demonstration that non-concord V-s is a prominent feature

in the speech of those speakers of black BIE who in terms of regular

third person verbal concord show significant accommodation to the

acrolectal BIE norms suggests that the verbal concord system is a

general area in which earlier Anglo-Caribbean significantly impacted

the evolving black mesolectal grammar.

A similar case, arguing for the influence of white settler dialects on

AAVE in part of the American South, has been given by Schneider

(1983).

Schneider analyzed a large sample of the 'Slave Narratives', which

are transcripts of interviews with elderly ex-slaves made in the 1930's

as part of the Federal Writers' Project. It was argued that the high

incidence of V-s in all persons among ex-slaves in the plantation

states of the South-East was due to the direct influence of British

dialects transplanted to the New World by white settlers. Schneider's
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claim was that white settler English, particularly in the south-eastern

United States, represented a blend of British dialects characterized by

the variable but dominant use of the -5 suffix in all persons, and that

this nonstandard inflectional system was what was first acquired by

the slaves.

The resemblances to BIE are striking. We need to ask, however, why

it is that non-standard concord marking should have transferred so

successfully in both the American South and in the Bay Islands. We

need an explanation which goes beyond mere numbers of speakers of

the white contact variety using the non-standard pattern. After all,

verbal concord is notoriously one of the last areas which resists

complete acquisition by learners of English as a foreign language.

To gain further insight into this question, we must return to

consider the case of Anglo-Caribbean and the contact between its

speakers and speakers of Creole. We need to ask whether the V-s

ending which was variably acquired by Creole speakers had any

particular meaning attached to it. Restructuring implies an

realignment of forms and meanings from the existing grammar by

adapting forms from the contact variety to new functions.

Exploration of the meaning of the -s suffix is the theme of Chapter

14. I will suggest that the form came to be associated with an

aspectual meaning which was grammaticized in a different manner in

the grammar of Creole speakers. I will also offer a sociolinguistically-

based account of the way in which creole and superstrate interacted

in this area of the grammar.



CHAPTER 14

HABITUAL ASPECT IN BIE

Introduction

Both basilectal and mesolectal varieties tend to mark aspectual

distinctions by means of preverbal markers. The basic distinction

made in the most basilectal Creole is that between non-marking of

aspect and the marking of 'imperfective'. The latter includes the sub-

categories of progressive and habitual. In the mesolect, and nowadays

usually in the basilect as well, the distinction between progresssive

and habitual, is often expressed by means of two distinct markers,

although some CECs (principally JC and BC) convey this distinction

by marking only the progressive.

The major focus here is on the changes in marking of habitual

aspect which are observable between more and less creoie-influenced

varieties of BIE. Comparisons are also made between varieties of black

BIE which show lesser or greater accommodation to the locally-

dominant acrolect which, historically at least, has been white .Anglo-

Caribbean.

Among black BIE speakers, a common means of marking habitual

aspect in non-past predications is by means of a preverbal marker

which I represent as doz. There are, in fact, several phonetic variants,

the significance of which will be described in the course of the

520
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chapter. It is also hypothesized that -s marking of the verb is

employed as a means of marking habitual aspect. The distribution of

this form in the speech of black and white speakers at different levels

of the continuum is examined with a view to establishing the likely

source of this feature. Based on synchronic data from BIE, an account

is given of the likely diachronic development of doz and V-s marking

in BIE and earlier Anglo-Caribbean.

The initial research task is to establish whether or not non-concord

V-s has a distinct aspectual marking function in BIE, and if so,

whether this corresponds to the same category, [habitual], which is

marked by means of doz. Detailed analysis of the distribution of both

forms is carried out in order to develop a sociolinguistically-based

acccount of their relationship. This is necessary in order to build a

theory of the diachronic development of habitual marking. The

theory developed has relevance to similar patterns in other Anglo-

Caribbean varieties as well as in AAVE.

The chapter is divided into three main parts.

The first part examines the conceptual basis of the category of

'habitual' and briefly reviews previous studies which have proposed

meanings for 'non-concord V-s' in New World Englishes. The second

section consists of a detailed analysis of the meaning of NC V-s in BIE.

The third part of the chapter attempts to provide an integrated

account of the development of various forms of habitual marking:

preverbal doz, do be and be/beez, and -s. It is argued that an

adequate explanation requires consideration of historical processes of

both convergence and divergence, both of which are linked to issues of

ethnic group identity.
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The final section reviews the evidence from various types of

construction concerning older British dialectal influence in BIE. Most

of the structures referred to have been mentioned at some point in

this study; in this section, an attempt is made to pull the evidence

together and provide a reasoned position.

The Category 'Habitual' and SE Present Tense

'Habitual' as an aspectual category has been defined in the

following terms:

The feature that is common to all habituals ... is that they
describe a situation which is characteristic of an extended period
of time, so extended in fact that the situation referred to is viewed
not as an incidental property of the moment but precisely as a
characteristic feature of a whole period. (Comrie, 1976: 27-28)

A distinction which can be made within the terms of this general

definition is between temporally-stable states or attributes and

dynamic activities or procedures on the other. Both of these have the

same function of depicting the characteristic traits or ways of acting

or mental dispositions of particular groups or of an individual.

1 shall refer to uses of V-s which fulfill this condition as

'Habitual/Characteristic'.

Comrie's definition of Habitual encompasses what has often been

referred to as 'Durative'. In this case, the unbroken duration of an

event or state is emphasized. A further distinction which is sometimes

made (e.g. by Bybee et al, 1994) is between an event repeated on a

particular occasion and an event taking place on different occasions.
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Only the latter is relevant to Habitual, at least as far as varieties of

English are concerned. For this, I shall use the term

'habitual/iterative', a term which has the same reference as

'distributive' as defined in the study of AAVE by Fasold (1972).

In terms of verbal aspect, the Present Simple contrasts with Present

Continuous in SE, often referred to as Present Progressive. Comrie

(1976: 38) defines the Progressive in English as combining continuous

meaning and non-stativity. He points out that many verbs which are

normally considered stative lose their stativity when used in the

Progressive.

In Caribbean mesolects, V-ing marks the progressive as in SE. The

only difference is that fewer verbs are excluded from progressive

marking in CECs than in SE. By this definition, there are few genuine

cases of syntactically stative verbs in CECs. In CEC mesolects, V-ing is

the only marker of Progressive, and is consistently applied when a

dynamic situation is described. The BIE basilect generally conforms to

the mesolectal Caribbean pattern, although a few exceptions may be

found in the past tense, where 'waz + zero-verb' can sometimes

express progressive meaning (action 'frozen in time': see section on

TMA markers in Chapter 11).

Bybee et al. (1994: 152) describe the default meanings of the

English present as 'habitual/generic/stative'. The authors point out

that the boundaries between these categories are by no means easily

discerned in all cases, and give the examples 'Dogs pant to cool off

and 'My dog pants to cool off as illustration of the difficulty. The

former is a generic statement, while the latter presents a description

of an individual dog as though its panting to cool off were a special
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characteristic behavior. In my analysis, I carefully observe the

distinction between generic statements and statements which have

the function of pointing out characteristic behavior or modes of

thinking of individuals or groups.

As far as 'state' is concerned, Bybee et al. (1994) comment as

follows:

The difference between habitual and present stative resides
entirely in the lexical meaning of the predicate: the present
habitual reading of dynamic predicates covers many different
instances of the same situation, while the present stative covers
one continuous situation. (1994: 152)

In Caribbean Englishes, the same lexical verb can, in general,

accommodate a dynamic or a stative meaning, so that the distinction

between a habitual and a state reading can only be made by reference

to the context.

There are three distinct sub-classes of verb which, for present

purposes, can be regarded as having a predisposition toward a

'stative' reading. First, there are relational verbs like 'seem' and

'belong'. These are always stative, and would not be expected to show

V-s marking if it is true that NC V-s is associated with Habitual. The

second comprises verbs such as 'think', 'know' and 'believe' which

express cognitive states. These can at times be made to express a more

dynamic meaning, e.g. 'I knows . .
.' may mean '1 know on each

occasion
. .

.'. The third sub-category consists of verbs which by

virtue of their lexical meaning denote activities which are extended in

time or gradual. These include 'sleep', 'live' (in most senses), 'last',

and many (though not all) cases of 'get+Adjectival Predicate'. This
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third category has been described as 'Durative' by some writers such

as Bickerton (1975). It is predicted that V-s marking will be possible

on verbs of the second and third types, but that in the case of the

third type, marking could be related to extension in time, rather than

habituality. It will therefore be convenient to separate out verbs

which possess inherent durativity from other classes of verbs.

The Meaning of Postverbal -s in New World Englishes

Bickerton (1975) suggested that while some cases of NC V-s in GC

may be hypercorrective and therefore essentially random, a number

of cases in his data lent themselves to an explanation in terms of the

marking of 'non-punctual' aspect, and habitual aspect in particular.

Use of the preverbal marker doz to mark habitual is normal in the GC

lower mesolect, and its use is not restricted to non-past environments.

Speakers of this variety lack number-concord in the verbal system,

hence -s is not at first associated with its SE function. Instead,

Bickerton suggests, speakers assign aspectual meaning to the verbal

suffix. Habitual meaning is already associated with the reduced form

of preverbal doz, namely, [s] or [z], therefore it is plausible that the

same meaning may be linked with the identical form in postverbal

position. Bickerton describes postverbal [s/z] as 'a hypercorrected

version of doz.

'

Some support for the view that V-s may be associated with

habitual marking comes both from the sketch of Barbadian

mesolectal usage of V-s by Roberts (1976) and from the analysis of the

GC tense/aspect system by Gibson (1992). Roberts' study recognizes
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Habitual and Durative as two possible meanings associated with V-s.

Gibson states: 'Basilectal habitual a is in variation with mesolect doz,

-s and yuuz tu as a habitual aspect marker' (ibid., 54). It is noted

that a, doz and -5 can all have past reference while retaining their

aspectual meaning. This is an indication that postverbal -s may be a

systematic marker of Habitual rather than a hypercorrected variant,

as claimed by Bickerton.

In contrast to these studies of Caribbean Englishes, studies of AAVE

by Labov et al (1968), Wolfram (1969) and Fasold (1972) indicated

that non-concord V-s was the result of hypercorrection. Labov et al.

(1968: 167) noted its 'irregular and unsystematic character', while

observing that 'some individuals do it a great deal, and others hardly

at air (ibid., 165).

Other investigators who have examined AAVE have ascribed a

definite meaning to NC V-s, but there is disagreement as to how

precisely to characterize this meaning. Brewer (1986) examined a

sample of the 'Slave Narratives'. She based her analysis of NC V-s as a

'durative' marker on the co-occurrence of V-s with certain adverbs

which denote continuous or durative events. It was found that in 70%

of cases, NC V-s co-occurred with such adverbs. In another study

based on the Slave Narratives, Jeremiah (1977) found that in the

great majority of the examples examined (over 80%), V-s denoted

habitual or durative meaning. Pitts (1986) took the position that NC

V-s in the Ex-slave Narratives is the result of decreolization, arguing,

with Bickerton, that it is the result of relexification and repositioning

postverbally of an earlier habitual marker.
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A study by Poplack and Tagliamonte (1991) used VARBRUL to

analyze V-s use in a corpus of interviews with the English-speaking

descendants of slaves living in the Samana peninsula of the

Dominican Republic. Their factor group 'Aspect' consisted of three

categories:

1. Habitual/ Iterative

2. Durative/ Continuous

3. Punctual/Instantaneous.

It was found that Habitual/Iterative aspect strongly favored, and

other aspects disfavored, the appearance of both concord and non-

concord V-s.

A Quantitative Studv of Non-Concord V-s in RTF.

The study to be described was governed by certain prior

expectations and assumptions. As we have seen, BIE is similar to most

Caribbean English Creoles in having a special pre-verbal marker for

'habitual'. An expectation therefore exists that if NC V-s denotes

anything with consistency, this is most likely to be [habitual]. In

addition, the fact that a number of speakers also make use of a

preverbal habitual marker signals that it may be important to

examine the pattern of choices available to each speaker in this area

of the grammar. It is possible that verbal -s may be used distinctly by

different speakers within the community, so that for some, it may be

a regular marker of [habitual], for others an agreement marker for

3rd. sg, and for others again a suffix used variably in all persons

without any systematic meaning correlate.
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Definition of Categories of Meaning

Two of the categories in the present study match those of

Tagliamonte and Poplack, namely 'Habitual' and 'Durative'. The third

differs, since it was considered unlikely that either the marked or the

unmarked form of a verb with non-past reference could express

'Punctual' aspect. This would seem to be a basic flaw in the

Tagliamonte and Poplack study. My basic aim was to assign a

category for 'non-habitual non-durative'. This last category would be

used to cover both 'gnomic' statements of a generic nature,

descriptions of temporar>' states, and non-habitual uses of dynamic

predicates. 'Non-habitual non-durative' could therefore contain both

dynamic and stative predicates.

In mesolectal varieties where V-s is available in addition to V-0,

and where a preverbal habitual marker may have been lost, it is

possible that an underlying category of [habitual] may surface as -s
,

as the studies by Bickerton, Roberts and Gibson have revealed. If this

is the case, one would expect both stative and non-stative verbs to

participate in non-concord V-s, although non-statives are likely to

predominate.

Accordingly, it was recognized that in principle, V-0 and V-s

predications realizing [habitual] could contain verbs normally

considered as 'stative', such as 'like' or 'love', as well as non-statives.

However, predicates were only classed as denoting [habitual] if certain

rather strict conditions were met. These are discussed, with examples

of coding, under condition a) below.
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'Duratives' are identified in this study by the inherent aspect of

the verb and/or by temporal adverbial specification.

Finally, it was found useful to distinguish cases of the use of V-s for

'emphasis'. There are few clear examples of this in the data, but

enough to suggest that this may be one specialized use of NC V-s.

1 . he say how much you want? He say, I wants five million dollars (Rfl 1)

Selection of the appropriate coding necessarily has to be made

keeping in mind the entire predication in its context. In particular,

any temptation to take V-s marking itself as the criterion for

[habitual] must be firmly resisted, since this is precisely the

hypothesis being examined.

In assessing the semantic value of each instance of the V-0 or V-s

structure, both the linguistic context and the speaker's intended

meaning were taken into account. The NC V-s data was initially coded

into five categories:

a) Habitual/iterative: where there is an explicit indication of

repetition of behavior at intervals of time

b) Habitual/characteristic: where reference is made to a pattern

of behavior which is characteristic of the way that a

particular individual or set of individuals carry out a

particular type of human activity; in a few instances, it is

extended to cover the characteristic behavior of animals when

this is idiosyncratic rather then generic.
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c) Durative: this was applied to lexical predicates which

inherently contain the idea of a more or less extended span of

time, e.g. 'stay', 'get+ adjective'.

d) Emphatic: use of V-s to heighten the salience of a comment.

There are some cases in which NC V-s would appear to be

motivated by a desire to add emphasis, as in 2:

2. if you can find in either book where I owes the Credit Union either

penny ah would pay (Uml)

e) Neutral: a category corresponding to 'non-habitual non-

durative', and including both statives and non-statives. The

category includes 'timeless' predicates and non-durative

predicates which do not have the function of expressing

habituality in the sense of a).

Category e) is basically designed to cover cases which do not fit

any of the preceding categories.

Selection of Tokens

The aim of the study was to see whether the use of non-concord V-

s obeys a pattern of semantic conditioning which is distinct from that

of concord V-0. This requires a contrastive analysis of NC V-s and

zero-marked verbs. Comparison is limited to cases where NC V-s and

V-0 denote patterns of activity which apply in the present. Two
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contexts for the possible occurrence of V-0 are thereby excluded in

principle: verbs with contextually-defined past reference, and verbs

with contextually-defined future reference.

It is safe to assert that in BIE, verbs with an -s suffix cannot be

used where the verbal predicate encodes exclusively future meaning.

There are, however a few isolated cases of V-s with past reference in

the data. These were not excluded, simply because it seems clear that

whatever -s encodes, it is not tense, and the meaning which it conveys

has no relationship to the time in which the activity is predicated. In

contrast, zero marking may enter into a systematic relationship with

tense in subtle ways.

A third category of predications, those expressing the idea of action

in progress, are largely irrelevant to V-s marking. In BIE at all levels,

verbs with progressive aspect are marked by the -ing suffix. There are

a few cases in which speakers at the basilectal end of the continuum

appear to use a zero-marked verb where the context suggests an

action in progress. This is not a systematic feature even in the most

basilectal speakers examined. Similarly, there is no evidence to

suggest the existence of a systematic pattern of progressive marking

via a distinct preverbal particle, such as is found in basilectal CEC's. It

is therefore assumed that V-ing is fully grammaticalized as a

progressive marker throughout the BIE continuum.

Excluded from consideration were cases where the hypothetical

nature of a situation is stated or implied. The prototypical case of

this is in the protasis of a conditional statement, i.e. the clause

introduced by 'if. In Ch. 13, data was presented to show that V-0 is
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quasi-categorical in the statement of 'real' or present conditions, both

in clauses in which if is physically present and also where it is absent.

Since the focus is on non-concord V-s, third person singular verbs

with V-s are not relevant to the comparison, and all third person

singular verbs were therefore excluded. It was necessary to examine

cases of first person singular and plural, third person plural, and

second person.

Methodology of the Investigation

In all, there were 212 instances of non-concord V-s with non-past

reference. For the purpose of making a comparison, it was decided to

examine an identical number of cases of verbs with 'regular'

agreement in the same grammatical persons, i.e. the stem-form. The

parallel sample was carefully selected so as to reflect precisely the

same balance of grammatical persons as in the NC V-s data for each

individual in the sample.

An illustration will make the point clear. Suppose that an

individual has three examples of NC V-s, one of which is first person

singular, and the other two are third person plural. Three examples of

verbs with the stem-form would be selected for comparison: one first

person V-0 and two third person V-0.

The matching was also done in such as way as to take account of

the proportions of NP versus pronoun Subjects, since this is a factor

which has been shown to be significant for many speakers.

Accordingly, the proportions of NP versus Pronoun Subjects for NC V-s
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tokens for each individual were matched by equivalent proportions

for V-0 tokens.

All criteria for exclusion were applied in identical manner for NC

V-s and V-0. Any cases about which significant doubt concerning the

meaning existed, i.e. where a decision concerning coding could not be

made, were excluded from the comparison. Although as noted below,

there were a number of cases in which coding as Habitual or as

Neutral was diffficult, the number of cases in which a coding could

not be decided upon at all was very small.

In addition to context, coding decisions must bear in mind the

inherent aspectual meaning ('Aktionsart') of the predicate. For

example, 'keep getting bigger' is 'Durative', while 'keep falling off is

'Habitual/iterative'.

The most difficult decisions concerned the demarcation of

instances of 'habitual/characteristic' and 'neutral'. The fineness of

this distinction is exemplified in 3 and 4: the speaker in both cases is

talking about certain types of meat (pigs' feet and smoked chops,

respectively):

3. you buys em Oakridge too (RmlO)

4. if there's smoke chop an them we buys them too (RmlO)

In 3, the statement is generic in nature, the Subject being an

impersonal 'you'. In 4, the speaker implies that members of his family

will normally buy something if it is available, and the statement

therefore reveals something that is characteristic behavior of a certain

group of individuals in particular circumstances.
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The characteristic behavior of island rabbits (agouti) when being

chased by hunting dogs is described as follows:

5. sometime they goes into a mud hole an they comes out through a other

hole, no a lot. (b)ut mostly when [e] goes into a tree then they mess

theirself (RmlO) . .

Speaking of pork rind which is fried, the same speaker says:

6 . we calls it chicharron . . eh we always we calls it a cracklin here too

(RmlO)

The -s suffix appears very commonly with the verb 'call'. Such

instances are coded as 'Neutral', in part because of the 'stative' nature

of the predicate and in part because 'we' has somewhat indefinite

reference. Having a Subject with non-definite reference is likely to

disqualify the verb from being classified under Habitual, unless what

is being predicated is behavior specific to a certain type of situation.

The next example illustrates a type of characteristic, yet contingent,

behavior. This is classed with Habitual, in spite of referring to an

entire species. In 7, RmlO is talking about rabbits again:

7. they live out. But they runs in a hole from the dog

The first verb would be classed as Durative. The second is

Habitual/Characteristic. It is common to find variation between NC V-

s and V-0 in narratives describing how characteristic activities are
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realized. Rf2 has been talking about how 'they', presumably a

particular group of island men, buy a hog on the coast and then

prepare it for a cook-up:

8. they cut the chicharron, they cuts that, they cuts that up, they skins the hog,

they get that skin and they fries that skin and then they fries some A the

meat too and then they sell some A the meat fresh

What this illustrates is that there is no one-to-one relationship

between NC V-s and habitual marking, even for a heavy user such as

Rf2.

There are, inevitably, a number of problematic cases. In the next

example, what is asserted can be construed in a sense as a generic

property of the referent, but the predicate also expresses a

characteristic feature of a related human activity. Thus, in 9, Rm 10 is

talking about a property of crabs in relation to the human activity of

removing the shells for sale as 'pick crab'.

9. these lil small she crab they takes so long

This example is coded as 'Durative' because of the adverb,

otherwise it would have been treated as 'Habitual'. There is an

emphasis on the activity of picking crabs, rather than on a property

of crabs per se. The activity of picking crab is a common activity of

many women in the Bay Islands, and by its nature is an iterated

activit>'. However, the temporally extended character of the activity is

what is specifically signalled, therefore Durative is selected.
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A decision was taken that a few verbs like 'think', 'beUeve' and

'know' cannot even potentially be coded as [+habitual]. These verbs

of cognition do not easily lend themselves to a [habitual]

interpretation, and it is difficult to fix on any criterion by which

habitual uses could be recognized in such cases.

The few examples given afford some idea of the delicacy of the

coding decisions which had to be made. The coding decisions were

deliberately 'conservative' in the case of NC V-s, in the sense that

nothing was coded as 'Habitual' unless it could not be coded first as

'Durative' or second, as 'Neutral'. Observing this principle required

constant vigilance, in view of the temptation to code any cases of V-s

as 'Habitual'. The contrar\' tendency to desist from coding instances

of V-0 as Habitual was also resisted.

Results

Table 14-1 displays the raw numbers for the five categories

described in the case of NC V-s (N = 211)

TABLE 14-1: DISTRIBUTION OF MEANINGS OF NC V-s (RAW FIGURES)

HABITUAL/

ITERATIVE

HABITUAL/

CHARACTER-

ISTIC

DURATIVE EMPHATIC NEUTRAL

22 95 8 11 76



It is clear that Durative is an insignificant categon'. It is limited to

a few verbs, and a couple of examples defined by an adverbial, e.g.

'I still misses her' (Rf2). The assumption must be that when an

activity spans a period of time, and is non-punctual for this reason,

the preferential choice is the progressive form. There is no overlap

between Progressive and whatever semantic category or categories are

marked using V-s.

The category 'Emphatic' is also marginal. Such cases can be

described as pragmatic uses of a gramatical feature which has its core

meaning elsewhere.

The main point which emerges from the analysis is that there is

essentially a two-way opposition between Habitual and Non-habitual

meanings. The two kinds of Habitual are not clearly distinct, since the

notion of iteration is often implicit in the depiction of characteristic

forms of behavior. Explicit indications of iteration, by means of

temporal indicators such as 'sometime(s)' are relatively rare, however.

In the light of these observations, the tokens of NC V-s were recoded

into the three categories Habitual, Durative, and Neutral. Durative

was retained, but Emphatic was classed with Neuti-al and the two

kinds of Habitual were fused. The corresponding tokens of V-0 were

given the same three-way coding. Results comparing NC V-s and V-0

are given in Table 14-2.
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TABLE 14-2: DISTRIBUTION OF MEANINGS OF V-0 AND NC V-s

HABITUAL DURATIVE NEUTRAL

NC V-s 117 8 87

V-0 60 13 139

N=212 for each variant

The hypothesis that NC V-s and V-0 are associated with differing

semantic values was then tested by application of the J?- test using

the Statview package for Mackintosh. The result was highly

significant: x2 = 31.511,p = .0001.

There is hardly any change if habitual and durative are combined:

z2 = 25.621, p = .0001.

The result confirms the hypothesis that NC V-s is indeed associated

with the marking of Habitual aspect. BIE can therefore be said to

possess the means of marking both classes of Imperfective in the

present, whereas in the present tense, SE marks only Progressive.

Habitual is marked in BIE in two ways: by V-s and by the use of

preverbal {doz}, where {doz} has a number of variant forms. In the

following section, these two forms of Habitual marking are compared.

A Comnarisnn of doz and V-s in BIF

The question now arises: do preverbal doz and postverbal-s mark

the same kinds of Habitual? The following examples from fieldnotes
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suggest an affirmative answer, i Both iterative habitual (10 and 11)

and habitual/characteristic (12 and 13) are represented. Example 14

suggests, however, that the [dA]+0V construction may be used

sometimes to express generic meaning. Further investigation would be

needed to verify this.

10. the teacher doz give you tarea every day? (Roatan)

11. he [dA] come every momin and get three gallons from there (Roatan)

12. they [du] make their soup with a lot of gravy (Utila)

13. I doz go up to the altar and sing (Roatan)

14. they [dA] crawl (Roatan. referring to a crab)

The key point is that uses of doz are uniquely identified with

habitual aspect, and cover the same semantic ground as V-s. The

difference is that habitual marking using a preverbal marker is an

unambiguous indicator of habituality, whereas the use of non-

concord V-s for this purpose is only a strong tendency. In third person

singular, the functions of marking habituality also overlap with

agreement marking, but no attempt has been made here to study this

question.

An important question is whether both means of marking habitual

are available to all speakers, or whether the preverbal form is

confined to the lower continuum and V-s habitual to the upper

1 The phonetic forms of doz in these examples are a subsample of
the range of variants recorded in the data (the form represented
orthographically as doz is pronounced [dAZ]). There is discussion of
the significance of the actual forms used in the next section.
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continuum. Given the small size of the sample, it is impossible to give

a definitive answer to this, but a general pattern does emerge rather

clearly.

A preverbal marker of Habitual is used by 16/25 speakers in the

sample. Seven of the nine speakers who do not use habitual doz in

the interviews are white (or white/Spanish, in the case of Gm2). The

other two are black speakers whose interviews produced relatively few

instances of verbs in the present: 30 in the case of Gm3 and 20 in the

case of Rm6 - only Gf1 produced fewer present tokens. It seems safe to

assume that a longer interview would have yielded instances of

habitual doz from these speakers. The two white speakers, RmlO and

Um2, who give one example each, are the lowest ranked in the white

group for 3 sg. concord -s, lying in the L-M band (see Table 13-3).

It would therefore appear from the data that the use of habitual

doz is associated with ethnicity and also with placing on the

continuum. The structure is used by black speakers ranging across the

continuum, but not by white speakers in the M and H bands. The

ethnic basis of doz marking is supported by the linguistic judgement

of one Roatan white speaker who, when asked if it was possible to say

'he doz work over by Port Royal', replied that black people said this.

The same speaker, however, was observed to use doz in casual speech

on a number of occasions. The conclusion to be drawn is that while

doz may be generally associated with ethnic identity, the social

mixing of speakers and the resultant mixing of varieties in the

mesolect has resulted in the appearance of this preverbal marker in

mesolectal white BIE, though at lower frequencies than in black BIE.
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Significance of the V-s/0 Choice in the Lower Continuum

It is important to establish whether there is a uniform association

of NC V-s with the expression of Habitual according to the level of the

continuum. The question is pertinent, because as we have seen, the

choices available for expression of habitual meaning in present time

vary according to the speaker's level: doz or V-0 or V-s are available

in mesBIE, doz or V-0 and possibly V-s in basBIE, and only V-0 or V-s

in the acrolect.

How then is the continuum to be defined for the purpose of

examining this question? Conceptually, the question reduces to

comparing which modes of explicit or overt habitual marking are

available to individual speakers in addition to non-explicit or covert

habitual marking, which is available to everyone, since it is a default

meaning of both SE present tense and the Creole unmarked form.

Since V-s is in contrast with V-0, it seems necessary to take into

account the significance of zero-marked verbs in individual

grammars. If we take both past and non-past contexts (i.e. excluding

future) into account, it is clear that in the basilect, V-0 is the default

option for both temporal contexts.

In a detailed quantitative study, not included in the body of the

dissertation, but which has been reported on in the section headed

The Zero-marked Verb' in Chapter 11,1 have shown that in BIE as a

whole, and in white BIE and black BIE separately, the zero-verb is

favored for the expression of Habitual in predicates which relate past

events. This is more salient in the case of mesolectal speakers, since a

clear contrast can be made between verbs with -ed and verbs with
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zero-marking. In basBIE, the 'default' zero-option is so dominant that

it obscures the link between zero-marking and habitual aspect.

In this regard, it is worth recalling that habitual meaning is

normally expressed covertly through the use of the zero-form in both

JC and BC. This is true irrespective of time reference. Habitual doz is

absent in JC, and is only sparingly used (and only in past contexts) in

BC. It may well be that speakers of basBIE, whose speech in many

respects resembles that of speakers of these English Creoles, in fact

tend to explicitly mark habitual aspect in the present, thus

conserving a uniform pattern of V-0 marking of habitual in past and

present. If this analysis is correct, then the use of explicit markers,

whether doz or V-s, may turn out to be more characteristic of

mesolectal and acrolectal BIE.

Returning to the question of how to operationally define the

continuum for the purpose of examining this hypothesis, it now

appears clear that speakers need to be ranked according to their

position on two scales of non-standardness, both including V-0: one

scale representing 3 sg. present V-0, and the other, past V-0. The

latter scale is in fact a more sensitive indicator of the basilectal end of

the continuum, since 3 sg. agreement shows considerably less

gradation in basBIE than does {ed} marking.

Table 14-3 displays the percentages of V-0 3 sg. pres. and V-0 past

for each speaker, rankings on each scale, an additive ranking, and the

category within the continuum to which each individual is assigned

on the basis of the added ranks. The rank-totals are divided into

bands, corresponding to areas of the BIE continuum as follows:
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0-13: Basilect

14-21: Lower Mesolec t

22-29: Mesolect

30-39: Upper Mesolect

40+: Acrolect

Clearly, the groups thus established are of a relative nature. Their

usefulness here is to establish reference points against which to assess

the the significance of the incidence of different forms of habitual

marking. The procedure is also useful in assessing the general position

in the continuum occupied by individual speakers, and in

determining whether particular features are 'basilectal', 'mesolectal',

'acrolectal' and so on. The information in Table 14-3, combined with

the scale for zero-copula in Chapter 12, has in fact been used for this

very purpose in making assessments of this kind throughout the

descriptive parts of this dissertation.
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T.ABLE 14-3: SPEAKER RANKINGS BASED ON TWO RELATED VARIABLES:
0-^4ARKED 3RD. PERSON SINGULAR (PRESENT) AND 0-MARKED PAST

CODE %V-0

(3SG.

PRES)

%V-0

(PAST)

RANK

(3SG.

V-0)

RANK

(PAST

V-0)

RANK

SUM

SPEAKER

GROUP

Rm6 100 64 1 10 11 B

Rf8 94 100 2= 1 3 B

Rm7 94 83 2= 3 5 B

Rfl2 93 65 4 9 13 B

Gm3 92 66 5 8 13 B

Rm8 87 51 6 14 20 L-M

Rm9 86 76 7 5 12 B

Rml2 82 52 8 13 21 L-M

Rmll 77 67 9 7 16 L-M

RmlO 74 61.5 10 11 21 L-M

Um2 73 23 11 17 28 M
Gm2 69 50 12 15 27 M
Rf4 67 77 13= 4 17 L-M

Uml 67 22 13= 18 31 U-M
Rf2 58 55 15 12 27 M
Uf8 46 12 16 23 39 U-M
Rf9 45 69 17 6 23 M
Um3 42 6 18 25 43 A
Rf3 40 85 19 2 21 L-M
Gml 36 31 20 16 36 U-M
Ufl 20 17 21= 19 40 A
Rml 20 15 21= 20 41 A
Rfll 19 10 23 24 47 A
Gfl 8 13 24 21 45 A
Uf2 0 12 25 22 47 A
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Having now classified the speakers according to their relative

position in the continuum, it is possible to hnk position in the

continuum with the incidence of doz and NC V-s habitual marking.

This is done in Table 14-4. For each individual, the presence of

preverbal doz in an affirmative sentence is indicated by a 'D'

followed by the number of such tokens; this in turn is followed by the

incidence of Habitual NC V-s as a fraction of total NC V-s. - .

TABLE 14-4: HABITUAL doz VERSUS HABITUAL NC V-s FOR
INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS OF SPEAKERS

BASILECT LOW-MES MES UPPER-MES ACROLECT
Rf8: D3; 1/1 Rmll: D2;

0/1

Rf9: D6;

11/18

Uml: Dl;

5/14

Ufl: D2;

16/25

Rm7: D9;

1/1

Rf4: D2;

3/7

Gm2: D0;

16/22

Gml: D0;

2/4

Rml: D0;

4/11

Rm6: D0;

0/0

Rm8: D8;

5/12

Rf2: D2;

6/9

Uf8: D0;

2/4

Um3: Dl;

5/10

Rm9: D5;

0/0

Rf3: D6;

6/10

Um2: Dl;

1/2

Gfl: D0;

1/3

Rfl2: D34;

1/1

Rml2: D2;

4/12

Rfll: D0;

6/13

Gm3: D0;

0/1

RmlO: Dl;

14/24

Uf2: D0;

5/7

GROUP TOTALS :

'

D51; 3/4 D21: 32/66 D9: 34/51 Dl; 9/22 D3; 37/69
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Table 14-4 suggests that the doz habitual is mainly characteristic

of the lower continuum. Some basilectal speakers display little

inclination to use it, however. On the other hand, one basilectal

speaker, Rfl2. makes ver>' extensive use of doz. 31 tokens as against

83 instances of the inflected and uninflected verb in total. There is no

immediate explanation of why some speakers make much more

extensive use of doz than others. It is possible that some basBlE

speakers tend not to mark Habitual explicitly. Edwards (1980)

observes with reference to GC that in the Guyanese speech culture,

there are some speakers who in addition to using doz also use the SE

pattern of leaving the verb unmarked to signal habituality. This is

identified as a feature of partially decreolized urban Creole.

There are problems in seeking to apply the 'decreolization'

explanation to the BIE context. First, all BIE speech is decreolized to a

greater degree than mesolectal GC - though not, perhaps, than

mesolectal Trinidad Creole, in which doz and V-0 also alternate.

Second, at the level of individual speakers, the degree of propensity

for use of doz should probably be seen in relation to the general

propensity to give explicit marking to Habitual. Habitual marking is

an optional feature in the grammar, and it is therefore to be expected

that speakers may differ in their propensities to make use of it.

Another point which emerges from Table 14-4 is that the general

tendency to associate NC V-s with Habitual, which statistical

comparison with V-0 has shown to exist, applies across the

continuum. In other words, it would appear that speakers at all levels

identify the principal function of the construction. The pattern of use

across the continuum does not suggest any alteration of its habitual
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marking function among lower mesolectal and basilectal users, such

as would be the result of 'hypercorrect' use of V-s.

At this point, I will summarize the pattern of use of doz and

habitual V-s across the continuum.

In basBlE, there is a notable tendency to eschew habitual marking

altogether, as evidenced by six of the seven most basilectal speakers in

the sample, including for this purpose Rmll, who is the 'bottom'

speaker in the L-M group.

The mesolect is characterized by the use of a multiplicity of forms

of doz. For example, one speaker (Rm8) uses [dA], [a] and [du]. The

significance of [du] is that it shows a clear connection between the

preverbal habitual marker and the lexical verb 'do'.

15. they dA kick theirself up they dA bite an Cn jump up an bite Am (Rm8)

16. when they see me all about well they [du] tell me they [d9] talk lone Spanish

(Rm8)

It might be imagined that because of the affinity of the preverbal

marker and main verb 'do', these could not appear together. However,

this is not the case: both periphrastic and -s marked habituals occur

with do, the former being more common.

17. that m£k ja du du a lotz a Ssi) {Rf9) (= that make you do do a

lots of thing )

18. all they [duiz] roun here is fight (Rm8)
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The negative habitual form is either [do(n)] or dozn (the normal

present tense mesolectal negator is don). For some speakers, there is

probably a functional distinction between this negator and dozn, but

this is not very clear-cut.

19. the breadkind useta go to the mainland but nothin does come here like that now

we [do] get no fruits. (0Subj) plants but they [dAIZn] get (Rf2)

It is fairly clear from the examples given that a process of phonetic

simplification of doz is responsible for all of the attested forms. This

probably applies even to the examples of da or a, which may be

remnants of an earlier basilectal imperfective marker (see below).

However, all the variants are functionally equivalent in present-day

BIE. The same can be said of the reduction of [dAz] to [az] or [z].

20. these [az] notice everything (Rf3)

2 1
.

they stays with the heft of the money an then [9e:z] keep a buildin

theirself up an buildin theirself an the poor people kyaan do nothin (Rml2)

It is my impression that [z] is perhaps the form most likely to be

found among white BIE speakers, although this cannot be clearly

substantiated from my data. My intuition is based on the fact that

[z] is doubly non-salient; it is not only phonetically rather

insignificant, but it also is non-salient in morphosyntactic terms,

since it is identical in form to reduced 'is', which also occurs attached

to a noun Subject. It is of interest that Williams (1987) records
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Noun+z habitual form as a feature of the white Anglo-Caribbean of

Barbados. Rickford (1974) made a similar observation concerning

decreolizing speakers of Gullah, suggesting that the [z] form is a

means of 'unobtrusively' marking habitual preverbally.

The Origins of doz and Habitual V-s

The fact that various forms of habitual marking exist in BIE raises

the question of the origins of each. To begin the discussion, it is worth

considering the various forms which the preverbal habitual marker

assumes in CEC's, particularly those of the western Caribbean.

The Miskito Coast Creole as spoken in Nicaragua marks Habitual

either by means of the progressive marker de or by doz (Holm 1978:

254-60). Herzfeld (1983) notes that doz is present in Panamanian

Creole but not in Limon Creole. The latter variety does, however, use a

as either a 'continuative' or 'iterative' marker (Herzfeld, 1978: 211-

214). The same is true of basilectal GC (Bickerton 1975: 34). BC uses

di /de (different representations are found in the literature) as a

progressive marker, and this is sometimes employed to mark Habitual

(Winford 1993c: 18). Some speakers of JC may use the progressive

marker a to express habituality (Christie: 1986), although JC has

generally been considered to lack a present habitual marker.

Neither JC nor BC, the two main West Caribbean Creole Englishes

which definitely formed a part of the input to basBIE, use doz as a

marker of present habitual. With reference to BC, Winford has

observed:
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the use of doz is relatively rare, and is always restricted to past

habitual meaning ... it is likely that doz was introduced into BC
by immigrants from the eastern Caribbean, but its restriction to

past habitual is a peculiarity of BC alone. (1994: 19)

Herzfeld (1983) ascribes the presence of doz in Panamanian Creole,

but not in Limon Creole, to the substantial degree of immigration

from the eastern Caribbean in the former, while Limon was

predominantly settled from Jamaica. Basilectal Limon Creole uses a as

a general imperfective marker. In BC, the di/de imperfective marker

has both progressive and habitual uses.

There is thus some contemporary evidence to support the position

that 'the most basilectal or non-standard Caribbean varieties

typically mark both habitual and continuative aspect with preverbal

(d)e or (d)a' (Rickford 1986a: 261).

This is potentially of interest for the study of BIE , because both

dA/de and doz forms of the habitual marker are found. The former

could represent a link with basilectal Creole. The latter is associated

with the eastern Caribbean and Guyana, but an eastern Caribbean

origin for doz in BIE seems unlikely. Very few black Bay Islanders can

trace their origins to that area. It is quite possible that some of the

early white settlers in Caymans came from the eastern Caribbean, but

a direct influence of eastern Anglo-Caribbean speech patterns seems

rather unlikely. It is more probable that Caymanian Anglo-Caribbean

arose as an independent western Caribbean development.

With regard to the non-standard white speech model present in

the initial contact situation, it has sometimes been suggested that the

origin of the habitual markers in CEC's should be sought directly in
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the English dialects which formed the major input to Anglo-

Caribbean.

It is certainly the case that an affirmative do+Verb construction

was still characteristic of SE in England during the 17th. century:

Johnson's dictionary lists periphrastic forms of the present and the

past tense, but comments that 'this is considered a vitious mode of

speech' (1967 [1755] p.8 of section 'A Grammar of the English

Tongue'). Periphrastic do disappeared from educated writing before

the end of the 18th. century, but remained in use in certain local

dialects for much longer (lhalainen, 1976). Upton et. al (1994: 492-3)

list several examples of periphrastic verb forms from south-western

and some western English counties in their compilation of results

from the Survey of English Dialects, for which fieldwork was done in

the 1950's. The structure is also well-known in southern Hiberno-

English.

the eels do bite a lot better in thundery weather

(East Somerset dialect example, from a corpus collected by 0.

lhalainen, cited in Harris 1986: 190)

He does help us. He does plough the field for us

(Southern Hiberno-English example from Henry, 1957, cited in

Harris 1986: 176)

Such examples show that conditions existed for the direct transfer

of doz to the speech of blacks. In the case of Bajan (Barbadian Creole),

direct transmission of the feature from older SW English dialects is
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argued for by Niles (1980); and a study of the same Creole by Roy

(1986) favours both Hiberno-Enghsh and southern English dialects of

the seventeenth century as the likely source. Niles points out that the

SW Enghsh forms decribed in nineteenth century dialect studies all

refer to the 'do' as unstressed, probably pronounced [de], [dA] or [da].

Older Bajan texts contain examples of both da and duh, suggesting

that these forms may predate doz. Preverbal da (pronounced [de],

according to Hancock 1987) is still found in the Bajan basilect. Roy

(1986) gives examples of its use as both a progressive marker and as a

habitual marker. This is an indication that da, although heavily

stigmatized today in Barbados, is a relic of a basilectal imperfective

marker which marks both progressive and habitual. In support of

this, it can be noted that the basilectal English Creole spoken in

Carriacou still preserves da as an undifferentiated imperfective

marker (Gibson, 1992: 56), although doz is also common.

Habitual doz +Verb and also 'do be' + Verb(ing) constructions

(discussed below) are prominent features of present-day Bajan speech.

The case of Barbados is relevant because although there was a

numerically strong white component during the early formative

period of Bajan dialect, Bajan speech preserves many Creole features

in its tense/aspect marking system (Roy, 1986). As in Carriacou and

probably in some other eastern Caribbean varieties, the forms da and

doz co-exist in the same speech community. The same is true of GC

(Gibson, 1992).

The interest of all of this for the present discussion is that the

'basilectal' CEC variants [da] and [a], as well as forms more

transparently derived from [dAz], are found in BIE. In my interview
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corpus, the basilectal forms are produced by three basBIE speakers,

Rm7, Rm9, and Rfl2.

a poj CAlAd fo go 6e 6e gien rAn im. Se gon rAn im, a blak fo go

6e a run im

22. a poor colored folk go there they gon run im, they gon run im. a black folk

go there they [a] run im (Rm7)

ai da put 3e hAnie tu

23. I da put the honey too (Rfl2)

In 22, Rm7 is describing the hostility which exists between blacks

and whites in French harbour. In 23, Rf12 is referring to one of the

many means by which she uses to try and restore her sight - she has

just referred to applying lime juice to the e\ e.

Besides these examples, there are a number of others which

illustrate die forms [dA/de] and [A/e]. These come from a total of

eight speakers, including the three already referred to. In all but two

cases, the same interviewees also give examples of habitual [dAz]. In

BIE, as apparently also in the Barbadian mesolect (Roberts: 1974), doz

and V-5 have become true alternants for the expression of habitual

meaning. There are signs that certain BIE speakers in the lower

continuum may have a predilection for doz (the most notable case is

that of Rfl2), but V-s probably has a more central role in BIE as a

whole than it does in Bajan, since even speakers in the lower part of

the continuum can be observed to use it. The reason for the difference

is probably a reflection of the relatively greater impact of white Anglo-
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Caribbean on BIE, due to a number of factors such as the relative size

of the white population, the lack of an African-born component of the

population, and the proportionately longer time that the white

variety as the putative carrier of the prestige V-s variant has been in

contact with decreolizing varieties.

What then is the source of doz in BIE? Direct transference from

British or Irish dialects into the Anglo-Caribbean koine earlier spoken

in the Cayman Islands is certainly one possibility. Although not listed

for that territory by either Hancock (1987) or Williams (1988),

evidence exists that habitual doz is a feature of present-day

Caymanian English.

The Caymans Oral Archive contains interviews with elderly people

recorded around 1990. Two of the four tapes from the archive which I

have had access to contain doz. The following example is taken from

an interview with a turtle fisherman from Cayman Brae - probably

'white', since turtling was traditionally associated with whites in

Caymans:

you scarcely ever gets a turtle come on the bay to lay on dis

island but it does still come on one little Cayman.

The example is of particular interest in that it also contains an

instance of habitual V-s. One must therefore consider the possibihty

that both habitual doz and habitual V-s formed part of the Anglo-

Caribbean koine on which BIE was largely based.

My position concerning this question is that it is necessary to

separate form and function. 1 believe that we can reasonably infer
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that both sets of forms - non-concord V-s and periphrastic 'do' - did

exist in older Anglo-Caribbean. This does not mean that either form

was associated with habitual meaning in the input British dialects,

since habitual meaning could have been grafted onto the forms later,

via contact with creole. The point is that these forms were available

for semantic reinterpretation. The association of habitual aspectual

meaning consistently with either or both of the forms was, 1 believe,

the product of focusing which took place in Anglo-Caribbean as a

result of the contribution of creole semantics.

What is at stake is a case of contact and borrowing of forms and

the definitive attachment of meaning to those forms by speakers

whose own speech matrix was based on the primacy of aspect.

Such an account begs the question of why doz is so little used

today by white speakers of BIE, while both white and black speakers

make use of habitual V-s. A sociolinguistic theory to explain this is

advanced in the section which follows. Positive proof of the theory is

unfortunately lacking due to the absence of historical records of

vernacular Caymanian.

Sociolinguistic Divergence and Habitual Marking

According to the theory of diachronic development presented here,

non-concord V-s, which was widespread in 18th. century British

dialects, was initially present in white Anglo-Caribbean, but was not

especially associated with habitual marking. The periphrastic present

with do support in the affirmative as well as questions and negatives
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was still fairly widespread, however, and this feature would have

formed part of the dialectal mix present in Anglo-Caribbean.

What took place, in my view, was the syntactic reanalysis by Creole

speakers of a grammatical formative 'does' or 'dost' used by white

Anglo-Caribbean speakers in the eigtheenth century. 'Do' and

'does/dost/doth' would have appeared in questions, and were

probably still used in affirmative sentences at this period, at least by

some speakers. Such forms would certainly have been heard also in

church. Various negative forms, including the use of auxiliary [dont],

[du not], [dAzn] and [dAZ not], would also have been heard, but not

analysed as auxiliary formations. Creole speakers had no use for do-

support in general.

A phonologically simplified form of the superstratal do-support

verb, with CV or V structure, was adopted as an imperfective marker

This hypothesis is partly based on the evidence of a few instances of

progressive [a], as well as habitual [a] in my data.

Forms such as [da] and [a] probably co-existed from the beginning

with unreduced [dAz], which would have entered the Creole

condnuum through more intimate interethnic contact, including

house-slaves, who had most exposure to the speech of whites. From

the beginning, creole doz signified habitual, but was not specific as to

tense. As a mesolect gradually took shape, the place of untensed doz

was taken by past reference useta or wud, which had matching

functions in the superstrate. Doz then became specialized to present

habitual meaning.

We can assume that habitual doz was at least a part of the passive

knowledge of whites as well, being a structure that arose specifically
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out of black-white contact. It would have been a true intermediate

form, phonetically identical to one of the forms of the do-support

verb in use in the koine, but assuming an aspectual meaning required

by Creole grammar. Preverbal doz with consistent Habitual marking

functions was, I contend, a creation of Creole, not of Anglo-Caribbean.

This helps to explain the general avoidance of the structure by white

BIE speakers today

The introduction of present habitual marking into mesolectal

grammar increased the possibility of Creole influence on the white

koine, which we must suppose to have gradually assimilated aspects

of Creole English as the numbers of blacks in the community

continued to rise. The need for a marker of Habitual would therefore

have been felt, but at the same time, whites may have wanted a

marker which was less overt, tending to reject the form doz, which

had become stigmatized by its association wth the negro population.

The selection of V-s in all persons as the acceptable means of

expression of habitual aspect in Anglo-Caribbean was a consequence of

the ready availability of non-concord V-s, which already co-existed

with V-0 as a consequence of dialect mixture. In a dialect contact

situation, leveling usually takes place, thereby creating a more

uniform paradigm. But in the Caribbean, what happened was

different: functional pressure from Creole, with its different underlying

semantico-syntactic base, led to the reinterpretation of NC V-s as a

Habitual marker.

Its adoption in this function by whites would have readily been

recognized by Creole speakers, and the conditions therefore existed for

the transmission of habitual V-s through the continuum. Basilectal
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speakers would have recognized the feature, but persisted in the use

of reduced forms such as d£/de/dA. Mesolectal Creole speakers over

time came to use both doz and V-s.

This account, while admittedly speculative, is economical in its

assumptions. In particular, it does not assume that habitual meaning

was from the beginning associated with the 'periphrastic do'

construction which was still in wide use in English dialects in the

eighteenth century. Habituality was probably not particularly salient.

This meaning was later grafted onto the construction in the

Caribbean by Creole speakers. The structure was, indeed, tailor-made

for borrowing and semantic restructuring: as in all creole-superstrate

contact situations, periphrastic forms of marking were preferred for

the expression of aspectual distinctions.

The avoidance of doz by white speakers on the Bay Islands

constitutes a linguistic 'act of identity' with roots in the evolution of

Anglo-Caribbean. 1 propose that the semantic equivalence of doz and

V-s is of long standing and the differing sociolinguistic evaluations of

the markers is probably just as old. It is likely that habitual V-s was

already in use in the 1840's, when the Bay Islands were settled,

although at this time its use may have been largely confined to

whites.

It is of great interest to note that a similar co-existence of doz

and V-s occurs not only in the white speech of Barbados, but in the

uncreolized speech of whites in the small Dutch Antillean island of

Saba (Williams 1987). In that island, there was for long a strict

segregation of blacks and whites. It would be interesting to see
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whether differences between white and black speech there give

support to my account.

The account given here of the evolution of doz and V-s habituals is

provisional. There remains the further interesting question of the

relation between two other constructions which have been identified

with Anglo-Caribbean by Williams (1987): 'do(z) be' and 'be/beez'.

'Do Be' and 'Be/Beez' in AAVE and RIE

In this section, 1 will present a modified theory of the development

of habitual aspectual forms in BIE, focusing first on 'do be' and then

on 'be/beez'. 1 would like to preface this discussion by reviewing two

theories concerning the origins of 'invariant be' in AAVE, since this is

directly relevant to BIE.

Invariant he in AAVE

Invariant he in AAVE occurs in the environments of a following

locative, adverbial phrase, adjective, or V-ing. Dillard (1972)

associates he with the expression of duration; Fasold (1972) uses the

term 'distributive be', in reference to its function of representing 'non-

continuous repeated occurrences of an activity'. Labov et al. (1968)

distinguish both durative and habitual/iterative uses of he.

In an important article, Rickford (1986a) develops the idea, first

set out in a 1974 article, that the invariant 5e constructions of AAVE

derive from an earlier (and unattested) doz he. Unfortunately,
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concrete evidence on the existence of doz in earlier AAVE is very

sparse. Holm (1991: 237) gives two examples illustrating preverbal

'do/does' from the slave narratives. Rickford reports a study by

Oomen (1985), which found iterative 'does' in 17 narratives of ex-

slaves from South Carolina, including one example of 'does be', but

the author describes its use is described as 'generally infrequent'.

Dillard (1992: 80) describes the do/does +be construction as

'rare in Black English'.

On the assumption that habitual doz may indeed have been

present in the early plantation Creole, then it is necessary to explain

how it could have disappeared from AAVE almost without trace.

Besides sociolinguistic pressure from SE, Rickford considers that a

purely linguistic mechanism for the loss of doz was present, namely,

its non-salience due to morphophonemic condensation. Younger

speakers, hearing mainly reduced forms such as [z] from their elders,

would have failed to recognize this as the habitual marker, and as a

result, came to reinterpret the habitual/durative marker as be.

The 'decreolization' account of the origin of invariant be rests on a

series of putative stages. Two crucial steps are the replacement of a

basilectal imperfective marker by doz and the later replacement of a

de with some kind of locational function with be. The de in question

is commonh' identified as the 'locative copula', although its uses

extend beyond this in some Creoles such as GC.

Gibson (1982, 1992) gives the following GC examples to illustrate

the equivalence of mesolectal 'be' and the basilectal copula de after

doz.
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hii doz de in di shap (basilect) = 'he is usually in the shop'

equivalent to

hii doz bii in di stiop (mesolect)

shi a de a sing (basilect) = 'she is usually singing'

equivalent to

shi doz bii singing (mesolect)

In Rickford's view, the next and final stage in the decreolization

process results in the loss of doz; clearly, this would produce

acceptable AAVE sentences in the two examples just cited,

Rickford shows that the final stage has phonological plausibility

(since loss of initial and/or final consonants in unstressed auxiliaries

and grammatical markers is quite usual in AAVE and in CECs), and he

also produces evidence that the hypothesized process has recently

occurred in Gullah. The oldest speakers he recorded in 1970 used doz

t»e as a habitual marker, while today's Sea Islanders use be. Older

Gullah speakers also used doz alone as a preverbal marker, as in CECs,

but today's speakers have lost this.

An alternative hyopthesis concerning the origin of invariant be in

AAVE is based on idea of direct transmission of the feature from

northern Hiberno-English, in which habitual 'be/beez' is found (a fact

which I can verify from my personal experience as a native speaker).

The main attraction of this hypothesis is that the great majority of

18th. century Irish immigrants to America were of Ulster Scots origin:

Rickford cites the estimate by Doyle (1981) that two thirds of the Irish

in America in 1790 were Scots-Irish. While this is no doubt significant,
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it is important also to bear in mind the even earlier extensive contact

between southern Irish indentured labourers in plantation society in

both the Caribbean and in the American South. Early contact between

southern Irish and SW English users of periphrastic habitual do/does

could have been a factor promoting the development of habitual

marking in Bajan and related CECs.

Do+be Constructions

All of the preceding is of relevance to the interpretation of my BIE

data. What is especially noteworthy is the use by two BIE speakers of

forms of do(z) be. There are many examples of be/beez and also many

of doz+V, but only two speakers provide examples of habitual 'do'

and 'be' in combination in an affirmative context.

24. that why I [du] be askin him to heal me [RG: mhm] an I be askin him oh

yeh (Rfl2)

25. there's two cays. Low Cay an Big Cay [Rg: hm] an no-one dA beez there like

that (Rm8)

26. when he come here he dA be here with me an he dA help me cook (Rfl2)

It Will be noted that 'be' in conjunction with a locative adverb has

a more concrete lexical meaning than when it precedes V-ing. In the

former context, the locative copula de is widely used in basilectal
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CEC's, as the Guyanese examples above demonstrate. However, there is

no trace of de in any habitual construction in BIE.

It is potentially of significance that the form of the habitual

marker in the progressive construction with be+Ving is [du] rather

than [dA] or one of the other reduced forms. The reduced form [dA]

alternates with [du] in most of the instances of habitual doz which

Rfl2 produces, with [dA] by far the predominant form. But [du]

appears in all four cases of the do+be+Ving construction.

Unfortunately, Rfl2 is the only speaker who uses the do be

progressive construction in the affirmative, so it cannot be definitely

confirmed that the do+be+Ving zonsXincXxon is a special case. What

can be stated with certainty is that [dA] or [dAz] are the most usual

forms of the habitual marker. The occurrence of [du] with be Ving

may perhaps be explained by the difficulty of co-occurrence of a more

basilectal form of the marker, such as [dA], with Ving, which, at least

in pan-creole terms, is mesolectal in nature.

Another point is that the 'do be Ving' form, so salient in Hiberno-

English, would in the past have been identified as a 'non-creole' form.

Creole speakers at the time would not have been able to assimilate

such a complex form into their basilectal grammars. This is more

than just a speculation, since West Caribbean CEC varieties lack a

basilectal construction matching the iterative durative meaning

encoded in Hiberno-English 'do be+Ving'. The EC and JC equivalents

of GC shi a de a sing (which is rare even in Guyanese, according to

Rickford (1986: 266, f.l7), are:

shi di aalweez sing (BC)
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shi a/de aalweez sing (JC)

There is no convenient route by which either of these could be

transformed into she do/does be singing. Only mesolectal speakers

who had a slot in their grammars for non-predicative (i.e. non-

copular) 'be' could assimilate the construction. Uses of 'be' as a

grammatical formative as in 'I will be seeing him' or 'he wants to be

told' are typically only present in Creole acrolects. As Rickford (1986:

272) points out, 'Caribbean mesolects often do not employ be after

tense/aspect and modal auxiliaries where British and Hibernian

varieties require it'. He cites the GC example 'well Sunday you say you

does busy'; the corresponding Hiberno-English construction would be

'well Sunday you say you does be busy'. In this respect, bas BIE is like

other CEC mesolects in tending to omit the SE be formative where it is

perceived as redundant.

There therefore exist good reasons why the superstratal 'do be Ving'

was not readily assimilated into creole grammar. In effect, for the

construction to be adopted in this form, 'do+be' had to be acquired as

an unanalysed chunk. Comparison in this regard can be made with

basilectal BC/JC mosi (deriving from SE 'must + be'). This meant

that the HE form would have either been directly 'borrowed' into the

mesolect as [dubi] +Ving, or else incorporated into the basilect as

[dubi] +0V. The latter is unattested in BIE (although doz be +Verb is

present in Bajan - Roy, 1986: 150).

The relation of do be to be has so far been described in terms

which suggest that habitual be in BIE is a decreolized version of do be.

If this is the case, it raises the question of whether do be (perhaps
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internally represented as /dubi/) and be were co-existent forms from

the beginning. Again one can only surmise, but 1 am inclined to

believe that this was the case. It is likely that 'do be' constructions

were present from early times in the Anglo-Caribbean mix, and that

the close contacts between white and black and free colored people in

Caymans fostered the spread of such forms through the mid-upper

continuum. I propose that 'do be' occurred with a variety of

complement types - preposition phrases and adverbials of time and

place, adjectives, nouns, and V-ing.

The primary reason for supposing that such constructions were

present in earlier Anglo-Caribbean is that it is rather difficult to

believe that do be could have appeared by itself, through a purely

independent process of evolution within the post-creole continuum.

Copying of the superstrate model is the simplest explanation.

Recognizing this persuades me to modify a position taken earlier

in the discussion: namely, that although earlier Anglo-Caribbean had

'periphrastic do' forms, it did not necessarily associate these with

habitual meaning. The 'do be' constructions have been shown to be

typical of various varieties of white Anglo-Caribbean, and are mostly

found in territories in which whites were at one time, or are still, a

relatively large sector of the population. It would appear that the

association of habitual meaning with forms of doz was not a purely

Creole innovation, as my earlier 'conservative' hypothesis suggested.

It now appears likely that 'periphrastic do' constructions

originating in British and/or Irish dialects were already associated

with habitual aspect by at least some white speakers, although such a

semantic connection may not have been translated into active use of
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habitual doz by all whites in the Caymanian speech community.

Similarly, it is not necessary to assume that all whites made active

use of the 'do be' construction, only that a significant number did.

The assumption that both 'do be' and 'do+Verb' constructions

were used by a significant number of whites in the early contact

situation is sufficient for justifying the establishment of the various

patterns with 'do be' and {doz} which can be observed today in BIE.

To account for habitual V-s, I would now say that both 'do/does

+Verbal Predicator' and V-s were available as alternative forms of

habitual marking in early Anglo-Caribbean. White speakers, however,

over time gravitated toward the use of V-s, while Creole speakers, at

least in the early period, would have used periphrastic habitual

forms. Such an account is at least consistent with the available BIE

evidence on doz (including all the 'do be' constructions) and V-s.

Be and Beez

I begin with the presentation of a few typical examples of be/beez:

27. this time A the year now [l] (= 'it') beez so wet nobody don comes aroun up

this way now (Rf2)

*

28. it always be two or three that [l] (= 'is') very bad an rude an they interrupt the

whole (Ufl)

29. they got a little one they call the parakeet that beez on the swamp too (RmlO)
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The negative form of habitual be in BIE is Negator + be, where the

negator can take any of the forms [do(n)], [dAzn] or [du]:

30. (0 Isg. Subj.) don be makin nothin all ma money jus be goin on hogfeed

(Rf4)

RG: they're probably not interested in you just offering them

50 lempiras

31. no they dozn be interested in tha they wa from thousan up (Rf9)

32. it [du] be too thin, it be [sDiif] = it don't be too thin, it be soft

(Rf3)

The use of habitual be is shared between blacks and whites at all

levels of the continuum. Moreover, [bi] alternates with [biiz]. One

question which needs to asked is why there are two forms.

I believe that the answer lies in the pattern of variation between

forms of doz and V-s as markers of habitual. Beez (to use a non-

ambiguous orthography) arose naturally as a result of the same

process which produced a general association of postverbal -5 with

habitual aspect. 1 suggest that beez arose initially in white Anglo-

Caribbean by a process analogous to that which 1 have hypothesized

for habitual V-s. In other words, observing that black speakers had

appropriated preverbal doz as a habitual marker, whites tended to

abandon the latter, and developed beez as an alternative form of

expressing habitual as a sociolinguistic 'act of identity'. This could
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have taken place at any time after the general shift to habitual V-s

had begun.

My interview data suggest that be and beez alternate in most

environments, and that both are used by speakers throughout the

continuum. The next example is a kind of hybrid, consisting of two

types of habitual marking (three, if the -s ending is included). Beez

here carries the semantic load of a lexical verb (= 'stay'), while [dA] is

the normal unstressed habitual marker. The speaker is referring to

two uninhabited cays where people go to hunt:

33. no-one dA beez there like tha (Rm8)

We still need to consider the question of whether beez derives from

an invariant be which the Caymanian settlers brought from the

British Isles, or from a be habitual which assumed that function only

after loss of 'do' in do be constructions, in the way which Rickford has

described in his decreolization scenario. The latter proposal supposes

that habitual be was created in the Caribbean by blacks.

This question is of course impossible to answer definitively in the

absence of historical data, but can be approached by considering it in

a synchronic comparative light. It appears to be a fact that be/beez

has not been adopted as a habitual/durative marker in any

Caribbean Creole, although Roy (1986: 150) claims that doz be can

sometimes reduce to be in mesolectal Bajan. On the other hand,

invariant be, which principally expresses habitual/durative meaning,

is a characteristic of AAVE. Invariant be has also been recognized as a
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feature of white Caribbean varieties such as Anglo-Barbadian, Saban,

and Caymanian (Williams 1988: 259).

What all these varieties have in common is a white-black contact

situation in which whites lived alongside blacks, yet in which a desire

for ethnic identity maintenance would have been strong. The mixing

of Creole elements with Old World dialectal features produced white

varieties which to varying degrees would have displayed linguistic

accommodation at a morphosyntactic level. Basilectal and mesolectal

speech, particularly the latter, would have influenced white speech,

leading it to adapt some of the structures which it originally

possessed and assign new functions to others.

On my interpretation, white speech at first influenced the

developing creole mesolect and later consciously diverged from it. I

assume that white speech originally made some use of habitual do

and do+be constructions - indeed habituality probably became fully

grammaticized in these consti-uctions in the Caribbean through

contact with Creole speakers. Subsequently, white speakers began to

turn away from habitual do because they associated the use of these

constructions with blacks, who used a variety of other syntactic

devices that clearly were not 'English'. Traditional white speech began

to develop constructions to express habitual in which 'do/doz' was

absent. These forms were be and Vs.

Blacks acquired [dubi] at first as an unalterable and unanalyzed

form, retaining it in the range of constructions in which whites

originally used do+be and later on used be alone. Through continuing

contact between speakers from both communities, the be habitual

became generalized tiiroughout the community. The unaffixed be
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form spread more readily than V-s because the latter involves

postverbal inflection, a process alien to Creole speakers. Even so, when

whites began to affix habitual be, bringing it into line with other

verbal predicates, mesolectal Creole speakers would have tended to

adopt this form as well.

There is a difference between invariant be and other verbs to which

-5 is attached. Be as it is used in BIE is inherently aspectual, therefore

suffixation does not make any material difference to the meaning

conveyed. This may well be why speakers have never abandoned

habitual be, but instead alternate the two forms.

To conclude the discussion of habitual be, 1 would like to correct

one detail of the account given by Williams (1988). Williams (ibid:

259) lists beez but not be for Barbados, only be for Caymans, and

neither form for Saba. Bequia, the other eastern Caribbean variety of

Anglo-Caribbean studied, is listed as having only do be. It is probable

that there are some omissions and inaccuracies here. Certainly, beez

is found in Caymans. It occurs in the Oral Archives recording of a

turtle fisherman which was cited earlier in connection with doz :

tfte white one that beez on the calipee part that beez down to the

bottom we call that [biWAit]

It would be interesting and valuable to check the distribution of

doz, be, beez, and habitual V-5 by further examining the Caymans

tape archives. A thorough search would also, I suspect, bring to light

some instances of do be constructions which would help to support

the account given here.
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The Influence of Older British Dialects on BIE: A Synthesis

In this chapter, the centrality of habitual aspect marking in BIE

has been demonstrated. Constructions with doz or doz be are

nowadays associated with black BIE, although they were, it is argued,

a feature of Anglo-Caribbean, the koineized Caribbean English spoken

by whites. A British dialectal origin for 'periphrastic do' is likely, since

at the time Anglo-Caribbean that was in the process of formation, this

structure was still in everyday use in English dialects. It is interesting

to speculate why Jamaican Creole and BeHze Creole did not acquire

this structure. Perhaps the reason in both cases has to do with the

absence of a sufficient number of whites who would have provided a

source. Habitual doz is however, found in Caymanian English.

Habitual be/beez were also a product of the grafting of habitual

aspect onto an invariant form already present in the dialectal mix.

The ending -s, which would have been a variable concord feature in

the dialectal mix, was adopted to signify habitual aspect, and be

participated in the general morphological process.

The account of how habitual doz became stigmatized and replaced

by V-s fits the facts concerning the differences between black BIE and

white BIE and differences in frequency of usage in the black BIE

basilect and upper mesolect. Basilectal BIE uses either the zero verb or

doz+Verb, while in the mid to upper mesolect, V-s marking of

habitual is more common.

What other non-standard features found in British dialects

contributed to the koine out of which BIE emerged? A number have
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below with the chapter reference in parenthesis:

Phonology

• /v/:/w/ merger (6)

• realization of /w/ as [hw]

• velar palatalization before stressed /a/

• Merger of /a/ and /a/; /o/ and /d/; /u/ and /©/; /e/ and /a/ (7).

• lexically-conditioned /oi/:/ai/merger (7)

• phonologically-conditioned raising of the /ai/diphthong (7)

• diphthongization of front vowels (8)

• addition of a palatal glide to [a] followed by a dorso-velar

obstruent (8)

Morphosvntax and Syntax

• demonstrative them (9)

• use of object pronouns her and us as subjects (SW English dialect),

thee (SW or northern England), ye as second person pronoun (gen.

dialectal), mainz (Scotland)(9)

• the use of he/she wixh inanimates (general in rustic dialects) (9)

• [Am] as a gender-neutral third person singular pronoun (probably

the result of leveling in Anglo-Caribbean, under the influence of

Creole weakening of gender distinctions and SW. English [en]) (9)

• the 'personal dative' (9)

• use of [no] as a comparative adverb (11)

• presentative it ( 1 1

)
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• inceptive 'take and . . .
' constructions (11)

• the Subject-type constraint (NP vs pronouns) with plural is (12)

• variable -swith verbs in all persons except second person (13)

• habitual constructions using do/does+Verb and also be/beez (14)

To this list, it would be possible to add others, since almost all the

structures found in Creoles have been found at one time or another in

some rural dialect of the British Isles. But it would be foolish to argue

for a thoroughgoing superstratist position. Some of the features above

are relatively minor, contributing to the impression of superstrate

influence being exercised in an unsystematic way. Certainly, this is

what would be expected if the British input consisted of a mixture of

dialects and the attendant variant ways of expressing a concept. The

Creole speakers would have picked up some of the loose linguistic

material, adapted some to creole grammar, and used other parts in

ways that reflected a mixing of codes.

For their part, the whites held on to just some of the early

dialectal variation. Much leveling must have occurred. For example,

the occurrence of subject pronoun forms as objects (/, she, we, etc.) is

found in SW English dialects, but this non-standard feature has not

passed into Anglo-Caribbean, nor is it likely that subject-object

exchange in basilectal BIE or basilectal use of the same forms as

possessives is due in any direct way to British dialect usage.

Considering the list above, phonology and the Subject-type

constraint constitute the strongest evidence for a north British, and

specifically Scottish, component, in BIE. There are a few other features
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which have not received mention, and which also point in this

direction.

The first is the use of double modals of the type found in Scotland.

Double modals in BIE generally include can or could as the second

element. All but two of the dozen examples in my data come from

white speakers, but this may be coincidental.

34. if you don't have the 10 lempiras you might kyaan get to Oakridge (Roatan-

white)

35. I say he might could cure me (Rfl2)

Also of some note is the negative modal construction 'can+not',

which is sometimes pronounced in the Scottish vernacular

manner, as in 36. Likewise 'to' is quite often pronounced [te:].

36. I [kjaine] use them kind of stove (Rfl2)

37. [0it] takes long then for [te] get home (Rf4)

Such features may be minor, but they take on a more than chance

significance, in the light of other Scottish features. Such for example is

the use of 'whenever' to specify either 'any time' or one specific time.

The latter usage is today a clear indicator of Scots.

38. I will see my aunt whenever I get to la Ceiba (Utila speaker)

It is worth mentioning as another possible Scots-derived feature

the use of 'never' as a general past negator (the examples of preterite
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'never' in Chapter 11 have direct counterparts in Scots). I also cannot

resist repeating the example of someone who replied in answer to my

request for directions: I know all arts from about these parts' - as Scottish a

locution as one could hope to find.

Nevertheless, it would be unwise to place excessive emphasis on the

Scots connection, for all its appeal. Many of the non-standard

features in BIE could have come a number of areas. Two examples are

'presentative it ' and the use of a-prefixing, as in 'I keep a-watchin' (Rf3).

The use of dummy it, in sentences such as it was no Spanish

schools, is also due to older English or Scottish dialects (Wright, 1898,

3: 333). American dialect studies have documented its use among

whites in the south, as well as among blacks. The usage is indeed now

mainly associated with black English in the US. But the opposite is

the case in BIE, where presentative there is more common among

blacks.

The a-prefixed participle, signifying 'intensified action', is derived

from older English dialects, in direct line from Old English. Wright

(1898, 1:3) describes the form as being common in Scotland and

Ireland. Both structures are well-known trademarks of Appalachian

speech, which had a strong Scots-Irish component, but deeper study is

needed to trace the links more precisely. The Survey of English

Dialects (Upton et al., 1994) lists numerous examples mostly from

counties in the north and midlands of England. It would appear that

a-prefixing was common in earlier British dialects from many areas,

and was therefore a strong candidate for inclusion in the Anglo-

Caribbean koine.
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The 'personal dative' or 'dative of interest' is another dialectal

feature which became firmly established in the New World and it is

interesting to note its currency in the Bay Islands. Again, only further

study could reveal the nature of the commonalities in the dialectal

input to the Caribbean and to North America.

Prepositions have not received attention in the dissertation. Here,

one very common usage is worth recording. It is the use of to for

location rather than direction, e.g. 'she's to the cays'. This almost

certainly derives from SW English dialect:

7 don 't think I niwer zeed so many volks all to one place een

me live avore' (specimen of Devonshire dialect in Wakelin

(1985): Text 16, 1. 11.

In conclusion, I feel that the study of the British dialects to Anglo-

Caribbean is still much under-researched. It is likely that different

mixes of contributory dialects produced somewhat different results in

different areas of the Caribbean. It would seem that south-west

England made a greater contribution to earlier extraterritorial

Englishes in the Caribbean than to North American dialects, but that

in the western Caribbean, there was a strong north British, and

probably specifically Scottish, contribution. The matter deserves

further study. Perhaps it will be imposssible to ever unravel the

nature of the Anglo-Caribbean koine, but study of the older white

dialects of the Caribbean is the only way forward.



CHAPTER 15

CONCLUSION

The Origin and Development of BIE

Bay Islands English is an extraterritorial English formed out of the

contact and convergence of two very distinct linguistic currents. One

is the speech of white settlers in the western Caribbean, with roots

stretching back to earlier British dialects. The other is the speech of

black people of diverse origins in Africa who came to the western

Caribbean and worked for white masters in slavery days. From earliest

times, the speech patterns of each group were affected by the speech

of the other.

The crucial period for the formation of Caymanian English, which

is the precursor of BIE, is the second half of the eighteenth century.

Whites in Caymans came to speak an English which, while never

'creolized', was influenced to varying degrees by the radically

restructured English of their slaves and servants. At the same time,

whites spoke a relatively 'focused' variety which remained distinct

from that spoken by the mass of the black population. The syntax of

this variety, which I call Anglo-Caribbean, showed the effects of dialect

levelling and simplification. For this reason, it is correct to speak of

'koineization'.

577
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The blacks in a relatively short space of time came to speak a

range of varieties varying in the extent to which the English which

they heard from whites was transformed, morphosyntactically and at

a deeper structural level. At the furthest extreme from white settler

speech was a form of speech which would have borne many

similarities to Jamaican Creole of the same period.

This 'basilectal' level of black Caymanian speech in the late

eighteeenth and early nineteenth century can be termed a Creole,

even though it is likely that, in Le Page's terms, the situation in

eighteenth century Caymans was such as to promote linguistic

'diffusion'. The close contact between blacks and whites extended to

inter-racial mixing: as Hirst remarks in his history of the Cayman

Islands:

these white persons [i.e. the first eighteenth century settlers: RG]
formed alliances with black persons or black slaves (for as we have
seen, there were other inhabitants on the island) and the
admixture of black and white blood soon became commoner than
the true black or true white, as is the case today. (1910, 67)

Given these circumstances, the speech of Caymans in the period

when Anglo-Caribbean was itself being formed would have

encompassed a wider middle-range than that of territories in which

blacks as a group had little or no social contact with whites, as was

the case in Jamaica. A relatively large proportion of the population

consisted of people of white or mixed race, and contact between the

races on a daily basis, even if marked by inequality of status, would

have involved accommodation of speech patterns in both directions.

The result was that a consistent Creole basilect did not form.
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In more radically polarized plantation societies where this did

occur, such a basilect served a function as a highly 'focused' speech

variety for ethnic self-identification by blacks. In the Cayman Islands,

forms of language representing radical restructuring (i.e. 'Creole') were

from the beginning combined with partially assimilated forms of the

Enghsh spoken by settlers and 'free coloreds' (the offspring of white

men and slave women). This gave rise to a variety which can be

classified as low- to mid-mesolectal being used as the black 'ethnic'

variety. It is quite defensible to refer to such varieties as 'creole' since

they represented fairly radical restructuring of the superstrate.

It is impossible to say whether basilectal black BIE of the present

day has a lesser or greater affinity to the basilectal Creoles spoken in

the region of the western Caribbean - Belize as well as Jamaica - than

was the case 150 years ago, at the time when the freed slaves came to

the Bay Islands from Caymans. What is certain is that black BIE has,

on the whole, been litde influenced by the Creoles of the wider region.

Creole influence has been greatest in western areas of Roatan, such as

Flowers Bay, where a large number of Jamaicans settled. But the

speech of this area today has largely coalesced with the black speech

of the rest of the island. Basilectal black speech in Roatan shows a

considerable creole influence, but for the most part, I beheve the

source of this influence to lie in Caymans, rather than elsewhere in

the Caribbean.

It would be most interesting to make a close study of present-day

Caymanian speech in order to see whether any ethnic differences in

speech remain there which are relatable to the distinct varieties
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which I have postulated as being present there in the formative

period.

In the case of the Bay Islands, it has been shown that ethnic

differences in speech patterns exist, despite a wide cross-over area.

Traditional white BIE, as spoken by older people, has almost certainly

been influenced to a degree by nineteenth century British speech since

a substantial number of the settlers are known to have come direct

from Britain. Nevertheless, on the evidence of phonology alone, and

the close similarities between Caymans speech and white BIE, it seems

safe to assert that the latter is a direct descendant of earlier Anglo-

Caribbean.

In view of what is known about the segregation of blacks and

whites in the Bay Islands for much of the last 150 years, I find it

reasonable to suggest that white BIE did not converge toward black BIE

in the post-settlement period. Indeed, awareness of linguistic

distinctness probably increased in this period. In the new post-

emancipation environment, inter-ethnic tensions probably began to

become more marked than they had been before, particularly when

viewed in the context of what appears to have been a rather benign

pre-existing social regime in Caymans.

Lowenthal (1967: 589), in an important survey article with the

title 'Race and Color in the West Indies', makes the comment:

'emancipation intensified color prejudice. In the absence of slavery,

race assumed paramount importance in social issues.' He refers to the

measures which white elites adopted to control and subjugate the

freed slave population in other territories in the post-emancipation

Caribbean: measures which included vagrancy laws and the tying of
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tenancies to payment of plantation duties. These were absent in the

Bay Islands, but relations between whites and blacks were based either

on strict separation or on employer-cHent relationships, not on social

intimacy.

In spite of the social distance which was maintained, individual

acts of accommodation by speakers would have maintained a middle

zone in which linguistic innovations took place. However, there is no

necessary relationship between Ispeech accommodation which serves

immediate communicative purposes and convergence over time of

one variety to another. Trudgill's view that accommodation at an

individual level leads to gradual convergence of dialects over time

through what is termed 'long-term accommodation' (see Trudgill,

1986) is, 1 feel sure, an over-simplification. What may happen in

many contexts is that speakers add an intermediate variety to their

repertoire, and this 'accommodated' variety becomes a part of the

range which speakers command. If social conditions are such as to

keep definable groups socially separate, on the basis of class or ethnic

affiliation or (usually) both, then 'polar' speech varieties will persist.

The social structure of Bay Islands society was, I would argue,

conducive to the maintenance of polar varieties and also to the

continued re-creation (or 'nourishment') of a distinctive mesolect

which was essentially based on long-term accommodation by blacks

to the speech of whites. Black BIE has always comprised a range of

varieties at the level of individuals as well as within communities.

Accommodation in the other direction did not, at least until

recently, result in identity of any white speech variety with that of

blacks. Two of its main manifestations lay in the relaxation of SE
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copular predication and the use of preverbal markers such as 'had' in

a manner indicative of input from both language systems (see below).

White BIE in general remained confined within a narrower range than

black BIE, and was more homogeneous.

The Contributions of Creole to BIE

The characteristics of BIE which most markedly differentiate it

from other extraterritorial varieties of English are those which it

shares with English Creoles spoken in the Caribbean. Yet the term

'Caribbean English Creoles', or 'CEC's', while useful as a general term to

refer to basilectal varieties in the Caribbean region, masks the

considerable differences which exist between individual territories.

Even restricting comparisons to the level of (morpho)syntax, it is

evident that some features commonly regarded as 'creole' are more

widely distributed than others.

With the aim of specifying 'degree of creoleness', Schneider (1990)

made a feature-based comparison of the speech of fourteen localities

in the Anglophone Caribbean (Gullah and Guyanese were included in

addition to twelve islands). The aim was to classify the 'degrees of

creoleness' of each variety. In all, 24 aspects of (morpho)syntax

judged to be characteristic of basilectal Creoles were selected for study,

and the results presented in the form of tables listing the realizations

corresponding to each feature in each locality. Information was taken

from the data set forming the responses to the grammar

questionnaire published in Hancock (1987), supplemented when

necessary by other sources.
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It was found that 12/14 varieties studies qualified as 'true Creoles',

in that they possessed more than half of the basilectal features, and

of these, the closest to the pure type were Guyanese, GuUah, and

Providence Island Creole, followed by the basilects of Belize and

Jamaica. Cayman Islands English was considered to be a 'semi-creole',

as it was found to have only five of the prototypical Creole features,

and Saban English is classed as a non-creole, since it possesses only

one Creole feature (preverbal don).

Although not included in the cross-tabulated comparisons, BIE was

also classified according to the same criteria, using for this purpose

the two transcribed segments in Warantz (1983), supplemented by

Ryan (1973). The few Creole features in the BIE data are mostly cases

of the variable absence of a SE formative: pre-adjectival copula

deletion (4/18 cases), possessive of nouns (4/11), and plural (6/18).

Schneider appears to consider these as examples of informal usage,

but not as indicating a Creole ancestry for BIE. The same applies to

the absence of past inflections (unmarked verbs, excluding say,

account for 23/95 cases), although it is conceded that this shows that

tense marking is non-obligatory.

Schneider also adopts a cautious attitude to the few instances of

creole-like features in the Warantz and Ryan data, finding that they

do not prove that a Creole link exists.

There is an example of a for+NP structure in the Warantz data:

deyz for graenmoda graenson ('they are the children of grandmother's

grandson'), but this is restricted to expressing the child-parent

relationship. There is also one example of the completive don marker,

but it occurs before a W-ing form rather than the base form as in
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Creoles. No evidence is found of the existence of a doz habitual in

either the Warantz or the Ryan data, although Hancock (1987: 273)

reports that it is present.

Scheider admits as a Creole pattern the one instance of iz as a

topicalizer: iz da vuman hiy sey daet bringz ya da nuwz (Warantz,

text 1: 94). The only other forms which are accepted as definitely

Creole in origin are pronominal: Utilian second person plural form

mon v'uw ('among you'), the equivalent Roatan form ona (actually

cited as [en^] in Ryan, 129), and third person plural possessive dem.

The last is said to occur alongside the more formal variant den i

The two preverbal markers identified by Ryan, habitual doz and

past marker had, are dismissed. It is true that there are no

occurrences of habitual doz in the Warantz interview material, but

Ryan had provided two clear examples ('he' in the first example is a

parrot):

[en hi dAZ ko:l maimA] (= and he doz call 'mama'), and

[de parkiit duz biit de oul pAn] (= 'the parakeet doz beat the old

one').

Although Ryan's examples are given without even a minimal

context, there are strong indications that among the white Roatan

speakers he studied, had could be used as a past marker. There are

examples with the attributive predicators 'dead' and 'name', and also

with a semantically stative predicate:

1 Actually, one of the occurrences of prenominal dem in the Warantz
transcripts {ay bUiyv Mahrtha tuk dem pikcha = 'I believe Martha
took those pictures', text 1: 150) is an instance of demonstrative dem.
The other (1: 120) is ambiguous between possessive and
demonstrative function.
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[hi fada had dsd] ( = 'his father was (already) dead/his father had

died')

[en den hi had smel stirjk] (= 'and then he had smell stink').

Examples like these are similar to usages reported in Chapter 11.

It should be noted also that Schneider's list of criterial features does

not include the non-definite specific determiner one, but this t>'pical

Creole feature is noted by Ryan (128), as is what part for 'where' (129)

and postnominal pluralizer -dem. Ryan notes that the last feature

was found mainly among blacks, an observation which the present

study has confirmed.

In view of the poor quality of Ryan's description, including wide-

of-the-mark judgements concerning preverbal [dAn] - considered to be

a variant form of the habitual marker - it is perhaps not surprising

that Schneider gives little attention to his observations. However, the

fact remains that Schneider's conclusion, that BIE lies on the

periphery of the 'semi-creole' category because of its paucity of Creole

features, is both somewhat simplistic and also somewhat inaccurate

in its own terms.

First, it is simplistic to suggest that a mere count of features can

provide the basis for determining whether a variety is or is not a

semi-creole. The principled application of a feature-count approach

surely requires us to ask which features are most central . It also

requires us to decide whether, in the end, a dialect which has simply

added features through borrowing from Creole without losing its own

basic features can be considered a semi-creole. It seems to me that the

variable appearance of unmodified Creole features alongside 'native'
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superstrata features produces a mixed variety, but borrowing without

restructuring is insufficient to confer 'semi-creole' status. On the other

hand, if certain new hybrid structures are formed as the result of

contact between the non-creole dialect and the Creole, it may indeed

make sense to call this process by a special name. Perhaps 'semi-

creolization' will serve. I discuss such processes of hybridization in the

next section.

The second point concerns the accuracy of Schneider's view that

BIE never underwent creolization. Schneider drastically

underestimates the extent of creolization in BIE, because his data

sources did not permit a clear picture of the internal differentiation

within island speech, and in particular, of the strong Creole element

in basilectal BIE. I have done a recount based on the number of

Schneider's basilectal features found somewhere in the BIE data

analysed and described here. Surprisingly, the total comes to 19 (not

including the non-standard past negator neva, which may be derived

from British usage). If one were to trust in the method, this would

place BIE alongside Tobago and Antigua, and immediately behind

basilectal JC in degree of creoleness! Clearly, this would not be

accurate,

As can be verified by examining Chapters 9 and 11, the most

basilectal BIE may show the following features (in the case of absent

features, I offer a common realization in one of the other CEC's, JC

unless otherwise stated:

PREVERBAL MARKERS: completive don, Aiture go, habitual doz/da,

anterior bin/had/did.
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Absent: anterior irrealis marker sequence, e.g.men fi + V

(Providencia)

COPULA: 0+Adj, topicalizer iz. Absent: cie+Locative, locative past

(b)en de

Absent: (d)a+W?.

SYNTACTIC CONSTRUCTIONS: complement se, NEC marker+future

particle na+a.

Absent: NEC marker+past marker no ben.

NOUN MORPHOLOGY: Noun+0-Possessive, Noun+0-Plural, Noun+-dem

Plural, no distinct gerund.

Absent: none

PRONOUN MORPHOLOGY: Subj=Obj Ipl. [wi; wi], Subj=Poss 3sg.m [i, i],

Subj=Poss 3pl. [de, de], 2 pi. [lena], Subj=Obj 3sg.m [hln; hin], Subj=Obj

3sg. f. [hAJ, hAj], no gender distinction in sing, [hi, hi].

Absent: none.

The speech samples on which the studies by Warantz and Ryan

were based represent only a small part of the BIE spectrum. The

speech of the Utilians and the whites of French Cay in Roatan is only

lightly influenced by Creole structures. Around five miles to the west

of French Cay, in the vicinity of Coxen Hole, or a few miles further on

in the area of Flowers Bay, a much more heavily creole-influenced

variety of BIE can be found.
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BIE and British Dialects

Ryan was incorrect in his claim that the whites of French Cay

retained 'archaic' features which were 'obsolete among Blacks' (1973:

133). He seems to have been referring particularly to the [ai]

diphthong before velar stops, and also be/beez. The occurrence of

both features in my recordings of the speech of black Bay Islanders

(collected twenty years after Ryan made his recordings) make it clear

that neither is exclusive to white BIE. However, 1 believe that both are

features which derive from earlier Anglo-Caribbean, and that both

were white speech markers at a much earlier period.

Diphthongization before velars is today much more common in

Utila than in either of the other islands, and it may be assumed to

have spread to black speech in Utila through diffusion from the white

variety. In Roatan, where the two communities lived in physically

separate communities (French Cay and Jonesville being the most

conspicuous separate white communities), the feature did not spread

to a significant degree to black speech. The situation on Guanaja was

similar to Roatan.

Habitual be/beez was, I have argued, a development in Anglo-

Caribbean. Invariant be was present in the British dialectal mix from

the beginning, but probably was not originally associated with

habitual meaning. This association grew through the specialization of

verbal -5 for the expression of habitual. The do/doz +0V habitual was

in general use in Caymans, but was perceived by whites as a 'creole'

form due to its heavy use by blacks, and became somewhat
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stigmatized as a result, hence habitual V-s came to be the preferred

form among whites. Ryan (130) noted in French Cay 'the use of ans

on verbs in the present in all persons'. This was said to be 'rarer

among the other Whites and very rare among the Blacks'. My data

suggest that the use of V-s with habitual force is common among

certain black speakers, but that this is a feature which has been taken

from white BIE. Warantz makes no observations concerning non-

concord V-s, although there is a clear example in her transcript:

ay nowz ven dey biy vith iyda von ( = '1 knows when they be with

either one' [i.e. woman]) (1: 268).

On my view of the evidence, both periphrastic do/doz and

invariant be were present in the British dialect mix which formed the

input to early Anglo-Caribbean in the western Caribbean. In the EDD

(Wright, 1905) there are nineteenth century examples of habitual 'do

be' constructions from four southern English counties and 'do+Verb'

constructions are listed for the south-west and also for Cheshire

(north-west midland area). Poussa (1990: 422) comments: 'the

natural inference is that all these forms were earlier more general in

the spoken language'. Indeed, there is evidence of periphrastic 'do'

constructions in weak affirmatives in 17th. century letters by New

England settlers in the Plymouth plantation, even though these

settlers actually came from the east of England (Rissanen, 1985).

As far as invariant finite 'be' is concerned, this is a well-known

feature of south-western dialects. 'After /, we, you, they, he and she,

the form be is regular in stressed positions' (Wakelin 1986: 36).

Halliwell (1881 [1847]) makes the point that the original southern

dialect was retained in his day 'retained in the western counties'
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1881:xi), but his examples of finite be come from a number of

southern and south-western English counties. Ihalainen (1994: 223)

observes: 'Halliwell's reluctance to localise finite be suggests that at

that time it had a much wider distribution than it has today'.

However, there is no indication of its use to express habitual aspect.

Non-concord V-s (apphed to first person and plural Subjects)

would also have been present in the dialectal input to Anglo-

Caribbean. Again, this is a southern and south-western feature. On the

other hand, plural -s with NP Subjects but not pronoun Subjects is a

northern feature, particularly associated with Scots. A close analysis

of non-concord V-s with lexical verbs in BIE did not support a Subject-

type Constraint in traditional white BIE. It would appear that -s in all

persons was admitted, and that there was input from both northern

and southern dialects. Analysis of the BIE data also showed a link

with habitual uses. This provides a clue why the Subject-type

constraint may have been overruled, under pressure to reanalyse V-s

as a marker of habitual. Habitual V-s has been noted for the south-

western dialects (Elworthy, 1886: xx)2, but not, to my knowledge, for

other English or Scottish dialects.

It has been argued here that one syntactic feature of BIE points to

the importance of the Scottish or at least north British element in the

formation of BIE. The Subject-type Constraint is regularly followed in

The example of a country girl who says '
I [zoa'us] sews long way

mother and that'. Elworthy comments (xx): 'this would distinctly
convey that she worked habitually with her mother at needlework'.
This inflected habitual form was a variant of the periphrastic
habitual in West Somerset, but Elsworthy maintained that it was not
found in other areas.
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A number of other likely examples of BIE structures and forms

deriving from British dialectal sources have been given in Chapter 14.

Enough has been said to make the point that there are clear

indications from the use of a wide range of grammatical morphemes

and syntactic constructions that white BIE is indeed the product of

the mixing of diverse British dialects.

Convergence of Language Systems

The approximation of one grammar to another is a natural process

in language acquisition, and results from acts of acccommodation by

individual speakers. At the community level, accommodation over

time normally results in changes in one or both grammars. The

simplest changes are phonetic adjustments, but these do not

necessarily affect the underlying phonemic inventory. Other changes

which are readily made are low-level phonological processes such as

weakening of consonants and simplification of consonant clusters.

Intonation and other prosodic features are especially susceptible to

change. Certain grammatical morphemes may also be subject to loss

or substitution. Those with a minimal functional load are most likely

to be lost or replaced. The third person -s agreement marker is lost;

the infinitive marker to is lost or replaced by for to. Changes of these

types can be observed in extraterritorial varieties of English in which

speakers from diverse origins in the English-speaking world came

together.
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In contact between radically differing grammars, grammatical

morphemes may also undergo functional shift. This is the case when,

as in the Caribbean, there is an encounter between Creole and

standard English or a semi-standard form of English. The shifts from

basilectal to mesolectal to acrolectal grammars in the Anglophone

Caribbean context can be viewed in terms of the gradual

incorporation of forms and form-function relationships from the

locally-available standard by speakers at varying distances from the

standard. This can take place even while basilectal forms are

generally retained in speakers' repertoires, so that code-switching is

the result. Alternatively, forms and form-function relationships from

different levels are mixed, so that over time, the community basilect

becomes 'decreolized'. The changes in tense and aspect marking

which take place can be seen as the result of restructuring through

the contact and mutual influence of grammars within the repertoire

of individual speakers.

In the movement from the basilect to the mesolect, there is a

general increase in the explicitness with which certain grammatical

categories are expressed. The expression of tense in the verb phrase,

and the development of SE Perfect come to mind as salient examples.

The function of the past marker changes from that of a pragmatic

signalling device to an obligatory temporal marking in relation to a

fixed deictic center in the present. The emergence of Perfect depends

in similar way on restructuring the grammar in line with a fixed

temporal reference point rather than a shifting 'speaker locus'.

Another example of restructuring in the upper mesolect and acrolect

results in the emergence of a passive using SE formatives. This requires
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meaning to be assigned to the syntagm as a whole, and the addition

of a new device to a focusing system which already makes free use of

other means of topicalization.

The slow and incomplete emergence of passives in the acrolects of

Creole speech communities is, indeed, due in part to the availability

of alternative modes of topicalization. Escure (1988) has pointed out

the pervasiveness of fronting devices of various kinds even among

acrolectal speakers in Belize. Although topicalization has not received

detailed attention in this study of BIE, 1 find it plausible that certain

tpyes of fronting - such as time adverbials - may also be a feature of

both white BIE and black BIE. (Escure and Gilbert, 1988). If this is so, it

is one example of influence of how a Creole rhetorical pattern may be

adapted in part by speakers whose speech is not by any criterion

'Creole'.

In the evolution of earlier Anglo-Caribbean and its continuation in

white BIE, a number of more salient examples of this same process

appear. I have argued (Chapter 14) that the origins of habitual doz in

its various phonetic forms are to be found in the linguistic contact

situation in Caymans: the convergence of older English periphrastic

do constructions with the Creole marking of aspect. The [bi, biz]

habitual I have explained as a later development in Anglo-Caribbean,

but once again contact with Creole aspect marking was decisive.

The use of had as a past marker is also the result of contact-based

restructuring, again involving the Creole basiiect: the form represents

a mesolectal development of preverbal bin. The had+0verb structure

was the result of contact between Anglo-Caribbean, in which -ed/-en

endings had already undergone some attrition, and the relexification
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of a Creole bin+overb structure. The extent of contact between Creole

and non-standard English, without the intervention of SE norms, is

indicated by the presence of other non-standard markers as well:

preverbal did and woz each have a function in grammars in the lower

continuum.

Preverbal done is often considered a feature of Creole, in which it

fulfils the function of a 'completive' marker, but it is common in

white Southern (Feagin, 1979: 122-149). In white BIE, it tends to be

used in conjunction with auxiliary had. Preverbal done was used

within the Perfect auxiliary phrase in Early Modern English (Traugott,

1972; 146), but later died out. Feagin ascribes its preservation in

Southern American to two factors. One is structural: the reduction or

loss of the Perfect auxiliary, combined with loss of distinctions

between preterite and past participle in some dialects, led to done

fulfilling the functions of a marker of Prefect aspect. The other factor

is the influence of the aspectual system of the semi-creolized speech

of blacks, in which a completive aspect marker filled a natural niche.

A dual explanation is best, one tendency reinforcing the other.

All the above can be seen as examples of restructuring resulting

from long-term contact and partial convergence of grammars. Both

black and white speech can be seen to have participated. The

mesolect is the main locus for creative restructuring, which is

initiated in decreolizing black speech.
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A Search for Connections

The body of this dissertation has consisted of discussions of a wide

range of phenomena which in one way or another allow a

characterization of BIE to be made in terms of its relatedness to other

Engishes and English Creoles spoken in the Caribbean region. In this

concluding chapter, 1 have tried to draw together the threads which

weave together to form a variegated quilt.

My primary goal has been to offer a description which respects the

diversity found in BIE, and which is accurate in characterizing the

non-standard features which are found in it. If an impression of

extreme non-standardness has been given, this is the inevitable result

of focusing on precisely those features which are found in BIE and are

not found in Standard English, or even, in many cases, in dialects

currently spoken today in Britain or Ireland, the United States, or any

of the other countries in which a version of Standard English is

spoken. The many Bay Islanders who speak an English which differs

little, except in accent, from that of educated speakers in the

metropolitan countries, will, I hope, not be too offended by my

account. I have made a deliberate effort to describe a wide range of

non-standard features in order to search for connections with the past

of BIE, and in particular, with the Creole roots of most of the features.

I believe that I have suceeded in making those conections clear.

It is nevertheless undeniable that BIE, even that spoken by

uneducated speakers, is not a Creole. It is a mixed variety which

reveals the influence of Creole in various more or less subtle ways. The
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occasional omission of a copula before an adjective or locative

predicate is another tell-tale sign of Creole influence, and one which

generally passes un-noticed by hearers of whatever background.

To point out these things is merely to draw attention to one

obvious fact. Bay Islands English is an 'extraterritorial' variety of

English formed in highly unusual circumstances. The fact of its

isolation alone would lead one to expect retentions of older features.

In view of what is known about Bay Islands settlement in the mid-

nineteenth century, the main precursor of BIE was an equally isolated

dialect spoken on islands about 200 miles north-west of Jamaica. The

white settlers who comprised a sizeable percentage of the Caymans

population during the eighteenth century were of British descent, but

were people who in some cases had already been in the Caribbean for

a few generations, the families having settled in Jamaica. The

population was augmented periodically by deserters and shipwrecked

mariners and the like, giving rise to a white population of diverse

origins. The dialect mixing which occurred, together with the

incorporation of certain influences from Creole, created a special form

of extraterritorial English, which it would be appropriate to term a

'creole-influenced British koine'.

It is conceivable that archival work in the Cayman Islands may be

able to shed some limited light on the form of speech that I refer to as

'earlier Anglo-Caribbean'. As it is, the traditional speech of some older

Bay Island whites provides some clear evidence of the British

component in Anglo-Caribbean. Creole influence is much more easily

detected. Yet the antecedent Creole which provided the matrix out of
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which so many of the non-standard morphosyntactic features of BIE

sprang is itself lost and inacccessible.

The diachronic parts of my description of BIE rest on invisible

foundations. Yet any synchronic dialect description with a claim to

adequacy will seek to establish connections, to engage in historical

reconstruction as much as the data permit. Precise description should

be combined with argumentation that seeks to supplement limited

sociohistorical data with cultural identity factors. I hope that other

linguists may be encouraged to investigate Bay Islands English and

add to our still imprecise knowledge while there is still time.
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